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Reasoning draws a conclusion and makes us grant the conclusion, but does not make the conclusion certain, nor
does it remove doubt so that the mind may rest on the intuition of truth, unless the mind discovers it by the path of
experience ....

Therefore reasoningdoes not suffice, but experience does.

Roger Bacon, Opus Majus (Burke)
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Foreword
The history of my connection with the Vovnich manuscript is as follows: in 1951 Mr. William F. Friedman introduced
me to the manuscript and I spent my spare time in studying the combinations of the most commonly occurring symbols. I
wrote a report of my work for Mr. Friedman. I should mention that the only part of the manuscript which was available to
me at the time was the twenty pages at the end which contain no illustrations. In fact he deliberately used me as a
control-- he told me nothing other than the information about the manuscript contained in the book The Cipher of Roger
Bacon by Newbold. On the strength of this study I came to the rather definite conclusion that the text could not have been
arrived at merely by the substitution of single symbols for letters whatever the language involved.
Subsequently about twelve years ago I read a paper to the Baltimore Bibliophiles covering the history of the manuscript
and some of the attempts to decipher it. This paper, almost unaltered, was printed in an internal office journal.
In the fall of 1975 1 read a paper on the subject to a group of colleagues. As this occasion was rather widely advertised
within the organization. it attracted quite a large audience and the attention of some of those who attended was drawn to the
study of the manuscript.
From the time when Mr. Friedman's health began to fail, I have acted as a sort of unofficial coordinator of the work of
some of the people who have been working on the problem, and when Miss Mary D'lmperio told me of her interest. I
suggested that she should assume this responsibility.
She has written a far more comprehensive and more scholarly survey of the problem than mine and it will, I believe.
become the definitive background of future work in this field.
To my knowledge there have been three rather extensive analyses of the script of the manuscript, by Mr. Friedman. by
me. and by Captain Prescott Currier. Of these. I believe Captain Currier's to be far the most complete. All three have
reached similar conclusions at any rate in some aspects. and I find myself quite unable to accept any suggested solution unless
it takes account of these analyses.
John H. Tiltman
24 November 1976
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Introduction
The reader may well wonder. "Why still another paper on the Voynich manuscript?" So much has been written already
on that most studied, most curious, and most mysterious manuscript upon which so many researchers have exhausted their
faculties in vain. Perhaps a few words of explanation might be useful in setting the stage for the reader, and in presenting the
motivation for this monographAs a relatively recent newcomer to the ranks of Voynich manuscript students. I have unwittingly retraced the steps of all
mv predecessors. rediscovering their sources, repeating their experiments, growing excited over the same promising leads that
excited them. and learning only later that all these things bad already been tried and had failed, often several times. I have
no wish to imply that I regret any of my efforts. In fact, I little suspected, when I was first introduced to the problem of the
Vovnich manuscript at Brigadier Tiltman's lecture in November 1975, that I would spend all my spare time for the next
year on an intellectual and spiritual journey spanning so many centuries and ranging over so many aspects of art, history.
philosophy, and philology. I have thoroughly enjoyed every moment of my investigations, and would not give them up at any
price.
The fact remains that, in spite of all the papers that others have written about the manuscript, there isjwmy knowltdge.no complete survey of all ihe approaches. ideas, background information and analytic studies that have accumulated over the
nearly fifty-five years since the manuscript was discovered by Wilfrid M. Voynich in 1912. Most of the papers have been
written either to advance or to refute a particular theory, providing in passing a brief glance at others' efforts, primarily to
sweep them out of the way. Some presentations provide good treatments of some aspects of the problem, notably those by
Voynich (1921 ).Newbold ( 1928). Tiltman ( 1968). and Krischer (1969). Much vital information, however, is to be found
only •in urippbhshed
notes
and
papers inaccessible to most
I have felt that it ..
would be useful to pull(To-gther all the
/ i.
- rstudents.
t
/'
'" e '
informati('coR
(Uoftan
'
from all the sources I ha*, examined. and to present it in an orderly fashion. I hope the.the
resulting survey will provide a firm basis upon which other students may build their work, whether they seek to decipher te
text or simply to learn more about the problem.
-This monograph will be arranged in four main sections. First. I will present a survey of all the basic facts of the problem:
the "givens". as it were. Second. I will try to cover all the primary avenues of attack and the information relevant to each:
the external characteristics of the manuscript itself, the drawings, and the text. Third. I will survey the major claims of
decipherment and other substantial analytic work carried out by various researchers. Fourth. I will provide a rapid sketch of
collateral and background topics which seem likely to be useful. An extensive bibliography is included, comprising books and
papers on the Vovnich manuscript itself and on a variety of related topics.
I wish to express my appreciation for the generous aid of John H. Tiltman. without whose encouragement this monograph would never have been completed. I wish also to thank Stuart Buck. Edwin S. Spiegelthal. and Stuart MacClintock,
who proofread my manuscript and offered many helpful criticisms and suggestions.
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Chapter 1
The Known Facts
1. 1 The Manuscript As Found
It seems important first of all to distinguish clearly between the givens-- the incontrovertible tacts available to all students
of the manuscript and the lush growth of conjecture that has accumulated around the few meagre certainties we have. A
clear physical description of the codex itself is provided bv several authors. The entry in the catalogue of H. P. Kraus
(antiquarian bookdealer and owner of the manuscript for a number of years) provides an excellent, compact sketch (see
figure 1). In brief, the mysterious manuscript consists in a small quarto volume, with leaves of varying size but of an average
nine by six inches, some multiply folded. Most pages contain, in addition to copious text in the unknown script (which I will
call the "Voynich script" throughout this paper). colored pictures of considerable variety, whose meaning is open to
conjecture. Most appear to represent plants, astrological or cosmological material, and pharmaceutical recipes, while a few
show human figures surrounded by bizarre objects in scenes of undetermined import. The text and drawings will be studied
in considerable detail in Chapters 3 and 4.
The manuscript has no cover; the first page contains only four brief paragraphs of text without pictures, but with an
apparent crude attempt at rubrication by means of enlarged and embellished initial characters in red ink. The last page shows
a few lines of writing near the top, in a different script or mixture of scripts than the bulk of the text, along with a few
symbols from the Vovnich script, and a scattering of sketch% drawings of animals, people, and other unidentifiable objects in
the upper left corner. Some leaves in the bodv of the manuscript also contain jottings (largely illegible) in scripts and hands
apparently differing from the majority of the text. These atypical scraps of writing will be dealt with more fully below.
We have one other bit of concrete data to exploit: a letter, found between the pages of the manuscript by Wilfrid
Vovnich. Figure 2 shows this letter, and figure 3 provides its translation from Latin as prepared for Vovnich and published
by him (1921. p. 27). The letter was written by Joannus Marcus Marci in Prague to accompany his gift of the manuscript to
Athanasius Kircher, S. ).. in Rome. The letter adds the following solid facts to our knowledge (as fleshed out by the research
of Vovnich, which he describes in interesting detail in the work cited above):
The manuscript was in the hands of.joannus Marcus Marci (A.D. 1595-166"7 1,official physician to Emperor Rudolph !1
of Bohemia (A.D. 1552-1612). in the year 1665 or 1666.
It had previously been in the possession of one or more other persons. otherwise unidentified, probably associated with the
ourt of Rudolph 11.
It passed from the possession of Marci to Athanasius Kircher in 1665 or 1666. and remained in his hands for an
unknown period of time.
It had been sold to Rudolph by an unidentified person at an unstated time for the large sum of 600 ducats. according to
information provided to Marci by a Dr. Raphael Missowskv (AD. 1580-16441. who was a familiar at the courts of
Rudolph and his successors,
Another nugget of information was wrested from the enigmatic pages of the manuscript itself as a result of a fortunate
accident. A mishap during photographic reproduction of the manuscript revealed a partially erased signature on the first
page. Examined under infra-red light, this signature was found to be *Jacobi I Tepenece", that of a man identified by
Vovnich asJacobus Vlorcickv de Tepenecz (d. 1622). This man was director of Rudolph's botanical gardens and alchemical
laboratory. He did not acquire the patent of nobility with the title -de Tepenecz" until after 1608. Thus. we have one
additional fact: the manuscript was in the hands of another familiar at Rudolph's court at some time during the period from
1608 to 1622.
The last bit of concrete evidence we have is the place where the manuscript was found by Vovnich in 191 2; this source
was kept secret for some years, in the expectation that Vovnich might wish to return and purchase more manuscripts there. It
was ultimately revealed to be the Villa Mondragone. in Italy not far from Rome. The following is a precis of information
concerning Mondragone. gathered by John Tiltman:
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This, then. is all we really know for certain about the enigmatic codex: what observant students have seen in the book
itself, and the letter that accompanied it when found. (So far as I can discover, no scientific study of any kind has ever been
carried out on the inks, pigments, or parchment; and no attempt has been made to examine the pages under special light for
hidden writing.) Upon this meagre foundation of fact, an imposing edifice of deduction and guesswork has been erected
through creative research and persistent scholarship, first by Wilfrid Vovnich, and then by a succession of later students.
Later sections of this paper will deal in fuller detail with these conjectures. many of which seem well founded and of certain
value to future students of the manuscript.

1.2 The Known History of the Manuscript
A set of solid bench marks can be assembled from the sources described above, and summarized as follows:
The manuscript was in the hands of some unknown person who brought it to Rudolph's court some time before 1608.
It was in the possession of Jacobus de Tepenecz for some time after 1608 and before his death in 1622.
It was held for some time bv another person. unidentified, who willed it to.Joannus Marcus Marci sometime before 1665
or 1666.
It was sent by Marci from Prague. during 1665 or 1666. to his old teacher. Athanasius Kircher, in Rome.
It did not then reenter recorded history until it was discovered by Wilfrid Vovnich at the Villa Mondragone. Frascati,
Italy in 1)12.
After the death of Voynich in 193). the manuscript remained in the estate of his widow (author of a well-known novel.
The Gadfly, which enjoved great popularity in the Soviet Union). Mrs. Vovnich died in Jul' 1960. Miss A. M. Nill. a close
friend and companion of Mrs. Vovnich over many years. was co-owner of the manuscript.
It was purchased on.July 12. 1961. by Hans P. Kraus. New York antiquarian bookseller, for $24,500.
Kraus valued the manuscript at S1010000. and later at S160,000; he tried repeatedly to find a buyer for it at those prices.
Finally. in 1960. he presented it to the Beinecke Rare Book Library of Yale I niversitv. where it now remains, catalogued as
manuscript 408. and valued at $125.000 to $500,000, according to different sources. (Information concerning the modern
history of the manuscript was obtained from Tiltman 1968 and from unpublished notes kept by Miss Nill for herself and for
Mr. and Mrs. Vos-nich.

-
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Chapter 2
Avenues of Attack on th.-Problem: A Survey
In this chapter I will attempt to cover as much as possible of the great varlets of conjecture. reasoning, research, and
investigation that has been carried out by a wide range of scholars, from Voynich down to those of recent Years. I have
arranged this material under a selection of topics relating to important characteristics of the manuscript. (its provenience
date, original language, authorship. etc.). which have excited the curiosity and exercised the ingenuity of all its many
students. I can lay claim to a knowledge of only a small part of the work that may now be in progress or that may have been
done in the recent past; many people have undoubtedly carried on their work alone, and their ideas and results have become
known only to their immediate colleagues and acquaintances. Any day now. a new announcement of success could break
upon the world from one of these students. I hope that the present summary, however incomplete. may serve to gather
researchers than has hitherto been available in one place.
together more information about the manuscript and its

2.1 Conjectures Concerning the History of the Manuscript
Soon after his discoverv of the manuscript. Vosnit h undertook a ver% tompetent and thorouih investigation of its historx
He turned up a wealth of interesting data. and succeeded in piecing together a plausible sequence of events to fill in most of
the blank spots between the known benchmarks. He traced the origin of the manuscript to Roger Bacon (1214!-1292!). a
learned Franciscan scholar and philosopher, renowned in later times for his occult powers. Of Roger Bacon much more will
be said below (see Sections 2.2.2. 5.1 and Chapter 7). Vovnich stated that he had fastened upon Bacon as the most likely
candidate for authorship by a process of elimination, assuming, as he did, a thirteenth century date for the manuscript even
before he saw the letter from Marci mentioning the similar belief held by someone at the court of Rudolph 11.Voynich's
statement of his reasoning while examining the manuscript at the castle where he found it is worth quoting in full.
Even a nei ess,rd'briet examinatin of tteselluni upson %ith it %iis uritten. the talligrapli'. the drawings and the pigmients suggested it)
[he dr,,ings nin iatedittit tie allenii lpedit viorkon natural philos
me is the date of its origin the latter part of the thirteenth tntur
opht, I hastils tonsidered the question ot piossible authiirship ut the vork and the names it onk to thirteenth tenturishmuilars who iould
(ot,ideratiiin beause
have wrtten on uh a Sartetv (t sublteits of urred to rte first. Albertus Magnus. hoin I at onie eliminated ftroti
nes in oipher. and
torhm totonueal any it his ,rit
Position %sithsu
that it tiu)ltf nothave been netessarv
aind xtllit(al
his ec(lestaic.il
ntiriri greater sthoilar,v10 had been perse uted in aoiunt it his rtilngs and %hose
seondlv. the Frantisan Friar. Roger Baton. ii
,
Moren',er. for ntan sears t had been forbridten b% his order t, ite.
o ientiifi, dlsoerie hid been nisrepresented as bilk nijli
1)21.pp i i -a I0
t
htiiding his greatsi rets in (ipllher
and tie httnself referred Ifii his Suir ks to the ne esstyof

Vovnich continues, relating his discovery of the Marci letter as follows:
hands thatI rcadtie diuunient hearne tie date 1(61 or I((u6m. %ht It
It %as tiit until sline itme ater tie friiaiutrlpt t .int into teit
was attai ed to Ohe frontloser Bei iuse tit its late dtate I had ret.arded it as tit ni ionsequent e. anti therefore negletted it durne the first
examination of the ininus(ript

IP
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He must have been gratified indeed to find his conjectural attribution of the manuscript to Bacon thus dramatically
corroborated.

Next. Voynich turned his attention to teasing as much additional information as he could from the facts at his disposal. He
uncovered a quantity of fascinating detail concerning the personages mentioned in the letter and otherwise suspected to have
been associated with the manuscript, many of them familiars of Rudolph I1and members of his court. The subject of
Rudolph. the scientific and pseudo.scientific movements that grew up around him, and the astonishing flock of scientists.
spies, charlatans, and other flamboyant personalities that converged upon Prague during Rudolph's reign, is in itself a
valuable area for study. The work published on this topic by Bolton (1904) is quite out of date, and while enjoyable reading,
fails to do justice to the subject in the light of today's scholarship. Evans ( 1973) provides a detailed, up-to-date presentation
on Rudolph and the elaborate and interesting culture surrounding his court. Evans make,'a tantalizingly brief mention of the
Voynich manuscript, but does not add anything to our knowledge of its origin.
Here. in brief, is my chronological outline of the hypotheses Vovnich put forward to fill the gaps in the known history of
the manuscript, and to suggest further lines of investigation to complete the picture (all information in the outline below is
from Voynich 1921).

3,.

Latter half of the thirteenth century. The manuscript was penned by Roger Bacon. as a record of his secret discoveries of
science or magic.
- 1538 The manuscript rested in some monastic library in England until the dissolution of the religious houses at the
time of the Reformation; this destruction began in 1538.
1547" Many Bacon manuscripts (some say as many as 1200 all told) were collected by Dr. John Dee. Elizabethan
mathematician and astrologer (of whom more will be said below in Chapter 8). He obtained these, Voynich suggests,
through his association with .John Dudley, Duke of Northumberland, who amassed a large fortune through the rapacious
spoliation of religious houses during the Reformation. Our manuscript could have come into Dee's hands as early as 1547,
according to Vovnich. While it was in Dee's possession, he made vigorous attempts to decipher it, as attested by a remark in
a much later letter (dated 1675) quoting Arthur Dee. John Dee's son, to the effect that he had seen his father spending
much time over a book "all in hieroglvphicks" (on this matter, see also Section 8.9 below).
1584-1588. John Dee, failing in his attempts to decipher it. carried the manuscript to Prague on one of his visits to
Rudolph's court between 1584 and 1588. It was, then, to Dee or someone representing him that Rudolph paid the 600
ducats which was his price for the manuscript. It was probably also Dee who convinced Rudolph or others at the court of
Roger Bacon's authorship; Dee was to a considerable degree obsessed with Bacon throughout a large portion of his life, and
had a large part in disseminating knowledge of Bacon's work and refurbishing the reputation of the thirteenth-century friar,
condemned by the Church and his contemporaries to centuries of neglect. Dee even claimed to be a descendant of Bacon
(whose real name, Dee claimed, had been "David Dee" and not Roger Bacon at all).
- 1608? Rudolph made various attempts to get the manuscript decrvpted by his stable of scholars and experts. In this
endeavor, he may have committed the manuscript, for working purposes, into the keeping of Jacobus de Tepenecz, whose
name was written on it, and who may have kept it after Rudolph's abdication in 1611 and the subsequent looting and
dissolution of the Emperor's extensive museum and collections. Since de Tepenecz was ennobled in 1608, he could not have
written his name on the manuscript in the form we see before that date.
1622. de Tepenecz died in 1622, and we have no evidence for the history of the manuscript between that time and its
appearance in the hands of its next known owner, Marri.
1644. According to the Marci letter, the manuscript was in the possession of an unknown owner, mutual friend of
Marci and Kircher, for some unknown period; indeed, it may have passed through several hands during that time. It must
have come into Marci's possession sometime before 1644. since Marci was able to discuss it with Dr. Raphael. who died in
that year. Vovnich suggests (p. 419) that "research into the Bohemian State Archives will lead to the discovery' of the
intimate friend of Marci and also of Kircher who had the manuscript between 1622 and 1644.
1665/6. During the time between 1644 and 1665 or 1666. we are reasonably certain that the manuscript was in the
possession of Joannus Marcus Marci. and that it then passed into the hands of Athanasius Kircher. What Marci and Kircher
did with it while they had it. we do not know.
1912. Vovnich says. "my own impression is that Kircher left the manuscript to someone at the court of Parma, where
he had patrons and friends, and it probably remained in the possession of a member of the Farnese family until, with other
manuscripts, it was removed to the collection in which I found it." (p. 430.)
Later researchers have added only a few details to this chronology so ingeniously ferreted out by Vovnich. Brumbaugh
(1975. p. 347) suggests that Kircher himself may have deposited the manuscript directly into the Villa at Mondragone.
John Manly ( 1921b, p. 188) claims that "it is clear that Marci did not possess the manuscript in 1640. when he was with
Kircher in Rome", since he would naturally have given it to Kircher then. He also reports that Marci. in the preface of a
work entitled "Idearum Operaticium Idea", mentions as his mother-in.law one Laura, daughter of Dionisius Misserone,
who became director of Rudolph's Imperial Museum. Manly implies that Misserone could have been the unknown friend
who bequeathed the manuscript to Marci. Finally. Manly provides the interesting bit of information that the 600 ducats,
Rudolph's payment for the manuscript, would be the equivalent of $14,000 in 1921. and he contributes some new data
regarding de Tepenecz: this scientist was obliged to flee the country during disturbances that took place in 1618. and may
well have parted with the manuscript then, since it apparently remained in Prague.
Robert Steele. an eminent historian and Baconian scholar who has edited many of Roger Bacon's works (Bacon
1909-1940). concurs with Voynich in connecting the manuscript with John Dee. He says. "Mr. Voynich is, we believe.
right in his conjecture that it was sold by Dee to the Emperor Rudolph at the close of the sixteenth century. attributing it to
Roger Bacon. and that it was probably 'the book containing nothing but hieroglyphics' of which Dee's son spoke to Sir.
Thos. Browne." ISteele 1928b. p. 561.
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2.2 Authorship and Purpose
2.2.1 A Hoax. a Forgery, or Nonsense?

*

I

Many students have had. at times, an uncomfortable suspicion that the mysterious codex upon which so much fruitless
effit had been spent might be a fabrication, its text representing nothing meaningful or orderly enough to be capable of
decipherment and translation. Wilfrid Vovnich seems to have felt that the manuscript was unquestionably a genuine
production of a thirteenth -century author. and specifically of Roger Bacon. Dr. Albert H. Carter (one time technical
historian of the Army Security Agency) states the opinion shared by most students who have grappled with the elegant puzzle
when he says. "So much time and so much expense in vellum of excellent quality went into it, it cannot be a hoax .... It is
conceivably the work of a wealthy and learned, if deranged. person, but not a hoax- ( 1946, p. 1). In an early report. John
Tiltman. one of the most faithful and thoroughgoing of the manuscript's students, expresses his considered confidence in its
authenticity: "1 do not believe the manuscript is completely meaningless. the ravings or doodlings of a lunatic, nor do I
believe it is just a hoax - it is too elaborate and consistent for either .... About the worst thing it can be is a deliberate
forgery for gain .... I regard this as rather improbable. . . ." (1951. p. I ).
In a more recent presentation. Tiltman reiterates these judgements, refusing to accept suggestions that the manuscript
contains only 'meaningless doodlings". He continues. ''There is more sense to the idea that the work is a forgery. This I
think is highly unlikelv, especially if Captain Currier's ideas are correct." (Tiltman 1975; the reference to Captain Currier
concerns his findings of multiple "hands" in the text. for which see Section 6.8 below.) Erwin Panofskv. a prominent scholar
of medieval and Renaissance studies, added the weight of his learning to this view: "I should like to reiterate my opinion
that the Vovnich manuscript, whichever its place of origin, date and purpose. is certainly a perfectly authentic document"
(1954, p. ;). Finally. Elizabeth Friedman, wife of William Friedman (prominent cryptologist and student of the
manuscript) and a distinguished scholar and crvptologist in her own right, expresses a similar opinion: "All scholars
competent to judge the manuscript . . . were and still are -agreed that it is definitely not a hoax or the doodlings of a
psychotic but is a homogeneous, creative work of a serious scholar who had something to convey" ( 1962).
At least one recent researcher has spoken out in favor of an opposing view. stating that the manuscript is in fact a forgery,
and may contain a considerable quantity of meaningless "dummy" text intended merely to fill it out to an impressive length.
Robert Brumbaugh ( 1974. 1Q75, 1976) claims that the book was expressly and calculatedly designed by some sixteenth.
century opportunist in order to fool the Emperor Rudolph into parting with the large sum of money that he did, indeed.
spend to obtain it. To this end, the text was provided with a wealth of apparently easy "keys", and just enough easily decipherable material on the last page to convince Rudolph's experts that it would prove to be readable with the expenditure of
a reasonable amount of effort. Faked "evidence" was also planted on the last page, according to Brumbaugh. to associate the
secret book closely to Roger Bacon that exciting and mysterious possessor of impressive scientific and occult powers in
whom John Dee had been busily raising interest to a fevered pitch at Rudolph's court.
In spite of all this, Brumbaugh shares the view that the manuscript is not totally meaningless. He says. 'There is an
underlying text ... and sooner or later, by collaborative work, it will be read. There is no way of predicting what it will say.
it could be anything from a standard botany textbook to formulae for the Elixir of Life deriving from Roger Bacon" 1975.
p. 354). Father Theodore C, Petersen. another dedicated long.term student of the manuscript who possessed a wide
background of learning in history and philology, expresses his view thus: 'There is agreement that the text of the Vovnich
manuscript obeys uniform rules which are constant and unchanging throughout the whole 246 extant quarto pages of
writing indicating that the script contained an intelligible meaning for its writer' ( 195.3, p. I ).
Newbold. Feely. and Strong. the three other principal claimants (besides Brumbaughi to some degree of success in
deciphering the manuscript, all accepted it as a genuine and serious production either of the thirteenth or the sixteenth
century. William Friedman also. while not to my knowledge assocating the manuscript with any specific author, regarded it
as a valid document with some content capable of being deciphered and read.
Some students of the manuscript, and others who disclaim any interest in it. have advanced the view that its content can
have no value for science or for the study of human thought. Tiltman. in his early report to Friedman, says. "I do not in any
case imagine there is anything historically or scientifically important contained in the manuscript'' (195 1, p. I : this, in spite
of his deep and long.continued interest in the problem and his firm rejection of the theory that the manuscript is completely
meaningless or fraudulent. Elizebeth Friedman indicates that the lack of serious interest in the manuscript on the part of
scholars was. on at least one occasion, a cause of disappointment to her husband in his research: "It appears to be gibberish to
many serious-minded academics, who are apt to scoff at the idea that its solution would be of any value to science or
learning as did a great foundation to which Friedman once applied for a grant for the detailed study of the manuscript. In
the opinion of the board, a solution would not advance human knowledge. The manuscript probably contains only trivia, the
board said." 1l962)

I must confess that I can see little justice in the reasoning of those "academics' who dismiss the Voynich manuscript out of
hand, after what can only be the most superficial attention. Even if it is. in fact. a fabrication associated with the court of
Rudolph II, an understanding of who wrote it. its passage from one to another of Rudolph's familiars, and the part it played
in the remarkable congeries of religious and political activities at Prague in those times could prove to be of great interest. In
the history of thought. it is not the intrinsic importance of a work that matters so much as its place within a larger pattern of
events and meanings. If the manuscript is a compilation, however "deranged" or idiosvncratic, drawn from earlier magical.
alchemical, or medical works, it has at least as much intrinsic interest and "scientific' import for the history of Western
thought as do other similar manuscripts whith are readable, and concern only one topic (i.e.. they are either astrological, or
alchemit(,. or medial. Reputable scholars apparentlv see no waste of time in studying "plaintext" manuscripts of this t'pe.
and may spend much of their lives so otcupied.
The Vovnch manustript apr.ars to be unusual in that it combines in one book at least four different medieval disciplines.
apparentls with some attempt t integrate them into a single system. If read, it could provide a highly interesting picture of a
theors or doctrine interrelating all these disciplines, at least in the beliefs or practices of one individual or school. Finally.
even if the text is totally meaningless (a possibility that seems to me highly unlikelh), a decipherment of the text in some
manner permitting an understanding of the code, cpher, or other concealment system employed should be of great interest
for the histors of crvptolog', and perhaps also for the studs of alphabets and writing systems. In summar', I could accept a
finding that the manuscript Aas a hoax or a forgers; I might also accept the presence of a large amount of dummy or filler
text. to pad out the length of the document or to act as "cover" text within which a shorter message is hidden. I cannot.
however, see ans justification for dismissal of the manuscript as trivial or unworthy of careful and systematic studs. We can
assess its value for human knowledge only after we have read it. or at least learned quite a lot more about it.
2.2.2 Who Wrote It, and t'h.v?
Roger Bacon AD. 1214- 12Q2s, as Author. Voynich. as we have seen above, was certain of Bacon's authorship from
the outset. His reasoning, presented above (Section 2.1 ) need not be recapitulated here. William R. Newbold. the first would
be decipher ot the secret book. maintained that Bacon wrote it, as a diary of novel scientific researches unacceptable to the

Church. He intended the bxok, according to Newbold. ftr his favorite pupil John, or for some other disciple or friend.
providing the recipient with an oral key subsequently lost. The first chapter of the book describing Newbold's findings
presents an excellent sketch of Roger Bacon's life. writings, and thought. indicating that he had made a thorough study of

the thirteenth.centurv friar and his works ) 1928. pp. 1-28 .1. Malcolm Bird ( 1921 ) accepts Newbolds decipherment. and
the attribution to Bacon. in favor of which he provides a lengthy justification.
At least two other objective and painstaking researchers agree that there is no conclusive evidence against the original
authorship of the manuscript by Bacon (whether it is in his autograph hand or represents a later cops of his work). John M.
Manly (prominent literary scholar who later refuted Newbold's solution) expressed his opinion thus in an early comment:
+That the manuscript is Bacon's. or even that it dates from the thirteenth century. cannot then be proven by documentary
evidence, but there is no evidence against this tradition, and the appearance of the manuscript itself confirms it...( 1921. p,
189). Tiltman concurs with this view: 'There is as vet no solid evidence that the manuscript is not by Roger Bacon, or a
copy of a work by him" ( 1908, p. 13). A number of prominent Baconian scholars accepted, indeed hailed with enthusiasm.

Newbold's claim to have proven that Bacon was the author (Carton 1929; Gilson 1928). For further discussion of this
question, see Chapter 7 below.
Roger Bacon Not the Author. Others are just emphatic in their rejection of Bacon either as the scribe or contributor of
ans content in the manuscript. The objections of some revolve around their rejection of an early date for the book. and their
apparent unwillingness to consider it as a later copy of Bacon's work. They cite opinions of experts dating the manuscript
around 1500. and therefore much too late to have been a work by Bacon. or even likely to have been a (opv (most copies of
Bacon's works that have come down to us were made in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries). Still others reject Baconian
authorship not. apparently, in general. but specifically as a part of their emphatic rejection of Newbold's decipherment and
his attribution of the manuscript to Bacon. along with such impossibly anachronistic activities as the invention of the
compound microscope and telescope. and their use to observe events within a frame of reference completel' foreign to
Bacon's times. Erwin Panofskv has stated flatly that "The Roger Bacon theory is in my opinion at variance with all the
available facts and has been convincingly disproved b' Mr. Manly' (i.e.. in Manlv's articles demolishing Newbold's
theories) ( 1954. p. 2(. Dr. Charles Singer. eminent historian of science. said in a letter to Tiltman ( 12 November. 1957). "i
came to the conclusion that all suggestion of a knowledge of the microscope again referring to Newbold's decipherment
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was simply nonsense." Finally. Lynn Thorndike has. with characteristic emphasis, stated his opinion that "There is hardly
one chance in fifty that Roger Bacon had any connection with the production of the Vovnich manuscript." ( 1929. p. 319).
Anthony Askham as Author. Dr. Leonell C. Strong (whose claims to a decipherment of the manuscript are discussed in
Section 5. below), insisted that the author was a sixteenth-century physician named Anthony Askham (or Ascham). who
had published several almanacs, astrological works, and an herbal. iTiltman has ferreted out references to a number of these,
as early printed books: see Askham 1548a. 1548b. 1550, 1552. and 1553.) Strong claimed, further, to have deciphered
Askham's name on folio 13 of the manuscript. No other student has accepted this theo v,and Strong's proposed readings of
the text have been emphatically rejected,
Other General Suggestions Regarding Authorship Dr. Carter claimed to see evidence of "a copyist at work" (1946. p.
I).He mentions duplication among the zodiac diagrams. there being in fact two leaves showing the Ram. Aries, and two
showing the Bull. Taurus. IThese diagrams are, in actuality, quite different when examined carefully, and the apparent
- duplications'' are onlh superficial the pairing of diagrams for these two zodiac signs clearly had some definite purpose
known only to the author of the manuscript. i Dr. Singer. in a letter to Tiltman ( 12 November, 1957) expresses the opinion
that the origin of the manuscript was somehow related to Rudolph's court and to John Dee. While he does not further
specify the nature of the connection, one gains the impression that he may have had in mind an idea similar to Brumbaugh's
discussed above. Panofskv states the following view: "Mv idea always was that the manuscript was written by a doctor or
quack trying to impart what he considered secret knowledge to his son or heir" ( 1954. p. 2).

2.3 Provenience and Underlying Language

*

England. Medieval Latin. Vovnich. as we have seen. traced the manuscript to Roger Bacon. in the England of the late
thirteenth century. He probably also. therefore, assumed the underlying "plaintext" to be the medieval Latin of the Schools,
used by Bacon in all his surviving works. Newbold (1928. p. 44) also gives the manuscript an English origin, claiming to rest
his opinion on "the judgement of experts" not further identified, based on the parchment. ink and style of the drawings. His
proposed decipherment produced a form of medieval Latin. The language which Feely (1943) claimed to have discovered in
the manuscript was also Latin. but in a system of abbreviated forms not considered acceptable by other scholars, who
unanimously rejected his readings of the text,
England. Medieval English. Leonell Strong (1945) maintained that he had deciphered the text as medieval English, as
we will see in Section 5.3 below. other students have rejected his theory and the plaintext he produced. both as valid
medieval English and as a correct decipherment of the Vovnich text.
Unspecfied European. Latin. Elizebeth Friedman (1962) states that her husband. William Friedman, agreed with other
qualified experts that "the country of origin is definitely European; itmight be England. France. Italy. or what is now
Germany." She adds, further, that "the text is based upon a written language that is probably Latin. the language of all
learned and scientific discourses of that period, but may be medieval English. French, Italian. or Teutonic." These views
seem to leave us with a discouragingly wide choice, indicating that the "expetts" could fix upon no definite evidence to
narrow the area of their search.
Italy. Hellmut Lehmann-Haupt. Bibliographical Consultant to H. P. Kraus (owner of the manuscript between 1962 and
1969). suggested in a letter to John Tiltman dated I November. 1963 that Italy was a likely country of origin. He states.
"While both paleographically and historically speaking. Italy is as likely a place of origin as any other country of Europe.
there is no evidence that the manuscript must have been made in Venice, or elsewhere in Northern Italy. The possibility that
it comes from Central or Southern Italy is still open. and this could very well mean exposure to the Arab world,' He proposes
that Arabic should be considered as a candidate for the underlying language. Robert Steele suggests that some of the writing
on the last page may be "perhaps in a North Italian hand" (1928b, p. 564). Brumbaugh draws evidence from details in
some of the drawings for his theor'y of a relatively late date and a European provenience. Thus. in one of the zodiac-like
circular diagrams. he says "Sagittarius wears a fifteenth-century Florentine archer's hat in his medallion (though it is
retouched over the month name)" ( 1975, p. 349).
Germany or Eastern Europe. Charles Singer, in a letter to Tiltman dated 12 November. 1957. state) Iiis feeling that the
manuscript is "of Germanic origin", and "connected with John Dee and that sort of movement." He giv a somewhat fuller
statement of this view in another letter to Dr. G. M. J. Flemming. undated but obviously written at af,,out the same time:
"The judgement that I formed upon the manuscript was that it was of the sixteenth century. of South German work and
possibly related to Prague and John Dee." Singer also suggests that Czech, Polish. or some other East-Central European
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language should be considered to underlie the text. Fortunately for students of the manuscripts, whose difficulties are already
sufficiently burdensome, he considers Magyar "highly unlikely."
Both Singer (in the letter to Flemming) and Panofsky ( 1954. p. 2), mention a reading of some scattered phrases on the
last page as High German; this reading was proposed, apparently in a private communication, by Richard Salomon of
Kenyon College. Dr. Salomon suggests that a portion of the text in a mixture of scripts should be read: "so nim geismi I I ch
o.", representing a medieval prescription meaning -(If such and such a condition prevails), then take goat's milk or ...
This "prescription", which breaks off in mid-sentence, Salomon sees as continuous with the preceding text on the line. He
suggests an interpretation in German also for the brief words found on folio 66r. near a figure of a man lying on his back as
if sick or dead, and surrounded by several ambiguous objects. He reads the text as "der mussteil", referring to the obligatory
endowment of a widow with household goods on her husband's death.

2.4 Date of Origin
Thirteenth or Fourteenth Century. Voynich (1921, p. 4151 assigned the manuscript to the latter half of the thirteenth
century, as we have seen above. Newbold stated that "in the judgement of experts," a study of parchment. ink. and style of
drawings placed the manuscript in the thirteenth century. (1 928, p. 44). Petersen says, -I agree with Mr. Tiltman that the
juxtaposition of a herbal with the kind of astrological tables found here indicates a fairly early date for the manuscript. The
thirteenth century manuscripts of St. Hildegarde of Bingen show drawings illustrating the influence of the heavenly bodies
and elementary celestial forces upon the vegetative and animate life of the earth. The fourteenth century manuscript Vatican
1906 has somewhat similar astronomical drawings" (1953. p. 2). Steele provides the following interesting comments, with
the benefit of his expert knowledge and personal familiarity with medieval manuscripts (and in particular the works of Roger
Bacon): "The usual methods of dating a manuscript fail us; the writing cannot be placed. the vellum is coarse for the
thirteenth century. but not impossible, the ink is good. Only the drawings remain, and owing to their complete absence of
style the difficulty of dating is but increased. It is strange that the draftsman should have so completely escaped all medieval
or Renaissance influence" ( 1928b. p. 563).
Fifteenth Century. Hugh O'Neill. a prominent American botanist, published an identification of certain plant drawings as
New World species: "The most startling identification.. was folio 93, which is quite plainly the common sunflower.
Helianthus Annuus L. Six botanists have agreed with me on this determination. This immediately recalls the date 1493.
when the seeds of this plant were brought to Europe for the first time (by Columbus on his return from his second voyage).
Again folio Ilv shows a drawing which does not resemble any native European fruit, but suggests plainly Capsicum. a
genus strictly American in origin, known in Europe only after the above date.... It seems necessary to consider this
manuscript as having been written after 1493" (1944, p. 126). Other scholars, however, completely reject O'Neill's
identification of the sunflower and pepper plant. and are as emphatic in their claim that none of the plants pictured in the
manuscript are of New World origin. Helmut Lehmann.Haupt (bibliographical consultant to H. P. Kraus) stated in a letter
to Tiltman dated 1 November. 1963. that "there is a near agreement on the date of the CIPHER manuscript as around, or a
little after, the year 1400."
Sixteenth Century, Panofskv adds his voice to these suggesting a late date for the origin of the mysterious codex: "Were it
not for the sunflower Ias identified by O'NeillI . . .i should have thought that it was executed a little earlier, say about 1470.
However. since the style of the drawings is fairly provincial, a somewhat later date, even the first years of the sixteenth
century. would not seem to be excluded, I should not go lower than ca. 1510-1520 because no influence of the Italian
Renaissance style is evident. The above date is based on the character of the script, the style of drawing and on such costumes
as are in evidence on certain pages. for example folio 72 recto Iprobably referring to the costumes in the Gemini
representations1.- (1954. p. 1). Elizebeth Friedman states the consensus of expert opinion at the time as follows:
"Paleographic experts agree that the nature of the drawings. the writing, the ink and vellum. etc.. indicate that the
manuscript is certainly of later origin than the thirteenth century. The female figures. for example. are not the angular forms
characteristic of that period but are of a later, rotund, period. Some experts suggest that the probable period in which it was
written was 1500. plus or minus twenty years" (1962).
A. H. Carter reports the similar judgement of Miss Nill (a friend of Mrs. Voynich who accompanied him when he
examined the manuscript in (1946): "The style of the drawings. especially the conventions of the line drawings in the
women, suggest to Miss Nill. quite properly. that the manuscript is far later than the thirteenth or fourteenth centuries.
There is nothing 'Gothic' or angular about them. They are fat and rotund and suggest in their style the influence of the

realism of a later period. The coloring of the illustrations may well support a later date than the thirteenth century" ( 1946,
p. 2).
Among those agreeing on a sixteenth-century date for the manuscript is Dr. Charles Singer, who states in his letter to John
Tiltman ( 12 November. 1957), "The date of the manuscript would, in my opinion, be somewhere in the neighborhood of
1520 or perhaps a little later. . . " We have already seen that he connects the origin of the manuscript withJohn Dee and
Prague. Leonell Strong makes an interesting suggestion, that "The format and use of certain peculiar symbols (mirror images
of the Italian d or di and el. respectively) are evidences that the author was probably familiar with the manuscript of
Leonardo da Vinci's 'Anatomy' (written about 1510)" (1945, p. 608). Strong's identification of Anthony Askham as
author of the manuscript also leads him to place itin the sixteenth century, since Askham's known works were published
from 1525 on.
Robert Brumbaugh presents perhaps the most detailed and specific evidence for a sixteenth-century date: . it seemed
plain to me from the outset that this is not a thirteenth century manuscript, and I doubted whether Rudolph 11or any of his
experts ever had accepted it as an autograph work by Roger Bacon. Detail after detail pointed to a later date closer to 1500
than I I0. ... Sagittarius wears a fifteenth-century Florentine archer's hat in his medallion (though it is retouched over the
month name). A clock, tucked away in folio 85r, has a short hour and long minute hand, a style not developed until the
fifteenth century ....
In short, this manuscript is at earliest a compilation of about 1500" (1975, p. 349). (A number of the
points Brumbaugh employs to bolster his argument depend upon his own decipherment and associated specific identifications
of the symbols with numerals, etc.; I have omitted these, retaining only his more objectively based comments. For further
discussion of the "clock. see 3.3.6.)
Finally. Jeffrey Krischer obtained, in the course of his research, the opinions of a number of experts at Harvard University
concerning the date and provenience of the manuscript (see Section 6.7). He reports their judgement as follows:
Professor (,iles (onstahle , professor of mediesal historv. Harsard niversitv i. in looking over photostats of the manuscript, dated the
manuscript assixteenth tenturv and suggested that the script might be A foirm
of prisate language motivated by the desire to keep such A
powertul dotument trotim the general pubic Science in this period represented power and itone assumes the manuscript is indeed describing
plants and biologial and astrological phenomena. then this line of reasoning is quite acceptable The date ofthe manuscript sas again placed
in the sixteenth (entur% b Mr Rodnev Dennis (curator (i manus(riprs in Houghton Librarv of the Harvard (ollege I.ibrars Mr D)ennis
identified the script to be in the style of the sixteenth centurv humanist script Another dating ofthe manuscript %as due to Dr Franklin
Ludden Dr Ludden determined the date asbeing in the period 1 i75 to 1550. His method (it
dating is based upon analvuing the style of the
drawings, the features ifithe nude figures. the stviianon of the biianical drawings " IKrs her 1961).
pp 51-52

In consideration of this review of many pronouncements made by scholars and experts. I have made a rough "box score"
summarizing their opinions. It is crude, but it may aid the reader in bringing some order out of the multiplicity of
judgements that have accumulated over the years during which the mysterious manuscript has been studied. In the tally
shown below. I have arbitrarily assigned a score of "2" to such statements as ''in the judgement of experts", or "the
consensus of opinion", and a score of" 1" to the opinion of a single writer, without attempting to weight them in any greater
detail.
dates
score
1250-1399
5
1400-1550
12
To mv mind. this summary of expert opinion does. in fact. lend considerable weight to a relatively late date for the
manuscript.
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Chapter 3
Avenues of Attack: The Drawings
3.1 Relationship o1 the Drawingsto the Text
It has been suggested by some students, baffled and exasperated by repeated. futile attempts to make sense out of the
pictures as a wa' of cribbing into the text, that there may be no necessary connection between the writing and the illustration
on any given page. The pictures, some have proposed, may be a -blind". introduced to mislead the would-be decipherer and
further conceal some dangerous secrets of a totally different character. Most serious students of the manuscript appear to be
certain, however, that text and pictures were drawn together and form a related whole. Elizebeth Friedman states, for
example, "There can be no question that the same scribe wrote the text and made the drawings. as any handwriting expert
would readily agree" (1962).
Dr. A. H. Carter concurs in the above opinion: "Because the same ink and the same kind of penstrokes appear in the
illustrations and because the text forms an integral and unified part of many of the illustrations, it appears probable that the
same person wrote the text and drew the illustrations" ( 1946. p. 1). Tiltman feels that we have a right to expect that the text
belongs to the illustrations, "in the complete absence of evidence to the contrary" ( 1968, p. Ii). In the view of those who
have studied the manuscript with care, the text seems to be intricately interwoven in and around the pictures in such a way as
to have rendered a close collaboration necessary between scribe and draftsman if they were. in fact. different persons. In some
cases, text strings are written on parts of pictures (for instance, as labels on the objects called "pharmaceutical jars" by many
students in folios 9r and 102 v2, and in the segment, and cells of the intricate diagrams on folios 85-86 as well as many
astrological and cosmological drawings.

3.2 Nature and Characteristicsof the Drawings
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The impression made upon the modern viewer first coming upon a photocopy of the manuscript (the form in which it has
most frequently met the eve of students), is one of extreme oddity. quaintness, and foreignness--one might almost say
unearthliness. To the reader who has seen pictures of more typical illuminated medieval manuscripts, these pages look very
different indeed from what he expects to find in such a book. For me. at least, after working with the photocopy intensively
for some weeks, the initial impression of "queerness" lost its prominence and gave was to other, more considered reactions
which may be summed up as follows:
Homogeneity of Style. The drawings and text of the entire manuscript seem to me to torm a consistent whole, the product
of one school or group of closely related persons if not of a single person.
Craftsmanship and Pragmatism. The scribe (or scribes) seems not to have been motivated by design or esthetic criteria anv
more than by what we. today. would consider realism. Many of the plant folios and some cosmological designs (notably 9r.
I Iv. 16v. 33v. 41v. 49r. 68v2. 67r1. 67 r2. and 68vI ) present a stalwart, bold felicity of composition that is almost
architectonic in its quality, and (to me) quite pleasing. The impression which I receive is emphatically one of craftsmanship
rather than art.
Structural Regularity. I gain a persistent impression of the presence of rules and relationships. a definite structure with its
own "logic", however erratic and bizarre it might appear when compared to present.dav concepts. The intricate compound
firms in the script and its matter.of-fact. rather austere style all confirm this impression of craftsmanlike and logical
construction in my mind. As I will try to show below, there appears to be a similar quality in the diagrams, as if
conventionalized forms are used almost as symbols and combined to build up more complex symbolic statements. As a part of
this quality of "constructedness." there is a persistent tectonic element of style in the drawings. emphasizing threedimensional forms, symmetry, and connectedness of parts.
Idiosyncratic. Individual Quality. As has been noted by others, the manuscript seems to stand totally apart from all other
even remotely comparable documents. No one. to ms'knowledge, has so far discovered anything else at all like it. It strikes
the viewer as a very strong and definite statement, completely independent of anv known style or doctrine. It seems to be
deliberate, designed production of an individual or a small group working alone. (This apparent isolation may. of course. be
due simply to our failure to discover the other documents or philosophies related to it. but it seems unlikely that no trace of
such parallels would have been recognized by the many eminent medieval and Renaissance scholars who have examined the
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manuscript). In Section 3.2.3 I will discuss some other manuscripts that have been mentioned as possibly comparable to the
Voynich manuscript.
The above are my own impressions of the visual qualities of the manuscript; we will see below how some other students
have reacted to it.
3.2.1 ProvenienceandStyle
Voynich communicates his impression of the contrast between this manuscript and the other, more typical medieval
manuscripts with which it was found: "Itwas such an ugly duckling compared with the other manuscripts, with their rich
decorations in gold and colors, that my interest was aroused at once" (1921, p. 415). Dr. Carter provides a detailed
description of the manuscript, with considerable emphasis on the draftsmanship, pigments. and style; his personal reaction is
as follows: "The illustrations are done with great care, not with attention to providing a pleasing picture but rather with
attention to accuracy of detail. They are, as Miss Nill pointed out, the kind of drawings that a scientist would make for
himself, not illustrations designed to enhance the beauty of the book" ( 1946. p. I ).
Students disagree to some extent on the quality of the drawings as accurate portrayals of their apparent subject matter.
There is also considerable disagreement (not surprisingly) about their esthetic quality. To some. they are pleasing; to others.
they seem clumsy. inept, and childish. An anonymous author in Scientific American takes a critical and contemptuous view:
"These pictures are crudely drawn in by a person who obviously was somewhat lacking in artistic ability, even for a
thirteenth.century scribe" ( 1921. p. 4 3 2). Again. the same author expresses a similar opinion a few pages later: "The scribe
was not a great success as an artist; his efforts sometimes remind us of the crude outlines we produce in impressing upon a
draftsman what we want and how we want it" (p. 439). Charles Singer. in his letter to John Tiltman. 12 November 1957.
expresses a similar contempt for the representational and artistic quality of the plant pictures: "The figures of plants are not
botanical at all but of the kind one makes when doodling or the children make of plants."
As will also be noted in the discussion of the script below (4.1.1 ). while many students have briefly mentioned the style of
the drawings as a factor in their judgements concerning the date and provenience of the manuscript, none of them provide
any real facts to back up their remarks beyond a vague reference to ''experts" not further identified. As we have seen above.
Steele remarks, "It is strange that the draftsman should have so completely escaped all medieval and Renaissance influences"
(1928b. p. 563). Carter ( 1946) refers to the "rotundity" of the human figures and the lack of "Gothic" style as evidence
for a date later than the thirteenth or fourteenth centuries. Panofskv ( 1954. p. I) assesses the style of the drawings as "fairly
provincial'; he also states that there is no evidence of influence from the Italian Renaissance style. In sum, it appears as if no
one has made or documented a really careful and systematic attempt to contrast and compare the style of the Voynich
manuscript drawings to other manuscripts of various origins and dates such as could answer some of our questions.
3.2.2 Pigments and Inks.
Dr. Carter provides a detailed description of the pigments. This deserves to be quoted in full, in spite of its considerable
length, since few students ever get to see the manuscript in any other form except black and white photocopies.
Some of the tiors appear to be colored ink or water color. some a kind of crayon, and some an opaque kind of paint like poster paint
T'here
aremany ltoiirs,
the ink is good strong briiwn. there isan amber-like ink. like British.tan leather goods a bright, not quite brilliant.
blue ink or water olor,
in opaque aquamarine, a giiid strong red. carmine rather than scarlet
or vermllhon; a dirty yellow tthe yellow and
hriwns ofthe sunflower llustration are like those. only a little faded, of the Van Gogh sunflower picture; the greens are less brilliantI: a
red that loks like a bloilstain about a week old. adiriv green, an opaque green; a kind of green crayon, and several tither greens ofvarious
hues, intensity. salue. and texture, a red that looiks like lace rouge in iolor and texture; a thick red that makes dots of colo that you could
urape with vour finger nail. Ared ink lust like ordinary red ink todav, a blue that sparkles with tiny fragments (n apparently by design)
Sme otthe Colors are flowed on is with a brush. some have left pigmentborded contours as where a little pool had stood unblotted.
S.ome mas have been blutted (with (oth.
Sime were applied with strokes of the quill, and some were scrubbed unto the vellum with a
blunt quill which had beome furry on the end as a woden stylus dues after repeated use I (arter 1946. p 2

.3.2.3 Relationshipsto Some Other Illastrated Manuscripts.
My sources have disappointingly little to say on this topic. One gains the impression. whether justly or not, that the bizarre
quality of the pictures and the difficulty of identifying with any certainty what they portray. has caused most scholars
familiar with more conventional medieval manuscripts to throw up their hands in disgust after the most cursory glance. The
"herbal" pictures of complete plants and the astrological diagrams associated with recognizable zodiac figures offer perhaps
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the most immediate promise for comparisons to other herbal or astrological drawings. Panofskv ( 1954, p. 1) addresses the
problem as follows: "Manuscripts in plain language remotely comparable to the Vovnich manuscript are. unfortunately, of at
least four kinds: first. herbals; second, cosmological and astrological treatises; third, medical treatises in the narrow sense of
the term; fourth, possiblv. treatises on alchem,." He suggests that the mystical drawings of a thirteenth-century monk.
Opicinus de Canistris, mav be worth examining as comparable astrological and cosmological works. Father Petersen ( 1953.
p. 2. mentions the visionary writings and drawings of St. Hildegarde of Bingen as possiblh comparable. and he recommends
the fourteenth-century Vatican manuscript O06 as similar to some of the astronomical drawings.
Tiltman states his considered opinion: "To the best of mniknowledge no one has been able to find any point of connection
with an% other medieval manuscript or early printed book. This is all the stranger because the range of writing and
illustration on the subject of the plant world from the earl, Middle Ages right through into the sixteenth and even
seventeenth centuries is very limited indeed" ( 1968. p. 1) Elizebeth Friedman expresses her own and William Friedman's
views when she states flatlv. "So far as is known, there is no .. .key or crib." ( 1962) (For those unfamiliar with the term as
used bv crvptanalysts, a *'crib" is a parallel or comparable text in a known language that can be used to break into an
unknown text as the three parallel inscriptions in different scripts omn
the Rosetta Stone were employed in the decipherment of
Egvptian hieroglyphs. A crib can also take the form of a guess as to the subject matter, or individual words that might be
found at certain places in an unknown text.)
Opicinus de Canistris (A.D 1296-ca. I 361. R.Salomnon (193 ,6)describes the visionary and mvstical drawings of this
monk and shows extensive illustrations of them. Born in Pavia, Italv. Opicinus had a difficult and unhapp' life; he fell and
injured his head as a child, a mishap which may have had a central part in the later episode of illness and visions which he
recorded in the remarkable book of drawings studied by Salomon. The draftsmanship is very delicate and beautiful, with an
artistic quality totally different from that of the Vovnich manuscript, The designs are extremely dense and intricate, with
manv concentric circles, intersecting arcs and lines, and bands densely packed with tiny sets of numbers and letters. Many of
them show carefully-drawn human figures with well-drafted maps of the world and other, smaller human figures inside
them or interlocking with their outlines.
Maps and architectural plans are a prominent feature of ()picinus" productions, as are Biblical svmboJs such as animals
standing for the Four Gospels, and the signs of the zodiac. One drawing shows his entire autobiographv. from his birth up to
the year 13 5 om13 io (when he drew the pictures). all packed onto one page. They are all closely overwritten with Latin
text, in very tiny. neat letters; the text is primarily about Opicinus himself (his feelings, his sinfulness and unworthiness.
events in his life. etc.) represented in symbolic wavs interwoven with religious symbolism and quotations from the Bible and
patristic writings. The only real similarity to the Vovnich manuscript drawings is the encvclopedic quality, in combining so

many disparate elements symbolically within a structural and semantic unit. The appearance and style of Opicinus'
productions are totally at variance with these of our manuscript; Opicinus was a trained artist and draftsman, and had
produced an earlier book of beautiful architectural drawings of his native town. Pavia. as well as a number of devotional
religious tracts.
St. Hildegarde de Bingen (AD. 1(98- 179). St. Hildegarde, abbess of a convent in Germany, was gifted with powers of
prophecy and mystical vision. She produced several books describing and illustrating these visions, as well as a book about the
(auses and cures of disease. Her drawings appear considerably more like those in our manuscript on the face of it; they are
relatively "provincial and 'crude.' and have none of the delicacv and professional quality of Opicinus' drawings.
Hildegarde's drawings have some of the same symbolic, "constructed- quality as those in the Vovnich manuscript. The
show rather different elements of content, however: animal heads and recognizable figures of Christ and the Virgin, for
example. Some of the drawings appear to have banks of ravs. clouds, or flames similar to those on some Vovnich manuscript
folios.
There is little or no text or labelling within any of the illustrations I have seen of Hildegarde's works; their meaning is
explicated in connected text elsewhere in the books. Their svmbolism, as explained there, is entirely Biblical and Christian (a
sun-like ball of flame represents Christ's burning love; three smaller stars above it are the Trinity; heads spouting vapors are
people preaching the Gospel or using words to do the work of the devil. etc.). The designs have a highly symmetrical.
abstract quality similar to many Vovmch pictures. and some have similar arrangements of small cells or radiating lines in
bands around a circle. It is amusing to note. after all the pontifications of experts about "rotund" figures and the absence of
'Gothic" style in the Vovnich manuscript, that Hildegarde's twelfth.century human figures are well.filled-out. vivacious.
plump. and lively. (For a good discussion of Hildegarde's works and reproductions of many drawings see Singer 1975, pp.
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In spite of all the above points regarding general similarities, I cannot see any really close kinship between these drawings
and those of the Voynich manuscript. The main import of the comparison with Opicinus' and Hildegarde's productions is to
demonstrate that such individualized, encyclopedic, symbolic works were by no means uncommon in the Middle Ages. The
astrological manuscript (Vatican 1906) referred to by Petersen is not really very similar to the Voynich pictures either; a
careful study of the numerous illustrations of this and other similar manuscripts (in Sax] 1915 and 1927) shows very few
parallels to the cosmological or astrological diagrams in our manuscript. Most such medieval astrological pictures feature
human figures. figures of animals, and other clearly recognizable graphic elements which are much less prominent in the
abstract style of the Vovnich drawings.

3.3 Content of Specific Classes of Drawings
At the risk of boring some readers. I will go into the appearance of the drawings in some detail in the following
paragraphs; for various reasons, it is not possible to reproduce mans' of these folios for inclusion in this paper. and so a verbal
description must suffice to convey some idea of their content to the reader who cannot obtain access to a photocopy of the
manuscript. None of the sources I have studied has accorded much attention to most of these diagrams, or discussed their
content in any way. excepting for a few passing mentions of details on this or that folio which some student happened to find
useful or suggestive in connection with a particular theory of his own. Therefore, I hope the reader will bear with me
through the following somewhat lengthy discussion of individual drawings. and my attempt to come to grips with their
specific content and detail. Figure 4 provides an overview and classification of the folios according to their apparent subject
matter.
3.3.1 Herbal Drawings.
At first glance. the numerous illustrations of whole plants. usually accompanied by one or more paragraphs of text. seem
to offer the best hope of a successful attack on the enigma. Other students have bent their efforts vigorously to the task of
relating some. at least. of these drawings to known plants or to illustrations in other herbals, with results that can only be
described as disappointingly vague and ambiguous. Elizebeth Friedman summarizes the most substantial of the identification
attempts as follows: "Although a well-known American botanist, Dr. Hugh O'Neill, believes that he has identified two
American plants in the illustrations, no other scholar has corroborated this, all agreeing that none of the plants depicted is
indigenous to America. Sixteen plants. however, have been indisputably identified as European by the great Dutch botanist
Holm. The remainder are composite: i.e.. the root system belongs to one plant. the stem system to another, the leaves and
flowers to still others. A few show imaginary root or flower structures." ( 1962) Unfortunately, since Mrs. Friedman's article
appeared in a newspaper. there was no citation of the reference to Holm's substantial discoveries; I have not, so far, been able
to turn up a published source for this information. Petersen appears to have obtained a detailed list of Holm's identifications
from some source, and noted many of them on his transcript. In spite of Mrs. Friedman's emphatic and convincing statement
of Holm's findings, later writers such as Tiltman (1968. 1975) do not seem to accept them as any more final than those of
O'Neill.
Many scholars seem to question O'Neill's dramatic identification of the sunflower plant on folio 93r ( 1944. p. 126). 1can
see good reasons, also, for questioning his "capsicum'' or pepper.plant identification, the picture involved, on folio 100r, is
among the small. sketchy drawings arranged in rows next to a "pharmaceutical jar", possibly representing a recipe for an
herbal mixture. (For a discussion of these "pharmaceutical" drawings, see Section 3.3.2 below.) The objects O*Neill sees as
pepper fruits could as easily be leaves, drawn according to the curious, blocky convention habitually adopted by the scribe of
the manuscript, to be discussed further below. This impression is supported by the fact that they are colored green. and not
red. The "pepper" identification was exploited by Brumbaugh in his decipherment; he suggests that the coloring of the
"pepper" green rather than red was a matter of deliberate concealment ( 1974, p. 546). Many students have taken a stab at
identifying the plant pictures: they are probably the most closelv-studied drawings in the manuscript. The list of plant
identifications compiled by Petersen in his hand transcript includes identifications he attributes to Mr. and Mrs. Voynich,
O'Neill. and Holm (Petersen 1966).
At this point. I would like to pursue a brief digression concerning the idiosyncrasies of style in many plant structures
shown in the herbal folios. For what they are worth, I will present my own subjective, and admittedly personal. reactions, in
the hope that they may stimulate others to examine these drawings more closely and reach their own conclusions. The plant
parts frequently have a curious blocky, chunky, rough-hewn look, with platform.like structures surrounded by hard outlines
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defining a sharp change of plane. To my eve, this characteristic convention causes some of the structures to appear as if they
4
had been molded out of plastic; see. for example. the root crowns in folios 44v, 45r, 5v. 37v. 27v, 23r. 9r, I Ir. 13r. l6v.
and many others too numerous to list. They seem to be provided with one or several circular platforms, consisting of tubes or
inverted cones with flat. disk-like tops, from which the stems protrude, often encircled by a ring like a washer or gasket at
their point of emergence (see figures 5-7 for some typical details from these drawings).
An analogous structural peculiarity may be seen in the leaves of folios 15r. 88r, lO0r, 101v2 (some of which are
pharmaceutical" rather than "'herbal" drawings); they seem to end in similar platfoirm-and-gasket-like swellings. In the
root structures of folios 3v. 22v, 45r, 45v. 54v. 65r. and others, tubers are shown strung along the root fibers in a similar
blockv arrangement. like sections of pipe fitted together. In folio 53r. they even seem rectangular. like a string of wooden
blocks (figures 5-7 show some examples of these forms). I cannot guess at the significance which may lie behind this pervasive element of style, but an understanding of it may well be important in interpreting the drawings and in tracing their origin.
The same stylistic convention is apparent in the "pipes.. 'tubes." and cloudlike structures in the mysterious folios featuring
below.
human figures I folios "Sr and following), to be distussed more fullv in 3.;,.5
A somewhat similar blocky, rough appearance is seen in some herbal drawings in other manuscripts, that have been
copied over and over again from sonic much earlier source by successive scribes. This is the case, for example, in some early
Anglo-Saxon medical manuscripts based on the drawings of Dioscorides. Illustrations I have seen of some plant pictures in an
herbal attributed to Arnaldus of Villanova, entitled "Tractatus de Virturibus Herbarum", have the same chunky lok as
some of the Voynich manuscript folios (cf. also Tilhman N968. figure 61. If. as this would imply, our herbal drawings are
copies at many removes from some earlier source, we should still be able to recognize them by their general composition on
the page and their structure (number of stems. fruits or flowers, rough shape of leaves and roots. etc..). especially since, as
Tiltman pointed out ) 1968. p. I I ). the different sets of illustrations for early herbals were relatively few and the same sets of
pu tures were used again and again over many centuries by successive compilers.
I think, rather, that this angular quality is a feature of the scribe's personal style, and may even have some symbolic
significance. It is executed quite boldly and uncompromisingly, and does not seem to be an unintentional result of ineptness
or clumsiness; the scribe definitely intended the plant parts to appear as he showed them. I offer the suggestion that the
draftsman ot these pitures was more accustomed to, and interested in. making mechanical or structural sketches than in
illustrating natural obje(ts.
Another point should be raised here, concerning the presence of animals and human faces attached to or intertwined with
the roots of some plants: for animals, see folios 25v. -tr; for faces. see 33r. SSv. 8rl.
Some root structures have the
appearance of animal or human bodies, with the main plant stem emerging where the neck would be: see folios 99v. 90v .
89v I Olions!, and .-iv (a bird with spread wings: an eagle!) . Some roots resemble the foot or feet of an animal, with claws
and toes (e.g.. 89r1 I).
There are known parallels to this practice in a number of early herbals. Frequently. if a plant was
supposed to provide an antidote to or protection from the bite of sonic venomous creature, the animal was shown under or
near the plant. almost as a mnemonic devie to emphasize the association. The Vovnich manuscript examples may have a
similar purpose. except that in many cases the animal seems to be eating. hanging from, or burrowing in the plant much too
happily to be a target for its ill effects. Perhaps the intent is horticultural, implying that the worm, bird. etc.. is frequently
found with the plant, and feeds on it. Alternatively, and most probably (to my mind), the meaning is purely symbolic, as is
common in alchemical manuscripts. (For examples of animal forms. see figures 8 and 9.)
The faces attached to some plant roots (see 3 r. 89rl I).
and the suggestions of eves, horns, snouts, etc,. on other plant parts
(see 38r. 28r. and figure 9 for examples), Are considerably harder to explain. Tilhman ) 1968) cites the examples of the
''barnacle goose" and the mandrake. well known to all students of early herbals. Some such personification of plants, or
mingling of plant and animal life into one form. may be involved in the Vosnich manuscript. The plant may be considered to
engender or nourish an animal, or to possess some animal or human qualities like those imputed to the mandrake. In any
case, I would like to suggest that these two signal oddities the curious sculptural modelling of plant parts. and the presence
of animal and human forms among plants parts should receive more systematic study in comparison with similar practices
in known herbal and alchemical manuscripts (an interesting parallel in an alchemical manuscript dated to the sixteenth
will be noted in Section 8.8 below).
Another curious structural feature of many plant folios is the rigidly and mechanically symmetrical arrangement of plant
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stems and leaves. For example, the stems rising from the root crowns in folios 5r, 22r. 35v. 40r. and )Or2. and the
arrangement of the main roots in folios 2r. IIt. I Iv. I -r. I 4v. 22v. 45v. (and others) all exhibit a strange reentrant form,
crossing one another or twining together in a curious knot-like manner (see figures 5 and 7). Leaves are arranged on stems in
a rhythmically symmetrical pattern, for example in folios ir. I i%. 2 2v. 29r. Ir. et.. which seems highly contrivtd and
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mechanical, in harmony with the architectonic qualitv exhibited elsewhere. This quality ispresent even inthe "flowers" or
for
e. example looks like a setof
"fruits that grow from these strange "molded plastic ' plants the flower on folio 90
metal spikes, rigidly fixed together flowers infolios 3v. 6r. 5v.90r2. and 9or look like the hoods of vent-pipes (see figure
leanusript
disussed inSection 8,h.
d). (Again, on striking parallels will be mentioned inthe alchemltal
Draw~ings.
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3.3'3 Astrological and Astronomical Drauings.
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"vn The
s'h.
students first
the manuscript was found
months ofrfoac signs issfnt disappointed. since there isapprarentl
s elsescttle
the diagrams
tn that can e remotel
assiated with conventional Astrological diagrams and horos(opes
Most of the diagrams have approximatelc thirtfemale figures shown Aoundt
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s or tubes.
some of the figuere
ine freestanding while others appear to emerae from vertieal or horizontal object
some of which are decorated with a variety (fheraldic- king devices. Sope of the figures are nude. but others are partially
hats r , and s draperies of considerable
or fully iothed; the clothing visible on some ol the figures includes veils
elabo ration. whith should be traceable to a pattie ilar place and time with a little research. A few of the figures. as noted by

Petersen on his hand transcripts mav
o well be male rather than female. A careful stuiyof the Apparently intentional

identification of the beings, or permit cross- matching some of them
distinctive designs on their "'cans'' mav provide a clue it)
on different diagrams. Some of the ''cans" have crenellations like castle battlements. Figure I I shows an analysis of the
numbers of figures on the different rows in each diagram: these arrangements mav correspond to some classification (if the

das of the month important for medical practice: for example. the c"Egptian ats or critical
davs".

The months of April and May with zodiac signs Aries and Taurus, stand out in contrast to the rest in that they each have
two circular medallions ( folios 70v I.71 r,71 v. and 72r I). and each has only fifteen figures. as if the two diagrams for the
same month were intended somehow to complement each other, an idea supported by the fact that the bull or ram is lightcolored in one case and dark-colored in the other. An amusing matter for special note is the fact that the animal in each case
is enjoying a meal: Aries is dining with evident relish on the leaves of a small shrub, and Taurus is apply'ing himself with
equal determination to the contents of a sort of manger ort
feedbo)x carefully and realistically placed at his disposal. These
details. in my view. support a horticultural. medical. or agricultural context rather than a magical or mystical one (although
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tis Lan be only an impression). At any rate. I find it a pleasing indication of the scribe's pragmatic and down-to.earth
approach to his subject matter. whatever its meaning may one day prove to be.
A number of other drawings in which the sun, moon. and stars are prominently featured may be provisionally classified as
astronomical. I will attempt to present. in the following paragraphs. a sketch of the principal structural elements in each of
these, since it is impossible to reproduce most of them in this paper. Figure 12 provides a summary of the numbers of major
elements in these diagrams along with tile 'cosmological" diagrams to be discussed in the next section.
Folio (7r I shovs a tentral fice. probably representing tile moon, surrounded by a twelve-pointed star; one side of each
rat is decorated with stars, the other tilled in with solid pigment. In the continuation of the pair of segments containing each
r, . single words or phrases in tile Vovnich script alternate with groups of one or two small stars. Three concentric rings of
text surround the whole, with a decorative marker indicating what toac be a starting position. Folio 67v1 is based on a
somewhat similar plan. showing a widelv.smiling sun fact in the center of a system of seventeen double rays, in which
phrases of text alternate with groups of from one to four small stars. A single outer ring of text is interspersed with decorative
separators.
Folio (,7r 2 is a complex circular design based on twelve major divisions. In its center is an eight-pointed star. surrounded
by a ring of eight words. A dashed line indicates a starting point t 1). Twelve ntmon faces, all facing to the right. occupy the
next ring outside the central area; each is accompanied by a text string. Twelve pie-shaped segments extend outward. one
from each of tile twelve moon faces. Seven of these contain additional words, and all contain paragraphs of text. Each
segment contains a phrase. apparently written in darker or heavier fashion, in its outer extremity. A paragraph consisting of
three lines, Iof which the middle one appears to be in heavier ink), is seen beneath the circular design.
Folio 68r I shows a roughly circular field of stars, with %ords or phrases in the Vovnich script written beside each. At the
top is a larger circular medallion with I sun face, surrounded by a ring of text: a similar, balancing circle containing a moon
face. also surrounded by text, appears at the bottom. There are at least tgentv -eight stars with labels (some may have been
cut off in the photocopv. Some of the stars also seem larger or differenth'.colored than others, a distinction which may have
some significance in the doctrine of the scribe. Folio 68r2 appears to show a related or companion diagram. again on a
circular field of stars; in this case, however, only the twentv-four stars in i central cluster are labelled. The sun face is at the
bottom, the noon face at the top of the star field in this diagram. Attempts to cross-match the rings of text around sun and
moon, or the labels of individual stars on the two folios have so far been fruitless. Folio 68v I shows a central face, perhaps a
sun, with a diadem or headband, surrounded by small flames or rays. A set of sixteen large double rays emerges from the
central face. one side dark and the other filled with small stars. This seems similar in form to folio 07r I , and may be related
to it in the sun-moon pairing that seems to form a basic theme in the cosmological or alchemical doctrine involved in the
manuscript. The continuations of the thirty-two separate segments containing the rays contain alternate phrases of text and
fields of small stars. Two outer rings of text surround the whole, with starting positions indicated by vertical lines.
Folio 8%S2
shows an eight-pointed, sun-like center surrounded by eight petal-shaped rays; besond this are four segments
separated by four centrifugal lines of text. There is a further subdivision into eight segments, separated by four more
centrifugal text lines emerging from the points of the central 'petals. " Four fields of small stars are interspersed among the
segments. A single text ring surrounds the whole, its starting point shown by a vertical line.
Finally. folio 68r3 displays a moon face within a system of eight major pie-shaped radiating segments containing four
alternating fields of small stars and centrifugal lines of text. separated by further subsidiary lines of text, in a plan similar to
that of 68v2 just described. A single ring of text surrounds tile periphery, in which no starting marker can be discerned
It should be apparent that there is a systematic content of some sort in these diagrams. It may relate to contrasted hours of
night and day, times or events governed by different classes of stars, or effects of the sun and moon on the humors, elements,
seasons, ages of man, winds, directions, etc. (to name some of the entities that are grouped by ''fours- in medieval cosmology
and medicine). A group of seven small stars together in one segment of 68r3 (is noted also by other students), could well
represent the Pleiades. Surely a careful and determined analysis of this wealth of structured content in conjunction with a
study of medieval doctrines should turn up something of use to us in interpreting the meaning of the diagrams.
3.3.4 Cosmological or Meteorological Drawings.
There remain many diagrams based on a fundamentall circular plan which show radiating segments. pipe-like or cell-like
elements, cloud and vapor clusters, and a central star-like or sun-like medallion. Text words and single letters are placed in or
written along many of the cells and rays, and in concentric circular bands around them, with starting points indicated, in
some cases. by vertical lines or decorative markers. Figure 12 shows a survey of the numbers of major elements in these and
the astronomical diagrams. It seems likely that a systematic attempt to correlate numbers of related objects may turn up some
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interesting parallels among known medieval cosmological systems. Number in itself had a magical significance in much
medieval and Renaissance philosophv, probably originating in Pythagorean doctrines. Medieval magical books often showed
elaborate parallel tables of "correspondences, comprising lists of like-numbered things that could be arranged in twos.
threes, fours, up to elevens and twelves. In the Pythagorean philosophy of sacred or magical numerology, the numbers four.
seven, nine, and twelve were (onsidered especially important. Figure 14 shows some sets of elements extracted from tables in
Agrippa ( 197O) figure ,'shows elements important in the Cabala (see Section 8.7) and figure 34 contains some parallel
lists of elements from Galenit medicine.
One very curious, and also ito my ever very attractive diagram on folios 85-86r2 (a portion of the recto of a large.
multiply folded pagel shows a central sun face surrounded bv four major segments. A line of text with a pair of verticals
indicating a starting place runs around the central sun. This is in turn surrounded by a sort of scalloped parapet. over which
tour human figures may be seen. these figures seen clear to represent a child. i hot,. a man. and an oldster bent forward
over his cane. Over the head of each figure is a copious paragraph of text. The four main segments are separated by graceful
spouts of. vapor that emerge bevond an outer cirulir border containing a ring of text. and recurve gracefully back into the
segment to the left of their point of emergence. This drawing seems likely to be related to the four seasons, the four ages of
man. the four humors. etc.. as shown in figure 34; it appears that these associations might provide a point of attack into the
text within its four sections.
The general plan of the 'four ages" diagram just described is highly reminiscent of a figure from an Anglo-Saxon
medical manuscript (Caius College, (ambridge, MS. 428. fo. 50: Grattan 1952. p. 94). The Anglo-Saxon diagram shows
four human figures holding jars from which four spouts fall toward the center of the circular medallion and divide it into
four main segments. A small central circle shows another human figure receiving the effects of these outpourings. within a
ring of text in very clumsy and illiterate Latin. illegible in the illustration. An outer ring of text surrounding the whole
contains another laboriously copied Latin sentence, "Quattuor humores bisbina partes liquores effundunt teneri per cirpora
sic michrochosmi." On either side of the four large figures are more Latin words, some illegible. which seem to refer to the
humors, properties. and elements ICcolera rubia.'. "calidus." *sicca." "sanguis.. 'talidus.
"humidus": ''. 'frigida,'
"humida:.. terra."
frigida.'"sicca'.
Figures (if this sort are very common in medieval astrological and medical
manuscripts, and refer to the central doctrine of the "microcosm or "small world' of the human being. thought to reflect or
recapitulate in miniature the elements and relations of the larger universe or 'macrocosm." The usual form of such
diagrams shows a human figure with lines connecting its parts with other words or pictures supposed to stand for forces
affecting them in the stars, weather, etc. cf Saxl 1919 and 1927; Bober 194).,8
Another very remarkable diagram on folio 6%-2 seems t) stand in a class all by itself, unlike anything in other
manuscripts. It suggests a meteorological theme, based on four major divisions that mas be the seasons. Four puffs of vapor
rush in from the four corners, half-concealing (or. perhaps, giving birth to or supporting!) two suns and two moons.
(Newbold interpreted one or more of these features as a -solar eclipse.' A dotted line extends inward to the center from the
sun on the upper left. perhaps indicating the starting point of the chronologv or story. A sun with spiral rass inside a square
occupies the center. More vapor puffs squirt out centrifugally between the four outer ones. and lines of text are written along
bands leading to both sets. Strangest of all. the four outer corners are occupied by roughly circular arrangements of face-like.
balloon-shaped objects strung along pipes or bands to form simple. angular. geometric figures ian -X-. a 4'4'".etc.). One of
these forms, in the lower left corner of the page. shows four balloon-faces in a V-like arrangement opening at the top,
superimposed on a circle with three segments colored blue, green, and red; as we will see below, this tripartite circular figure
occurs elsewhere in the manuscript, and mav represent a conventionalized map of the inhabited world "T-map- . The onlh
interpretation that suggests itself for these geometric figures is that of crucial conjunctions of planets. or magical -starfigures." associated with the four seasons. directions, winds, ages (if man. or other important events in the unguessable
doctrine being expounded in this enigmatic work. The stringing of circles or dots (although not faces) along lines in
geornetrial arrangements is seen in P,-atr.x (Ritter and Plessner i)9621. %%here the intent is to shi
''star
pictures"' or
constellations to be employed as magical characters (see 8.41. Somewhat similar characters made up of dots or circles strung
on lines are seen in alchemical manuscripts as well as in some magical alphabets (see 8.8 and 9., and figures .41and 421.
Another unique diagram. folio 57v, shows five concentric circles of text with a faintlv.indicated common starting point at
the upper left. In the center are four human figures. shown from the waist up; four bands of text radiate outward between
the figures from a central scalloped medallion, and four more text lines are disposed between the figures in such a way that
their raised hands seem to point at. grasp. or support these. The structure of eight bands of text in two groups of four each is
similar to that of manv other diagrams in the manuscript. This, too. is the diagram that contains a sequence of seventeen
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enigmatit symbols repeated tour times around the second of its concentric text rings. It is one of very few cases of cyclicallv
repeating lists anvwhere in the text. and hi.s been subjected to much attention b students as a possible "key" (see figure 24).
Folio ,8v , is the drawing referred to by Newbold as a -spiral nebula." A central tirle is divided by a horizontal line
through the (enter; the upper half is again bisected by a line from top to center. This plan resembles the scribbled geometric
figure in the center otf folio 85-86v ; tfor which see below). A word or phrase is written in each of the upper halves, and a
longer paragraph in the lower semicircle. A ring of text surrounds this figure. with a starting point shown by a marker. Four
major outer segments are separated by gracefullv-curving bands of text; within these are waterv or w . outlines, defining
fields containing curving rows of stars on the same spiral plan. From the top center of each wavv outline, four smaller curved
text bands spiral outward, in the same plan of two sets of four elements we have seen so frequently in other diagrams. An
outer ring of text surrounds the whole, its start clearlv marked by a decorative sign. This design. with its double-four
structure. may also rt.-fer to the seasons, ages, humors, or the like. It may also have a geographical implication, since
svmbol oc urs elsewhere in medieval iconographsv as a form of symbolic map of the inhabited world.
the 0
Folio 'r I shows ,I six-pointed star with six words of text between its points. It is surrounded by a curious ring of fiftseiht carefullv-drawn tell-likc objects, alternately empty and occupied by pairs of dots, and a ring (f text. Nine wave- or
toani-like spouts emerge from a waterv field surrounding the inner circle. Nine bands of text are written radially outward
tronm the interstices of these waves Three concentric rings of text surround the whole. There is little to aid us in
understanding this drawing other than a possible focus on %ater as an element or moisture as a property, with their effects on
health. and the numbers six, nine, and fiftvs-cig ht.
Folio (OQr also shows a central six-pointed star: five single characters and one digraph are placed between the points. A
ring of text surrounds this tentral medallion. Bevond ar forts-five pipe.like. elongated rays closelv packed together, with
heasmer lines separating them into irregular groups of one, two, and three rays. Text lines are written radially along twentone (if these rays. and there is a ring of text surrounding all. Folio 69v is somewhat similar. with a central eight-pointed star
having small stars between its points. Twentv-eight pipe-like things emerge radially from the center, with a text word or
phrase written above the imouth of eat I as though issuing from it. Three rings of text run around the outer periphery.
A snmall moon face o~tupies the central field of folio 8S-8v-i five frothy or bubbl' concentric rings of cells, scallops, or
waves run around the center. The heads, arms, and shoulders of four humnan figures rise trom the middle ring .as from a sea.
Their ariis are raised, and their hands are holding indistin'uishable objects, one of which may be a cross. Four lines of text
surround the whole. with ,i clearl'-show n starting point on the left
Folio 85-86 3ontains i very strange draiing dominated b four complex structures shaped roughly like inverted cones
emerging troim the corners of the page and extending inward toward the center. The upper left cone looks like a cluster of
grapes. Iouds. or cells. front its tip. directed toward tie center, a spurt of some substance issues. with the head ..nd hand of a
human figure emerging from the cluster beside it. The upper right structure is like a broad tube made up of scales or scallops
or waves in crosswise rows; from it i large gush of vaipor t Aind emerges toward the center, and within this a bird is fiving
vigoroush. The two lower objects art more elongated in form and seem to be made up of layers of longitudinal fibers with
intersecting crosswise rows of cells ()ne gives forth a large let of specks like snow or rain aimed into the center of the page.
with a human figure half revealed as if peering around one side of the let and flinging out a smaller jet of droplets with his
outstretthied right hand. The remaining cone. in the lower right corner, emits no jets of %apor. but instead ha. a bird seated
in its apex. as if oin a nest; bending over the seated bird are three branch-like structures in stalks. Four text paragraphs
oct up, the four sides of the page between the large spouts. and a fifth paragraph is placed in the upper centex.
It seems possible that the four jets may represent the Four Winds converging upon the earth, and that this diagram. like
several others of this section, may be toncerned with the seasons and the weather. The nesting bird, and the other, possibly
mgratin, bird would be explicable within this frame (if reference. A scribbled diagram of a circle with three subsections
. like that in folio ( , ,. occupies the otherwise empte center of the page; next to it and scrawled across it is a
I
disorderly scribbling that resembles carelessly -written Arabic script. This scribble is closely similar to another in the lower
left center of folio (mv,.where it also seems to be associated with a trudel-formed geometric figure. (See figure 21 for details
of these scribbled phrases. I
Finall. folio 70r2 shows a central face. probably i sun. surrounded by eight large seoments (ontaining petal-like rass. A
small ring of text runs around the center, and four more lines of text surround the whole. The outer lines appear to be in two
pairs: the outer pair has a common starting point indicated be a double vertical, while the inner pair has a different common
start shown by a single vertical. A paragraph of text accompanies the design (in the upper right corner of the page.
The above length-, but still very incomplete discussion of these interesting cosmological diagrams can by no means di
justice to the amount of information available in them for the student willing to accord to them the respect required for a
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(areful and svstentac examination. I believe, it has been too readily assumed by most students that the drawins in the
\ovnich manuscript were too "weird" and nonsensital to varrant this attention. The researoh must as,
alt the efforts it
somseone who has access ias I do no t hiavei to a large n umbner it triedteval i anfu sor ipt . or facsi midIt
pits oft die s. A
thorough Investigation. pursuing sNomie (i the striking iconograpl i al elements in the drawsings. might turn up some uetul
parallels that Lould proiide in understanding tf thle
text

3.3. 5 DrawingsFeaturing Human Figures.
The drawings on folios 1 5r and \ and "(s through 84i\ are prohahkI the most ysitcrious ind hiarre tif all the mans
enligmas swith lhiIh
tie Vovniih m auscript (iti fronts us "Iheo show sequentes of human figures. almost ins ariahls nude
and te nsaaIt, and lashas beetn ser r fre-quenthI and siitiessh.it .irs hhI notesd by othlier st us)enftsl quite p uitp and matronl
uI ii
lirnil. Most of theni have distended Abdomens and bulging hips thy tertainlv do not present an appearance ot viiluptuous
beauty to tihe modern Anseritn ev The impression is rather one uf a.riuItural ertilit, maternal f-iund i and
nourishment, or somethin onia similar pragniatie plane. Man\ of the fik-ures seets to hase long hair. rius.
r elabirate
veils i spite otf
their otherwiseckompleti- lack ut lothing. lheir poses are hels, expressise. And \.ried
The female figures are shown variously sitting, standing. lsing. or otherwise disposed in or on curious objects like tubs.
tubes, pipes. coal-scuttles, pulpits. pods. or platforms. These iibiects are drawn in the same chunks', blocks style of
architectonic solidits as was noted above in connection with the plants, In fact. some of them look quite a lotlike the fruits.
seed pods, and root or stern structures of these very plant drawings. Note. for example, the two striking spherical oibjects.
somewhat resembling mines or bombs trailing fuses, crossed on folio 93v ' to mv eve. thes closel resemble the twin fruits ( 1
(n the plant in folio 9Or 1.A structure on folio 79v of three pipes surrounding a larger central tube resembles the root criwn
of the same plant on foiio ')Or . Simnilarts, a tripartite structure on folio - 7 v mnade up of three nest- or pulpit-like swellings
connected b pipes, with three tuber-like objects hanging from the central swelling, looks to me like the root crown of a plant
with three main stems connected bv underground roots or stolons isee figure 15 for examples).
Some of the female figures seein to be holding spindle-shaped objects that could be fruits or seed pods. The pipe-like
structures that coil around the figures (and into which, or from which. thes appear to be transmitting some invsterious vapor
or liquid) could well represent plant parts such as roots or sterns in schematic form. Also to be remarked upon are cloud-like
tlusters, puffs and sprass of valpor emerging from the numerous vents uf these pipes, and the substantial.looking tubs oif
liquid in which groups of female figures seem to be sitting. standing, or moving about. Souse form of humor, essence.
moisture, or sap seems to be of primary importance in the doctrine expressed bs these pictures. In some folios (e.g.. 15 r. to
the left of a descending line of figures: 82v, at top right and also two more below. center). aro-like structures seem to span
openings in somne (if the little scenes. These look a great deal like rainbows, although %%ithout seeing the original colors one
can only guess. rstmo t the arcs seemgto have four or five separate toinentrit segments with a darker band at the top. (For a
discussion of an alchemnical draiwing containing a pipe with multiple vents emitting vapor, in mstyle similar to the pipes on
these folios, see Section 8 8 1.
Another important detail ti be noted in several of the draviings of this section is A small sross with one long arm (for
example. at the top of tolio 75r. serving as a fo.us for diverging rays. on - 5 %to the right within a field
of ra's and clouds; on
'Sr at the fous of a grape- or cloud-like cluster at upper left: and on -79. top. atthe fiocus of a frilly canop' of rays over tl
head of a figure who also holds a cross in her hand). These symhols are quite small and unobtrusive. but usually seem to
form a central focus or origin for rays descending upon the female figures. The obvious interpretation is one of Divine
illumination or influence promoting tle fecundating. nourishing, or healing virtues of the humors controlled b. or
represented by the female figures. The crosses provide an unmistakably (hristian frame of reference for the doctrine being
expounded b- the scribe of the manuscript a point not specifically remarked upon by other students to my knowledge.
What are we to make of these strange drawings' A possibility that immediately occurs to me is that they mar relate the
doctrines of Galenic humoral medicine, with its four ''digestions" and various bvproducts at different stages. to the
nourishing or surative properties of the plants or prescriptions of the herbal and pharmaceutical folios. Another possibilit is
A sstem of therapeutic baths: this was a common feature of medieval medicine warmth and moisture were supposed to be.
in themselves, healing forces. It is amusing to note in this connection that Roger Bacon. in his medical work De Retardatione
Accidentium Seneatuts (Bacon 1928a), recommends perfumed oils, warm effusions, and the application of precious
'o)cculta" such as lign-aloes, "heart bone of a stag.: and viper's flesh. (This medical work was a competent and complete
(ompilation of earlier medical sources such as Galen. Pseudo.Aristotle, and numerous Arabic writers, and was plagiarized
and exploited b- later physicians; little in it. however. was original with Bacon.)
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Brumbaugh 1t)75) has seen in these pictures a recipe for the "Elixir of Life." designed to look like Roger Bacon's work
Bacon's medical treatise, his wo.rk entitled Epistola de .1Itrabili Potestate Artis et Naturae. and some garbled or doubtful
versions of his alchemical writings were the only fragments of his writings well-known in the sixteenth century). Panofskv
S1)54. p. I'). suggests that the human figures may represent 'astral spirits" transmitting the influences radiated from the
stars into plants and other living things. Singer. in his letter to Tiltman. 12 November 1)57, puts forward a different.
though related, suggestion: "Mv own feeling again very vague about the little figures of nude men and women in the
organs of the body is that thev are somehov connected with the 'archaci" of the Paracelsan or Spagvric School. This would
fit in well with my suggestion about John Dee and Bohemia.' Note that Singer sees the tubes. pulpits. and pipes in which the
figures sit as -organs of the body." rather than as the plant parts they recall to me. Figure 13 shows an anal'sis of the
numbers and grouping of female and male figures on the folios of this section.

3.3.6 Network of Rosettes. Folios 85-86r3-4. v1-2.
This elaborate array of circular medallions cvers several segments of a large. multipl -filded page. It has received little or
no study or mention b%students; this may be partly because its (omplexitv and bizarre character boggles the mind alreadv
overburdened b% the "queerness" to the modern eve of so much else in the manuscript. The failure of some students to pav
much attention to these designs is also probably due to the poor quality of the photocopy available to us for these pages. The
photocopv made from Father Petersen's original copy is so dark, ant the numerous scraps of text written here are there are so
hard to read, that it is almost unusable
A photostatic copy which I recently obtained from the Beinecke Librarv reveals the details of this remarkable drawing
yery clearly. There are nine elaborate circular designs, in three rows of three each. The central design in the middle row is
larger than the others, and contains six pharmaceutical "'ars" arranged in an oval pattern with stars in the center. Between
tie medallions are veils of cell-like or fibrous structures that link each circle to its immediate neighbors. One medallion
shows a structure like a castle and other small buildings around its periphery; the castle has a high, crenellated wall and a
tall central tower. The center of this figure contains a circular field of stars and a spiral arrangement of text. Nearby, in the
diagram with Vovnich text "words" within its segments. In the
outer corner of the page, is a small circle containing a
opposite corner of the page is the small "clo(k-face" mentioned by Brumbaugh (about which more will be said below). In
the other two corners are sun faces surrounded by wavv rays. Some of the medallions have petal-like arrangements of rays
filled with stars, recalling features of the cosmological and astronomical folios discussed previously. Many medallions are
provided with curious structures like bundles of pipes or gunbarrels clustered around the periphery of their outer circular
outlines. This complex assemblage of symbols deserves far more attention than it has so far received, in mv opinion, since it
could provide some enlightening synthesis or frame of reference for individual diagrams elsewhere in the manuscript.
A mention should be made here of Brumbaugh's identification of a "'clock face" among these diagrams. There is a tinv
circle, surrounded by eight! designs vaguely resembling Roman numerals, and what may be a small ring of text. (in the
extreme left side of the struiture. In the center of this circle is a triangular arrangement of two intersecting lines with three
small spheres strung on them. at their free ends and at their intersection. While it is true that this circular design bears some
superftcal res'mblan c to .a lt k tae. it seeim possiblc to Ilt at it tltoi also repr~eu ta star picture* like those ot Piatrl.s

e

and the similar alchemical characters mentioned above Section '..,4. The two ''hands" look to me as if they are intended to
he of equal length. and the "hands" are not centered on the "'clock face" as one would expect. but rather arranged so that the
entire triangular structure is centered in the circle. An exactlv similar triangular svmbol with three balls strung on it occurs
trcquentl anioniz the star plls of Piatri.x. .aind %is used] bv .a1heillSis Io nial arsent, orpinirit, or p itash( esstian
1922. Tables IV. XXXXIIl. XXXXV).

3.3.7 S mall MarginalDesigns.
There are small drawings of people, animals, and other less easilv-identifiable obje(ts on some pages. Folio 66r. as has
alreadv been noted. contains a drawing of a man lying on his back clutching his stomach as if sick or dead, and surrounded
b various indeterminate small objects. The last page, 1 16v. has several sketches of people. animals, and other mysterious
shapes in its upper left corner. Most of the pages filled with text (folios 103 and following) have single stars, some provided
with extensions like tails. to the left of each paragraph. These paragraphs. as has been pointed out by Tiliman ( 1975).
probablv comprised appriiximatelv 365 originally, thereby providing one ''star recipe'' for each day of the year. possibly a set
of astrological predictions or prescriptions

j
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3.4 Meaning of the Collection of Drawingsas a Whole
Vovnich stated his impression on first seeing the manuscript, that 'the drawings indicated it to be an ene clopedia work on
natural philosophy" (1921. p. I).Eliwebeth Friedman says: "The 'botanical' and largest section of the manuscript (125
pages) is probably herbalistic in character, and the manus(ript ma' constitute what is now called a pharmacopeia- (1962).
Panofskv provides another clear summary: 'So far as can be made out before the manuscript has been decoded. its content
w)uJd comprise: first, a general cosmological philosophy explaining the medical properties of terrestrial objects, particularly
plants. by celestial influences transmitted by astral radiation and those 'spirits' which were trequentlv believed to transmit the
o(cult powers of the stars to the earth: second, a kind of herbal describing the individual plants used for medicinal and
tonceivabl, magical purposes' third, a destription ot such (ompounds as ma' be produted by combining individual plants in
various wass' ( 1i9 . p. I ) lie contesses that he is unable to suggest an% known medieval parallel synthesizing all of these
,httrines int)one compact book. There were. in tact. .i number of ver% large ency'clopedic works of many volumes that
tovered a somewhat similar range ot topics. an ob ious example that omes to mind is the work of Albertus Magnus. a
ontemptrarv of Roger Bacot.i
Petersen provides a similar view ot the manuscript as a v&
hole The illustratmions in the manus(ript make it appear all but
certain that the text deals with medicinal plants and their use in medieval remedies. The dramings of tolios 6r -96 seem to
illustrate astrological matters, and possibly the medieval theory of %ital
spirits functioning as animate beings (represented by
small nude figures)"
.I. Might not the ;2.i separate short paragraphs or sentences folios IN -110) (ontain a sort of
subject index or table of contents or list of recipes!" (19. . p ) Brumbaugh sees the manuscript as a treatise on the "Elixir
of Life'. designed to interest the Emperor Rudolph If by a forger who wsished to make itappear to be the work of Roger
Bacon. An "encvc lopedc sequence of drugs''. possibs' compiled from a arietv of rarlier manuscripts. is followed bN
astrological lore: the folios featuring nude female figures mav deal. Brumbiaugh thinks, with ''the biolog of reproduction.
the theolog' of psychic reincarnation, or the topiLal application ot the elixir'. t' S.pp. ,-8-+,.49) .
In studying the drawings in the different sections of the manuscript. I have comce to feel strongly that they nssolve a highly
sy'mbolic. artificial, and conventionalited graphic or munemonic 'language' that uses the same representations or forms to
callto mind particular key concepts on different folios and in vartl+us combinations with one another. This graphiL
'alphabet'' or shorthand seenis in inyrns wa's closel smilar in its philosophy to the interesting structure of the Vovnich
script {to be dealt with it ( hapter '4 For this reason, I believe that a careful. pinstakmng. and open-minded analy'sis ofall
the drawings and their comptnent graphi( elements, indexing aind tross-matching allthe forms, might repay the effort
involved. An experiment using modern computer (IRT" terminals with graphics apabilities to perform such analysis would be
worthwhile, if carried out within a Larefullv-reasorned theoretical framework i.e.. to pursue and investigate particular
theories previously developed b%the student concerning meaningful relations among the forms). More will be said in Section
6.9 regarding the use ot computer tec hniques in studsing the inanust ript.
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Chapter 4
Avenues of Attack: The Text
4.1 Nature and Characteristicsof the Voynich Script
However complex and Interesting rie drawings ,ire, the stripe in which the bulk of tie rianuscript is written is
undoubtedly the most intriguing part of the elegant enigma. It has a detepnvelv flowing, rhythmic quality that suggests long
practice and familiarity on the part ot the scribe or scribes. The script seems like a reasonable, workable, well-constructed
ssstem of writing, with a look of ease ..nd natural flow. On closer inspection, the surface appearance of simplicity vanishes.
and a still more seductive and captivating character emerges. in the form of an intricate but structurally logical system of
ligaturing or compounding of simple forns to build up more complex outlines. Whatever else nav'be alleged concerning the
value of the manuscript as I whole to science. I am (onvinced that an understanding of the construction (ifthis writing svsten
cannot f il to be of great interest in the studs of human thought. It Appears to be i tour de force of artistry and ingenuity.

4. 1.1 Prorenienceand.Vtvle.
Unfortunatelv. although imns students mention the style. alligraph. And appearan e of the script as a tactor in their
judgements of the date and origin of the manuscript. they provide little real evidence or detail to back up their claims
Nowhere among the sources I have examined have I seen any really factual or complete discussion of the matter. Some
sources mention, in passing, the possible derivation of the Vovnich svmbols from "Roman minuscule characters." McKaig
(nd.1 states that "the text is written in a beautifully symmetrical script that slightly resembles writing used in Italy in the
1500's'"1p. 1s).
4.1.2 Relationships to Knou', Scripts arid Character Sets.
Attempts to link the origin of the Voinich s,mbols to other systems of writing have been many and far-ranging. A diligent
study otf
known alphabetu. sllabi. or ideographit %tripts has turned up nothing remotels similar, though various individual
silnlbols have distant parallels in sonct compendia. Several svmbxls resemble earls forms of Arabic numerals. this has been
pointed out by more than one student of the manustript. for example, bs A W. Exell of the Botanical Librarv. British
"
Natural ilhstorv Museum), in a letter to iltman. ;,0August IS9 . and by- Robert Brumbaugh (194. 19'5). Figure Ib
shows a tomparison of some Vovnith symbols and various forms of earls Arabi( numerals extracted from tables in Hill
111)
15 1 that look similar in ils opinion. (See also Sew tioti8 10 for a discussion of the historv of Arabic numerals in Europe. 1
substitution cipher mas be insolved. of course; thus. the fact that a given Vovmch symbol looks like an earls
Some form o(f
form of - or ' i, tor example. need not impl that it attuallv stands for that number in the text. Earls forms of Arabit
numerals were often emploved in amwide varietv of todes and ciphers. as we will see in (hapter Q.
Similarities Are also tlearly apparent between some Voymch ssmbols and certain Latin abbreviations in use at various
times during the Middle Ages. These relationships have been investigated and exploited by several students, notabis Petersen
And Feels. Figure I - shows a selection of' Latin ibbresatmons extracted from (lappelhi I 19 ) and some Vovnich symbols
that resemble them in my opinion. A general similarity swas apparent to me. and was also noted, independently and earlier,
by Tiltman. beteen certain tomnonly-ix turring looped symbols standing above the line and the decorative extensions of
letters with tall stems in the top line of a inanustript illustrated in ( appelli (Table IV). Some artificial writing systems of
various kinds that might throw some light on the Vovnich script will be dis( ussed in (hapter 9.
4. 1.3 Attempts to Decompose the Smymbols into Elements.
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It has been concluded by most students that the Vovn(h s( ript includes at least some compound ss'mbols. Various attempts
have been made to arrive at a rationale to explain the ligatures and resolve them consistently into component elements. Some
students have proposed that the snbols mas' have been built up from elementar strokes in a manner similar to the method
upon whuh they supposed that the (hinese writing si'stem was based. Tillman suggested that missionaries visiting the Far
East. who had studied the Chinese system, might have brought back a description of it which then might have inspired some
fifteenth. or sixteenth-centurs scholar to design the Vovnich script (unpublished notes). A. W. Exell, in his letter to
2:1
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Tiltman. 30 August 1S7. refers to a theorv ( not further specified that early Arabi( numerals were built up from one. two.
three, four or more strokes in a similar Oriental manner, he suggests a sketch% and incomplete t)rrespondente between
Vovnich svmbols and conventional numerals Along these lines. No one his. to my knowledge. worked out a "stroke theore
of this kind in sufficient detail to test it out as A hvpochesis.
In this connection. it is interesting to note that Roger Baton provided extensive information concerning the Far Fast in a
highly interesting section of the Opus llalus on geography and the customs of foreign peoples. He states there that he had
closely questioned several missionaries and travellers recentlv returned trtom visits to these far.awav places. His descriptions of
many foreign peoples and customs are clearls recogniiable, although some are fabulous and distorted, as might be expected.
A clear description of Buddhist monks at worship, even including A garbled version of "()t inane padme hum, . is
particularly striking. The following is his description of writing in China: 'The people in Cathay to the east write with the
same instrument with which painters paint, forming in one character groups of letters, each group representing a sentence. By
this method characters are formed %ith mansy letters together, whence reasonable and natural characters have been composed
of letters. and have the meaning of sentences. '(Baton 1)28b. p. ;8o.)
The compound Vovnich svmbols are not easy to ''take apart' in .iny consistent and unambiguous wav: they are too
smoothlv blended to form a single flowing outline. Figure I sshow softe exaniplecs otapparenthv compound forns, and some
suggestions regarding their decomposition. Some symbols whih appear to be simple at first sight mav in fact also be
tompounds; for example. "41 may be made up of 4
4
and
' ". and' d
may be a ot mination (if'
and
S' f'".Ms own feeling isthat sse need not go s farafield as the ( )ruent toexplain
these complex outlines: the system of
Latin abbreviations in common use throu'ght the Middle Ages has the same tharacter. An abbreviated fiorm tipically
preserves one or two letters of a word and distorts or combines them to form a single sinuous. conventionali/ed tharacter
Some of the parts of such a comp)und form may then be partialls distonnetted and used in abbreviations of other, partiallsimilar words. The distorted and truncated strips of words are usually combined with overlines. supertixed characters, loops.
tails,
and slant lines which mark the forni as an abbreviation. or stand fora set of missing letters. Each of these structural
fteatures has a counterpart in the Vos nich script, a horizontal stroke seems to connect many symbols: a comma- or hook-like
mark often appears above certain smbonls, anti characters are frequently shown standing abose or in the midst ouf others As
infixes or superfixes: long tails curve up or slant do n from letters at the ends of %urds anti lines
It is my feeling that we need not look beyond the s'stem of Latin abbresiations. familiar to all leat aed men of the Middle
Ages antiRenaissance throughout Europe, tombined ith early forms of Arabic numerals and some tommon alchemical and
Astrological symbols, to find the inspiration for the design of the Vovnich script. I nfortunatelv for the student, the designer
has exhibited a truly remarkable ingenutty in blending and disturting these elements so as to make of them an entirely new
writing system, fundamentally independent of and distinct from ain of its sources. so that our recognition of similarities to
known svtnbols has not helped us to unlock the secret of the script It is interesting to note that the characters which occur as
superfixes or infixes with other ligatured characters may also occur next to them in ordinar' sequence; the explicit and carefulls shown ligature must, theretfore, provide some distinct element of meaning. (For example, is '"
the same as ' CC
How does ''"
differ frot * V, Is '' A
equivalent to,
" Yee ' or ..
"T . or neither.,
Most crvptanalvticalliv-oriented students of the manuscript hase put (onsiderable effort into analviing the script and
attempting to devise a working transcription alphabet for use in crsptanalvtlti and computer studies. Various researchers have
adopted different theories regarding the decomposition of the synbols into elements, and the identification of variant forms
of a single s'mbol. Some. like Tiltman and the First Vos-nit|I Study Group. arrived at a relatively small working alphabet of
basic symbols, regarding all the rest as secondarv compounds. At the other extreme. (urrier. Krischer. ,ind the Second Studs
Group included a number of obvious compounds in their working alphabet to produce a considerablv longer list of svmbols
(urrier's alphabet and the others based on it embod' a theory about the svmbol '"4 " and its occurrence in groupings of one.
and *+T Ir).
Mv own transcription alphabet
two, or three immediately preceding certain ending smbols ''A.'. .. ''
intludes an attempt to allow for some relatively rare ligatured elements in addition to those in the commoner compounds
Figure P) shows several different transcription alphabets.
4.1.4 Variant and Embellished Forms oj Symbols.
While all have agreed that a relationship of some sort exists among certain families of similarlsv-shaped svmb)ls, students
have associated them differently depending on their theories regarding the exact nature of the kinships (see figure 19).
(onsiderable interest has tentered on the tour looped symbols' V ". t
-V .
"that are all found as infixes or
superfixes over the symbol ''
"' as well as alone. An interesting hit
of esden.c for the identirs' of4 and -" '' (and
thus, b nahgv• the other pair . ..And
"as well). may be seen on folio 5"r. where a sequence of seventeen svmbols is
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repeated four times around a circular band. It is so rare to find any sequence in the Vovnich manuscript repeating all or some
portion of itself that this example is almost unique. Figure 24 shows the four repeated segments arranged in parallel; in two
instances, the symrbol '" 4f ". with only one loop, occurs in the ninth place, while in the other two, we see " '" with two
clear loops in the corresponding position. Since all the other svmbols appear identical, the conclusion seems inescapable that
the single- and double-looped forms are functionally the same, Countervailing against this conclusion is the fact that the
symbols are always made quite clearly and distinctly, with either one or two loops; there are rarely if ever any transitional or
marginal forms with vestigial or carelessly-formed loops. In any case. there is an obvious family relationship of Some kind
anong the four looped symbols, as shown by their similarity of form. their entering into similar constructions, and their
assuming a similar function and positions in the structure of text words.
Embellishments are relatively few in the Vovnich text. Figure 20 shows sonm- variant and decorative forms of symbols as
various students have tentatively identified them: many of the assumed identifications are my own opinions. Some of the
decorative extensions and flourishes are quite attractive in a bizarre and idiosyncratic way. Small dots inside loops, parallel
hatching along lines, dots arranged in rows, and exaggeration or prolongation of loops are frequent ornamental devices. The
embellishments are. for the most part, highly restrained, and not at all the extravagant, disorderly overgrowth one might
expect of a deranged mind. It should be noted also that the ornamental extensions rarely, if ever. impinge on or interfere
with writing or drawings nearby, anti that it is rare in general for writing or drawings to cross one another anywhere in the
text, except in a controlled and orderlc manner
The curious embellishments appear to exhibit the same rhvthmit, pragmatic, and tompact character as is evident in other
aspects of style throughout the manuscript A particularlv notable and amusing decorative flourish is the apparent
disconnecting of the two loops of the character
i
"' -' so that one stem and loop is translated horizontally into a
neighboring word. sometimes with seseral intervening curlit ues; figure 20 provides a number of examples. It is possible that,
in some cases, the intent may be to combine two separate oc urrences of '
" into one decorative flourish; there may also
be some eletnent of meaning in the practict ,. although it is st arcelv frequent enough, especially in lines other than initial lines
of paragraphs. to support such a conclusion.

4.2 Other Scripts and Hands
On certain pages to the manuscript are found isolated phrases and sentences in scripts and hands judged by most students to
be different frotn. and probably later than, the bulk of the text (although none of the sources I have studied present any
definitive evidence supporting a different date or authorship for these scattered text strings). Petersen reports that Miss Nill
(a friend of Mrs. Vovnich) had made a thorough examination of all the apparently extraneous passages in the manuscript:
"Miss Nill .
has listed all words or passages which appear to be written in different ink fron that used uniformly for the
text and the drawings throughout the manuscript. (She noted also that the original text seens to show not a single erasure
and corre(tion anywhere.) Miss Nill declares that the last page is written in the same ink as the bulk of the manuscript
I9()5. p. I ). I 'nfortunatelv, no copy of Miss Nill's list has survived in the material to which I have access. I offer the
following summary from my own examination of the photocopy available to nle.
Folio Ir. There are very faint and barely legible traces of alphabetic sequences in the left and right margins. These are not
visible at all in the photocopy I have studied, but Petersen shows them clearly in his hand transcript. The letters seem to be
those of the ordinary "ABC". with some slightly distorted or odd forms. The two sequences appear to be parallel; in their
fragmentary state, it is hard to tell whether they are consistently associated with the lines of Vovnich text occupying the
center of the page.
Folio I -1r. A line of writing in a very small, crabbed hand crosses the top center of the page. It is very hard to make out; to
my eve. the letters resemble Greek symbols. The writing becomes fainter and harder to read toward the right side and finally
fades out completely. In the upper right corner, there is a faint, scribbled symbol like a shield or a crudefleur de lVs. crisscrossed with lines. It is interesting to note that John Dee liked to use Greek letters to conceal comments in English in his
personal diary; the symbols on this page. however, do not seem to spell anything that might be an English word.
Folio 66r. A small scattering of letters, which again look to me like Greek symbols, are to be found in the lower left
corner of the page near a small picture of a man lying on his back. Above the -Greek" letters is a string of words in the
Vovnich script. Prof. Richard Salomon of Kenyon College has suggested a High German interpretation of the extraneous
symbols, claiming that they stand for "der musz del". or 'the mussteil-. referring to an obligatory bequest of household
goods from a man to his widow.
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Folio 06v. In the lower half of this page (which shows a plant drawing accompanied by three text paragraphs) there is a
scribble or doodle that slants downward toward the left. A rough oblong figure sits to the right and above the scrawl. The
markings here resemble a similar scribble in the center of folio 85-863 (see below); some portions of the doodle have the
appearance of Arabic script.
Folio 85-86v 3 . In the center of this cosmological diagram there is another doodle similar to that in folio 66v. A crude
circle is bisected by a horizontal line, and the upper half bisected again by a perpendicular a line of indecipherable scribbling
something like Arabic script crosses part of this circle and extends to the left of it.
Folio 87r. To the left of the lower leaves of the plant drawing is a crude star-like doodle of intersecting lines.
Folio I lOv. The several lines of text in a mixture of syimbols on the last page of the manuscript have been extensively
studied by mans researchers as a possible "kev" to the text. Figure 23 shows several transcriptions of this material made by
different students along with a reproduction (admittedly poor) of the photocopy at my disposal. The symbols are very small.
crabbed. And faint. It is interesting to note the differences among different students' interpretation of these enigmatic lines.
The numerous ambiguities and obscurities have not prevented several students from basing extensive theories on their own
rather arbitrary readings of the tins, distorted letters.
Folio gatherings. In the lower corners of certain pages are numbers added in what appears to be a different ink and hand.
These numbers correspond roughly to sets of eight pages. Those discernible in the photocopy I have studied are shown in
figure 22. with the page number associated with each. The numerals are interesting in themselves. exhibiting some archaic
forms; they are accompanied bs' svmbols for Latin abbreviations, one of which. "
'
for '-us". exactly resembles a
common svmbol in the Vovnich script.
Folio numbering. At some point during the eventful history ofthis manuscript. someone added numbers in dhe upper right
hand corner of the pages. These numbers agree with the present order of the pages, and show gaps where certain pages have
apparently been lost since the numbering was done but before the finding of the manuscript by Vovnich. Some students have
dated the folio numbers to the sixteenth or seventeenth century; they ma' well have been added by someone at Rudolph's
court. The tfrmns of the numbers do not differ signifi(antlv from modern forms.
Month names in astrological diagrams. The name of a month has been written into the central medallion of each circular
diagram associated with a recogni/able todiac sign. These month names are considered by most students to be written in a

9

different ink and hand than that of the main text. Figure 10 shows details of these medallions and month names. A single
7
word in the Vo'nich script is seen next to the two scahl fishes of the Pisces medallion Ifolio 0r 2); attempts to identify this
word with the month name or todiac sign hase so far been fruitless. No one has made any progress, or even, apparently, an'
determined attempt, to identify the language or provenience of the month names, despite the fact that they are among the
few clearly recognizable ar,d comprehensible bits kotext in the entire manuscript.

4.3 Linear Sequences that Look Like "Keys"
Several pages of the manusript are provided with columns or circles of single sy'mbols or short words that seem to be
arranged In some sequence that may be an index or key. Brumbaugh has exploited these sequences extensively in his theory
According to him. the multiplicitv of ''keys", although associated with a deliberate
of decipherment (see Section 5..4);
attempt at mystification on the part of the scribe, still provide some valid and useful information about the cipher. Below is a
list of these, insofar as I can identify them; some of the "key" sequences are also mentioned above under Section 4.2.
Folio Ir. The two parallel alphabetic sequences in the left and right margins, described above, have been thought to
function as keys; a suspicion enters my mind, however, that they are the result of some later would-be decipherer's workings.
It is surprising, considering the number of people who must have attempted to read the manuscript at Rudolph's court and
elsewhere, that there are not far more doodled numbers, letters, and lines on its pages.
Folio .ov. A clearly discernible vertical list of twenty-six Vovnich symbols runs down the left margin of the text
actompanving a particularly detoratise 'herbal" folio showing a c%'clamen-like plant. Figure 2.1shows this sequence. which
exhibits I partial repetition in three c-ycles.
Folio 57v. Seventeen symbols, some quite complex or unusual in form, are repeated four times around the second
toncentric circle from the outside in a cosmological diagram. The four sequences are shown in parallel in figure 24. This is a
rare instance of sequences repeating almost exactly in the manuscript; in fact. I believe it is the only such instance.
Folio 66r. In the left margin is a rather complex sequence of single svmbtls associated with isolated short words and the
lines of i text paragraph. all in the Vovnich script. Brumbaugh emploved these sequences as "equations' expressing a
correspondence between the letters and the words (see 5A below. As is frequently the case in this manuscript, however, the
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horizontal association of the scattered letters and single words is not very accurate, and neither is clearly and consistently
related to the lines of the paragraph.
Folio 69r. Between the points of a central star are six Vovnich symbols.
Folio 76r. A string of nine Voynich symbols is seen in the upper left margin, spaced out vertically in rough association
with certain lines of a text paragraph.
To my knowledge, no one other than Brumbaugh has directed mnuch attention ito these sequences. No consistent alphabetic
or nurneric order can be traced from one to the next. They may be conventional abbreviations standing for sequences of ideas
or objects known to the scribe or scribes. Their presence as a salient feature of the text indicates that the writing system was
capable of employing single symbols or pairs of symbols ito stand for somie sets of concepts. See figure 24 for examples (if
many of these "'key" sequences.

4.4 Cryptanalyticand Stylistic Attacks on the Text
Students who have approached thet Voynich text fromt thet point of view of the professional crvptanai'st have been led on
at first by a deceptive surface appearance of simplicity. only ito bog down sooner or later in an exasperating quagmire of
paradoxes and enigmas that reveal themselves one by one as analysis proceeds. Elizebeth Friedman has provided a clear.
concise summary of the frustrations awaiting the cryptanalyst in the Voynich manuscript. I cannot improve on the clarity.
(ompleteness. andi succinctness of her renlarks, and so will quote them at length in the fotllowing paragraphs.
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There have been several attempts ill ,inaly/e thet Voynich text using comtputers. tI.nfortunatt IY, for a variety of reasons.
little progress has resulted from these efforts, Awith thet sole exception (Io imy knowledge I of the researches of Prescott C urrier
see Section 6.X I ( ryptanalyti studies have included mionographit . digraphic. and trigraphic frequency counts throughout
samples of various sizes. based oin sev-eral different transcription alphabets. Reverse alphabetic sorts have been made to study
"endings' of words, and word indexes have prorvided an analysis of different occurrences of the 'same' word and a
comparison of their contexts. The difficulties oif arriving at an alphabet, transcribing a sufficiently large sample of text, and
giiIning access ito enough computer time have hampered students in their efforts over the years. Most of the proposed
computer studies were never carried far enough ito result in any solid gain in knowledge. More will he said in Chapter 6
regarding certain specific computer studies and sonie methodological considerations relating to the use oif computers in
general.
While relatively few have had access to computers. mans- students have made extensive hand studies of the text. 'liltman
first described fihe apparent "'precedence order" of characters \%ithin words, and demonstrated the preference of certain
symbols, in certain combinations, for the beginning, middle, or ending portions oif words. Petersen made an elaborate and
complete manual concordance (if the text, and studied occurrences of ligatured andi compound forms of symbols.
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4.4.)

Pbenomena in the Text Which Must be Accounted/or by Any Theory.

The following list tit (haratteristi.%ito be explained by anv. good cryptanalvtic theorv summarizes the findings of several
resedrihers. notably the Friedman'. And *filtmian; it includes also some observations which I have added fromn my own studv
ot the text
i11 The basic Alphabet ot trequentlv-oecurring symbhols is smfall (as few As fifteen according to some student. and
probabl'. no more thin twent%-fve
2 The basic formus Are (ornpounded ort ligatured to create A large variety of complex symbols.
i,The ssmbitls Art grouped into * ords' separated by %paces (Although sonic researchers have expressed doubts
ibout (tte onsisents of this sping)
IThe number oft different wo~rds %eems surprisingl% limited.
% ThDe word% arte short. a'.tr aging Around four or five s%
mbols in length. words over seven or eight symbols long
irt: raire isart, Also word% tonsisting of a single ssmbsol. Even two-letter words are relatively uncommon. (it should be
piointed o'ut that normial Englishi text also presents An average: word-length of about five characters; in English text, however.
there' art nm ottne-ad two-letter %%trds]. andi a greait mai words of ten to fifteen characters in length. providing a very
di* rerent mttern front that seen in the Vovnis h text 1
The samet word' is frequentls repeated tw o. three, or moore time%in immediate successioin.
Nan% words differ trom cachi other b%only one or tv.o symbhols, And such 'words' oiften occur in immediate
M
I$( crtiuin Nsnibols occ ur tharat teristit als%at the begi nno. rmiiddles. andi ends oif ''words'', And in certain preferred
seqsuence%
')9. ( ertin symbotls appear ser% raurtls. Aind onl- (in certaiin pauges, idicating some special function or meaningItt There .ire sers few doublets. reptition of the sainx letter twite in succession). and] these involve primarily the
s.5mools C
And
'. o .isionall%Also
I
.f
and 0'
iI Vers hew%ssmbols oc~cur singls (as one-letter 'word'* i tin running text. these Are primiarily '
and ''9
( 12
Prefix '-like elements Are tacked in front oit certain ' words thait alsoi occur comimonly without theni, such
prefixed elements Are +
, 0 . Ad '9
SI11The s mnbol +. ti)i urs Almost invariably followed bs '0.
m,
nd woined to it by An extension of the crossbar of
the +4
the resulting iiinpo~und s%
tobol is rairelv seen elsew here thain it the beginning (if words.

(i10 On most herbal fhos. the first line of the first paragraph begins with a %ery small set oh sv mbols. primarils
**
y
arc usual[%' imeitl2floe
';these
.
. and
I.
tm or J91
Nii trat c(in be found oif the alphabeticity that would be expected if the herbal paragraphs began
with the names tit plaints in Alphabetical order as was usual in many early herbal.
I) i Single 'words'' occurring Auslabels next to stars, ''drug containers'', plant sketches. or other pictorial elements in
various drawings very rareIv begin with the four looped svtmbols; instead. they iiften stairt with......0.
amnd iuisimunals
Aind ''"

7~ If
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4.4.2 Crvptanalytic Hypotheses.
In the Vovnich manuscript, we are confronted by a situation with mnans' unknowns. In spite oh the diligent and tireless
etforts of mans talented researchers over the half-centurv since its discovery, we still have very few definite facts to reduce
the large area mif uncertaintv defined by these unknowns. We still are ignorant of the underlying language: we have little or
no clue to the nature of the cipher. code, or writing system: we do not know when, where. or by whom the manuscript was
written; we cannot even be certain oif the subject matter. or the purpose for which it was compiled. In the following
paragraphs. I will attetmpt to list, as completels' as possible. the hy-potheses that a conscientious crvptanalyst might entertain
regarding the nature oif the Voynich text. In some cases, info~rmation turned up by researchers can at least partly rule our
some of these hypotheses, as F.Ii~ebeth Friedman has suggested in the passage quoted above. Some theories seem more
capable than others of explaining the phenomena observed in the text. A systematic consideration of all the possibilities will
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serve as a good foundation for the discussion of solution attempts in Chapters 5 and 6. Such a survey will also provide a vivid
picture of the true magnitude of the problem which this enigmatic manuscript presents to the cryptanalvst.
The crvptanalvtic possibilities to be dealt with are related to three principal factors, which I will designate by capital
letters: P. the nature of the underlving plain text; F. the correspondence or substitution between elements of plain text and
Vovnich script elements; and T, other transformations that might have been carried out on the plain text in addition to
substitution of Vovnmch svmhoils. In the following paragraphs, several possibilities will be listed under each of these basic
factors; each such individual hypothesis will be designated by the letter (P. E. or T) followed by an Arabic numeral. I will
assume that the reader is familiar with certain basic terminology and concepts of cryptology, such as the distinction between
code and cipher, substitution and transposition. These concepts have been clearly defined and explained in many easily
obtainable general works on crvptanalvsis.
P. The Nature of the Plain Text.
P. I Normal Latin text.
P.2 Normal text in some other natural language.
P.3 Code or synthetic language with a mixture of ideographic and natural language characteristics (e.g.. grammatical
cndings added to code svmbols),
Pi A purely ideographic system like pictographs. with virtually no features of natural language preserved.
E. The Nature of the Substitution.
E.I One plain text symbol is replaced by one Vovnich svmbol.
E.2 One plain text svmbol is replaced by two (three) Vovnich symbols, but always by the same number of symbols.
E-3 Two (three). but alwavs the same number of plain text symbols are replaced bv one Vovnich symbol.
Ei Two (three) plain text symbols are replaced bv two (three) Vovnich svmbols.
E.5 Mixed length units (i.e., one, two, and three-letter strings) are involved in either or both plain text and Vovnich
script.
E.0 Each plain text unit has a set of variant or alternative Vovnich symbol counterparts, from which the scribe could
choose at will.
E.7 Whole words or concepts are represented by single Vovnich synl[s or by mixed-length Voynich strings (as in a
shorthand).
E.8 Polvalphabetic substitution, or the cyclic use of a series of substitution alphabets according to some rule.
T. Transformations Other Than Substitution.
1'. 1 No plain text letters dropped. added, or moved.
T.2 Vowels dropped.
T3. Words abbreviated arbitrarily, and represented only by certain letters.
TI
Dummy" characters, or "nulls inserted into the text.2
T.5 Letters or syllables transposed within words (as in Pig Latin).
1'. 6 Letters anagrammed or transposed over longer stretches of text.
T.7 Plain text concealed in a much longer "dummy or "cover" text. most of which is meaningless.
T.8 A Trithemian or Baconian system, involving the use of some binary or trinarv characteristic (closed or open
letters; tails up or tails down; ligaturing or lack of it. etc.. i as the true message-carrying feature in a manner similar to the
"dots" and -dashes" of Morse code, applied to a "cover" text or "carrier" text which is meaningless in itself.
As will be shown in Chapter 9,. all of the above possibilities were known and used by early practitioners of secret writing.
well within the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Roger Bacon mentions a number of them in an often-cited passage in his
work entitled ")e Mirabili Potestate Artis et Naturae" (Bacon 185)). The methods he lists include made-up alphabets.
geometric figures combined with dots, shorthand ("ars notoria" or Tvronian Hand). and dropping vowels from the
plaintext. In alchemy treatises attributed to him. Bacon is also thought by some to have employed anagramming. simple
substitution (one plain text character to one cipher character), and concealment of a short message within a much longer
meaningless 'cover" text.
Using the scheme of individual hvpotheses designated by letters and numbers presented above, we can set up a large
number of compound hypotheses embodying various choices in various combinations. I will not attempt to list all of this very
In nIrte1,mae i,. Miss Nill. trnpanlin ot Mr% Vomi i. slit reports that John Manlv hiad expressed his opinion in a letter it, Mr Vt-'nth dated
,
Mit,
20. 1920. that the text of ilic m,tenuspfi represents a simple tipher dtiju ised h% the use of nuls. In another letter to Wi1lliamn R Newixild at
tk'ut the sa.ie dAte. Manly (tited iatordingit Mis Nil)I that frequent% (ouns lith !at madt. hatl on eight page ot text. showed jtoiparativ-elh
iliple iphrr
,hserlkuined bv extensive ut oI nJul"
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large set of possibilities; instead. I will mention a few that seem to be ruled out by the evidence, or at least rendered relatively
unlikely, and a few others that seem more consistent with what we know of the text and thus more worthy of further study.
Hypotheses Rendered Unlikely by the Evidence
Simple Substitution on an Otherwise Unaltered Natural Language Text. As Elizebeth Friedman and others have
observed, the text probably does not represent ordinary Latin or any other natural language enciphered by simple one-to-one
substitution of Vovnich svmbols for single letters i that is,
m terms of our scheme. P. I or P.2 and E. I and T. I). The short
words, the many sequential repetitions, the rarity ot one. or two-letter words, the rarity of doublets (doubled letters), all
militate against simple substitution. So also does the strange lack of parallel context surrounding different occurrences of the
"same" word as shown by word indexes. In the words of several researchers. 'the text just doesn't act like natural language".
An Ideographic or Symbolic Representational Siheme At the other extreme, a system involving our hypothesis P.4 (a
purely ideographic or pictographic system, presersing no trace ot endings, grammatical forms. or ans of the structure of
alphabetic strings) is equally unlikely This possibilits is ruled out by the salient beginning, middle, and ending structure
demonstrated by Tiltman and since repeatedh tonfirme !,,"prefix-like entities and the obvious similarities between words
also indicate that there is some degree of language-like structure. involving units smaller than whole words or ideas, in the
Vovnich text.
Polyalphabetic Substitution. Hypotheses involving F ithe .t.it use of several different substitution alphabets according
to some rule) is ruled out, as noted by Ehiebeth Friedman. because there is tar too much structured repetition in the text.
Polvalphabetic systems, like the well-known Vigenere table, are exphclitl designed to obscure the many patterns and
repetitions in natural text which provide helpful break-in points for the would-be decipherer. The frequency counts of
occurrences of Vovnich characters throughout a sample of text are also too "rough"
that is. some characters are infrequent.
while others are very common for a polalphabetit system, whi h obviously, with its many alphabets, tends to ''flatten
out' the frequency distribution for the text as a whole
Transposition Systems, Systems involving anagrammmg or transposing letters over arbitrary sequences of text (T.6) are
also unlikely for a number of reasons first. the mans repetitions of similar strings of characters in close proximitv (e.g..

4oYrit C,

4, tri-i.9,9 49
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0*9

e od").

second, the numerous short

words used as labels or taptions. and third, the difficultv aimbiguity, and tedium of such methods for so large a volume of
text, together with the difficulty of reading aind deciphering %hat was probablh a reference work to be consulted by more
than one person.
Some Hypotheses Worth% of Further ( onsideration. Having narrowed the field somewhat by setting aside some of the
possibilities as unlikely, we can concentrate our attention on certain others that seem more promising. I would like. first, to
suggest certain general considerations that appear relevant to the nature of the writing system in the Vovnich text. Whatever
method of concealment was used would have had to be relativels' easy to employ and to remember. The sheer volume of text
(estimated at 250.000 characters) militates against any elaborate, multi-stage process such as that proposed bs- Newbold.
The ease and naturalness and the cursive quality ot the writing also argues against any tedious and involved sequence of
enciphering operations (unless. of course, we assume that the entire manuscript had been copied from an earlier original 1.
The recent research of Prescott Currier isee Section 6.8 below) indicates quite clearly that there were at least two different
scribes or scholars who worked on different folios of the manuscript. This implies that the system had to be such as to permit
its joint use by several persons a very important new bit if information. As has apparently been assumed without question
by most students, the script was ailmost certainly written from left to right; this is shown by the clockwise progression of
circular diagrams. the presence of starting markers on the left. the slant of the writing around circles, and the arrangement of
lines on a page. Finally. it seems reasonable tt me that there must have been other documents written in this script, and also
one or more code books or dictionaries in use among the small secret society of scholars who employed the system. There is
always a chance that such materials will turn up some day to throw some new light on the enigma. Considering these general
factors and what is known about the behavior of characters in the text. the hypotheses below seem in my opinion, most likely
to repay further investigation.
Latin Text With Vowels Dropped. Dropping vowels from Latin produces text having very different characteristics from
those of normal Latin Text. Single Latin letters may be represented by single Voynich symbols, or, more likely, by mixed.
length units; possibly variants (i.e.. a choice of more than one Vovnich symbol to stand for a given Latin symbol) are also
included, as well as nulls (dummv. meaningless letters chosen from a small set of alternatives and inserted irregularly
throughout the text), Such a concealment system ma- be represented in iur scheme of hypotheses as (P. I and T.2 and (E.1
or E.5) and possibly also E.6 and T.
These combined operations could all be carried out easily, naturally, and rapidly by a
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scribe after some practice and familiarity with the system. The resulting text would be very difficult to decipher for anyone
unfamiliar with the method, and relatively easw for the initiate. A problem arises in dropping vowels from Latin. in that

many important small words like "'de" and 'ad". 'et' and "ut'. ''sit'' and "est' become indistinguishable, and some words
consisting only of a single vowel disappear entirely. This might not he a serious problem for readers and writers who knew
what the text was about and were closely familiar with it.
Abbreviated Latin Words. Conventional Latin abbreviations, represented by mixed-length Vovnich character strings or
tode-like entities. possibly with the added complications ot variants and nulls, presents another likely possibilitv I P. I and T.3
And E.9 or E.7; optionally also E.0 And T.1, This. too. would be eas% to learn and to remember. and easy to read for the
initiate within the secret circle, but highly difficult for ansone outside it to penetrate.
Latin Text. Enciphered by Simple Substitution. ( oncealed in a Longer l)ummv Message. This hypothesis (P. 1 and E. I
and T.71 would explain the mans strange repetitions of highly similar words in close succession: one of the words represents
a part of the actual message, while the rest are nonsense sequenes made up, like meaningless babbling, and inserted to
conceal the true cipher string. The scribe, laced with the task of thinking up a large number of such dumm sequences.
would naturally tend to repeat parts of neighboring strings with various small changes and additions to fill out the line until
the next message.-bearing word or phrase. This theors would also explain the frequent illogicalits and lack of consistent
sequential structure in stretches of text which has so frustrated students.
A Synthetic Language or (lode (P.; and F." optionalls also F.5 And E.0 and 1".i. The most likely hypothesis in ins
opinion involves A simple code based on A small glossar% of A few hundred Latin words related to plants. medicine.
astronomy, weather, and other topics of interest to the scribes of the manuscript. The root or base forms would be
represented by one. two. or three Vosnich Symbols standing for a page number or column number on a page, or for a
philosophical subect categorv as was usual in early universal or artificial languages. See Section 9.3.) Endings or
gramimnatical forms could then be represented by the strings (f symbols in certain preferred orders noted by Tiltman and
others at the ends of words. This. too, was a common feature of early synthetic languages. The addition of mixed-length
ariants for bases and aftixes, and the insertion of nulls, All common practices in early codes used by the Catholic Church.
would provide A complex concealment ssstein exceedingly hard to penetrate for the outsider, while still very easy for the
initiate to use. With some practice, it could he memori/ed Almost like a natural language especially if its basic vocabularv
was As small as seems likely from the evidence.
A system of this kind would require one or more copies of a (ode book or dictionary to be consulted by users of the
language. In Section 9.2...en early Vatican code (Silvester 1201 which exactly fits the above description will be discussed in
some detail. (lurrier's findings toncerning the differences in certain character frequencies and combinations between samples
of text in two different "hands" are highly significant in this regard. A possible explanation is that one scribe used certain
variants in preference to others, or employed the system ifo endings a little differently, in contrast to the practice of another
scribe These And other hypotheses will be dist ussed further from various points of view in (Ihapters 5, 0. and 9
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Chapter 5
Major Claims of Decipherment
The survey to be presented here will be quite brief. except in the case of the most recent claim. by Robert S. Brumbaugh of
Yale University. The solutions put forward by Newbold. Feely. and Strong have been thoroughly dealt with by other writers.
in treatments published in relatively accessible sources. I will provide only a rapid sketch of the main points regarding their
work, for the sake of completeness, for students new to the problem. and for methodological reasons.

5.1 Newbold
Prof. \'illiam R. Newbold was among the first scholars to Whom 'ilfrid Vovnich gave copies of the manuscript soon
after its discovery, in the hope of getting it deciphered and translated. Newbold. a student of medieval philosophy and
science, published his first presentation in 1921. He worked on the manuscript and on other alchemical texts attributed to
Roger Bacon for several more years before his sudden death. Worksheets and notes of his research were edited and published
by his friend and literary executor. Prof. Roland G. Kent (Newbold and Kent 1928). Newbold was familiar with the system
of esoteric mystical philosophy developed by the medieval Jews in Spain and known as the Cabala (or Kabbalah). He studied
the sentences in a mixture of scripts on folio 116%. and was immediately struck by a phrase "michi ... dabas
multas . . . portas'' (as he read it). which he translated "Thou wast giving me many gates''. (For several different readings of
folio I 16v. see figure 23). The word 'gates" i Latin "'portae'' or 'portas" was used in the cabala. according to Newbold. to
refer to all possible combinations of the letters of the Hebrew alphabet. taken two at a time. Assuming from the outset.
following Vovnich. that Roger Bacon was the manuscript's author. Newbold brought to bear evidence that Bacon was
familiar with certain aspects of Cabalistic lore; he cites references in Bacon's Greek Grammar and his fragmentary writings
on Hebrew (Bacon 19021. as well as his comments concerning concealed writing (for which see Section 4.4.2 above), as
evidence of this familiarity.
Starting with this clue, Newbold examined some other works on the subject of alchemy attributed to Bacon. and claimed
to have discovered a cipher used by Bacon for concealing messages within innocent-appearing Latin text (the method I have
designated T. " in Chapter 4). He maintained that a variant of this method had been employed in the Voynich manuscript as
well. Thus. Newbold ascribes two different, but related, cipher systems to Bacon: first, a "Latin text" cipher from the
alchemv treatises. and second, a more omplex "shorthand cipher used in the Vovnich manuscript.

5. 1. 1 The Latin Text Cipher.
In the Latin alchemical manuscripts, a message was hidden, according to Newbold. within Latin words so chosen and
arranged as to appear to be a treatise on alchemy or on a related topic. Alchemy texts were always expected to be mysterious
and nonsensical to the uninitiated land. one suspects. to many would-be initiates as well); such a work would thus provide an

ideal (over' for a secret message. Each pair of visible Latin letters in the cover text stoo d, in Newbold's view' based on the
obahistmrat.
fior a single underly'ing plaintext letter. In this system, 8lterarstenytoetrsaenwota
Utl Iwere generated. so that each of the twenty-two letters of the plaintext alphabet could be represented by any of twenty.
".rtants". or alternative cipher pairs. A restriction was placed by Newbold on this large number of alternatives, such
that pairs choser. to substitute for a plaintext letter in i word must have the first member of one pair the same as the last
member of the preceding pairr For example, if "unius" were to be enciphered. it might be represented as 'or-ri-it-tu-ur
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the doubled letters would then be dropped, giving "oritur". a good Latin word (see Newbold and Kent 1928, p. 53 ff and
Manly 193 1. p. Vi ff for a fuller explanationi. Added complexities were introduced to provide a cover text that appeared to
acceptable Latin and would not (at least in an alchemy text) arouse suspicion. These added steps involved a manv-manv

substitution, and on top of that. a rearrangement or anagramming of letters within passages of fifty-five or one hundred and
ten charaters of text iour methid Tbi,
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5.1.2 The Shorthand Cipher.
As desAribedi by Nessbold Newbhold and Kent 112s. p) 10w there Asert: six %tepls to he toIlossed indJt jpheri nizthe
Vovnich text.
I.Ira nsl iterain .ide ittitying tiie shi r t i ntl t.itarcters. andi transl iteratir it rhem itn order
2. Syllahifiaion. doublinsg all hut the first anti last tharaiuters and arrariwtng tilt rtesultinL: strttti in parirs %%itli tihe first
tiembter of eachI the samrie as the lamt tiemtiter itt the pr et edi it patir.
3,. (ommutationi In an% pair "hiere tilt setond miemiber is one of thet tOrttinuritg' set
.NV NI. I'. T. A. Q'
t range thet first miemiber a ording to ai tonversion alphabet piroided b% Newrbold, Where the first nmemnber is a
(ornttuting lettr, hiinge tie second b%a res eriilit alphabet' pritvidedi Ashere both .iret (omtmiutiiti letters. titan~kt both.
eac h by rte indicated arlphabet.
- i.
Translation: assigning toithe t 1111 iuted parr stlittr aIpia beti salu es i bs Ii k upitt a t.I He
5. Reversion: CIhanging 'alphtabetit %salues it, phontetic s ilues
rteimmt nature ifthis
\tep is ntot ie-ar,
0. Recoitpositiotn Anaur niing the letters ill pri d uc rreitningh ul text
iTe 'shtort hantd' reterred to iii step I %&
as %upposedIs-based olta n.i ritnt ("reek %saf
t oit
( .i rcki .t it t. and "a s tib
applied ito eathithiaracter (if rthe 's'ovn ith ski pt as inspected under a reading iglass anil bro ken up itnt aisn tilt it ptrit
tun-es antdilhnes. Fxtensive tables are: provided it tire bat k ofttilt: boouk to entable thet student Itotarn iiurt ilit: Ttesirs
reversions. cotirsittns. translitions. and] so forthi.
Newbild and Kent protivi
gooeii lluistrationts (t a1 nuriber otf folios frolm the ianustrpt. t ittseit trill
%ntious tlasses ifdrawings ' ieti piermen rs of tilt text i ithese foon is are als
Isitrseted. %ihitiba
r little itr itt r elat ionito irte pitttu re. Fotr
exattple, a tale toni~ernrng twit ancient Riomans is readi onl .a page witit an asroiltigiial tira inV i toliit - 2% - Hiumiait f igure
ii llls are read as desc ribhing proirearie iiii s neci ii gitl iiiatters, is it ii at leaist stime aippairentr ustiIfitart in osa. falIlopi an
tubes. sperinttari.oa. et(i in the dirawings. This seemns to be ai frequent reat tin lil rte part iii mtodernt students to the naked
female tivures on folios -5 f f. Other diraw ings are: taken as neiltriing rilt appearin.c itt a1t inict folio -Is an oibservaioun
of a spirail nebula (folio 08% . and iit annular eclipse ftlii ()7v l
1[he clainms of Newbold vwere htieid with great enthusiaismn b Vos-t
andi tairi others. "sho isrott nutiwnius%rcview4
and ciiniinriries I Bird 19)21 Garland 19)21 . McKeon 192S,. Roiger Baition enjitsed a1specratular. it brief. imomtient in rilt
sun. whil f eit iascred ited is ithI tire inventtion o tite (tiotpun nil trosci pe ainid teles~tp. anit le .1nrio.ipatiiin (it rnain%
twentienir-cenrur% s ientifio disctmerres. ( athttli. isrirers exulted in tri uitph ol rthe onie htand iover Ashat rthes saw ais a1
-i nca i in ofiirreiiieva schola smi piIlisophs. and fell us er tine anrothier o n rthe other itantl in their ita ste to a poit/e for.
extuse, and

itntini/ rilt persetuiiin ant ltevlect inflictetd upon rthe trrtlt
t ttnturs
tort-ru nner it motidern si ient e bs
his superiors in the Franciscan ()rtier ) Res-ille 11)21 . Walsh 19)21 ). Fisen a1 nu mber of proirminent Baconian experts and
sptia lists in iit ieva I phitlosophvs icepted New hold's i. 1,11
a rsu ncr it c(ilI%, an ni irin lI
striove to assimriilate rthe indli gest ible

ariachronismts intio their know4ledge (it Hacon *s work tild thotught J( .rtiti 19)29. G ilsion 19)2S;I Smnit less credulous s rlv
were taking ai harder look it Newbuilds%tieiries. aind expressing teir doubts (Steele 19)28, 1thirnike 19)21 . 11)21.
S 'otion 1,4
At tilt satie time airthier suirilar. Priof i iit NI Mins. ai prifesir (it Friglsh ait tire- I 'nisrrsitt
o ( hrt.rgo. had
interested himiself in tilt:rtantistript. antd had been iaItt liing
to iris own %%ords, dabbling *with it for seseral sears 'at oddt
tortes'. Man~v w~asa friend itt New boluis, and had tiirrspoirded with himinNew bold had discusd ii rtethods anti findings
with Mjirls- ov-er srie totne It 19'21 . Mani% publishted artiles in H. pi'r.c .11lfua/
'fIazjnc ( 1)21 hI and in rthe Ameuricanz
Rein-en o/. Reiteric.1 lt21.i. expressing ai irlildle favioraible itt neutral reattion. hut allsot giving voice to sorne doubts anti
.muriuuns. After Newbold s dtih in 19~2(,, aind rilt posthumnous publicatiion (itf is work in the booik edlited b%Kent. Manl%
published ainothier. mru~ h mnure outspoken ,rrtiu.le it) Swtwiirn It 01 1. enphaiticarll% tiipriiving aind reCi rting Newbolds%
theiories.
This is how%Manli expresses ii s
in tire Spewwbdr .irrru : 'The motire I studied rilt nature aind operatiion (if the itpher
system attributed ito Baiton. thet mitre early didi I see thait it was incipable of being usedi is am
medium oif commnunicatiion. and
%%as indeedi nt Batons%work but the subtiinstious creation (it Professoir Newboltis enrbumsimso and ingenuity. I told
Professior Ntw-bold ilns tint lustin aind g~is-vv t%
eaisuns fur theto in ses-eril letters.1)1 'Ill.
p. J47). Manly goes on to
explain that. while lie would not hase (hosert to make aipoint of attacking~ his late friends%work, he felt that it was necessars
to set the ret irti straight in etw iif rilt unquestioning acceptance accorded tit the theire by soit anyv protminent authorities.
lie sass. One (if the titlst ernirent philosophers iof Fraince. Professor Gilsoin. thotugh bewildered by the method, has
Muepted tire results. Priifessiir Raoul (arttr. the w-ell-kniown Bacotnian spetialist. in twit lung articles, accepts both mnethod
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and results with enthusiasm; aind American thenrists and biologists have been %limilaris' impressed. The interests o (itSentifio
truth therefore demand
c artful examna~tion of' tilt lairns of the Newbold cipher'' p. 1-' 1Set: ( anton I1029. ilson
Man! makes tile ti iilowri ni flat stait emen t at thle out set. In Inv opi nion. thle New bolmd la inis are e
lcbaseless and
should be definitely and absolutey rejected' (p 3 i~ fie explain%that thle tinv lines afld curves New bold saw as rnritscitpl(
(reek shorthand symnbols were due simipis to cracking oif the ink on thle rough surtate of the partchment. thtus siniarng step I
of Newbolds miethod. A second telling attack is t'ocissed by fantiv (on thle sixth and final step. tnsohving aaagrauiring
ltters in stretches (if titty -fitiv or one hundred and ten text characters. Hie denionstrates thle arna./ing number of reasionable
sentences, even including rhviing poetry, that canl be generated fromn a single short passage b%.inagramming For instance.
lie considers a senternec in one of thet alchemy%treattses attributed to Baton: ''incipiunt quaedamn caret quaestitines Bernardi
urn71
suis respotrsionibus er est ... Fromt tis st-f trnce. New-bold had obtained the following ''DIe via er terra et toewlis
despik it roixta principiai lunielnI * Site cacti letter of thet original sentens e. in New bold's ''Latin cipher' system. can have a
number oft alternais' equic~ilents. a huge number oif possibilities present themselves for selection even before the
ainaigrammriing begins%. This is the sentence for which William F Friedmian. working in cooperation with Manls' to test
Nev bold %theors'. obtained the anagram 'Paris is lured with loving V'estals..'.siinpls' 1w choosing a different set of
cquis ak-its anid a different arrangement aniong thet many possibilities. For a full discussion of thle problem oif anagraming
.iiid thle pitfall of Newbold's theors-. set Manl.I I I . pp. 150 ff arid Friednian arid Friedman I1959.
Manls s ,irtitlic in Spcc'urni succeeded in lai~ng to rest Newbold's theories, and Friar Bacon returned again to his
iv ustolied schuilastic obst uritN. consined ito even deeper darkness in an over-reaction oin the part (if soie modern sc holars
.iwati his illusory role as originator tit. twentieth -centurs' Scientit'ic Instrurrents. and observer of astronomnical and
'Vnecological set rets 600( sears in advaTm eoit their aippointed time. ( Note, in particilair, thle savagels' critical and
*'debunking i ttitude toward Bat
.icr expressed bs' "''orndike 1 11 aird I102 i- I1958, It seemns probable also that the
tontroversy, over Newbold's work, thle amount of publicits it re~eis ed. and its uniiplete destruction so chisels' forllowing upon
its uncritit.al ai eptanin
bs iiair proinrent experts who presumr.i hk should has e known better, caused mnany scholars to
hc
a%.sh
their ha.mnd s of' thet mu
an u wr ipt aIrid to steer cleair of(itiii serious ins uireni %kittlte proble in it presents. If a scholaro(i
Newbold %Imrpressive reputatmio Intlin know ledge ot iediesal philosoph% (ould be mrade to appear so deluded and foolish
after so mrans tears oif painitaking effort, it is easi ito understand the relu~int
m t oither sihiolar% to risk their own reputations
iMid pe.io( (i
ofn irir o the problem

5.2 Feely

0transmiitting

Fli/Obeth Friediman 11962, describes Fels' ImntlIris Ilaiir to .i solution oit the riinusmnipt as follows.'' In I190. a1
Roc hester laiw set Joseph IMartin Feels, published a bocok entitled Roger Bjacon 'c Ophur: ThIe Rigbtu Kei Foun~d. Feely was
thet aut hor of Slake.o,''
A1laze, D.'cip/eripg SA.4, qrare. andl other rteiks tatalogued in tire Friedman ( ollection under
tile hreading '( ri ptolO'i0 Folliesv ' I lo%,kever unacceptable his results rIa has e been, lie started his resear.hles in a sensible
manner. iccording to hi%desription oif theim in Iris book. coming upon the ianust ript throrugh tire pictures in the Newbold.
Kent bhtok. lit' did freq;uent counts tin Roi' er Bacon's ILati n in several wirks, iludiir: De Persqrectira i a woirk tin optics)
and Commrnn, Nianalum (omncerning natural sc.ienice
Feel% mired thiai tire 'leaders' ( bs whith i e apparently meant thre frigresi friequvncs letters) in Bacon's Latin comnprised
tire letters ''F. 1. TI. A, N. V'. S' , and lie attemrpted to marke a parallel an.'l%sis tuf letter freqluent s in the Vuts ri.Ich text, oin an
,istrpinif simiple substitution iour hs'potiesis P. I aind Y. I Intl TI I ). Fron these studies he imoved quickly tin tmattenmpts
atr ('ribbing'' arictus words that tiwht be relited tit tire drawings aind their a.oipans'ing text in tile manuscript. tic
remarks, with obvious exasptramtin that tire L~atin in Bac~on s manuscripts was Irighls' abbrev'iated; lie estimiates the text to
have been reduced in lengtir b%'thirty .fiT percent thrrough tist practice. lie comrments, also with evident annirsance, upon
tire: difierences between iedik'val and classital L~atin. 'These difficulties apparentls frustrated and hindered his statistical
researt he:rs to a counsiderable extent. Irdl perhaps drinse im to tire- ituc I easier and less demanding approtachr of guessing at
possible ''ribs' in the text.
Feels's attemrpts at (ribbing apparents' rret with %oirre suttess. O n folio -Sr. shown in Newbold and Kent I1928. Plate
Vi. Feels found his first break into the text. 'Tit pace is incol' thomse showing nude feitale igures bathing in po~ols or tubs of
liquid Feels assuitred that twotlitud- or grapec(luster obtets%at tire: top orners of the page (see figure IS for a detail of mine
ot tiesel
Aere
'stares' ' andi tt tile channels%leaing dotwn from thremr andi joining in thre mriddle cif the page w'ere
'sa' Into tire two saMks' below. In tile ' satks. according to Feely. the ''ova'' were shown as female figures
standingz in the liquid 'there aire 'labels' in tile Vovnit I script next to ca( h luster, tire set tions of pipe usnduting tire
t'35

treain ait ivstcriaus substintes train them, and thet pools into which the%- pour. Fecels oIbtainled his first 'clti-w
(as hie likes
tia
l(h1ie results )t his cribbing ) b% a studv (it these libels and an attempt ita assunie %ariaus Latin words the% might
represent Figure 2' Show thle results he abtained tram these initial researches.
His initial -t lew a' praside..' Feetls %ith a number af letter substitutians far (ammain sinbals in the \'avni li script. %%hi.. i
hie then emplaved in ani eftart it) pu/Ic out (the remainder tf thle text an tilt same page. It shauld be noted that het at tia time
had .css it) a amnpletc phota.. pv of thet mninuscrmpt hie carried out aill his wark an thlt illustraitions in Ne%%bald and Kent
I1028. 'The plaintext whith he obtained was a crude. abbres ated pseudo-LIatin. sshich hettranslated tat praoluce English text
tin) g sneciilagic~ to pits for fh io 78r On fho 6X
68%;i Newbold aind K ent 1928. Plate XX II h cli
(li med to have fou nd
(;reek woirds, and ita have dci.iphered a mivstriaus recferente it) a %tatueat Menann ( Feels' 19-0. p. ;1. Onl other talios.
Fe~els Claimned tin have faund thle personal diary (it a Scientist abserviagi living tells under inagnmfitation; the Infarmal
jottings''o a.n earls researchecr, hidden Ii piher tramn thetmastile cess t religmau. autharities
Although hie hedged a bit a~tcam in aut fbi t Ii ta var 'it Rog~er hiat an as aut
(iifathis scien ti tit d tar v F-el vin itai ned
that his deciphermient tenided tat support and tantiriti Baiton's authat. 1hip. Figure 25m
Shows the alphabets he develaped as
result af his studies (prabablv I,%sutit ssivet (rmbbini aind then guessing ait letter%ito fill in the gaps. forcing his assumaptians
until hie pradiuced saniething like Laitin. etc . in a tu.ind -Irs tasiman) L ike mans oither students, hetsaw the Vavni I script
.is contaiining mans canipound ss'mbals built up train Simpler tarmis. I 'nifartunatelv far Feels%.
hawever. no other student has
Ac( epted h1
is Sol ution ias salti.T
'It ilia n. suin in iin~ up tile general opinin, dismiisses Feels's efforts as fotllows: 'His
u nniethaodlm cit had prod uced text al u naittepta blet ie .icI Latin. Ii unauthentic abbrevia ted tarmis' 190S. p.

5..3 Strong
Professor Leanell ( Strong. .i high[s respec ted ine(dic~il \Lt entiSt In time:tielt it t ancr research ai Yaile U niversire. hecanme
interested in thlt Vasnich manuscript when lie SawsO'Neill s~artit Ic It1)1.1
4 dating the inanust ript atter I1-49;'i. He tank up
the riddle of the enigmiatic. book in the context of' a lang-enduring interest in Renaissance literature. Over a five-sear periadi.
he aittempted waithout success ita obtain topics tt timt: text ttir studs tie %%,as jtt~ed. tinalls' Io carrs tiut his analsses in the
%.lme was as Feels hid. tin the baisis at illustratitins ot indh%Idual talmas inl published woirks tancerning the manuscript. In due
). His deciphecrmnrt \his based tin what has since
1
nourse, lie published a briet' article t lammning .i siilutioin to?tile imster% Pis
been termned a peculiar dauble system atf.itithitti.al progressions ait a multiple alphabet. i ndii~atmng that the Vas-nich
Sielenm 1NiKaix~ nd. p io inust ript .iurhaor %..SisfarnilJir 'Afith t ihri dc-ut ribeJ bi 'l'thennus. Pi rtra. -mnd
nt-d ies. Faig Ish. heitattrib uted thet mmanu scri Pt timtne
Strong' %dti.iphernmeat resulItetd Ii "h lmit: claiicd it be i tarm it
o tailit
he
a Hio'iuse ut
.i tuto r ti the thiln
Ant hans Ascha tm. brouthIer ot thle better - kni a Rovier As.. iar oir Ask ?iamnz.
a a ind ast r4 imr . hie pu bli shedi several almanacs, a1treati se on
I I
'I'udor Ii thelt:sxteenthiient ur s Antn,s .i.iih~sici
istrtnmnais. and Ii herbal IAsshain I s iX~. I5 i~h I 990. I192. Is' ;1 AS described bvcMi.Kaig nd.. p 491, Striing'%h
ailnments and practical matters at thetcinjugal
ellxtremly~ t ndid dis..ussion t'tnn'
ettorts produced text presentii n
bed vtiu might call it .I sixteenth -ceniurs' equita4.lent at thlt Kinsee Repart' lie identified anherbal cantraceptive armong its
r. ipes. and ran .i labiiratars experiment tin test the eftttis eness at the pret riptian ftir thamtpurpose. The ingredients
found
tainprised pitch tram the cut bark tif pine treeCs. iias'. .and iiil (it spindle 'Strung claimed thamt the nil at spindle aN.s
in his experiment to have (ausitl specrinata/ia tit lse their niatilits. therebt veritving its effectiveness as the active ingredient
t
irk and his met had of
Th'~e deti i S at lis cr%-pt anaiI in'%
irf the contracept i e ISt rong anad Nit( au let lIQ -C. ps "0)
.ipparerti Ia nce r beea cioplaii ntd. .iand reinaiin proiim it i cai
tAt iphernimat. Ii wever . lmamve
Stranr and Mc(.aules' 1) C).). ha%
Strong's plaintext. of which he priivides several exiamples in is%artit.lea ( Strong I)i).
far rtiedies al Engzlish. The reader ia% arrive at his awn
been rejected b' tither scholars ais campletels' unamcceptai
'When skuie at tun'ebag rip. %eaungon kumn sit af se mumure-issue ped-stans sku.
conclusions from the following sample'
bent. stokked kirnbo-elbow crawknot.'' This astonishing string of' letters is translated bh'Strong thusi When the cantents oft
the veins rip (or tear the mnembranes). thle child conmes slt'lv fromn thle moather issuing with the leg-stance skewed anti bent
wahile the arms, bent at the elbow. irt: knottetabove the head like the legs of a crassfish,'' (Strong [04-11. p W8~ 1 To mat
Saith. whether in cipher tir not. It seeams
mind, it least, this seems a highis' unlikels' thing for an% writer at ans' agie to hmave
strange to me, also, that so trans' students have became obsessivelt preoccupied with g~snecologit al or sexual Interpretations
af the text. The presence of t;ue scattering of quite unexceptionablv mnatroals' little nude fig~ures tin aismall proportion iif folios
Seems to me an entirely insufficient justificatian far this obsession.
Nothing further has been heard from D~r. Strong in support of his theories. to ins knorwletdge. even though the Viivmch
manuscript has now been accessible to scholars at Strong's ouwn Universitv. Yale. tar a number of years According to
Eliebeth Friedman. 'experts said that what hie produced was not medievail English. AS fo, his cipher 'methodl' he sid(. little
sense tio crvptologists'' (1962
about it. but what he did, sas' made aim)
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5.4 Brumnbaugb
Robert S. Brumbaugh. a professor of medieval philosophy at Yale I niersits. became interested in the Vosnich
manuscript during the 'thirties. and when it was donated b%H. P. Kraus to Yale. he %as drawn [v an irresistible impulse
to (okat it"(Brumbaugh 1975.p.
S.18.fie was also struck b% ()Neills identification of American plants in the drawings
( 1944). Brumbaugh published an article in Speculum I T7I7) announcing that he had solved the mysterv, and had read
some labels on plant pictures in the pharmaceutical folios as well as what he refers to as "star maps from folio '5 on ( 1975.
p. 348). He also states that he has deciphered the name of Roger Bacon in the 'key" sentences on the last page. He regards
the manuscript as a deliberate forgerv for the purpoSe of toling Emperor Rudloph II ot Bohemia into parting with the large
sum of mone he paid for it.
Stating that the complete solution will take a lot more studs. Brumbaugh still tlaims that extensive work with a section
on astrology. with some botans. and frequencs studies of samples throughout the text show that m decipherment is correct"
11975. p,
)8. iemakes considerable use of the "kev-like sequences of ssmbofls in the margins of folios I r. I 7 r. 49v. 66r.
and 7 0r. and in the second ring of 5sv. as well as the sentences on I lv. these sequences. while to some extent deliberately
misleading. still provide aid in penetrating the cipher. according to Brumb,4ugh The text on folio 11 6v Brumbaugh finds to
be enciphered using %%hat he calls, without further explanation. a "standard thirteenth-,:enturv cipher" ( 1975, p. 350); he
sees confirmation for this in the paired sequences in left antiright margins of folio Ir. in which he finds a monoalphabetic
substitution of two normal alphabets. with "a of one set against d- of the other. Using this cipher. and some
rearrangement of syllables. Brumbaugh obtains "Ro)DGI) BACON- from a portion of folio I 16v which he reads as
IMl(HI (ON OLAI)A BA' (note that this is the beginning of the same text string that Newbold read as
"MICHI .
DABAS MUI.IAS
PORTAS"). He suggests that the name was planted' in such a manner as to be easil" seen b%
Rudolph's experts and thus to attract and delude them into accepting the attribution of the manuscript to Bacon.
On folio br. Brumbaugh sees i set of 'formulae' in the words and letters scattered down the right margin, these
formulae, he suggests. serve to equate symbols to other symbols bs a sort of crvptarithmetic.' of which he provides several
examples I I 9 S pp ,St)- ;S'I I must confess that ,while those he explains are convincing enough, the rest of the
tormulae' remain somewhat mysterious to me in the absence ot further clarification. Using these 'equations' and the
retoserit ot labels tor plants ( hich he 'cribbed b%exploiting %ord patterns with repeating letters such as "p" and e in
pepperpa in papaser." ete . he sets up a four.by-nine table of correspondences: he sass that this table is similar to
.s%tandardallhenist %or astrologer s cipher. well known in the trade" ( 1971i. p. ;51 I. and he finds among the text of 11 %
the words qu.idrix noimx % ltch he sees as referring to this t0ur-by-nine structure Figure 2, shows the tipher box as
Brunmbauch retosered it
All the Vonlt h s
hlrurnbaugh suggests, stand for forms |ofthe numerals ,ero through nine or one through nine.
Bmols.
the tunt tion ot ,cro. it anv. is not made rlear in his presentation The enciphernient, as he sees it. is a two-step operation.
Aitb hirsr replo ed letters bs numerals usin: the ftiur-b-nine box, collapsing the letters of the alphabet onto the nine digits.
and thten subvtituted thoutes among several different fanciful designs for each numeral in order to conceal their identits
desiiin% hosen trom tuodern and art haic numeral forms. Greek and Latin letters, and several cursive compendia ( I Q7$. p
, It
IS%,llbe iioted that this proess involves multiple variants in both the Vo'nich script and the plaintext. Decipherment
istol. -s frst ret ogni/itig the numeral underlying one of its variant forms in the Vosmch script, then writing under it the
t%(. three. or tour possible thoites ot plaintext correspondences. when this has been done for a word. a pronounceable
sequent t (,tletter, is selt- ted from among the hoi es.
An example ot the appliaton of this method to a portion (if folio 1I %i
wll serve as an illustration of the procedure
Brumbaugh singlo's out a sequente oh eight Vovnich srmbtils from the mixed text on this page. lust preceding a phrase that
he reads as High (,ertian
sals h ubren so mm Pa nicht o.''. and translates as ''the above is false so do not take it"
Identiling the eight Vosnith svmbols with numerals according to the correspondences tie has set up Iwhich he does not
explain answhere in his papers except in very fragmentary form). he obtains the digits '0 2 0 2 7 3 'Q Assigning to these
their multiple plaintext equivalents romn the nine.b-tour bix. he produces the following
I )
" I
0 2 (I 2
AHAB
.IKI K
V R V R

I
(; (
(
P 1.
Y W V-, US
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[it selects Among the few pronounceable alternatives (AKABYLLIJ1S. ARAKYLLI'S. AKARYCCU1S, IIRIBYLLLIS.
ARABY'( CU&S ett..) the word 'ARABY(I(IS-. which he sees as a reference to the Arabic numerals underlying the cipher.
In his first article It)' i .he presents A number of other examples of his method drawn frorn plant libels on pharmaceutical
folios. In most cases, the choice among pronounceable possibilities is quite limited, a phenomenon that lends credence to the
theorv
The plaintcxt produed b%Brumbaughsdeciphermnent is described b%him as 'an artificial language. based on Latin. but
not vets tirmls based there; its spelling is phonetically impressionistic Sonmc sample passages seem solv repetitive padding"
TO Add to the decipherer's problems. the upper cipher kev changes slightl%everv eight pages' ( 1975. p. 35.11. Brumbaugh
Aisserts. plausibls enough, that Such ambiguities. while rendering it cipher svstemn unsuitable for modern military use. were
t lona~r% And expected in inagital. astrologit al. Aind alchemical texts of the times in question.
Tiltman iI Q-S 1Makes these critical comiments regarding Brunmbaugh's theories.
The idea that the mianuscri pt is a
torger% i% not original to him I suggested it as An uncomfortable possibilitv in 1~95 1I.. He claims that all the symbols in
the script Are really digits in %ariant toris and that the key is A box providing single digit substitution for letters .. ie.. each
diit represents two or three letters
All this is %oambiguous that it can onls be justified bv the production of a great deal
ohtconfirmnatorv evidence. but lie supplies hardls An% evidente at All And I remain quite unconvinced ...Brumbaugh is not
Ailone in Assunin the %%
mbols to be numiber% in various forms. Thiis has been suggested several times.'
Ms opinion on A tareful studs of Brumbaugh %two published papers is that his theories are quite plausible oin the face of
%uth esidente as he presents His proposals are based in. andi explain. miore of the observed phenomena in the nianuscript andi
what is known ohtits historv than thow, of* any other decipherer I have made two painstaking attempts to reconstruct as mansv
ASpossible ot the variant forims for numerals lie mentions in his articles. in so tar As I can guess at them from his brief and
trequentls crsptit reterentes From the fragmentArs set oit correspondences I have thus obtained. I have attempted some
det iphermnent% ot other plant labels And isolated text strings with mixed results A lot oif them are meaningless, so far as I can
set, Andi some are suggestive of Latin or pseudo.ILatin words. mans Are s-cry similar (as would be expected from the known
repetitiveness oit the text
I'here is just enough plausibilits in the procsess to lead oine on. but not enough to leave one
satisfied Figure 211showS ins %ery ilnet mural attemipt to retonst~tt Bruiibaughs variants with their torrespondence to the
nine-bs -our niatrix. andi Asample of his det ipherments oh plant IA.-CIS
A new Airticle by Brumibaugh his rcerntm appeared )n ther JoAfrnajibeI/ Warbuerg and Courtauldinflitutes. Iniversity of
L~ondon ( 1976 1- this ArtitIc. Birumbaugh sass that hit% recent research has convinced him even niore firinls of the correctniess of his de, pheritient
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Chapter 6
History of Other Substantial Analytic Efforts
6.1 The Forms in Which the Manuscript Has Been Studied
Thet Vovnih toanust ript was for ai long time field in private hands. tirst bv its discoverer. Wilfrid Voynich. then by his

widow. aind finaill% by 11. P. Kraius. Biecause of its great financial value. its owners were understandably reluctant to allow
unlimited access to it or reproduction of it. although thev frequently cooperated with serious scholars seeking to unravel the
my~stery. In the first few%years aifter his discoverv of the manuscript. Voynich made vigorous and repeated attempts to interest
students in it. and Newbold was introdluced ito the problem through his efforts. It is possible that the disastrous outcome (if
Newbold s researches. and the disappointment occasioned by their failure miay have resulted in an atmosphere of caution
and of greater restriction on the part oif the owners in providing access to thet manuscript in subsequent years.
As we have seen in the previous chapter. Feely and Strong were able to study the text only through illustrations in the
published works oif Newlbold and others Thet ianuscript has comeibefore the eves of mnans other students, however, in the
form of photostatic copies. The copies used by Friedman. Tiltman. Krisc her. and (Currier. and the copy available to me. all
derive ultimately from a photocopy niade by Father Petersen ot CIatholic U niversitv on April 21), 19 '931.from a set of
photostats prosvided by Mrs. Vo%ni It Tillman (in a report of Petersen's work made in conjunctioin with an inventory of his
paipers af.ter his death in 11)(10. states that 'virtuallv all copies oif the manuscript in private hands are derived from Fr.
Petersen'% photostats. "The pages I haive studied ire,. in fact, copies of copies at four or five renmoves. Friedman (in a note
accompanying the cop% in the Friedmin collection P proivide% this interesting account of the photocopies in private ownership
at that time, andi how thes c.tite into existence
(in
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In generil. thet photocopies I liais seen pro, ide a degree of definition and (larits which is quite remarkable. D~etails il
penstrokes. guidelines on digranis aind other fine details show up s-crv well, andi the text is clearly distinguishable almost
ecverwhere: certain defitient ies should. hiowever. be mentioned, since they may have had a definite limiting or distorting
effect. howlever slight. (in the research carried out bs-man% students. First, the complete lack oif coilor in the black and white
((ipies inevitaibls results in a los (If %(lineC meaingful information. This mas be impolrtant not (il in identifyving plants and
in understanding the meaning (If other drawings. but esen in isolating some details against a dark background. When
eservthing is seen on[s in shade% t grey. writing or small designs within colored fields are sometimes indistinguishable. The
samife difficulty tan arise in cases where the photocopy is very dark. so that the grey background oIbscures manyv details.
A second detctt if thet photot opies available to tie applies primarily tot the large. multiply-folded folios. Because the copies
hid to be miade in pieces. their over-all relationship to form aiwhole is often very, difficult to reconstruct; the student does not
see the totnplete sssetn of draiwings austhey appeared in the original form. Worse vet. in soime cases material has evidently
been obs.. ured by being out oif focus airound the edges osf a page. or has been partlv cut off. so that we do not see eservrhing
thait was (in soicf pages in the original. This is notably the case fo~r the large. intricately folded folio 85-80. containing a
c irplex svsten of inter-related circular diagrams.
Another feature (If the photostats I have studiedi. while not constituting as nmuch oIf a hindrance to research as some of the
problems already mentioned, is annoving and at times (onfusing to the student. There are numerous notes. circles.
underlines, andi other jottings and scribbling% of modern researchers on many pages. Among these are copioius and obtrusive
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remains of at least one previous computer processing project. including circled words and paragraphs, lines marking off parts
of the text. and legends such as "start here'', 'omit punch". and "punch just this.' In some cases, these comments and marks
cross the text and drawings in such a way as to obscure or (onfuse some features of the original. Generations of cr'ptanalo'sts
have indulged their characteristic and apparentls irresistible habit of underlining patterns and repetitions. and have otherwise
triumphantlv noted their guesses about the meaning of the diagrams "the four ages of man." "the four seasons',
'Sagittarius archer-). While one can empathize with the mnomentars' joys and sorrows of one's predecessors as they
struggled with the enigma. most of these jottings are trivial at best. anti at their worst serve only to further aggravate the
difficult%of the task. 1. for one. would prefer to see nothing more on the pages than what Wilfrid Vosnich sass when he first
se sed them in 1 ) 12.
A final unavoidable disadvantage of working with copies is the inability of the student to verify or reject hypotheses
tmcerning the faint, partially-erased writing in other scripts and hands discussed in Section -1.2 above. Without a careful
examination of the original, perhaps aided b%'special chemical or photographic techniques to reveal the faint fragments of
w5riting more fully, we cannot make the most of the opportunity the' provide for a crack in the smcoth shel of'the m'sterv.
So little "crib" information is available; the scribe or scribes were so consistent in "enciphering" or "encoding" everything.
leaving no clues ''in the clear', that we need every precious bit of added information we can glean from these extraneous or
Aitvpial stribblinvs. whatever their source.
Suh. then are the photocopies with whch most of the students have worked whose researches will be described in this
chapter. The first problem facing the analsst has been the attempt to arrive at a firm set tf elementar' sy'mbols comprising an
''alphabet'' for the Voynich text. We have seen in Section 4. 1 and figure 19 the wide differences between transcription
Alphabets adopted by different students. Armed with a list of sv'mbols that satisfies him at least as a beginning, each student
has then set about the task of making counts, indexes, (oncordances, and other analyses, either by hand. or if he is so
fortunate as to have access to computers. b%-machine. Some students hase copied or transcribed large quantities of text by
hand; this is a good %a to get the 'feel'' of the text. and to become familiar with the svlmbols and their variant forms. In the
remainder of this chapter, several major analytic efforts %%ill be reviewed. These studies, while not leading to a claim of a
decisise break-in or detiphertient, have in many cases added substantially to our knowledge about the tnanuscript; the' are
inforrmative also from i nethodologital standpoint. and deserve the attention of ans serious student %Nhoprefers to learn
front the work of his predecessors rather than blindly repeating it.

e

6.2 First Voynich Manuscript Study Group. 1944-46
After the debunking and relettion bs' scholars

st

the three major solutions (lairned b%'Nesbold. Feels. and Strong.

WI aitanF. Friedman decided to mount a lar&'e-scale effort against the manuscript with th- aid of a umquels (it act dentall1

%ell-constituted team of researchers This group. made up of scholars engaged in ssar work in Washington. included
(according to Elizebeth Friedman 19021 ''specialists in philologv. paleographv, ancient. classical, anti medie'al languages.
EIvptologists mathematicians. and authorities on other sciencesdepicted in the manuscript.' Awaiting demobilization at the
cose of their service to the (overnment during World War 11. they agreed to get together after working: hours under
Friedman's direction and focus their talents on the mysterious manuscript.
The group was called together by Friedman in Ma of 1944. On the twenth-sixth of May, sixteen people attended the first
meeting of
was termed an "extracurricular" undertaking. Friedman provided an outline of the manuscript's history
and previous solution attempts. and the attendees examined the photocop lent to them by Dr. Petersen. Sample sheets of
copv were distributed to those present. and plans Aere made to work up i standard list of the symbols and .a transcription
alphabet in Roman letters with some digits amnd special characters [punctuation, etc.) for processing on IBM punched -card
accounting equipment. Figure 1i) shows the list of symbols and English equivalents thes arrived at. Meetings were held at
approximatelv biweekly intervals through June; transcription of text and studv of the script continued and various
background topi(s (Athanasius Kircher's work. John Dee's activities, studies of medieval Latin, etc. ) were insestigated and
discussed.
Meetings seem to have been somewhat less frequent and regular thereafter. or at least considerabh less fully documented
in the minutes I have seen. Nevertheless, in September 1'944 an 'IBM run" had been made (on tabulatini: anti sorting
machines. since no programmed computers were in general use at that time). In subsequent months, more text ws
transliterated and machined. In December 1944. meetings were ''resumed,' implving that i hiatus of some duration had
elapsed during which the group had not been meeting. A new enthusiast was omrnmunicated to the attendees, and a ne%%
impetus provided to their efforts (according to the minutes) bs' William Friedman's presentation of his findings concerning a
41)
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svnthetc language developed by Wilkins (see 6.0 and 9.1 below for further details). Studies of this language indicated that
word beginnings and endings, letter frequencies. number of different symbols, and word lengths seemed comparable to those
found in the Vovnich text.
During January and Februars. the group continued to work on IBM runs and frequency tabulations. There is.
unfortunately, no record of their work after this time in the materials available to me. although there is evidence that work
continued sporadically into 1I945 anti 1946. It is hard to tell, in the absence of any summary of their results, how much text
they succeeded in processing b%machine and what analyses they performed on it. Judging bv the printouts of machined text
that were preserved in our records. they transcribed and keypunched an impressive amount of text at least 48.000
characters, or 1661 rhirts-character lines. The tabulations of results and inv report of the analvtic studies have disappeared
from the file. ifthes ever existed in final form. Subsequent students have had to repeat. over and over again, all the work of
transcription and machine preparation, as if it had never been done by others.
Elizebeth Friedman presents the following perspective on the outcome of the First Vovnich Manuscript Studv Group:
"Because the preliminary work of transcribing the text into machine.protessable symbols could only be done after working
hours, demobilization was practically complete before the manuscript was reads for final studs'. The scientists thereupon
disbanded and returned to their universities or research projects. Their considered opinion as to the age. authorship and
general nature of the manuscripts. based on their extracurrit ular %ork. are still valid tod.iv.
" 162.

6.. Theodore C. Petersen
Father Petersen ( 188 i-190)66was a teather and priest at St. Paul's ( olltge and ( athoc I.
'niversitv. Ihe following
details are largely drawn from unpublished biographical notes and a sursev of Petersens' work (on the manuscript compiled
by Tiltman after Petersen's death in 1166.1 He had one hundred and nsentv-two sheets of photostats made on April 2).
1) 31 from Mrs. Vovich's copy at a tost of $25.00. Thereafter he spent considerable time. especially from 19 52 until the
time of his death, in a painstaking and thorough study of the manuscript His work intluded a complete hand copy. carefully
corrected by reference to the original, which he examined in the New York (,iuarantee Trust safe deposit vault where it was
kept until Mrs. Vovnith's death. A note on the front page of this transcript attests to the fact that he finished it July 1).
10-i.1 '. iltman I 'r7JI reports that the task of copting ile ,pproxiinatel
250.000 characters of text occupied about four
vears.
Petersen was a scholar of wide learning in amtent languages and histor%. and tompiled a quantity of valuable and
interesting inforimation about religious. astrological, and mvsti(.al manustripts and other sources of possible relevance to the
Vovnich manuscript, tie also directed considerable attention toward identifsing the plants depicted in the herbal drawings.
The pages of his trans ript are copiously annotated with these gleanings and commentaries. In addition to the transcript.
Petersen made (also bv hand a laborious ind complete concordance ot the entire manuscript, showing evers' word with
reference to all the pages where it occurred and several words preceding and following each occurrence. As Tiltman suggests.
in the absence of acomplete computer index, this toni ordance can be of great value to students of the manuscript.
In his scholarlv and wtde-ringing background research. Petersen studied the works of Ramon Lull and St. Hildegard of
lIintn. iiAXig il imianu(ripJt Stth a Phzatrt\. ,istrologitcll. .ih iiinii.il. and herbal %ritings. and the works of Albertus
Magnus and Roger Bacon. There is. unfortunatels. nowhere in the material available to me any report of theories Petersen
mas have held. or tonclusions he mas have reached concerning the decipherment (if the manuscript. At his death, his papers
were given to William Friedman; thev were inventoried at Friedman's request by Tiltman, and are now a part of the
Friedman collection at the Marshall librarv in Lexington. Virginia.

K

6.4 Second Voynich Manuscript Study Group, 1962-1963
In 19i6 2,Friedman sutteeded in interesting computer specialists at the Radio ( orporation of America in an experimental
effort to study the entire manuscript by tomputer. The first meeting of a new study group was held on 25 December. 1962,
According to the minutes. Mrs. Friedman presented batkground data on the history of previous work and general
information on the manuscript. Mr. Friedman then gave a presentation on the 'Salient External Features and Crvptologic
(haracteristics of the Manuscript " The group worked together. again "extracurricularlv" and with a minimum of publicity,
over the next several months. A small team of 'dedi(ated %ives" (as they %ere described by a participant in the study groupi
were hard at work transcribing and kespunching a quantit' of text. using facilities provided by RCA after working hours.
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Ambitious plans were laid for an impressive set of computer runs. intended to involve, according to the records I have
studied. at least 2000 thirty-three character records, or upward of 0.000 characters of text. There are flowcharts, program
specifications. and all the other paraphernalia of a full-scale computer attack, which (had it been completed) would certainly
have prosided students with a powerful tool for research. The computer runs planned included studies of all character
sequences (''n-graphs') from one to six letters in length; single words and sequences of words in their context; the
ocurrence of letters at different positions within words; words in different positions within sentences. and. finally, a study
(ailed ''letter permutations" whose nature is not clear to me from the documentation. This plan would have resulted in a
complete omputational- linguistic analysis of the Voynich text.
I cannot determine how many characters of text were actually machined, and whether any processing was ever completed.
There is clear evidence in the records that programs had been written to generate the computer files required to carry out the
processing, and that detailed specifications had been set up for performing the sorts and tabulations. In September. 1963.
plans were still being pursued to complete transcription and machining of text. Figure 19 shows the transcription alphabet
used b%the R( A group to represent the Vovnich script characters. I nfortunately, the second study group suffered the same
fate as the first' higher management at RC.A decided to terminate even the minimal 'extracurricular' involvement of their
resources, and the group was trced to disband before an% definitive results could be obtained.

6.5 William F. Friedman
A spetialist in geneto s mid biology who became tine ot the world's foremost (rvptologists. Friedman was also a devoted
student of the Voynich manuscript from the early twenties on. tie worked with John M. Manly in testing and disproving
Newbold s tlaims EImebeth Friedman 1 162 ) provides an amusing account ot the sport she. her husband, and Manly had
to.ether in demonstrating tither 'decipherments"
that could Ix. had from Newbold's text using his methods but with
di.tvrent arbitrars and subjectise choices and arrangements of letters at certain stages of the prc.ess (see Section 5 1 above).
In I11)1. as %e have seen earlier in this chapter. Friedman brought together the gathering tf war.working scholars who
formed the First Votnith Manuscript Studs Group. Their work. unfortunately cut short before it could reach fruition, has
already been described. Elizebeth Friedman has this to say toncerning her husband's enduring interest in the problem. which
never flagged up to the time of his death in November, 1Q69,: 'hrough the years since 1921, Friedman has continued to
interest scholars and trvpto)lgi( experts in the problem. besides giving it what spare time he could himself. In the opinion of
this writer, Friedman's studies have produted A theors which constitutes a logical basis for an attack that may lead to a
solution of this baffling manuscript" 11902j
Friedman published a statement of his theory, in the form of an anagram. in a tootnote to an article on another crvptologic
topic in the .anuary 1959 issue of the Pbilologial Quarterly (Friedman and Friedman 1959). At the same time. he
deposited a statement in clear English in the archives of the Quarterly's editor, lie did this in order to establish and date his
claim to the idea. whit h he could not set work out in detail and prove sufficiently to publish. This is the anagram. as it

appeared in the footnote: "I PIUT NO TRUST IN ANAGRAMMATh( A( ROSTI(. (YPHERS. FOR THEY ARE OF
LITTLE REAl. VALITE A WASTE
ANI) MAY PROVE NOTHING. FINIS." (Friedman and Friedman 1959. p.
19). In his article, he states that an anagram of this length is possible. though extremely difficult, to solve; in order to read it.
one would have to know something of what it said. In this way. Friedman planned to have a cryptographer's last word. and

thus triumph, even from the grave. over any later discoverer of the same idea.
The theory which Friedman concealed in the anagram has since become known to a number of students, and there seems
to be no further real secrecy concerning its nature. Tiltman had later independently reached the same conclusion (see Section
(.0 below), namely that the text of the manuscript was written in a synthetic language built up on the basis of categories or
classes of words with coded endings or other affixes. Friedman's and Tiltman's researches into known languages of this type
have been mentioned above, and more will be said on the topic in 6.6 and in Chapter ).

6.6 John H. Tiltman
Brigadier Tiltman. a professional crvptologist of long and distinguished experience. was introduced to the elegant puzle

of the Vovnich manuscript in 1950 by William Friedman. who provided him with copies of several folios from the final
section of the manuscript, consisting of text without drawings. Tiltman quickly carried out, by hand. a thorough set of
statistical studies on the text. concentrating his efforts on the most frequent symbols and their combinations. His analysis,
demonstrating a 'precedence' structure of ssymbols within words and the orderly behavior of characters as "beginners."
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middles" and "enders' of words, has remained one of the most solid and useful findings gleaned by students of the
manuscript during many years of study. In [951. Tiltman prepared an informal report in the form of a personal
communication to his friend William Friedman. in which he summed up his work (Tiltman 1951). The next few
paragraphs will briefls review some of the salient points in that report.
Tiltman directed his attention toward the behavior of the seventeen commonest symbols in the manuscript; figure 19
shows his transcription alphabet. He notes the ordering of characters within words in such a way that they seem to reflect'
entities like stems and affixes. Certain symbols most often begin words, and cluster there with certain other symbols; others
exhibit a preference for the ends of words, where they cluster in certain arrangements with other symbols. There is a
structure of repeated '' " and 'C" symbols after '' 4" and "0 '.and before "D. 'I ,J. '-A table of these -a.
endings", as found bv Tiltman, is shown in figure 27. He mentions also the frequent sequential repetition of "4 " in
phrases such as a ' 0
. Ow
' . etc.. repeating the suggestion of a friend of his that these and other similar short
repeated groups might stand for Roman numerals (for example. "&Z'" might be "iij". and '
, % ' might be "xxv" .
While mentioning this idea as an interesting possibility. Tiltman points out that it does not work out well in some cases, and
it still leaves us with too many unsolved problems. In any case. the ordering of symbols within words clearly demonstrated by
Tiltman. and since confirmed by others, presents us with a phenomenon which must be satisfactorily explained by any valid
decipherment theory.
As he stated in his 1951 report to Friedman. Tiltman had independently arrived at the same theory about the plaintext
underlying the Vovnich script that Friedman himself had earlier developed. He states this theory thus: -As you know. I earl%
formed the opinion, which you held much earlier than I. that there was no cipher involved at all (in the commonly accepted
sense of the word) and that the basis was more likely to be a very primitive form of synthetic universal language such as was
developed in the form of a philosophical classification of ideas by Bishop Wilkins in 1667' ( 1951. p. 1). Tiltman became
convinced, from his study of the behavior of symbols within words and words within lines of text. that the phenomena could
not be explained by any simple substitution system. In pursuit of confirmation for his theory, he undertook a determined
search to trace back the concept of "universal' and "synthetic" languages to a time that might be consistent with the origin
of the Vovnich manuscript (I 5 0 or earlier).
Friedman, as we have seen above, had turned up two interesting synthetic language systems: one developed by Bishop
John Wilkins (1641. 1668a. 1668b). and another of somewhat later date devised by George Dalgarno (1661, 1680).
Tiltman studied these two languages carefully, looking for stylistic and statistical similarities to the Vovnich text. While both
systems were probably of too late a date to have been used by the author of the manuscript, they might have arisen in, or
been based upon. an earlier system that could have been so employed. Tiltman concluded that both Wilkins' and Dalgarno's
languages were "much too systematic" to account for the phenomena in the Vovnich text. He postulated, instead, a language
that employed a 'highly illogical mixture of different kinds of substitution" ( 1951, p. 2).
Looking back further in history for a still earlier form of **universal language". Tiltman discovered a system called the
"Universal Character*, devised by one Cave Beck (Beck 1657). This system looked somewhat promising, though it was still
hardly early enough in date; it was certainly "illogical" and "mixed" in its methods. The words of a small English dictionary
were assigned numbers from one to 1999. in rough alphabetical order, creating a crude four-digit code as a foundation for
the language. A subset of about one hundred and seventy.five common words could also be represented by three.letter
groups in addition to the basic four-digit code groups, constituting. in effect, a set of variants for these words: these special
trigraphs all began with "s" or "t".
Code groups representing nouns in Beck's system were preceded by the letter "r". and adjectival groups by the letter "q"
Synonyms (e.g.. 'to think" and "to cogitate') had the same four-digit group assigned to them. Plurals were shown by an
s or sometimes, an "8". after the digit-group. Verbs might have up to three letters prefixed to their four-digit group for
certain forms. The digit.groups themselves could be written also in letters, each digit being represented by a syllable
(consonant.vowel. vowel-consonant. or consonant-vowel-consonant). This variation, intended by Beck to produce
pronounceable forms for the code words, constitutes from a cryptographic point of view a substitution of digraphs or
trigraphs for the digits. to provide a set of variants. Finally. because of the arbitrarily mixed letter-number makeup of words,
a separator was required to show where one word ended and the next began. Tiltman points out that the common "ending"
group -J " in the Voynich text could stand for a plural "s" followed by a word separator as in Beck's language.
Tiltman discovered another, still older "synthetic language" proposal by a man named Johnston. developed under the
direction of a Bishop Bedell about 164 1. No detailed description of this system has survived, unfortunately. In Chapter 9.
more will be said about synthetic and universal languages in general. I will also present. in Section 6.10 below, my own
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findings in tracing the evidence for the existence of similar synthetic languages or codes back considerably earlier --perhaps
well into the fifteenth or at least into the early sixteenth century.
In later reports ( 1967. 1968. 1975). Tiltman describes his other principal line of research on the Vovnich manuscript. He
spent some time in England in 1957 consulting experts on early herbals and medical manuscripts, and attempting to track
down an origin for the plant illustrations. He presents an excellent overview of the history of early herbals and botanical
illustrations (I
1967. 1968). Summing up his own and others' failure to discover any clear parallels to the Voynich
manuscript, he says. 'To the best of my knowledge no one has been able to find any point of connection with any other
medical manuscript or early printed book. This is all the stranger because the range of writing and illustration on the subjectof the plant world from the early Middle Ages right through into the sixteenth and even seventeenth centuries was very
limited indeed .... In general. the illustrations in the earl' printed herbals are limited to two or three collections of stylized
woodcuts copies over and over again in more and more degeneratt. form' ( 1968, p. I I ).
Aside from the substantive contributions Tiltmans reseaith has made to our knowledge of the manuscript, another
important result of his work should be mentioned. Over the manv years of his association with the problem. he has served as
a coordinator and contact point for students interested in the manuscript and desiring information about the text or about
studies carried out on it by others. His papers and presentations have provided many researchers with a full introduction to
the subject. and have motivated a number of students to take up an interest in the manuscript. It should be evident to any
reader who has persevered this far in reading this lengthy monograph that the puzzle of the Vovnich manuscript presents a
complex challenge. an, can best be approached by cooperative research, building on the earlier findings of others as in any
orderly scientific enterprise. Tiltman's publications and communications have provided such a foundation on the basis of
which newer students can advance, without being forced to exhaust their resources needlessly repeating all the work that
others have already accomplished.

6.7 Jeflrey Krischer
Krischer. a man of very broad interests and talents comprising mathemnatmis. tomputer science, medicine, and crvptologv.
became interested in the manuscript and made a computer analysis of the text as a research project during his graduate study
at Harvard Universitv. This research was described in a paper which reteived a lmited circulation at Harvard and among
students of the manuscript (Krischer 1)69). In Part I of his paper. Krischer provides a brief sketch of the earlier solution
claims by Newbold. Feelv. and Strong. and reviews some general information about the history and background of the
manuscript. In Part II. Statistical Analysis." he presents an interesting discussion of the problems involved in arriving at a
transcription alphabet and a description of the alphabets used by Newbold. (.urrier. and Tiltman. He suggests and describes
several stvlostaistcal te hniques which might usefully be applied to the Vov'nmch text.
Krischer's approach to the computer study of the manuscript is uniquelv interesting because he employed a special package
of programs developed for machine processing of Chinese characters on the Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-I
computer. As Krischer states, this set of programs was general enough to permit its application to the Vovnich script symbols.
The symbols (following Currier- alphabet) were drawn on a cathode ray tube 'scope" display attached to the PDP-I
computer The text 'could then bt transcribed by pointing with a light pen to the corresponding character on the scope for
each character of the script' iKrscher 196). p. 41 This method of transwription was more direct and convenient than the
laborious hand copying and keypunching required by other computer studies. The PDP- I system also permitted convenient
editing and correction of the transcribed text from the scope. The output of computer runs could be processed on the
Stromberg.Carlson 4020 equipment to produce a graphi reproduction of the Vovnich characters, thus avoiding entirely the
cumbersome and distorting artificial Romani/ations that all other students have had to resort to. The Vovnich text could be
fed directly into the computer. where it could be subjected to any desired manipulation or statistical analysis. Approximately
two percent, or 5500 out of the 250.000 characters in the manuscript, were machined by Krischer in this way. according to
his own statement (p.5 1, His frequency counts are shown in figure 28; it may be noted that they add up to about 6200. a
discrepancy for which I can find no explanation.
In Section III of his monograph. Krischer discusses some statistical tools for comparing different samples of natural
language text Fie selects three such techniques as potentiallh useful in comparing the Voynich text to samples in known
languages. These statistical tools are: I )a statistic or 'characteristic .k". describing the degree of compactness or economy
in the sequences of characters in the text; 21 a statistic representing the 'entropy' or degree of ''orderedness'" in a body of
text. having a characteristic value for each natural language; and ,)Markovian analysis, a way of studying the probability
that any particular letter will be a successor to any other particular letter in a string of text. Krischer suggests that these
measures. which have proven effective in other stylostatistical researches. may be useful in helping us to determine the
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underlying language of the Voynich text. (In this approach, he assumes first, that the method of concealment or
encipherment has not obscured any of the characteristics of natural language plaintext. and, second, that a recognizable
natural language does, in fact. underv the text. As we have seen in Section 4.4 above, neither of these assumptions can be
taken for granted, and in fact. they are both counter-indicated by much of the evidence, as noted by Tiltman. Elizebeth
Friedman, and others.)
The -k- statistic and the entropy measure were computed by Krischer for characters and for words of the Voynich text
sample he machined. He states, however, that these are of no use without parallel measures for Latin or other natural
language text for comparison. He also considers his own text sample much too small for the useful application of the
"Markovian Analysis method, which would, he states, require at least five times as much text, or 25.000 characters. At the
time of writing his paper, Krischer planned to carry out further studies; I cannot find any record of any subsequent results.
however. This promising and interesting computer project. which pointed out a was' of testing some important hypotheses
about the text, seems to have been terminated, like so many of the others, before it came close to achieving any useful results.

6.8 PrescottCurrier
Captain Currier, a prominent professional cryptologist and close associate of Friedman and Tiltman. participated in their
researches and became an enthusiastic student of the puzzle. Tiltman (1()75) sums up (urriers recent work on the
manuscript as follows: "Since his retirement. . seven years ago Captain Currier has spent a great deal of time performing his
own analyses of the manuscript. He holds the view that there are at least two different handwritings which he calls A and B.
In every case the two sides of a leaf recto and verso are in one and the same hand.... Further his analysis shows that there
are significant differences in their content, as in the frequency of symbols associated with one another in words ... When I
came to prepare this lecture. I saw at once one difference between the content of the A and B pages which convinced me. In
his account of suffixes following a number of the common roots the suffix 8G (ord9 I occurs eight times in twentv.five A
pages and 554 times in twenty-five B pages.... Ms own feeling is that the two 'languages express different applications
by two scribes of the same rather loose set of rules to similar text.
Currier was able. in 197 .to have computer studies made comp: ing two carefultv-chosen matched samples of text. one in
hand A and the other in hand B. both selected from the herbal folios. The results of the study clearly demonstrated
significant differences between the samples. In the course of subsequent hand studies. (urrier has arrived at a number of
further conclusions regarding the contrast between material in hands A and B. and he is still pursuing this productive line of
investigation. He has extended his studies to other sections of the manuscript in addition to the herbal folios. His work is
documented in four unpublished papers (Currier 1970-1(976. D'Ilmperio 1976).
6.9 Some Comments Regarding Computer Methods
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The subject of computers as tols in humanistic research, and specifically in the attack on the Vovnich manuscript, is one
rv',holds a special interest for me since I .m a computer programmer by profession and my academic background is in
classical philology. There are several ways the computer can aid in the studs of the Vovnich manuscript, as in other, similar,
-xtprocessing
undei takings. These are: I) a data processing function. permitting the manipulation and organization of text
ir larger and more significant sample sizes than can be dealt with b%hand; 2) an exploratory data reduction function.
iowing us to apply various indexes, counts, and other selection. display, summarizing and tabulation techniques. in order to
explore the data and show up any patterns or regularities it may cont.n as an aid to hypothesis searching, and 3) a
hvpotbesis.testing function. for investigating various spetifit iheories we may have developed as a result of hunches" or
from exploratory hand and machir studies.
Most of the use of computers by students of the manuscript falls in the first (data processing) and second (exploratory data
reduction categories. While these are both useful and necessary in their place. the third use of computers. in systematic
hvpothesis.testing. seems in my opinion to be the most powerful and the most likely to produce solid and meaningful
contributions to our knowledge of the problem. A significant example of this effective use of computers is Prescott Currier's
recent study of hands A and B. discussed in the previous section. (urrier had developed his idea about "hands" by visual
inspection of the manuscript before he came to the computer specialists to seek their aid. He had a definite hypothesis, which
I will presume to paraphrase as follows: -If. in fact, there is a real and significant difference between the text in the two sets
of pages that look different to me. then they will have different distributions and clusterings of characters.- Accordingly, he
requested only certain carefully-planned machine runs. to be made only tintwo matched samples of text chosen so as to keep
other variables constant in so far as was tossible The computer runs clearls confirmed his theory. demonstrating the
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differences he had postulated between the two samples: a result that might never have been obtained through any amount of
machine processing applied indiscriminately to masses of unselected text.
In my opinion, this is the best way the computer can serve us at this stage inour research on the manuscript. All the more
obvious and easier data processing and data reduction displays have been made again and again by various students, with
disappointing results. It seems evident that. if anything new is to be learned from computer runs, we must perform some
more carefully.planned selection of the data, or some more specific and sophisticated manipulations such as would show up
concealed patterns in the internal structure of words and sentences, in response to a particular theory regarding the
crvptologic nature of the text. or some theory about its possible content or provenience. It is all too easy to plug away at
machining more and more data in very general ways. with no guiding principle for selection and interpretation Our abilities
to process data by machine today frequently far outrun our planning and imaginative capabilities. We are likely to end up too
often with many feet of printouts that tell us little or nothing, since we still have no meaningful questions to ask. One of the
most demanding aspects of scientific work is the framing of useful questions. and the design of experiments that will produce
useful answers. We need to apply this scientific approach to our study of the manuscript, and especially in our use of
computers. In hand studies, the limitations of patience and time on the part of the investigator effectively preclude many of
the more wasteful activities, or at least prevent their assuming wasteful proportions, but the computer permits us to transcend
these limitations and, alas, to carry out wasteful activities on a grand scale.
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Chapter 7
Collateral Research: Roger Bacon (A.D. 1214?-1292?)
The necessarily brief and sketchy review in this chapter cannot approach an appropriate treatment of the remarkable
thirteenth-century scholar whose name has so frequently been associated with the Voynich manuscript. As may be seen from
the discussion of Bacon's possible authorship of the manuscript in Section 2.2.2 above, there is no solid evidence either
supporting or denying his connection with the work, however indirect. Nevertheless, anyone interested in the manuscript.
(and, indeed, anyone who cares about the history of Western thought) should learn as much as possible about Friar Bacon, if
only because he was so evidently a man worthy of closer acquaintance. He is especially appealing to the modern reader (or
would be, if his works were made more accessible) in that he has told us, in a forthright and ingenuous manner, so much
about himself in his own writings; in fact. almost all that is known about him today originates in his own words, since his
contemporaries rarely, if ever, mentioned him in surviving records. Bacon's own voluminous writings, and the many and
varied specialized studies of his life and work made by scholars of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, afford a wealth of
insight into those problematical relationships between wisdom and science, God and Nature, human value and objective
technology, which still confront us today, however we may attempt to disguise them by recasting them into modern jargon.

7.1

Works By and About Roger Bacon

Bacon's life and works have been described and analyzed in a number of major studies, though I believe it is still fair to
say that, up to the present, no truly complete and definitive treatment has been attempted. Few of his writings have been
translated into any modern language; much remains unedited and unpublished even in the original Latin. Bacon himself
exacerbated the problem by reworking and re-using his writings over and over again, so that it is hard to tell which of the
many fragmentary works that survive are copies or revisions of parts of other works, and which are separate compositions.
The condemnation of his doctrines by the Franciscan Order. and the resulting suspicion and fear on the part of later writers,
contributed to the confusion, since many scholars quoted or copied his works without daring to mention his name. As a
consequence of these many obscurities ind difficulties. Bacon's works are not all accessible to the modern reader, with the
sole exception of a translation into English of the Opus Maius (Bacon 1928b).
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Scholarly studies of Bacon's writings have been carried out primarily from very specialized and narrow points of view. At
one extreme, historians of science have been interested in Bacon as a part of their search for precursors of modern objective
experimental methods; at the other extreme. Catholic philosophers and scholars have examined his pronouncements on
various technical points concerning medieval Scholastic philosophy. Emile Charles (1861). despite the early date of his work.
provides a remarkably clear, fair. but sympathetic general presentation. expressed in elegant scholarly French and bolstered
by a quality of learning formidable in its thoroughness and dedication. A careful reading of this enjoyable, humane book is
recommended as a starting point for anyone interested in Bacon. Later writers are indebted to Charles for much of the
information presented in their volumes and for much of its interpretation as well. A much more recent book by Stewart C.
Easton ( 1952 is also to be recommended unreservedly; his approach is remarkable in its imaginative use of historical
analysis and its creative extrapolation from the few available facts to develop a striking picture of Bacon's personality and a
clear perspective on his thought. James Blish (the well.known Science Fiction writer prominent in connection with the Star
Trek series) has written a very fine fictional biography ( 1971), based primariv on Easton's study of Bacon. which I also
recommend to the interested reader.
I have attempted to obtain and read every serious work concerning Roger Bacon which I could find. in an effort to gain a
fuller understanding of his contribution to knowledge and his possible association with the Voynich manuscript. The
bibliography appended to this monograph, (while it cannot claim to be exhaustive, and does not even include all the works I
have examined, since some appear likely to be of little value to the reader primarily interested in the Voynich manuscript).
should provide access to most of the major works on Bacon in English as well as many in other Western European languages.

7.2 Bacon's Life and Works
Bacon spent most, if not all. ot his adult life as a scholar or teacher. He studied and then. having completed a Master of
Arts Degree. taught at the IUniversities of Oxford and Paris in the 12 ,0s and 1240's. The newly rediscovered works on
natural philosophy by Aristotle occupied a central focus of intellectual excitement at the time. Aristotle's works had been
preserved among Mohammedans along with other sources of Greek learning, while they were forgotten b' a Europe
immersed in the barbarism of the Dark Ages and the obscurantism of the earls' Church; translated into Latin and
accompanied by a wealth of commentary by Mohammedan and Jewish philosophers, these new wellsprings of early Greek
science brought about an intellectual revolution in thirteenth-century Europe. The task of attempting to resolve the basic
differences between the philosophy of Aristotle and his pagan commentators, on the one hand. and the anti-intellectual.
other-worldly viewpoint of the Church Fathers forming an integral part of Christian doctrine, on the other hand.
preoccupied the attention and strained the resources of thirteenth-century thinkers.
Bacon was one of the first scholars capable of lecturing on the newlv-revealed Aristotelian Natural Philosoph' and Arab
Lonimentaries. He was evidently a good teacher, and must have enjoved his sears at the Universities. A voluminous
manuscript. apparently representing a student's long.term tollection of notes or transcripts of Bacon's lectures on various
works of Aristotle. covering several years. has been edited by Steele (Bacon 1909-9)40 . Another manuscript, also
described by Steele ( 1,93 I. represents notes by a student in other, much more elementary courses on geometry, arithmetic.
and similar topics given by Bacon.
At some point in his L.niversitv studies. Bacon sudden]% seems :o have changed the course of his thinking, turning awav
from the promising and rather successful career he had been making for himself as a teacher, he apparently took off on a
course of self-studs. seeking out obscure scholars interested in the ''natural science'' of the day: alchemy. astronom. and
astrologv. He became particularly preoccupied with 'expetimentum: an approach to nature that involved the collection and
systematic comparison and anal'sis ot other's reports on natural phenomena. along with a sort of informal tinkering or trial.
and-error investigation of phenomena in order to understand them better. The ''scientia experimentalis'' of Roger Bacon was
not at all like our modern, controlied laboratory experirientation. with its vast armament of equipmen.., procedures. and
models; nevertheless. it had the same fundamental orientation toward the external, objective world. and the same motivation
in open-minded curiositv. Bacon also began to place great emphasis on knowledge of languages other thin Latin, in
particular Greek. Hebrew. Arabic. and other original languages (if the Bible and the Greek and Arab philosophers, regarded
by Bacon as the sources of wisdom revealed by ;od.
Bacon wrote extensively on a variety of topics. notably on optics and the transmission of light; geography; astronomsv and
astrologs. language. translation, and Biblical criticism; the reform of the calendar and of education; medicine, and alchemy.
A prominent feature of his works was an emphasis on the utility of these arts and sciences for the salvation of man and the
gox of the (.hutch. lit was. first and foremost, a "mission-oriented" thinker, and constantly reiterated the meaninglessness
of any knowledge without a moral goal and frame (if reference. For him. the motivation of science and learning was to be
tound in tie mission of the (hurch. He asserted the methodological units of science. philosophy, and religion, and was
interested, to . degree unusual for his time. in methodology as such. It is interesting to note, also, that Bacon spoke as often
and as insistenth of the "beauts of philosophy and science as of their utility (for example, in an appealing and characteristic
phrase quoted bs Frankowska I, 1. p ;w. from Bacon's Communia Naturalia. he says he wishes to compose a treatise on
Perspective 'quia he( est pulchrior alis.
" because it is 'more beautiful'' than other sciences)
Some time in the I 2-tOs Bacon deided to join the Franciscan Order. for reasons he never discusses in his works. Mans
soientifitallv-oriented modern writers have speculated about this course of action, which appears to many of us. from our
distant (and often irrehgious) viewpoint, to have been a fatal mistake on his part. He never seems to have gotten along very
%%ellwith his superiors, and mturred some degree of discipline or confinement on at least two occasiowt, (on the nature ant{
severity of these punishments. see Feret 1801 . In 1267. lie was asked by Pope Clement IV ti send copies of his
phiooph
pii
iai a its ii 'r t, Rotrii. mid in response, pro iut td the Opts .\lIau.,. O/,i . lMou. and ( )/u " 1inj i,'Iss thret bestknown works) (lement's death in 1268 destroyed any hopes Bacon might have had of achieving recognition and support for
his educational and intellectual reforms, although he apparently made several subsequent attempts to write a Scrptum
Prncipale. or eni vcopedic work on human knowledge. that was probably never completed. Again imprisoned or severely
restricted by his Order in I 2'8. he produced little further until Iis death in 1292 (or. some claim, 1294). Lists of Bacon's
extant writings and fuller treatments of his biography may be found in Charles 1861). Easton (1952), and Little (1892.
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7.3 Surv'ival and Significance of Bacon's Work in Later Times
The thirteenth-centurv Friar Roger. As his been noted hr several writers, has been osershadowed and submerged in the
tar greater Acclaim actorded bv our age to his namesake. Frant is Baton. who is Credited with the irvention of modern
scientific method. Roger Bacon seems to have been regarded h; man% recent writers As a sort of exasperating enigmna he
stubborny refuses to be stuffed into anyv of their favorite pigeonholes. Scientific writers are impatient with his *experimental
science' because he did not provide diagramss and specificaitions of his construc tions and laboratorv equipment a at presentday scientist would be expected to do. Students of Scholastic philosophs' find himn in indifferent philosopher, And his name Is
omnitted entirelv from a number of modern surveys, in others he is passed over with a few ambiguous sentences Sharp
1930) provides a clear and not overls' favorable examination of Bacon's positi ons on var~ous ts'pical Scholastic questions. in
comparison with A number of his tither, more conventional. contemporaries. Mans writers seem unable to decide whether
Bacon wssaa religious mnssic on the one hand, or in iconotdastic positivist Aind empiricist on the oither
Roger Bacon's main dlfitults' was undoubtedl% his%inabilits' to be a *team plaser'' he did not als himself with ant
school tif thought accepted in tistsme. .-ind in fact laiunched violent andi outspoken attacks upon most tif Lis better-know n
contemporaries. Hie frequent)%' referred to themn as Ai'stupid crowd.- and castigated them for their ''stultitiam infinitumn
this uncompromising Coimbativeness was probabl% the real cause of his cosndemnatiosn. however it may have been
rationali/cd. lie was apparently trying to arti(culate ideas for which hits own age had no~ woirds. no predilection. and no
understanding. our age has clearly swung st fair to the opposite, positivistic pole that we have even less real sympathv andi
coinprehensitin for the synthesis he wais trving to form. Bacon went his own way, building his own amalgam of faith. magit
philology, and natural philosophy based ton Greek. Arabic. and jewish writings and borrowing froim a very small number tof
living Colleague% Robert Friisseteste. Adam Lt Mariscti. Peter die Mariuurt). He rejected the Scholastic Method developed
by Peter Abaelard, in favor tif his 'scientia experimenitalis"'. and lie minimized the imptirtance of ltigic and verbal
disputatitin. sto dearly Itived by his contemporaries. Oin the tither hland. Baco(n's ''experimentum'' included the studv of
reported ''experiences'' of the Greek Aind Arab philosophers. coniprising fables aind superstitions ctincerning such things as
the virtues tif sipeir's tlesh. the influences of the stars. and lving dlragons. stranger still to the modern mnind, his
'.'experimentum'' included Divine illumination and myvstical insight frtim Gtod. Thus. Bactin succeeded at the same time in
,ihienarinc'e a)] of his, Colleagues in his ow n timte, anti in ctinfounding all of is would -be Admirers in tour tentury as well
(ontmneti bs hits O rd~er antd prcsentcd froiim %ritini: or irk hing, Roger Baitos was imarked out for oiblivitin b% Isis
superitirs aind fellow st lholarvhs
iitit inmous works were .ippairentlv ignored. but exploited intiirectv antd in hidden wtavs h\
his initmeti iate sut esso rs \i( fea red to mientionmed iit)bin
same, tIits rd tot was .ipparenit1lv ecn erased from sime copiestt
his works By the entl of the fourteenth centurt. hiiss er. B~aton began toi enlo\ a graituail revivsil or eiiiergente tit sorts. His
work tin inedo.me (Bakori lQ'28aP wa% transparently pirated .ind plaigiarized to 'Coiod effect b\ sonme later isedical writers.
lits, together wAith Isis E*piso/a de' .1fjra/sd, Potestate
iton 18501i. anti several garbled and spurio)us
1 .lrto et .\ativrat'
ailcheimical works Bacon 100i, Singer 191) 2 were quite populair. and served toi provide the Franciscan Friar with ai
tormitdale reputation for vast occult poiwers. fohin lDee wat ai d thud dis ipile of Roger Bacon. And didi mut I to bring about
anew Reisaissante of liis reputautioin ind writings. It has beetn suggested tha~t Fraintis Batctn was introduced to Roger's wtsrks
it Mortlike. l)ee's homine. thrtough tlse extensise ibriry (it Ialr 's wtritings Dee hi.id hoiigls' Aind assiduously cosllected. Stiise
hiavcevn gotne so tfsr as to suggest thiat Fratntis w5as fir miore indebted ito aitertaon mnitk its Atell ' than hteeer adisitted.
Frins the liate I 800) s ois i ntoi the earl\ twentiethIscentury, Iacu n hiad amnt her rests'al . being hsailed as a isar ts'red
f.orerunner oif modern experimental stience intl tetlinoltig% MuthI was itsid of Isis predilectiton ftir ''experimentrn ''.and his
etmphaic reiection of the ideas Aintd methsods of Iist%(ontensptirar ies Newbold's claims to have detiphered the Vovnich
isanustript. Anti tto hate discuisered evitdence there iot Bacon's invention of the telesctspe And issitroscotse tamne .it the crest oif
this wave Anti Addetd briefis' to its issoinenturn. Cathotlit writers ha~iled the Newbold theors' As A''vindication tif thirteenths(eiiturv stience'' i Reville 192l. Walsh 19t2 1 ). Rutlvarul Kipling wrote an interesting short story called ''The Eve tif' Allah'
in which Roger Bacon was aitentral figure ( Kipling 19t20. aim intlebtet to Brtigadier Tiltman ftir pointing out this sttirv to
me. 1'vpical of the effusions tit stime t iinsiderablr less gifted writers is .in irticlIt by (Irise NWilsiin in A popular survey Called
Great Mten (if Science (19-12) overflowing with pathtos for the persecutions visited upon Bacon's ''scientific'' genius by the
wsitch-hunting (hurch. this enibarraissinglv tdreadful dlose oif purple prose es en (redits Bat on withs the inventioin (if the steai
engine tin his ''laboratory,''
Predictably enough, the pendulumn swung rapidly tto the tther extremse. titled tiinsiderubls' bs'the debunking tsf Newbold's
~theory by Manlh And Friedmian. Lynn Thorndike I t1916. 192 1. 19t20, 19u21-S8 iwent further than nmost in Attempting tot
divest Riiger Bacon oif miv Claim to respect as a philosopher iir at suientist. In Thornikel's monutnental work. Tbe Histor' of
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.%a ic-and,/Epertmenta/'Sience (1923- 5) tie
dismisses Bat i.i as a superstitious medieval monk. a believer in magic.
coipletelh devoid of any trace of the modern scientific outloo~k. and thus not worthv of the attention of modern thinkers.
While he deals almost as harshly \ith all the medieval writers he distusses in his work. Thorndike's debunking of Bacon
seems to be a shade more sasage and thlor u~thgomng, undoubtedls in an user-reation to the effusive and misplaced adulation
of Bacon b%some earlier A riters.
Steele 1921 1 provides what seeris to mr to be ,aserv fair estimate of Bacon's plate in historv he is supremely well
qualified to assess Bacon's %%orks. having edited more of them than most other Baconian scholars. He offers the following
perspective, based on Bacon's stated plans for his unfinished S,'riptum Principale' In estimating Bacon's position among the
mhen of his own time it is important to remember. first o1fall. the t(omplete originality of his scheme. His great work.
unfinished though it most probabls \as..
Aas as distin t in kind as in form from the works of his great
(ontemporaries
.Batons shematit arrangement wsas not onls unparalleled among the writers of his time, it was
.ibsoluteh ness Nothing like it had been devised since the time of Aristotle.
The whole system of human thought was
ret
ast.
It mnas be that thc' framework of his scheme owed something to Al Farabi's De Sciencis. or to Avicenna. but in its
conception and execution its originality is manifest' (pp. IiI - I i2 .
A yer% interesting recent study by a Polish author. Malgorata Frankowska I )7I . presents a very favorable. yet fulls'
dot unented and supported assessment ifRoger Bacon's contributions to knowledge and his influence on the development of
modern thought. She provides several detailed examples of Bacon's approach to empirical science; his treatment of the cause
of rainbows in the Opus .1aju. for example. clearly supports a (onclusion that he fulls shared many of the ss'stematic and
,inalvtic mental habits of the modern scientist Frankowska 1Q7 1,pp. 85-87; cf. Bacon 1928h. pp. 587- 615 1. Though the
equipment. the dat. and the sources at his command were woefully deficient, he used the reports of others and his own
carefulh .planned observations in a tloselv-reasoned. orderlv manner to eliminate various competing hypotheses and to build
up confirnator, evidence for one partu ular explanation of the observed and reported rainbow phenomena.
It is interesting to note that. in spite of his later explitit rejection of the Scholastic Method. Bacon made extensive and
expert use of it in his earlier lectures i Quaestiones'') on Aristotle. anti he was evidently a skilled master of this highly.
developed form of anal%'tit disputation (see Steele 11) ;,.At the heart of the Scholastic Method was an arrangement of data
(consisting. ts'pi.allv. of quotations from Biblical and Patristit authorities and from Greek and Arab philosophers) so that all
those sources fasoring and those opposing a given point at issue were matched in an orderl' way. followed by a 'solution' or
"resolution'' attempting to reavh a conclusion from all the evidene. This method, when skilfull' applied to valid data,
was
and still
is a powerful tool of analysis, and differed essennallh' from modern scientific thought onls in its raw materials
fquotations from "authorities' rather than einpirital measurements) and its purpose (the resolution of religious and verbal.
rather thin technical and empirical questions, In his analssis of the rainbow. Bacon put to good use the best features of the
Scholastic Method as applied to the strcngest and best data he could obtain
Roger Bacon's principal contribution to knowledge. according to Frankossska. insolved the nature and methodology of
science. Rejecting the presentations of other writers, which she regards as one-sided (even in the case ifEaston. whose view
of Bacon she sees as overenphasizing the religious and mistical side of his nature). she assesses Bacon's accomplishments in
the following considered tribute *'Bacon was the first to tonsider in such a large was' the theoretical problems connected
vith science, he was also the first who h.id the vision of the units of science, based on the units' of method and
purpose ....Moreover. lie was the first to originate theoretical reflections concerning the nature of science and its
ams reflections which were to find mature expression much later, in the time of Francis Bacon and Descartes.
' (p
I 4. She concludes that "The thought of Roger Bacon lies at the source of both the empiricism of Francis Bacon and the
mathematical method of Descartes' (p. 116). and recommends. as have other scholars before her, a systematic historical
studs' to demonstrate and prove the influence of Roger Bacon's writings on the better.known later thinkers.
Ientil his works have been edited, translated, and systetnatically studied as a whole, on their own terms and against the
background of his known sources and contemporary thought' no definitive evaluation of Bacon's contribution to human
knowledge is Iosible lie retrains, for most moderns as for his own contemporaries, an enigmatic and recalcitrant figure

,who determinedlv refuses to be filed away in any convenient cubb'.hole.

7.4 Was Roger Bacon Associated With the Voynich Manuscript?
(.ioing now to the question of Bacon's possible authorship of. or connection with, the Vovnich manuscript, what. if
anything. can we conclude! I feel, although I cannot support my view with any definite evidence, that his authorship is
highly unlikely, not only because of the great disparity of dates between Bacon's life in the thirteenth century and the
probable origin of the manuscript in the fifteenth or sixteenth century, I base my opinion also on the impression I have
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gained from a careful study of what is known about his life and his writings, including an attempt (necessarily rapid and
inadequate) to sample his own published works in the original Latin. I feel, in sum, that Bacon was not a man who would
have produced a work such as the Vovnich manuscript, even during his periods of imprisonment or persecution.
Far from being a rebel or iconoclast in any modern sense. Bacon was clearly a deeply, even passionately religious man who
accepted the beliefs of his Church. He chose to become a member of the Franciscan Order, and chose to remain within it for
the rest of his life, in spite of repeated harassments and disappointments. He claimed repeatedly that the only purpose of
human knowledge was to serve God, uphold the Catholic Faith, convert unbelievers, and defeat the evil power (and
technology') of Antichrist. He was also fascinated, as we have seen, by mathematics. methodology, and inductive reason.
however inadequate the data and techniques available to him may have been.
Bacon. in short, does not seem to me to be the sort of man to have created a magical manuscript, so provincial in style. so
ambiguous and curious as the puzzle before us. Almost all of his authentic writings that have come down to us are clear.
scholarly treatises in medieval Latin, quite uncompromising in their forthright and rational quality. He was skilled in
draftsmanship. and trained assistants in the computation and drawing up of tables and diagrams. In none of his extant works
is there any indication of a real personal interest in biology or botany, although he praised, in passing. the usefulness of
agriculture and husbandry. His medical work was a faithful and complete compilation of information about medicinal plants
drawn from other authorities, and not original with him. His approach to astronomy, astrology, and alchemy was abstract
and conventional, oriented toward methodology and terminology; it provides no frame of reference within which we might
understand the Voynich manuscript's idiosyncratic Zodiac diagrams and other drawings decorated with female figures and
symbolic pipes, 'cans." and tubs.
It seems to me much more likely that the Voynich manuscript is a product of the sixteenth century, probably related to
alchemy, and perhaps, as suggested by Brumbaugh. ascribed to Bacon because of his reputation for occult learnings. (Any
otherwise unidentified, mysterious manuscript was apt. in the past, to be attributed to Bacon, especially if it concerned magic
or alchemy and was provided with bizarre diagrams.) Rather than ascribing such a work as this to a fastidious, essentially
conservative, and learned man such as Roger Bacon. I can far more easily imagine a small heretical society of Hermetic
adepts and illuminati. perhaps in Germany or Eastern Europe. concealing their strange and probably dangerous doctrines in a
secret book of the kind we see in the Voynich manuscript. I urge the interested reader to explore some of the works on Roger
Bacon listed in the bibliography at the end of this monograph, and. especially, to read some of Bacons own works (if only
the Opus ,lajur. the sole work accessible in English 1.and thus reach his own conclusions.
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Chapter 8
Collateral Research: Medieval and Renaissance Cosmology and
Iconography
The rri~ninn thapttr%lin this intiringrapir are intended tokproside- a sin% hroai.rbrush surses%ofmsin bat kround toipits
thart osas be rels ant tot the pr16lemt of the 's'risnit h ranus r ipt As we hiase seen tin Chapter 2. it seemis probable in the eves
oit mans students that the rmnus ript (an be diced to, late itedicksal or earls, Renaissance times, and is of European
prtienient e. It %entis the-rehire, that anm erious qtudent sho~uld gain mei understanding of the sciences. philoisophies.
and Other fe:atures oft those perid that (an put intoi proiper co~ntext the phenomena in the
int-hilis. ii repiresentatmri.
us %(omet leads towsardi an interpretatioin oittthe drawings and the purpcise and moictivation
mianustript itself, And perhaps mgrse
oft the work as a whoile I urix the reader to, t~nsider the present sketch% treatment as tr tnere appeta/er. a sampler oft some
cvr%beamutiful andi urmou% prodiucs oif humnan art and %ikisdoini that hast: survisd the: it onotlasni antI neglect of religious
rem tMin kin the oine: hanrd, And sk.it iifik polsiti i sm kin the milrr

8.1 Ars Alemorativa: Tbe Art of

~IemorY

Proibabls the best and, roost generai treatmrent oft the Art oft Memo~r% is that oft lates ( 1)0 Much of the presentation
below is taken fromi that excellenlt stud%, And I ret orirarind the boo(k to an% reader who ssishes ito learn inote. In the long ages
befoire penild And paper betame the trusts and Abundant (iohrpanronils ot tesers stlilar And bureaucrat, oither means had to be
fo~und iii cur&an/e and remember the dettarls oft (iiplex presentations such As legal tases aind public speeches. Orators,
philosouphers. lawvers. aind srttesien oft ancient (I reete and Rorrie prided theinselses on their highls, develoiped visual
mrimries. which were so tultivated *ind emiphastied ais tot betvirtuall% eideti. in tharatter. An important Latin so~urce in this
tradition toit the Middle Ages was flte Ad. IbHtfrM~. Arttributed by medics ~al
writers to ( it erui (Tullius
i this woirk
dest ribed at mnemotnic svstemi supposedl- desised b%Siririrudes of ( cos is6-. wSr B( 1. And recarded arsa %ital parr oft the
Art oft Rhetoirik. ' itself an essential feiture oft an( rent And iredies .ined u ro
In the nermori, ssirrin ast ribed ito Sirnonides. the ovratoir went to A quiet.,el ihe plitt sch as at large building.a
forum, oir some oither structure providerd waith a series of ditt
r niches. ttolunins. stairs, or ther oirderlk .arc.hitectural andi
stenit elements. [ie walked about there. sstr~tu.lsrehearsing the ideas (if his prrstation. and focusstig his attention
upoln the sutccessive st enit. units sotastot assot ate sstt r&Ift hi a key ssort r sentence tst his%speet h. in coinjunction with stinie
w4eird, striking. And tcolorful %isual imiage that %wuld serve to remrind frm ito
ofh~e idtas litter in their prtrper sequence The
rnemtrrv images' werewt be i sen troit sut h sturces as (Treek amndRoirian iroithlg%and leg~end.
T his sssten oif 'place. me-inan
gavse us o~ur rohkiern wo~rd to~pic. from the topori or 'places constituting: its main
feature. i The rnedies'.l Statioins (it the ( roiss Awhich havec survived into, current ( athoict usage today pros%ide An example Of a
place-inmrv 'svsten
asscr~ited with miid visuail imagero- Gvreek and Ronrmrn orators bo~asted oif the capacity tit their
aritcanemies . aindtlcmpeted tit see whot could remiembert the longest series of words or ideas
well into) the
hundreds and thciusands b%mneans of such mniemnic metthods In addition to, the Ad Hc'rue-,iurn. another wirk, Asoi b%
(icerri. Der Orarwrr. dest ribed ai sitritar mnentors ssstern A wtrrk bs Quintilian. faing~ fruimi the first centurt AD). prtwided
clecar directions for chooising Menury 'plartes and cunstri ring images toi be stilred in them ,and assirated with the idea%
One wished to) nemusri/e
With the adsvent lit C ristianits . the Nietirsis Art becaroe: a maiior resource fuwrpreat hers And religious educators in their
spreading of the ( hroitian Faith O f the two, creat mendrcaint Orders oft the Middle Ages the Doiminicans and
Framnciscans each had its own faired Memuirs- Art for preachers The Dominicans emplos-ed the classical art as described
Abslve. with coilorful images drawn frism pagan rnsthohrrwg% And irther barbaric foreign sources (in Armanner which often
sems rt us startlingi Aind ainustingiv inapprorpriAte i as mnemonictrags for b ristran teac hings.
The lrAncrseans fotllowed a different tradition institutedl bv Raimin Lull Al) 120r- I1i5.) a flamnbosanr Asnd innocvative
persmnalits- who)se life And wtrrks are well worth studying for their oiwn intrinsic interest (see Peers 10i20). Yates 195+i 11)(0.
And 1966 pp. I - -V )S. Roissi [()(6 1 Instead oif using images,. ILull's art cinpitis-ed A set oif resusls-ing circles ort tither

simple geometric figures marked with letters ot the alphabet. whih were manipulated in a conbinatorial t ashion. The rings
or other elements were rotated against each other to produce all possible combinations of the letters. %hich could be made to
stand for ideas such as ''God''. ''Evil''. Man',. the Soul"; for lists of sins and virtues; or for any set of tonepts or
elements one wished to remember and meditate upon in sequence. Lull, a native of Majorca. wvas probably influenced b%the
mystical Jewish tradition of the Cabala (see 8.7 belowl and also bv the Mohammedan mystical philosophy of Sufism It is
interesting to note chat Lull's combinatorial method of ss'stemrati als' listing and considering all possible tombinanons of a
few basic elements is a very xowerful and valuable mental tool. Shorn of its medieval and religious purposi , it survives into
modern logic and science, and is useful to computer programmers. tor example. in analhzing events in data or elements of a
problem (I made use of it for the scheme of crvptanalh'tic h%potheses in Section . i. 2) It lilst undoubtedl inspired a number
of cryptographic devices involving rotating dist s.
The great Diinta Commedia of )ante. and the iconography of mediesal cathedrals with their "sermons in stone are tvo
striking emboliments of the encyclopedic Memors Art, still valued by and familiar to educated people toda. In the
Renaissance there was a great efflorescence of richly elaborated mnemonic systems. Giulio ( anillo IA.D. 14801- 15.-4
built a wooden memory 'theatre- embellished with colorful images and provided with drawers in which scripts of speeches
and other pap. could be filed, using a "place'' system of inemory'; the images represented such things as the planets. the
Cabalistic ''Sephiroth.'' names of angels, and other magical and mythological elements. Giordano Bruno tAD
1548-1000) had entered the )ominican Order and studied their Memor Art; leaving the Order later and embarking upon
a career as a Hermetic Magus iwhich led ultimately to his death at the stake), he continued to be deeply interested in
mnemonics and caught his own elaborate mnemonic system to wealthy patrons as a wa' of earning a living. His system. as
reconstructed b' Yates (1966. pp. 199-230) from Bruno's work De I 'mbri.i ldearum ( Bruno 1582). involved I giant
memory wheel which had thirty main segments. each subdivided into five smaller ones, the whole arranged on the plan of'
Lull's figures so that rings within it rotated independently.
The main segments of Bruno's wheel were labelled with twents -three Roman. tour Greek, and three Hebrew letters tor a
total of thirty. Each of these could be combined with. or subdivided among, segments for the five vowels to produce
combinations Aa. Ae, Ai. Ao, Au, Ba. be, ett. Images shown within the segments and associated with them on various rings
of the wheel represented elements such as the thirts'-six decans (see 8.3 below ), the seven planets. twentv.eight mansions of
the moom, plants. birds. animals. stones, metals, et(.. in a vast and all-ernbracing sy'nthesis. This conception was not intended
to be merely a memorv devite; it was basically a system to permit the operator to attain encyclopedic philosophical
knowledge coupled with the magical powers of a Hermetic Demmurge. Bruno founded a mystical sect in German called the
'(iordanisti"; their beliefs were probably akin to those of the later Rosicrucians and Freemasons John Dee was an admirer
of Bruno's philosophy. which was in many
savs
similar to his own. The mnemoni
art had a last magnificent echo in the
work of Ieibni,. in his design of a set if notae" for use in a "universal (akulus. ' The medieval and Renaissance Memory
Arts undoubtedly formed the conceptual foundation and precedent for the synthetic and artifiial languages which became
fashionable in Renaissance and later times (see 9,. ; .
An interesting detail concerning A lost Art ot Memor attributed to Roger Ba(on is mentioned b1 Yates ( 1966, p. 261
fn). and by Haidu ( l1 . pp. 69-701 Yates says. 'There is a rumour that Roger Bacon wrote an ars memoratira treatise.
but this has not so far been traced ' Haidu refers to a work bs ( 0. Reventlov ( 1841. p. 41 1. which, again, quotes a still
older work by Von Aretin (1806). which latter I have. unfortunately, been unable to track down. Reventlow's comments
may be summarized as follows: Bacon had written a Tractatus de Arte .MIemoratia.to be found in a manuscript at Oxford;
this manuscript, never printed, has not so far been discovered. While Bacon was not known as a teacher of mnemonics, he
was reported by Aretm to have emphived a method based on that of 'the dassical authors'' (presumably Cicero and
Quintilian).
Westacott ( 195i. p. 92) provides another ver' tantali ng reference to this lost nnemonic art of Roger Bacon. and a
"magical' method employed by him to teath the elements of Greek and Hebrew grammar Bacon claimed on
several
(Kcasions that he tould teach the essentials of Greek and Hebrew to the first comer within three days, sufficient to permit the
student to read and understand foreign words in scriptural texts. Charatteristicallv. Bacon backed up his claim with the
forthright and combative statement. "Dabo) caput meum si deficiam" ''I will forfeit m head if I fail"). I have. alas. been
unable so far to discover the source to which Westawtot refers: a work. supposedlv in preparation in 1953 by Beryl Smalle'
and Evelyn Jaffe. to be published in the Medieval and Renaissance Studies of the Warburg Institute. which would explain
the magical art of language teaching employed by the Admirable lDuctor.
Encvclopedic mnemonic systems such as those described axve constituted, in effect, a sort of universal code or synthetic
language. associated with single letters and (lusters uf letters from a mixture of alphabets. and used more or less arbitrarily to
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represent a variety of subject categories. This is the primary source of their relevance to our present task, the study of the
Vosnich manuscript. Some such system might well underlie the code-like structure of words demonstrated by Tiltman in the
'ovnich text. Many of the circular diagrams in the manuscript, with their rows of cells in concentric circles containing
pictures or labels or bits of text. are also reminiscent of the diagrams of Lull, Camillo. Bruno. and others.

8.2 The Hermetic Tradition
A set of philosophical and mvstiial doctrines of great conceptual richness and beauty, the Hermetic writings were of
primary importance during the late Middle Ages and the Renaissance. The best single general treatment of the topic is.
again. by Frances Yates ( 19641. Another good clear overview, from a less sympathetic but still fair point of view, is that of
Shumaker (Il92). The Hermetic writings, composed by various anonymous Hellenistic authors around A.D. 100-300.
represented an eclectic amalgam of Platonism. Stoicism. Jewish and Persian philosophy, and a certain admixture of ancient
Egyptian religious elements. The doctrines became known to the Middle Ages when a monk named Leonardo da Pistoria
brought to Florence a (reek manuscript of what came to be called the Corpus Hermeticum, It was translated at the urgent
command of Cosimo de Medici during the years 1462-63 by Marsilio Ficino (who was himself to become a figure of
considerable prominence through his mnagico-medical system of astrological images and doctrines). The newly-translated
Corpus Hermeticum. published in I4' 1. was explosive in its popularity and influence, and founded an intellectual movement
which was to be of central importance in European thought
The Hermetica (as the entire collection of Hermetic writings is called) were attributed to 'Hermes Trismegistus," a
legendary ancient Egyptian seer or god (identical with the Egyptian god of wisdom. Thoth), regarded as a recipient and
channel of Divine illumination, and a contemporary or predecessor of Moses. Festugiere ( 1944-54) provides what is
considered the most scholarlh edition and commentary on the Hermetca: Scott ( 1924-36) gives an English translation.
although Yates apparently does not consider it accurate I 1964, p. 22 fn). The Hermetic Tradition provided a mottvation and
frame of reference for astrology. magic. alchemy, and all the occult sciences which held a predominant influence in Western
thought for many centuries, this philosophy. as it was interpreted by Renaissance thinkers, probably set the stage for modern
science and technology as well The Hermetic doctrines frequently emphasized the almost limitless power of the human
mind, as partaking of the Divine Mind or Nous. It seems probable that the present all-encompassing hvbris of modern
science may be traced in part to an origin in the Promethean doctrines of Hermeticism. regarding man as a potent creative
Demiurge, capable of standing beside God as co-regent of the natural universe. John Dee. Cornelius Agrippa. Giordano
Bruno, Marsiho Ficino. Giovanni Pito Della Mirandola. Giovanni Battista Porta. Trithemius -- these and many other
figures of late Medieval and Renaissance philosophv drew their inspiration from the springs of the Hermetic revelations.
What was the nature of these philosophical and mvstical doctrines, that gave them their power over the mind of man
during some of the most creative centuries of Western history' Modern scientifically-oriented writers like Shumaker ( 1 721
find it hard to understand their appeal It is amusing to note that Shumaker. in his Preface. frankly speaks of his shock and
bewilderment at the enthusiasm of his young students, who rush up to the podium to question him eagerly after a lecture on
Hermeticism. In a highly interesting personal confession, he discusses his own adverse reaction to the Hermetic doctrines. his
difficulty in comprehending the 'irrational' point of view on reality embodied in them. and his inability to reconcile them
with the positivistic attitudes of modern science with which he is so much more comfortable.
So that the reader unfamiliar with them may gain an idea of the impact and beauty of these writings. I will quote two
paragraphs of an excerpt translated by Yates (1904. pp. 21-241. drawn from an account of the creation of the universe and
of man in the Pimander (one of the books of the Corpus Hermeticum).
I he will of (,od lr brought torth a %stondtreatis pi er. tit N .us
|)erniurge. wh, in turn tlshined the seven (iovcrtor% iplanest to,
enselp the sensible world witti their spherei "Now the Ni us, Father it all brings. being ltif and licht, brought forth a Man sooilAr to
himitself. hoin he lo0ed AS is own hild For the Man w.a beautiful. reprdiuting the imiage of his father for it %.tsindeed ith hi own
For in that (oid fell in his e and gase mser toi himl all his works No%. when he saw the treatiin whii ih the Drenitiurge had ashiirned in the
fire, the Man wished Alsi to produte a work, and pernimission
to tit this wa given him b the Father 1la ing thus entered into the demliurgit
sphere. in w h he had full rIxter. the Man saw%the works tit his briither. anti the (,,.ernors tell in love with him. and eash gase to hunt
a part in their own rule Then. having learned their essenre and haing reieived partmiipatiiin in their nature, he wished i , break throiugh
the petripher (t the urtle' and tit know the liwer tit I ti whi reigns abosc the tire
Ihien Man. %hit had lull power oser the wuirld ot mortal beinc's and ot Anial, leant ai ross the armature it the spheres. having broiken
through thtir envelopes. And showed tit the Nature below the beautiful tiurit (it (,oul When she sawS
that he had in him the inethaustibli
be"auty ,itu
i A ll the energi it the t ,uerniurs, jiined if) the hrin it (/id. Nature smiled ,itth hse. for she had seen the features ill that
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8.3 Astrology and Astronomy
Such a vast .mnd complex area ohtsymbolismn is (overed by the intdies l And Renaiissanec disciplines (of -Astrology andi
.istronoms%that only the briefest possible sumitiarc- (an be presentcd in theser paragraphs I will concentrate here only on a few
salient miatters of possible relevante tot the Voynich inanuss ript .ind in partietulair upon tertain sets or series oif names and
symnbols that msight conceas'abl% underlie sorte of the sequences iif text strings tis tells of the Astrological And cosmological
diagrams. Good general discussions of the subject miay be found in Shuiakearr [0721. Wedel ( 1921. Grauhard (1953).
Boll and Bezold ( 1931 ).Allen 1911 1. andi [)uhei
101 1- I i59i) A detailed tatalogue (ws~ith numerous illustrations5) (if
Latin astrological manuscripts of the Middle Ages mnay be found in Saxl ( 1015 and 197).
The twelve months of the sear, the 'houses" of the zodiac signs, the associaition of these with Cabalistic names for the
telestial spheres and the 'Sephiroth." names of angels and demons. et,.. all formn sequences of* twelve itmportant elements.
Another set of astrologit al symbhols is that of the fif-teen major fixed stars thatcenter into the zodiac constellations or are in the
path of the sun across the sks- see figure 29). The star names Are of obviousls Arabic origin (tramnsmitted to the Middle Ages
by the Ara~b commentators on Greek works such as the Alrnaget tif Ptolemi 1. A twent% -eight element sequence which nias
he of relevance to the Vosnich mianuscript is that of the 'stations oir mansions uif the mnoon. Figure 1() shows sotine names
of( these stations taken from two major sources
An important series of thirty- six s%
mbols i%that ouf the 'decan%. 'prosopol;* or fcsof
the zodiac signs. These decans.
of which each sign has three, had their origin in ancient Egyptian sidereal gods of time, associated with the daily and nightly
route of the sun among certain constellations and stars. These beings were regarded as powerful demigods (or demons Who
ruled over the celestial spheres. they were often called the 'horost.opes. Fach exercised Powers over a part of the human
body in Egyptian medicine, and each was associated with one of the ''nomes' or geopolitical divisions of ancient Egypt.
(undel 1 19W ,ind Seinet ( 953)1 proviide .i detailed summiarv of the history of* the names, imiages. and attributes of these
thits-six celestial beings. fromt Egyptian times through classical antiquits into the Middle
Ages via Such works as Picatrix.
aind ultimately into the Renaissaince and into modern Astrology. FaAthdean, follosming Egy-ptian practice. was associated with
.i vivid graphic image thiese colorful sombols were often depicted iii Renaiissance mlosaiss and frescoes, and served frequently
aismentors' imnages in the richls emnbellis hed *artifirjaini emnories ' if Renaiissance inagi such as Giordano Bruno. Figure 'i I
sossome stages of the deselopmienm of decan names from Eizvptian through (loptic and later times. Father Petersen
collected and studied the (optic. decan names swith i sim%%
tit their possible relevance to the i(liac diagrams in the Voynich
manuscript. I nfortunatelv. there seem to be not .ises of thirty -six elements in these diagrams. or even in the cosmological
Egypianor
aterRenissnceforms, to the nude femnile figzures in the manuscript.

.4 Magical Systems
I have not found an% single work that cove~rs all of the %%stems in .i se.henarly manner, though separate treatments exist for
a number of the major traditions. Shutnaker (iQ-2) provides .i goodi surve% oif Renaissance systemns under the chapter
heading -White Magic. ''Thornidike ( 192;- 58) presents extremely detailed (if also rather brusque and unsympathetic)
individual sumnmaries oif the magical philosophies of man%- ancient and medieval writers. Walker ( 1958) provides good
coverage oif sorte late medieval and Renaissance ssstems. Yates (1964)I deals thoroughly with Giosrdano Bruno and some
isther philosophers of magic. Ritter and Plessner ( 19621 cover the Picatrix magical writings with great (ompleteness.
Seligmann ( 19418) and Dey Givrv (1971) make atailable numerous illustrations of magic alphabets. diagrams. seals.
talismans. etc. Mather-, 119 J)icovers the Solomontan and Mathers ( 11)75) the Abramelinian schools or traditions tsf ritual
magic. It is Amusing to note that manyv of these wtorks have ret entlv been reissued in paperback to satisfy the current
enthusiastic surge oif public interest in the otcult. The following paragraphs will include only a few tmajor (or salient magical
ssstems. with an indication of their character and poissible relcs-anite to the Vosnich manuscri.pt.
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Picatrix.

A comprehensive compendium of astral and sympathetic magic, Picatrix was influential from the fifteenth centurv on in
European thought. Probably of Hellenistic and Arabic origin, it was translated from Arabic into Spanish at the order of
Alfonso the Wise. in 1256, but did not become available in a Latin version until the fifteenth century. It is a rich, eclectic
conglomeration of images, seals, characters, and incantations based on astral and planetary demons and their powers. The
name Picatrix. according to Ritter and Plessner (1962). is a medieval garbling of an Arabic name Buiqratis. which may in
turn be derived from the Greek "Hippocrates.' The work includes hymns, prayers, and incantations to the planets and other
celestial bodies, charms for all manner of purposes (to chase away mice and flies, prevent a sweetheart from getting pregnant.
find lost objects. discover hidden treasure, cause people to quarrel or to make up, etc.). Mans of the names, charms, and
"characters" are referred to as "Indian" or "Egyptian": in fact. hieratic or hieroglyphic symbols that seem
clearly Egyptian
are recognizable in some cases, as are Egyptian elements in spells shown in Roman letters ( see figure 41 ).
I have been unable to find, in a careful study of Ritter and Plessner's translation, anything that is directly similar to any
diagram or symbol in the Vovnich manuscript. with one interesting exception. The 'astral* or "planetary' talismans in the
form of geometric figures made up of line segmnents interspersed with circles or dots representing constellations are strongly
reminiscent of the tidd geometrical figures adorned with faces on folio ( 7 v2. As we will see below, similar figures were
common in alchemical works as well (and mav have had a tom mon origin in astral magic

8.4.2 Solomonian AMagical Tradition.
The.Jewish historian Josephus. in the first century AD.mentioned a book of incantations for summoning spirits, ascribed
to King Solomon. A book called the "Testament of Solomon" reters to a niagi ring given to Solomon by angels. which
conferred upot him Power over various demons (whose names and functions are listed). Medieval writers speak of magical
books of Solomnon, and a Clamicula Salornonis and Sigillum Salormonis Kev and Seal of Solomon) are mentioned in a
pamphlet written in l-150. The version translated by Mathers ( l97i i is said to date from the fifteenth century. The
Solomonian magical tradition was the best known of all medieval magical systems. S. L.. MacGregor Mathers. the translater
of this and the Abramelinian writings as well 197) was an interesting figure in his tiwn right: a practicing ceremonial
magician and head of the Roisicrucian Order (if the Golden Dawn at the end of the nineteenth century. The Solomonian
system depended heavily on Jewish Cabalistic sources, it features Hebrew characters and other symbols that look much like
some of those in Picatrix. and arranged in similar circular "seals- tir magical diagrams. Like most high ritual or 'white
magic. it involved purifications, a devout religious frame of reference seeking power and guidance from God and from goid
angels, and elaborate ceremonials with incense, robes, a spet tal rioom or 'orators"' and special furnishings. ett. There seems
to be little in this apparatus that even suggests any diagram or svwnbol in the Vovnci h manuscript

8.4.3 Abramelinian Magical, ystem.
1'he magical books of Abramelin were translated by Mathers ( i95 from a French manuscript in the Bibliotheque de
I'Arsenal dating from the seventeenth or eighteenth century. This. in turn. claims to have been translated from an original
Hebrew manuscript dated 1-08. One Abraham the Jew. burn I ,(12.
is supposed to have obtained the magic lore from an
Egyptian magician named Abra.mehn. the magical system presented is said to be based on. but not identical with. the
(abala. Abraham wrote the description of this philosophv for his younger son, having presented his elder son with a
compendium of the loftier and more highlvyregarded (abalistic tradition. 'he Abramelinian system is similar in its
ceremonials. purifications. incenses, draperies. etc.. as well as in its general character, to the svstem of Solomon discussed
briefly above. T'he seals and charms, however, are considerably more verbal and abstract, and more explicitly *'Cabalistic' in
appearance; instead of circles and pentacles. they consist entirely in ''magic squares" containing Roman letters representing
Hebrew.sounding words. Long lists of demons and their functions are provided. aoing with detailed instructions for using
and working with these demonic powers.
The pragmatism of some of the advice is remarkable. even startling to the unsuspecting modern reader coming upon these
writings for the first time. I cannot resist quoting some examples: .It is not necessary to observe any ceremonies in order to
send away the Spirits. because they themselves are only too glad to be far away from s'ou.' IMathers 1975. p. 97).
'(ommunicate unto them Ithe evil spirits] also the Form in the which you wish them to appear . . You ought the evening
befire to have demanded this from sour Guardian Angel. who knoweth better than 'ou your nature and constitution, and
who understandeth the forms which can terrifv you. and those of which vou can support the sight. (p. 0. "Let me here
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once again insist on the absolute necessity in occult working of being courteous, even to the Etil Spirits; for the Operator who
is insolent and overbearing will speedily lay himself open to obsession bv a Spirit of like nature, the which will bring about
his ultimate downfall.- I p. 102)
Four familiar spirits were assigned to each operator in constantlv rotating six-hour shifts; he could lend them to others.
and is advised to keep them busy and out of mischief. He can, however, also give them "time off- when he has nothing for
them to do. "The familiar spirits are very prompt. and they are able to execute in most minute detail all matters of a
mechanical nature, with the which therefore it is well to occupy them; as historical painting; in making statues; clocks;
weapons; .
(p. 362). There is an irresistible realism and psychological sophistication about all of this. which almost
forces upon the reader the belief that the magical "operator" was interacting with an actual force of some kind. at least
within his own mind. In fact. the accepted modern theory of magic. on which present-dar magicians base their thriving
operations, locates the powers being tapped bv the magician in the depths of his own subconscious.
In spite of the great intrinsic interest possessed by this magical tradition, it too seems, unfortunatelv. to be minimally
related to the drawings and general character of the Vovnich manuscript.

8.4.4 John Dee's System of Spiritual Magic.
John Dee. with his ''scrver' Edmund Kelley, developed an elaborate magical apparatus insolving convoation of. and
communication with, angels or good spirits. Since. as we have seen. somc students feel that Dee may have had some
connection with the origin of the manuscript, his magical philosophi should be of particular relevance to our task. Dee
regarded his magic as a devout religious undertaking that would bring him into closer contact with God; Keller was a much
more equivocal personality, mentally unstable, of a violent and avaricious temperament, and avidly ready to emplor anv
means to get wealth and power. His main interest seems to have been in alchemv, and in a life-long endeavor to penetrate to
the secret of making gold. To what extent Kelley victimized and deceived Dee cannot be guessed. but it mar have been
considerable, since all of the "angelic" messages were received by. and transmitted by Kelley. Dee himself had. as he
confessed, no ability whatever to see the visions in his crystal or hear the angel voices, and was apparently entirely dependent
on Keller. On the other hand, some writers have suggested that Dee was subtly exploiting Keller for his own purposes. and
tolerated his treachery and his ill-natured outbursts for this reason. It is hard to imagine, in any' case. how either of the two
men could have invented so elaborate and remarkable a system without the knowing cooperation of the other.
I)ee's angel names are reminiscent of Cabala, and have a strong Hebrew flavor; his magical system as a whole, however, is
said bv Deacon (1968) to be quite distinct from anr other well.known Cabalistic or Hermetic tradition. It included a
synthetic language of great complexity, in which large volumes of text were communicated to Dee and Keller b various
angels. and which emplored an invented alphabet; this language and alphabet mar be of relevance to research on the
Vosnich manuscript. They will be described, along with the practices and circumstances accompanying their revelation to
Dee and Keller. in Section 9.A below. Dee's connection with the Rosicrucian movement, his philosophy in general. and the
nature of the "hieroglvphic" manuscript in his possession will be discussed in Section 8.9. For more information regarding
Dee's angelic magic. set: Casaubon < 1659). Deacon ( 1968). Dee 1963. 1968). Fell.Smith ( 1904), French ( 19721. and
losten 11965).

8. 5 The Galenic Medical Tradition
Galen. according to Thorndike I 1923-58). wrote a voluminous medical encrclopedia (twenty books of about 1000 pages
each) about AD. 129. These works are not well known to modern readers, and are described by Thorndike as "relatively
inaccessible' . The humoral system of medicine, ascribed originally to Hippocrates. was elaborated by Galen and by medieval
Arabic commentators such as HaIr ben Rodwan, Rhazes. Hah" Abbas. and Avicenna. The tradition was predominant in
Europe over a long period of time. and survived in some form up until quite recently; it continues to thrive, in more or less
concealed forms, in much modern "folk" medicine. Good general treatments of early medical historr mar be found in Singer
and ITnderwotod 11962). Singer ( 1928. 195), and Taylor (1922).
In the Galenic system, fiood was processed by the human body through four stages or "disgestions''. each of which
produced a nourishing product to be passed on to the next stage, and a waste product to be excreted. The "humors"- blood.
yellow (or ruddy) bile. black bile, and phlegm were the excreta of certain stages of digestion. The words "melancholic."
"choleric.' "phlegmati..' znd 'sanguine" which still survive in our language to describe temperament or personality, are
survivals of the names oif the four humors. Each of the humors had certain "natural qualities", which gave it its influence on
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the human body. temperament, and mind. These were combinations of cold, warm, wet, and dry. Depending upon the
balance among the four humors in the constitution of a particular individual, he was said to have a particular "complexion".
Disease arose, according to the Galenic theory, from a serious imbalance among the humors and their natural qualities.
Similarly, changes in this balance accounted for the different constitutions of youth, maturity, and old age. The balance
differed also with the seasons, and in the constitutions of the sexes; different foods, herbs, and other substances had
important effects on the balance of the humors and their qualities, and were considered to have characteristic qualities of
their own. The celestial bodies each had a crucial influence on the organs of the human body. the digestions, and all the
other elements of the theory. The "microcosm" or "small world" of the human body was held to reflect in miniature all the
relations and influences at work within the "macrocosm" or universe as a whole.
The medical treatments employed by the Galenic physician took careful cognizance of the positions of the heavenly
bodies, and certain critical days' were singled out, on which certain treatments could not safely be applied. Cathartic
(purgative) expedients acting upon particular humors were an important part of therapy. For example, the herbs sage and
betony were supposed to draw and purge phlegm and water; rhubarb acted on choler (yellow bile); and senna purged
melanchol' (black bile). Blood was purged by the obvious method of opening a vein and bleeding the patient
("phlebotomy"). Thus. the Galenic physician was a skilled practitioner of "cathartic and phlebotomy".
Heat and moisture were highly important in the Galenic therapies. Heat was the principle of life; greatest at birth and
early youth. it was thought to become gradually exhausted and cooled with advancing age. Old age involved an excess of
coldness and dryness, so that warm baths and applications of warm oils and unguents were recommended for the elderly.
Another sovereign remedy for the bad effects of old age was the contact or embrace of a young person or animal, enabling
the aged person to regain some of his lost heat and moisture by contagion from the superabundance in the younger creature.
The royal road to health could lead, thus, to a warm puppy. or better still, a youthful maiden. Astrological and astronomical
lore were obviously also of great importance in Galenic therapy; the physician almost had to be a practicing astrologer as
well. The "medical month" consisted of twentyveight days (a number which recurs in the diagrams of the Voynich
manuscript), and the influence of the moo n was of considerable importance through its effect on moisture and the tides.
Roger Bacon. in his medicinal work (Bacon 1928a). provides an extremely complete. clear, and detailed explanation of
astrology as it related to medicine (and Withington. in his preface to the work, gives an excellent general summary of
Galenic doctrines and Bacon's contributions and sources as well). Figure 34 shows some salient features of Galenic medicine.
in "fours"; some of the terms may well underlie the labels and text strings in certain cosmological and astronomical drawings
in the manuscript, and possibly in the zodiac diagrams also. Thev may be involved in the -human figure- drawings as well;
the omnipresent puffs of vapor or foam could well represent the humor or qualities, the digestions. etc. Terms referring to
degrees of coldness, warmth, wetness, and dryness may even be concealed in the text of herbal folios, as they are frequently
mentioned in ancient and medieval herbals as properties of medicinal plants

8.6 Ars Notoria: Demonic and Angelic Magic
I have found relatively little material directly concerning this topic, although it is mentioned in passing in many of the
works cited in Section 8. I above. Yates t1966) describes it as a magical art of memory, using "shorthand notae" or symbols.
and regarded as a very black kind of magic. Walker (1958) discusses certain systems of "spiritual magic" in considerable
detail. Thorndike (1923-58) characterizes Ars Notoria as an art designed to gain knowledge of and to communicate with
God by the invocation of angels, using mystical characters and prayers; he also dismisses all the material as 'meaningless
jumbles of diagrams and magic words" without telling us much more about it. The essence of the Ars Notoria seems to have
been the use of angels' and demons' names, and an attempt to exploit these intermediaries as channels of illumination and
power from God. Trithemius (Steganographia. 1606). Picatrix. the Solomonian and Abramelinian magical systems, and
John Dee's magical practices all made heavy use of invocations directed to demons and spirits. Figure 33 shows some lists of
names from various systems, and figure 32 provides some examples of the seals, talismans, and diagrams employed to invoke
and control these beings. The spirits were intricately connected with the four directions, the elements, the celestial spheres
and other cosmological entities, and so may have been named on some of the Vovnich manuscript folios.

8.7 Cabala
The m'ystical Jewish philosophy known as (labala (or Kabbalah) developed in Spain during the Middle Ages. A thirteenth.
century book called the Zohar, originating in Spain, was an important source of Cabalistic lore for later writers. The Cabala
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dependeJd heavilv oin manipulation of the letters of tile Hebrew alphabet and lists of sacred words. and nsas in general hiighls
'Verbal" and abstract in character, in contrast to the itoflht. visucal quality of mntic iier magicol sssttnsThe ntames oit God
,Ind of angels and the Hebrew letters were employed in wass strongl% suggesting to us, todaity. crvptologic techniques a nd, in
tact, the manipulations of the ( abalaj mna have inspired at least some early crypltographic devices). ' Magic squares' were a
prominent feature of the si-stemi. Tell basic elements called the 'Sephiroth' wsere essential to the doctrine, these were
supposed to represent the powAers or attributes (ofG;od. and were associated with other entitites ten spheres of the universr-.
etc..) in a typical medieval table of correspondences (see figure ;5) The Hebrew letters were all associated %%ith unique
numnerical values and a (labaliscic iethod called 'igematri a permitted alternatie words having the same numerical values to
be substituted for sets of namies suc I as the Sephiroth' Another (.abalistic art called cemiurah' involved anagramini i
sicred words.
Most of the major magical systems%of later times imade at least somet use Of (.ala. Hebrew lore andi the Hebrew language
aind alphabet were regarded. because of their Biblical association. ais espec iallv hols. ancient. and mnagicalls potent. While
thle imiagerv andi 'feel' of thle Vovinich nianuscript dotes not seenm very closely akin to tile' drs. abstract, and ascetic
.icmo0sphere of ( abalai. thle importance of the doctrine and of the Ifebren words originating in it to medieval mnagic in general
iiiake it worthwhile for a student of thle manuscript to be at least superficiail familiar with it. We have seen abose (5.1 ) that
use a Cabalistc printiple inolving all combinations of the letters of the Hebrew alphaber taken twvo at
Newbold attempted tio
aI time as a part of Isis decipherisent mnethod. This. in itself. seems to have been an ingenious and rather reasonable
hyprothesis. however mistaken it hsas turned out ito sav been General (iiserage (if ( abila iliac be found in Blau i I Q-4-4.
I 1). and Waite I1929)
Niathers 195

88Alchemy
*~

*
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'The IIoplI of alchemyi has been dealt wsithi Is mans writers iii nianv different wasv. Shuisaker i 19721 and Gra ubard
I 9)5;) present &!oodgeneral treatiments. and '1'Iortidike i192 i,AXS disc usses althlsev its passing as he describes cte writings
I1928-; 1I provides aioniprehensic e caitalogue (of AlchenitaJ
of variiius ant ient anti msedieval practitioners. Singer
msanuscripts, andi an equally coispreliensive listing oif al Ieical terms and symbiols wsa% be found in Gessisian 119t22.
Ashnsolt 165 2' presents a lairge and valuable icollections of old ns1iisus ripcs. pertisicing the reader to gain an excellent
feeling fur thle natcure and style of their texts and illustrations.
The origin iif ak hems' apparently' annot be traced back tio is onse source .%iths anv certaintv. It was attributed to the
Egyptians. Babvloniamns. 'lews, .ind perhaps even to tlse Hitsdus anid (Isinese. Medieval writers ascribed its (origin toi Hermes
Trismegistus. .ind imuchs oif thle alcheissical liore chat cane down to the Middle Ages probablke bad its source anmong the
Alexandrian Greeks in thle early Christian era. It w~as cranisitted to Europe friitn the Arab world through a translation in
Interest in alt hense was long-lived. continuing intuo cie
SIi-i oif .u work entitled Boiiok of tile (iipisition of Alclseiss
tieighteenths (cttur%is re'gardhed as the end oif its real influence. Flias
seventeenth ceistury when it began to decline:'~s
Ashtnole i AL). 1617-I1691. founder in 16(81' of the Ashtnolean Museum in Oxford. the first public mnuseum in thle
British Isles. I. ,as perhaps the last proiiinent enthusiast for alc-heuti.
The doctrines Of alt lienly ciivereh . very broad range (if technic~il practices and natural phenoisena : it isdiffic ult indeed to
disentangle its intonate intermingling of G'aleni tisedicine. philuisophic al and religiiius nsysticism (C.hristian and pagan.
myvthology. ascriulogv. botany. toolog%. mineradiigv aind primitive theinistry. It was an all-emsbracing inagical oir religious
philosophN as well as aumore or less operational set oft techniques. There were two main fiirms tif alcheis: practical alchemy%
%%,i%
the .ictual atteispt to creaite new cornpounds iir substances hi chensical operations. and pronsinently. of course, the
aittemspt to proluc or multily gold. It arose. in aill priibabilics. fromi early nsetal-working and inelting lore oasse1 down
through the Ages friiii earl% isan in the Near Fast Theoretital ilihtiisy. tin tile oither hand, was a philostiphical doctrine
ibtiut thle nature oif tie universe antI(if tmatter. an eclectic amailgamn of Gnosticism. Neo-Platonism. Christian cssvstical
doctrines. .ind pagan isvtholiig%. There was no hard-and-fast line drawn between these two branches tof the art; typically.
eath practtioner uifalt hems struck his own preferred balance between the smoke, smells, and gadgetrs' of the laborattiry andi
tie quiet ouf the studs' or the oratorv Of the inagus.
who claimed to have attained somtse practical success. toadopt a
It was t uscoiarv for an adept in Alcheris. espec iallv tine
Ashmsle was 'adopted" in this way by an older
whoto he would pass tinhis wisdomi at his deathl. Eliais
Son' or heir tot
.mlthemist named Williar Backhouse ' Ashinohe himself apparentlc never attempted thle laboratory operatioins of practical
ilt hetnv but contented himself' with reading and tcollecing manuscripts and stuclsing the synibols and ctincepts of theoretical
~aklt hms Almost all alchemical writings were routinely couched in a highly mvseritsus. deliberately misleading and
mretaphorical language: ciodes antl ciphers were coissionhv emnployed in thle manuscripts. and extreme screcy was the rule.
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us) alchenv was based on a theory involving a fundamental constituent ot all nature tailed the "first matter'' or "hvle.''
Individual objects gained their characteristic identities that made them Ahat thes were instead of something else. through
the addition of "qualities" such as the cold. moisture. dry ness and heat ot (aleni meditmne In order to transmute an object
into another object, one must remove the 'qualities of one nature. get hat k to the neutral 'first matter''. then add or cast
on the ''qualities'' of the desired nature I usual' those of ioldI 'his prot ess insolved elahorate sequences of manipulations
in the alchemist's "laboratory' that might octups months or sears. eiphs the sersites ot many helpers, and consume
incredible anounts of money and effort. Practical althemv w as a feasible hobbs tor only the rihest of men.
The laboratory operations included a long list of at tivitvme
hit h are .ariouslh and, needless to sa'. m'sterouslsv) defined
in the mans' Alchemical treatises. They are described b%'terms such as talcmnation. solution, putrefaction. congelation.
fermentation. exaltation, and projection. The products of these prkesses and their appearanCe and behavior in the laboratory
Iglassware'' or vessels were destribed in wildly metaphorital ass (a blas k residue was
'the raven' or ''the crow's head"; a
corrosive acid was 'the green lion'' other substantes were called tile snowy swan . 'the toad that eats his fill''. 'the
dragon". etc.). Substances were referred to as "mediine.
'menstrual fluid." blood." etc.. or labelled with the names of
parts of the human bodv. Metaphors were taken froto human sotial life ''marriage'' or ''wedding." ''copu!ation," ''death''
and "burial',. And religion ''the passion of Christ.
purification.''redemption'').
.resurrecton.''
In fact. almost an'
name of anv natural or artificial object or process could appear as a ' cover-word" for some alchemical process or product.
It is my own opinion that the Vovnich manuscript could well be. at least in part. an alchemical treatise. I feel that this
hspothesis explains the secrecs' and mvsteriousness of its form; the difficultv of deciphering it or recognizing its drawings in
Any conventional herbal or astrological illustrations of the times, and the apparent encsclopedic character of its content. In
fact. the ons' two drawings I have found that have an' close kinship in st'le or treatment to those in the manuscript are two
illustrations in Ashmiole's Theatrum Chemicun Britannicum 1652 , These are: Adrawing of a plant. ''lunaria". on p. 34 8,
And Asymbolic representation of An alchemical operation (in p. i5(0. Both of these are in a group of manuscripts of Ashmole's
collection which are identified. alas. onhs as "anonymi.'' 'he text. in paired lines of Old English verse, discusses herbs.
Christian my'stical platitudes. astrological matters. etc. in tile usual wildls heterogeneous conglomeration. It is apparently
Much farther toward the ''theoretical" or philosophical end of the spectrum than tile practical.
The plant figure his mans' of the odd stylistic features ot the Voynich manuscript's herbal folios: the rigidls simmetrical
arrangements of leaves And flowers; the ''molded plastic''. blocks. or sculpturesque foris: the platform with abrupt edges
having a ''cut out'' look on Mshmch the plant is sitting. very similar in st'le to some root forms on the Vovnich manuscript
plant folios.
The other figure has elements resembling some of those in the folios showing nude human figures in tubs of liquid. A
cloud-like form at the top. from which conmentionalied ras emanate, represents G;ild immediatey below, the figure of a
man or angel breathes into the mouth (if a bulbous Alchemical vessel; his breath is clearly indicated in exacths the wav that
the vapors or liquids are shown passing through the elaborate "plumbing'' on the Vosnich manuscript folios. On the vessel
are a sun with A face) above and within a crescent moon; f'rom each of these. vapors or emanations are shown descending
through the vessel. The round bottoi of the vessel is provided with seven spouts. spaced around its curved circumference.
and the vapor emerges from all of these and trickles down 17er two nude. plump human figures locking arms and holding
hands; these figures. while better drawn than the Vovnich manuscript nudes. are short.legged and "hippy". with fat
tummies, in a very similar style. Two dragons standing on their heads anti a toad complete the composition. The style of the
seven spouts on the vessel is so close to that of similar spouts and vents on the pipe-like forms in the manuscript as to be
almost indistinguishable, and the stmbolic use of conventionalized forms to create a new s'nthetic whole with a complex
meaning also seems tloselv akin to the methods of the Vovnich manuscript's stribe or scribes. While these drawings are
itdentified onIs' as ''anonymous' in Ashmole's collectinn. I have discovered some highlv similar figures in other works where
they are associated with the writings of George Riplev. a fifteenth.tenturv alchemist who produced numerous treatises with .a
strong Christian flavor (Philalethes 1678. Riplev 15 91. I 56). De Rola I trW;. figure 64) shows a figure similar to the
second described above, citing its source as De Errorbus. bv.John Dastin (British Museum. Egerton 845, folio l 7"v).
In an' case. it seems likely that a thorough examination of alchenmial manuscripts and their illustrations might atulph
repa' the efforts of any student who could gain access to them.

8.9 The Rosicrucian Movement andJohn Dee
While Dr. John Dee has already been mentioned quite frequenth in this monograph. it remains to provide a fuller
discussion of his thought, his writings, and his connection with tile Rositructian movement, a philosophical tradition which
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may, itself, have soi e f6earing on the Voynich manuscript. There are a number of good treatments of John Dee's life and
thought, notably Deacon (1968). Fell-Smith (1904), and French (1972). Yates (1972) covers the early Rosicrucian
movement very thoroughly, and deals with Dee in that context. Dee's private diary (Dee 1842) and a list of the manuscripts
in his large collection (James 1921 ) are of considerable (though less general) interest.
The Rosicrucian movement, centering in the Palatinate region of Germany but having wide-ranging repercussions in
other European countries, was essentially an attempt to liberalize religious and philosophical thinking; it combined the rich
heritage of the Hermetic tradition with Christian mysticism and a generous admixture of alchemy. Cabala. magic, and
medicine. The Rosicrucians were fanatically secretive. The authors of the original Rosicrucian "manifestoes" (the Pama and
the Confessio. both reproduced in translation in Yates 1972) never revealed their identities. They claimed to have founded a
"brotherhood." and appeared to invite new adherents; all attempts on the part of would-be recruits to get in touch with the
founders seem to have been fruitless and certainly received no open response (although there may have been some well.
concealed contacts and activities behind the scenes).
The Rosicrucian doctrines, like those of alchemy to which they are closely akin. manifested a highly devious and
convoluted use of symbols and imagery. To the amalgam of devices familiar in alchemy, the Rosicrucians added political
symbolism related to the prominent conflict between Protestant nations and leaders, organized around Frederick V (Elector
Palatine of the Rhine. and married to Princess Elizabeth. daughter of James I of England) and the reactionary Catholic
house of Habsburg. These quasi-political symbols with religious and mystical overtones included the Habsburg eagle. the
Palatine lion, the red rose, images related to the "Order of the Garter.' and symbols taken from or akin to those in John
Dee's writings. especially his Monds Hieroglypica(Dee 1564, 1964).
John Dee, according to Yates. 'belonged emphatically to the Renaissance Hermetic tradition, brought up to date with
new developments, and which he further expanded in original and important directions* ( 1972. p. xii). Later, on the same
page. she describes Dee's contributions as follows: 'In the lower elemental world he studied number as technology and
applied sciences.... In the celestial world, his study of number was related to astrology and alchemy, and in his Monas
Hieroglyphica he believed he had discovered a formula for a combined cabalist. alchemical and mathematical science which
would enable its possessor to move up and down the scale of being from the lowest to the highest spheres. And in the
supercelestial sphere. Dee believed that he had found the secret of conjuring angels by numerical computations in the cabalist
tradition."
Dee's influence was carried to the European continent, where he made extensive visits from 1583 on. He was. according
to Yates. very active in stirring up new movements in Central Europe. though his work there has been studied less thoroughly
than his life in England. It would seem that Dee was somewhat of an intellectual leader in Bohemia. not only in alchemy.
but in a religious reform movement, the nature of which has not yet been investigated and explained fully. Most of the events
discussed in Yates' treatment of Dee and the Rosicrucians probabh took place after the Vovnich manuscript was already in
existence. It seems to me very likely, however, that there is some kinship between the philosophy underlying the manuscript
and the Rosicrucian tradition. Because of the known association of the manuscript with Rudolph's court and possibly also
with Dee. and the obvious similarity of its secretive, synthetic symbolism to that of the Rosicrucians, a serious student can
scarcely afford to ignore any of this highly interesting material.
A brief word should be said concerning the 'hieroglyphic manuscript" which Dee was reputed to have had in his
possession. and which some writers have identified with the Vovnich manuscript. The letter written in 1675 by Sir Thomas
Browne to Elias Ashmole, and reporting the words of Arthur Dee,.john Dee's son, concerning this mysterious manuscript, is
quoted by Fell-Smith (1904) as follows: "The transmutation Ito goldl was made by a powder they had, which was
found in some old place. and a book lying by it containing nothing but hieroglvphicks; which book his [Arthur'si father
bestowed much time upon. but I could not hear that he could make it out." (p. '1I ). Arthur Dee. born 1579. was
apparently eight years old at the time he saw the events he describes.
Another history related by Fell-Smith probably records the origin of the manuscript and the powder: 'Kelley is reputed to
have been wandering in Wales... when he stumbled upon an old alchemical manuscript and two caskets or phials containing
a mysterious red and white powder." (p. 77). It was Kelley, in any case, who brought the powder and the manuscript to Dee
when they first became acquainted. In fact, one gains the definite impression that Kelley's original purpose in seeking Dee
out (under an assumed name at first) was to gain his assistance, and probably his monetary backing, for an attempt to puzzle
out the meaning of the manuscript and to use the powders to make gold.
Dee's diary, as edited by Halliwell (Dee 1842) provides no further information concerning the manuscript or the powder.
Josten. however, in a highly interesting recent article (1965). describes a portion of the diary that had been discovered in a
source separate from the remainder; this excerpt does, indeed, contain considerable information on the matter. It records in
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great detail an incident during the time when Dee and Kelley were engaged in communication with the angels; the spirits
instructed them, through Kelle, to destroy all their precious bo)ks and (xculta. including the hieroglyphic manuscript and
the powder. This sacrificial act, intended to be a test of their high purity of purpose and submission to God's will, required
their placing the objects into a furnace (undoubtedly a part of the furnishings of their alchemical laboratory) and permitting
them to be consumed by the fire.
This ceremony or bit of sleight of hand (for it was apparently an elaborate deception. either worked on Dee by Kelley for
some purpose known only to his unbalanced and unscrupulous mind. or else perpetrated by both men for some unknown
common purpose upon a third partv) was duly accomplished; the next day. all the "destroyed" arcana miraculously
reappeared, to be rediscovered whole and undamaged by Kelley in the ashes of the furnace. The description of the
ceremonial burning includes a tantalizing glimpse of the hieroglyphic manuscript itself, which is described as being small but
written in letters "larger' than those of usual writing, and to have been stored in a velvet bag or sack.
On his break with Dee in Prague, Kelley kept most of the magic powder ; what ultimately became of the manuscript is not
reported in any of the sources I have consulted. It seems likely that Kelley kept that also (since it had apparently been his
from the beginning) and subsequently sold or relinquished it to Rudolph, UTnfortunatel'. the mere characterization of this
book as being "in hieroglyphics" is not enough to warrant a secure identification with the Voynich manuscript, since many.
if not most. alchemical treatises were couched in secret characters. It was more usual, however, for the secret symbols to be
intermixed with Latin or some other more familiar letters after the fashion of a rebus. It also seems likely that Dee would
have been familiar with the alchemical symbols, and would have had no trouble in making some sense out of them. however
little success he ma' have attained in making gold according to their instructions. Section 9 4 provides a somewhat fuller
discussion of alchemical synbols, and figure .42 shows some examples.

8. 10 The History of the Hindu-ArabicNumerals
In view of the strong possibility that some, at least, if the Vovnich symbols may be early forms of numerals. somethiag
should be said about the origin and development of these numerals in Europe. Figure 16 shows a sample of some early
numeral forms that bear a resemblance to some Vovnich script characters. Two good general studies of the origin of Arabic
numerals are Hill ( 1()
1 ) and Smith and Karpinski (1911 ). The original birthplace of the numerals is veiled in uncertainty;
they could have come from Egypt. Persia. China, or Mesopotamia. Their history can, however, be clearly traced in India and
then in their verv gradual adoption in Europe. The Hindu system of numerals, including place value and a symbol for
".zero". was transmitted to the Arabs at a relatively early date. Smith and Karpinski trace the first introduction of the Hindu
numerals to a visit A.D. 7"73 b' a Hindu astrologer to the court of the Caliph. where his astronomical tables were translated
into Arabic. Other Arab mathematicians (among them AI.Khowarazmi. who gave his name, in the form "algorism" or
"algorithmi." to arithmetical calculation using the new numerals, and ultimately to our modern "algorithm'') based their
tables and computations on that translated work.
Arab writers continued to use the new numbers, consistently referring to them, and the arithmetic based on them, as
"Indian" well into the thirteenth century. The adoption of the numerals into Europe is hard to pin down exactly; Smith and
Karpinski attribute it to the travels of merchants and traders in Spain. where Arab influence was strong. as early as the ninth
or tenth century. Numerous visits to the Near and Far East were made by traders and missionaries throughout the Middle
Ages; the travels of the Brothers Poli were unusual only in the thoroughness of their documentation and the interst they
have aroused in modern times. These travelers brought back many bits and pieces of foreign lore, some of it remarkable in
the wealth of its detail and vividness of description. The Hindu.Arabic numerals undoubtedly became known at least to some
through these accounts. One form of the numerals, employed in conjunction with the abacus, became known to Europeans
under the names "characteres' or "apices.: and involved unusually bizarre and ornate varieties of the symbols.
The adoption of the new numbers in Europe was an extremely slow matter. They seem to have been known or mentioned
by some writers for a considerable time before they came into anything like general use. They were not employed by
merchants for the practical calculations of commerce until surprisingly late. Leonardo Fibonacci of Pisa, born about 1175.
did much to introduce the numerals to Europeans. His Liber Abaci, written in 1202 and rewritten in 1228, explained the
new numbers and used them as they would be emploved in the usual computations of business. The methods he presented
were rejected both by the conservative mercantile class and by universit' circles, according to Smith and Karpinski (p. 131 ).
The bankers of Florence were forbidden to use the new numerals in 12)9, and "the statutes of the University of Padua
required stationers to keep the price lists of books 'non per cifras, sed per literas claras''. (p. 133).
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Still, the new system made some headway from 1275( on. It is interesting to note that the common folk of Northern
European nations like Germany rarely used Arabic numerals before the sixteenth centurv. The invention of cheap paper, lead
pencils, and modern methods of multiplication and division did not come about until quite recentlvy these were the
developments that, according to Smith and Karpinski. really made the new "algorism" attractive and practical for everyday
use. Before that time. the Arabic numerals were employed primarily on coins, for numbering the pages of manuscripts, and
for dates. Thev are often found intermingled in bizarre ways with Roman numerals: e.g.. ' VOi' for -1502",
'M°CCCC ° 50" for "1450". and "M.CCCC.8ii" for -1482-. In.the early and transitional phases of their adoption, the
numerals or "ciphers" were regarded is incomprehensible, mysterious, strange, and well-suited for use as cryptic symbols in
secret writing systems.

8.11 Medieval and RenaissanceCostume
The clothing of some of the human figures on the pages of the Vovnich manuscript should afford us some clue as to the
date and provenience of the work. I nfortunatelv. the drawing is so sketchy. and the figures are so small and lacking in
detail, that there is disappointingly little to go on. A wide variety of hats and headgear are in evidence, even on figures
otherwise entirely nude; these include a variety of diadems. tiaras and crowns as well as wide-brimmed hats. floppy tam-oshanters. and hats provided with ribbons, veils, or plumes falling over the wearer's shoulder or back. Dress (if wmten and
perhaps also men includes a sort of long pleated robe with wide sleeves (see Virgo and one of the Genini twins. figure 10.
Very common is a kind of knee-length, pleated tunic belted at the waist (see Sagittarius. figure It). (iostumesof this type
were cotnmo.i during the fourteenth, fifteenth. and sixteenth centuries throughout Europe. There seem to be no examples of
more extreme styles: the tall conical hats or two-horned headgear for women; the exaggeratedly puffed pantalomns and huge
ruffled collars for men in style after about 1550 ; or the curly -toed shoes, very short tunics over skin-tight pants with
codpieces that were the height of fashion somewhat earlier. The garments shown. however sketchily. on the Vovnich
manuscript folios seem quite simple and restrained on the whole. and provide relatively little decisive information. They seem
to me. from an admittedly superficial study. to be consistent with a date between ,450 and 15S5 (see Von Boehn I1904 for a
well.illustrated treatment of sixteenth -century costume). Some tVpic alhat and dress forms from the Voynich manuscript are
shown in figures 10 and ,7.
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Chapter 9
Collateral Research: Artifical and Secret Languages
I ..tit tisdivs .1 and Renaissaince plalsaplis

itt

luded ai s iaraus interest in ssnthetic languages (if man% kinds: these were

s ariouslt. i ntended tar t ansealiitent at setrets. expression at ms stital religious ideas. abbreviated and compact transcription at

text. interlingail tm unitatian. aind ain ens elapedi. ninamnit representatian at' human knowledge. As has been the tase
throughouti these LhaiNer% onil later ii rewa~rth. I tan present here: an I tile barest suggestio n iifthe material avsalIa ble to the
intercsted, reader

9.1 Brdchygra*phY: The History of Shorthand
lThe iiclnt ('reeks einpiced a ss'te of .ihhres iaticns . ailed liraiscan Hand or Notation, ascribed ta Marcus Tullius
Tioin thle tirst tenturs befare ( hrost (see Rose I S i, Allen I S81). Boige 19 1) New bold attempted to use early G reek
abbreviations in is decipherintent meithodi. as %%c
sass in t hapter 5. lisany later siystems at abbreviations in Roman and
medieval times were inspired h%,. or based on. this eariv Grieek svsten. Ficure *1c shows an interesting example ota medieval
shorthand sVStenil deried from thle G;reek methods. its strokes are made up ot parts at thle letters ''a'' through k'' and earls
tarmis at thie Iind u -Ara hit numerals. This systeji . cal led Nat aria Ar istotel is b% its author, an E:ngli sh monk at the
thirteenth (cnturt. is ait interest because (it Thle resembhlance at* sonic(it its symnbols to thle 'Vtcnich characters (probably. in
in% opi nion, due tic the denva tion ot both fro in ar Is nu mera.1 r ins T1'hese s\ inbols asted as bases, to which dots. lines. etL.
%e re added it) ft rin 55 irds. Rioger Baitin \%a.s reported b\ I oh in
I t-il. p ;A to Isave beenitfailiar
withI the Ii raniani
No tation, which} he ta lled ars nistatar i a .
(a ppvlhI i 1 ) 11)) pro vides ti suiniart ofathe Isi sti rs (it ILati n abbres Iat i n ss'st cs antd their developmsent traim Iassii a
111ta Medieval tinies. Thie Roman svstects mide use ait severail des tes single letters iauld stand tar entire words or syllables,
woirds sould also be truisc~ited or contracted. usualls being pro\vided with a stark ort svnsbtl showing thsat somtching had been
iittitted (a. tail ocrcurli ut extending'& up's ard ort downiward. ailint' ort urse: abase (ertain letters, a slant line. vtt
Figure I shoaws some Latin abbreviation% used in thlt Middle Ages that resetishle t lsrai lets ait the V'iinmct S
sript. Amiong c'entral
i\rks deaiing s i th tse hi stars ait sho rthaind anisIileri ni thet eacrli est \%tcitns i re (itulI etti i 1(iW a rid .4iti e : IIit
Alston I1906) provides a bibiiigraphs osf works tin the subjet
ost

aes

Europeainor English shorthand s~tnsIlat
xained are dvsj'cied around simple lines and t urs, t,its::
dots,~
~ t~~~r ~ tahda
~ ~ ~arospstositrn(np~rds
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~n
l stn
ingfr
tahsmicehos
whiole wards Mo~ st

spelling conventions as moieris ssstenss do In tat t. tlse earls ssstetis (endetd moare tioward ,in ideagraphit ort sembaolis
representation at' ideass. ailthoughs alphabetic eletisnts were alsi insuiled. All ot the ss'stettss were extremnely. elaborate.
requiring the ttissrifation tit. vast arrays ait Iarbitrirs ss'mbals thait Acere dtti ult tio write accurately and quickl% the moderns
reader (,an onls' wander how ansone ever imanaged ti leairn or reitteinber their lairue nuitbers at rules aind fotrms. tir it, record
thle tins' dots and hooks with sufficient precision to permit distinguishing thsems
later in atteitptingv to read back what ttle\ Isad
written. These tmethods certainls' seti tic have requiredl tar mitre effort thaniiordinari, writing.
Duthie I1()7() procsides an interesting cotmparisoin atf three msajor ssstems in existence durinc Eliabethan timies At least
uintit' theist ma% base been emisplosed to record souse at the texts oft Shakespeare Nplays during actual performiances. sto thes
msust base been usable to some extent. I will sumttari/e below, in Isighls abbrevuiattd form. lDuthie's presentaktion the three
ss'stens Seerti tpical of the methods isailable in the sixteenth and earls seventeenitt centuries. 'Their authors intended them.
apparentIs. not simple tior transc ription ot' speech as modern ss'steitss are etstplas'ed. but aulsio tar rapid aind condensed wkritini'.
asa ('lnt ealinent msethiod. and as a sort at eleicint. philsophitcal isue at represeinti ng 'ideas'

9. 1. 1 Characterie (Thomtas Bright. circa,/ 588).
Figure ;8 shows the basic strokes and the subsidtiarv clemsent% iii be added tic each in B~right s sit'stern Eiach (it tile ciichteen
base sv'tsbols consisted of aivertical line with a distinguishing hook. curlit ue. eto. tin its top, thtese svisbols ciould be written

C"7

in tour ditterent positions ( vertical. hori/onrtiI. slanted lett. slanted right) In addition, ii' the toot of cat h base symnbol one ot
twelve additional squiggle% could bet added. ikin: si comnbined symblols tor use to represent tommon words, these werr
is svnsoons or
called ''thArat terall words '. ( )rher words not in this hasui list Aere- expressed Is% aissix it ti ng -them
antonvims to A i haratterall word''. aind pretixing to it the tirst kItetr bawe ssinbol ot the at tual word ito sersc is a sort ot
dcterinint (set the cxArtiplrs in figure ;8 As D~uthie reinarks, this %sitinwm.i%primits Andt Lumbesrsome. plat ini a great
e
as ito carblc and (ontusc
burden on the inennir% tit its user, and produt, ins: torilis whit( h were: svr

9. 1.2 Brackiygraphbie (Peter Bales, clirca 1590).
Bales' ssstei einplocl ordina rv Roman letters in combi naioi n 'Air)h dots, Lont ms. Aind at ents iol lect is ci (aled b%
Bales 'tittles'1 whitch had to be scr% irttulls and aktcuraitel plated around the letters toit aoid tontusion The
tomn1binations of letters and 'tittles' produt ed svymbols for a basic list oft oninun words ais in Bright*% si stem,. and siniarl%.
svitnflils And antonvims were show n b%usinig the bast-word svimbol wsithi an extra stroke on the right or left. This shorthand
A
mtethodA required the mntnriing (it over 50t) difterent ssmbols, greait precision in thle plattemnrt: ot thle tittles was
ts
ss
si
n1
Brigh
pratt
it
.1than
.ins
mire
ihas
e
been
t
sem
ti
Itdoesnot
garbles,
tnindati rs in ortler to .isoid

9.1.3 Stenographie ~John Willis. 1602).
Duthie tinds Stenographic the besto the three, and considers ir tobe the fouridation ot modern shorthand ss'sterns Figure
shows the twensts'-six basic strokes, tailed unc~higeaibl pairticles 'these: were parils phonetic. And silent'' letters were
larges- suppressed in writing words. A cirtle iddet. -o the foot oit a stroke provided an h** soutnd, And dots arranged in fise
clockwise positions Around the basic stroke stiiod for v'owels Abbreviated forms of words wecre built up by combining these
elements in A manner somewhat like itiodern methiods. Willis sistmn) is. in ftt. %ers' much like thle later Pittmian svstem)
(which mnaswell hase been detrived] fruim it) Duthie judges that Steniigraphic tould hiase been eniplosed to record slow.
cairetful speech in condensed fort, but not tor rapid verbati in repiirting. It is interesting to note that Willis called his ss'stem
'Steganographie'' as well atsStenographic. Aind considered it appropriate tor concealment of secrets.
In iunirnarv,. it seems unlikel thar ans, of) thrse svsteins. ir othe-rs rclaited iii them are chisel% Aikin to the Vovni I sript.
The onl%- element Among the Vosnich symnbols that bears an% rescimblan e to the dots, dashes, hooks, and 'tittles' tif the
earls- shorthand methodhs is the hook or curlicue thit appeairs trequentls' over the 'double-( character -V%~ to torm
tli be nil sisible structure oit auxiliary marks added to a1recurrent set ot base ssmbols. It seems
here seems
.Ct
(onsiderais mnore reasonable, in mnsopinion. it) look hor relationships between the V osnich clhiracters And inedies al Latin
Aibbresviations. with some earls%numecral toiris (see Set tion iI 12 and fig~ure% 16. 1-)
'iS

9.2 SteganographY: The Ear/v History ofjCryptology
There Are retortis ot ciphers in Antcient ligvpt anti Rome. substitution c iphers of varioius kinds. some emplosing insenteh
Ailphabet% or geometrical symnbols. swere known froim the earl%- Middle Ages. Riiger Hac on was greatls' interested in secret
writing. and much has been miade by%
would-be decipherers of the Vot-ni It mranuscriptl of Baton's statements oin this topic
in his IEpistola decSe retis Opc'ribus Artis et Naturat'.tHe rcommends. tfir the concealment of great and potent ce':rets. and to
prevent them friim being abusetd bs' the coimmnon herh oii mankind, the use of the following expedients: I )characters and
verses tohr incantations''), 2) tables And enigmas. iA leasing out certaiin letters, especiallv vowels (as the Hebrews.
(haldecans. and Arabs tio to make their secrets harder to read') i I mixing letters tf' different kinds (as. tor example. the
Aistronomner Ethic us hiti his knowledge by A mixture of Hebrew, (greek. Aind Latin letters) 5) emploving letters ''strange to
iine s own culture''. Wi creating tharaicters from one's own imagination ithis last being. According to Bacon. an especially
giood method, used bs'Artephius in is Book o/ the' Secret.i of Natujre
I using geometric figures cotibined with dots and
signs instead ot Ailphabetic tcharaicters. And tinal[%' 81 the nlitOrv art.' which BAcon thought was the best method of all: the
itof writing -as briefls and r~ipidls .is one desires. Bacon clainmedtit base used soime, at least. ot' these methods in his own
writings.
This highis' interesting Anti rather totnplete compendium ot' earls' crs'ptiugraphit devices from the potent pen ot' the Dotor
Mirabilis hats untlerstandably inspiretd mans students (of' the Vovnit i manuscript to seek sorte or All of these techniques in its
pages. and to see in it A result oif Batiin's prac tite oif his own recommiensdations. A considerable literature exists, dealing with
tiphers Attributed to Baton in althemical Aorks Ilime 1()04, 11)1. I t)l S Steele 1928a, 1929hb: Manly- 19;1 1. An
Anagram. in which Bacon is supposed to have hidden at fortnula for gunpowder. is explicated sariousiv bs' some. but
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debunked by others (who dismiss it as a superstitious tale about a split willow branch that magically rejoins itself, or as a
careless misreading by an earls editor of a sentence in a manuscript .
A variety of crvptographic methods are described by other early writers; Ramon Lull (Yates 1960. Rossi 1961,
T'rithemius (1504. 1606). Porta (1563). Agrippa (1970). and Athanasius Kircher (Kircher 1631, McCracken 1948) are
all credited with systems which are essentially forms of ciphers and codes or could be used as such. John Dee was interested in
crvptographv, and made use of it in his missions for his royal patron. Eliabeth (if England. according to Deacon (1968).
Many early systems involved substitution ciphers. using inverted or distorted characters. geometric figures. numerals,
,lchemicil and astrological symbols. Latin abbreviations. etc.. in hybrid conglomerations, There were, in addition, some
more sophisticated techniques. Lists of apparently innocent words all starting with a given letter could be used as alternate
oiewords for that letter, so that an innocuous-appearing sentence consisting of five Latin words might conceal a five-letter
word that carried the true message. (orrespondents each having a copy of the 'code book" containing the long lists of cover
%ords (made-up words. names of angels and demons, stereotyped religious platitudes, etc.) could use them as an effective
means fbr concealing simple messages in letters (see. for example. Trithemius 1564. pp. 48ff.). Ramon Lull's rotating
Az, Ba. Bb. etc.) which
geometric figures marked with letters could be employed to produce digraphs (Aa. Ab, Ac ....
could be made to stand for words or concepts. A number of early cryptographic systems employed cipher wheels with one
fixed and one rotating alphabet (e.g. Alberti. in the late tifteenth centurv. and Silvester and Porta in the sixteenth; see
. 71. 8 ; and Meister 1902. 19061.
Silvester 1526. p '. Porta 150;. pp
Another eark cryptographic device toncealed a message within a much longer ''dummy'' text by some rule agreed upon
by the correspondents. Alchems treatises. which were expected t, be enigmatic even at best. were ideal vehicles for hiding a
brief message in this %as. A related concealment system employed groups of two or three letters in various combinations, or
the presence or absence of some apparentls decorative or accidental characteristic i small and large letters, tiny dots.
underlines, or strokes added to some letters and not to others, shading. etc.). These groups could be made to stand for letters
of a message bs a variety of conventions; for example, in a triliteral system described by Trithemius (A.D. 1462-1516)
about I ,1)0. a set of groups AAA. AAB. AAC. ABA. ABB. AB(I .... (( A, (I(B. C(( could provide twenty-seven values
for the letters of the alphabet and a few addmtional characters. The twentv-seven distinctions could be represented more
abstracth by ans three states ot three things. arranged in all unique combinations i three different fonts, levels of darkness in
printing, etc. I The famous cipher of Francis Bacon iabout 160t) is of this type. differing from Trithemius' system only in
that it used groups of five elements, made up of two distinctions or choices, and employed more sophisticated means of
concealing the distinctions in a cover text.
An impressive variets (if crvptographit methods. exhibiting a surprising degree of complexity and sophistication. were in
use at an earh (late in the service of the Papal court and the courts of Italian Princes. A number of these systems are
described in Meister 11902. 1906). Pasini ( 187 , 1. Saco 1 ,.7), and Alberti ( 1568). Meister (1902) provides a detailed
history of early Italian ciphers. the earliest dating to 1226 from the Venetian Republic and others from mans Italian cities
during the fourteenth and the fifteenth centuries. Meister 19)06 traces to the year 1320 or 1327 the earliest example of a
device called a 'nomenclator." consisting of a small list of code words or syllables standing for words and phrases commonly
employed in (-hurch or State correspondence ('Pope". ''horses'. "soldiers". stereotyped honorific phrases. place names.
titles. etc. ). Meister des ribes a number of remarkably complex and advanced s'stems in use for Papal correspondence during
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. These employed variant substitution elements (many alternative cipher elements all
standing for the same plaintext elementI. often drawn from fanciful, foreign, or invented alphabets. Man such systems also
made use of "nulls" (a list of alternative dummy svmbols having no meaning in themselves but thrown in to pad out the text.
conceal patterns, and further confuse the would-be decipherer). All these devices could be employed in concert: a
nomenclator," really a primitive small code, plus an elaborate system of monographic. digraphic. and trigraphic variants,
)
with a correspondinglv varied set of nulls as well. Figure 3 shows a sampling of some early Italian cryptographic systems.
Of particular interest because of its relatively early date is a system described by Jakob Silvester (1526). This system was
based on a Latin dictionary; a code consisting of Roman numerals was assigned to the columns of words on each page of the
dictionary. As an alternative, to further confuse the decipherer. a set of digraphs in random order (AF. DC, BN. etc.) could
be used instead of. or intermixed with. the Roman numerals to designate the column. Within each column, the individual
words, arranged in roughly alphabetical order, were indicated by Arabic numerals. Latin endings were shown by single
letters or digraphs. The alphabet employed is made up of invented and foreign symbols of great variety. Nulls drawn from a
large set of choices could be scattered through the text. Figure 40 shows a sketch of the main features of Silvester's system.
and two short samples of text enciphered in it. I Infortunatelv. Silvester's bok does not provide enough detail regarding the
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dittionar- or other aspects ot the system to support a complete Investigation of its relationship to thet phenomena of the
Vovnich text, nor does it prosvide ants long samples of enciphered text thait might be studied statisticaly
The reader isho remnenmbers the remarks of Ti'ltman concerning( the 'beginning-middle-enid 'strutturt of words in the
Voynich text. aind the comments of iltman and Friedman regarding universal and ssnthetit languages. will reitognie the
possibilities of this earls co..le system tin accounting tor thet phenomena thev had in mind (See Also Sections .0.5 and 611
.ibove. . well as 9.;~ and the Appendix below . Friedman and Tiltman made strenuous attempts to trace the history ofl
synthetic languages back to a date sufficiently earlv to be ~intemnporarv %ith thet Vovnuth manuscript me.. before I 5mm). It
is,nv opinion that the earliest histiirs Of such languages Lan Indeed be found bs sears lung in two areas. first. among ears
rsptograiphic. systemns. aind second, tin thet medievail andi Renaissance: Ars Memtorativa. YAteS 1 1400. p 178i mentions the
work of Francis Bacon. (Comenius. Histerfeld. 1)algarno. and Wilkins diretted tow ard the development of a 'real character
ie_ a system of signs like CIhinese characters, supposed to be diretitl
related ito their referents as are Ideographs iir
hieroglvphs. and independent oft thlt spelling or sound of words , Shte trates tist undertaking back ito a foundation in an
earlier tradition of mlemory art. citing'I the wtork (of Riossi i I 9001 A ciimplex tr sptographi( %StemI suh as that of jakob
Silsester could well formn the baisis of thet Vosnich text. It is interesting ito note that a top% oft Silvester %work in the British
Museum Library. dated I 610. is autographedt bs. and had presumabls been tin the possession iot lohm IthShulman 1976).

9.3 PasigraphY: Universaland SYnthetic Languag'ina
At the tonle during the late Middle Ages ,ind earls Renaissainti: wshen Latin wNas
no longer tunjitomoniv as *I Li ngi. . I rant a
for learned internal communication aind the vernaculair lainguages were beginning to be em'j
re and more. mans
ss holars began ito be concerned aibout finding .i substitute to fill thet need for a unisers..
At tt same tirne.
traivellers, whether merchants or missionaries, were bringing ness s from the Fair East of wiri
that apparentls
umplmsed ideiigraphs and characters that could staind for ideas as %%holes. rather tin reprt-,
ri.ds oif words
through an alphaibet. Thus there airose a number oft efforts dirested toward thlt development
. us
haracter' oir
real character which would
sn
ome manner bs p.iss thlt multiplitt itot sernat ular tong~ues .ii
cicetIesdrovi
the same was for all naitions.
This undertaking was not reail[s .1 wholls newv ideai II inft t. it was solidl; based in thie encttlopediinmnemoni svstemns it
the Middle Ages. Yates I 190o, examines thet work of Frani is aon and others in thet seve-ieenth centurv engaged in the
search for a unis-ersail language Lteibnlit,. as )'aties shows. "as .i list great exponent of thet ancient tration. weaving the Art
of Memiir% Into thet creaition oft the infinitesimal talt ulus Yatcs 19)i(). PI) ;S ft,
The earls ss thet ic languaiges had mintI in i(oni oin \%t ilt rspt gr aphii idces AN a fotundaition, a ilassi fo at ion ss hetie
was set up for words or ideas to form .i framework of what were cailled 'svntategormnata
lie word-t lassirs were host-n b%
vich aiuthiir atcording to his own pilosophical bentc and purposes. Ashilt: Intrnded to be indlependent tof an% one language.
the schemite often involed numbers or codes aissigned ito thet wiirds oft a Laitin dittionars Smei of the t ategories are t ontrete:
aind straightforwartl, but mans others seem forbiddingls abstruse: and phtiisophita! ito the modern reader In .I %\,stem
de\ ised by an .inonsmious Spanish lesuit in I0(- talled in .irithinetitus noinenclator.' a tlass w%.I%
set up for all words
relating tio 'the elements ., tist class \&ais assignetd Roman numeral 1. Araibit numerals were used tot select inklisdual Aord%
within the class. e.g.. 1. Fire. 2. Flamie. ; Smoke..
(in Wind. - B ret/e.
12. W'~ater, vt( . isee Groves I8.0,. p. SS
ft I Dalgarno's sytem i nvoksed twenit classes of words hr Ideas, represnted h% iapital letters. A, for example. stood for thet
.iass nFrs.
Res' , H fur Spiritus.'I for ' liomlo ' et - ( l)lgarno. 1661l i
John NWilkins. inventor ot a system oif *real t harmiter' arountd the sear 16(68. set up forts claisses mt luding such things as
I* Transcendental. (leneral . 2. -Transtentlental.
Mixes ..
_ 5 '(fint
the ( reatuir'.
*The W~orldl. ( reation.' 'The Eilemnents '. etc. These philosophical classes emibodiedl the tiincepts about the nature (if thet universe current in those
timyes, antI tderiving fromt mediesval foundations. Untder cash such class. suhtategories were set up for *differenkes- anti
s
Itiifferenses; were shown bs sertital and obliquelines aitta;lied (in the left oif time basit smnbol for the class.
speciles hI
duc
mhlatce
ntergt(Iraininatis al Information (endings. ett - was shown b\ dt~nsor lines
,ltt

ote(mon

Wilkns
1641.
manscrpt
or

%nblWlisme

a

pknis

a

aelI
written form.

Groe%mht
1801 (nd00; prvid suimaiesof'a nmbe ofearly svnlthetic languaige msterns. Hausani ( 1971
k~lc%
reamen
vev (mplte
ofsvnhetc lnguges()fll vpe, icluingreligiiius. crptographic. and msstical languages
wellD~larn
%%tm
i desribd
s
i Dag~ro 11661). oniniu' i (eissler ( 19)50). Other systemns are presented in
00a.
6$b IantI Top 1160() These Invented languages are of interest to students oif the Vosnich
evealreasons. First, two dedit ated anti expert t rvptologists wPhit devoted sears oif study to the
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manuscript Friedinan and iian
arsdindependenis at the hs'pothesis that A svnthetit language of this type might
underlie the Vovnii~h text. Second. the structure of the early universal languages ta base or root for the class. followed bs'one
or mnore characters to single out the species' or individual word, and finaliv characters standing t-or grammatical torms i
agrees vern well with the -beginnin -middle -ending ' structure found by Tiltian in the words of' the Vovnich text. Finally.
Jis we havse seen in the presious section. the methods employed in some early (odes used by the Papal Court were highly
similar, and date to a time suftk ientls early ito be contemporaneous with the origin of the manuscript.

9.4 Magical and Religious Languages and Alphabets
There remain,. tor discussion Another large group of synthetic languages which mnay have a bearing on the problem oif the
Vosnich manuscript. Inder this heaing I have lumped together a number of different secret or myvstical languages of
various types: alcheial or philosophical systems, languages purporting ito be revealed by. or used in communication with.
(God. angels or demons. ssstenis of sormbols used in magical incantations. prayers, and spells. Bausani ( 1970) provides an
excellent overview ot all these maide-up languages, including universal languages and the neologisins "glossolalia') of'
schizophrenics aind other mentally disurbed person% oPrpersons in temporarily abnormal mental states (such as my-stical
Lkcstasy or inspiration I ( essmurn ( 1)22) litst .alarce number oft the words and so nbols emiplosed by medieval alchemists.
phs'sicians. and astrologcrs

9.4.1 Alagical Laniguages.
We have alreads takeni some glimpses of mnagical %onmbols aind writing in the discussion (it magical systems in Section 8A
Most such ss'smems included talismans. seal%. diagraims. andi devices (daggers. swords. candlesticks. et(.) liberaly' decorated
with letters in a varity of bm/arre alphabets. D~e (us rs 19 1I and Seligmian I191SI provide copious illustrations of magical
figures drawn from a wide range (if.so~urces. and daimes. Mans- of the alphabets appear ito be based on Hebrew characters in
more or less garbled and distorted forms, Mathers i19- 1i, p1. XV Ishows several oif these Hebrew writing ssstems
iAlphabet (if the Map.~ *''(
elesmial Writing.
Malachim ' or Writing (if the Angels' and 'Passing of' the River'' I
Some svimbols in Picair.s' are talled Indian. and mas' be distortions of [)evanaigarm or some iither Indian writing systemn
Other Picairis characters are clearly' Arabic and others still are similar ito Egs'pman Hieroglyphic. or Hieratic. characters.
Igs'ptian words seem discernible in some of the incaintations oft the Hermetic writings f estugmore 19-4'454 for example.
'.osergariatCh in a -true name of H ermes Trismnegistus'' miay contain ttie ssords wsr ka re' . ''strong is the Ka of Re'')
Picatrix also emplos's the 'star picture' writing made up (it circles strung oin lines aind curves mentioined earlier in Sections
;, ;. ; and 8A1. It is interesting ito note that tw~o (if the rmmstal Hebrew alpha~bets. the *Writing of the Angels *and 'Passing
of the River' also consist(of silI circles strung: on lines in this fashion. Fjiyure II shows some samples of miagical alphiabets
from varioius sources.
While interesting and suggiestive. few of the magm .il ssmbolls discussed abose seem to bear any direct resemblance to
intigin the Vocnmch script or drawings. Aith perhaps one exception~ The P1'atr.s' star pictures.' some oif the Hebre%%
Alphabets. and certain alchems' symbols all ire strikingls' similatr ito the strange geometric figures decorated with faces in thle
fiiur corners of folio 0-s 2. It is also possible that the small design which Birumbaugh sees as a ''clock face- mas contain the
chla racter
.which
is quite common in the Pi.'atr.s spells and also in the other writi ng systemns mentioned above

9.4.2 Alchernical. Medical, anid Astrological Svrnbot.

*

(;essntiann I1922) presents a large collection pit the symnbols and code: words used b%'medieval alchemilsts and other
scholars and philosophers. Figure -12 shows a selection oif these suffic ient to indicate their general appearance and nature. and
includes some that appear similar to pertain 'sosnich script tcharacters. It was apparentls a commnon prac tice tmir Alchemists to
emplos' these symbols, interspersed in Latin text, as a sort of secret shorthand for alchemm al products and processes. W~hile a
few of these signs are somewhat similar to Voy nich symbols. most of them are not, and thes offer disappointinghs little help
in osur task. of course, it a clear relationship were esident between alchemical symibols and the Vsovnich script. alchemists at
Rudolph's court would have had little trouble in deciphering it. and the mystery would not have persisted to our da%
unsolved.
The use of prasers and incantations in medical nmanuscripts is interesting in that man% of the spells were in languages
foreign to the compilers and users of- the recipes: their very foreignness increased the piteniv of their supposed effect.
Another feature of these spells which may' be relesaint to our purpose is their repetitiveness. one. two. or three words are
often repeated several times in a row.- either exactls' or Aith minor differecies in a manner reminiscent if the repetitions in
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many stretches of Vovnich text. The oldest surviving Anglo-Saxon medical manuscripts exhibit numerous examples of these
practices see Grattan and Singer 1952. Storms 1948). Some of the spells are distortions of Old Irish prayers brought in by
Irish missionaries (e.g., "Gonomil orgomil marbumil marbsai ramun ..... " a spell against 'black blains7 Grattan and
Singer 1952. p. 64). Some are garbled bits of Greek liturgy e.g.. "Stomen calcos. Stomen meta fofu." and 'Eulogomen
patera cae vocae agion pneuma ..... " Grattan and Singer 1952. pp. 49-50).
There are some interesting survivals in the Anglo-Saxon manuscripts of pagan Roman prayers. for example a beautiful
hymn to the Earth Mother. "Dea Sancta Tellus. Rerum Naturae Parens ..
(Grattan and Singer 1952. pp. 45-461
Numerous relics of pre-Christian Anglo-Saxon religious rites and beliefs are disternible Names of saints and apostles aud
snatches of Biblical texts were employed as charms. Some spells combined garbled Greek. Hebrew. and Latin words in an
impressive-sounding conglomeration that must have had a strong psychological impact on the patient I"Ranmigan adonai
eltheos mur 0 ineffabile ()miginan... sother sother miserere mei deus mini deus mi Amen Alleluiah.' a spell for 'loose
bowels", Grattan and Singer 1952. p. 189). Even the word 'Abracadabra,' which has come down to modern titmes as a
symbol for magical mumbo-jumbo, had a place in Anglo-Saxon medicine I the word ABRACADABRA
was to be
written repeatedly on a parchment and applied to the patient' . Grattan anti Singer 1952. p. 1O1

9.4.3 Mystical and Religious Languages.
St. Hildegarde of Bingen (A.). 1O.18- 171). whose visions have already been examined briefly for possible parallels to
the Vovnich manuscript (see Section .2.3). was also gifted with the mystical ability of - speaking in tongues. Manuscripts
have been found preserving a series of "'carmina" (songs or hymns) by' Hildegarde in an "ignota lingua", she apparently
sang or recited such compositions while under the sway of her mystic visions. An invented alphabet also formed a part of
Hildegarde's language: the letters are obviously distortions of Latin letters for the most part. Bausani (1970) provides a
number of examples of words from Hildegarde's language. preserved in a sort of glossary written down by her
contemporaries. In many cases. associations with German and Latin are apparent. as is the use of inflections similar to Latin
endings. Figure 43 shows the alphabet and some samples of transliterated words.
Bausani 11970) mentions other, similar mystical languages employed by Elizabeth von Schonau (a contemporary of
Hildegarde. also in religious life, and a frequent correspondent with her), and Christiana von Trond. The latter was in the
habit of uttering melodious and incomprehensible words from 'between her chest and her throat" when in a state of
religious ecstasy. The mystical Sufi sect within Mohammedanism als developed a highly complex synthetic language called
'Balaibalan,"

provided with an extensive set of grammatical and syntactical rules and a large lexicon. Bausani (1970) gives
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some examples of this language. The possibility cannot be ruled out that a made-up language of this type underlies the
Vovnich script, devised by an exceptional individual under the power of religious inspiration.

9.4.4 The Enocbian Language ofJobn Dee.
Deacon ( 1968) presents a clear and detailed description of the secret language which Dee and Kelley claimed to have
received as a revelation from the angels through the "scrying glass.' He also provides a highly interesting discussion of the
angelic conversations" carried out by Dee and Kelley during the early 1580's (Deacon 1968. pp. 138-156). Casaubon
1659) describes these conversations in great detail, in a work based on Dee's diaries and manuscripts, previously transcribed
by Elias Ashmole. The following account is drawn from these two sources. I strongly urge any interested reader to obtain
access toCasaubon's work and read it in full (there is a copy in the Fabyan Collection. Library of Congress). It is a fascinating
and remarkable account, and the present brief summary can by no means do it justice.
As we have seen above (Sections 8.4.4 and 8.9). John Dee was never able to perceive the visions in his crystal or hear the
angels' voices. For these offices he relied entirely on Kelley, who was evidently a highly unstable and unscrupulous
personality. How much of what went on in the amazing "seances" reported in the diaries was invented by Kelley in order to
make himself indispensible to Dee or to gain a decisive influence over him. is a matter open to question. Deacon's view is that
Dee was using Kelley rather than the other way around, and that both were engaged in cryptographic and espionage missions
for the English Crown under cover of Dee's astrological and demonological activities. In any case. the manner in which the
spirit communications were received and recorded seems so complex and demanding as to be almost unbelievable. Kelley
evidently often became impatient with the effort involved, and Dee had to plead with him and importune him to get him to
continue; one gains the impression that Kelley was never nearly as interested in the angelic communications as was Dee. and
would much have preferred to focus his energies on the making of gold.
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During the seances i ianv of which took place during a visit to the court of the Polish Count Lasky in Cracow and at
Rudolph's court in Prague). Kellev sat before the crystal and reported what he saw and heard to Dee, who wrote it down.
occasionally putting questions to the spirits through Kellev Kellev often saw the angels themselves, and other persons and
beings as well. often moving through elaborate scenes and actions as on a stage (walking along a road. climbing mountains.
crossing streams. etc.). He describes their faces, gestures. manner. clothing, and activities in remarkably vivid detail.
(Casaubom's account pro%ides extensive information concerning the setting. preparations. apparatus. and method of operation
during these sessions, as well as a verbatim account of tht visions themselves. From p. 75 on. he reports the communication
of a set of cipher matrices or 'tables' to Dee and Kellev bs the angels. Kelley saw the matrix in the crystal with an angel
standing narbv, pointing to its squares with a wand: Kellev then read them off to Dee. who made a copy of the matrix for
their own later use. Many such "tables- were transmitted by the angels, the set called the 'Book of Enoch." for example.
comprised forty-nine tables, each having fortv-nine rows and fortv-nine columns Ultimatelv. at least twenty-six complete
books of tables and text were dictated to Dee and Kelley bv the spirits.
Along with the tables, the angels dictated long lists of socabularv words, each list followed bs' a passage of running text
that used the words, much like an every-day elementary language lesson. During this process. Dee often asked some
penetrating questions concerning affixes, structure, similarities he noted between words or parts of words. etc., he also asked
for and obtained repetitions of things he had not heard right or questioned for some reason. Casaubon gives page after page
recounting this ama/ing linguistic research. t or all the world like a series of sessions between a field linguist and his native
informants.
Deacon ( 19081 provides the following description of the wav running text was dictated. 'Each of the tables which Kellev
had in front of him (consisted of a large square subdivided into forts-nine by fortv-nine small squares. each containing a letter
of the Enochian alphabet. These letters were in apparently random order. Kelley would look into the crystal and see the
angel pointing to one these small squares in a replica of the table in the crystal and would call out say 4D (as in map
reading. Dee would find the square in his table and write down the relevant letter.... The result was a sentence in
Enochian written backwards. It is almost impossible to believe that this could be faked, especially when one remembers that
there were ninetv-cight tables to choose from for inemori/ing. if one was faking it.'' (pp. 150-151 ). In Casaubon's account.
individual words are clearly shown written backwards (with the last letter first), and the order of words in each sentence or
paragraph sent as a unit is also backwards, so that the last word sent is the first word of the passage as it is to be read. Figures
4 . 44. and IS show the alphabet and some examples of Enochian text; (it may be noted that certain letters that appear in
the text are not represented in the alphabet. a fact w'hich is nowhere explained in the sources).
Enochian. ac(ording to Deacon. is unique and different from ans other ( abalistic language or magical system, so it is hard
to see how it could have been plagiari/ed from ans other secret writings. Robert Hooke. a prominent seventeenth-centur'
scientist and a member of the Royal Societv. held the view that Enochian was essentially a cryptographic and espionage
device, like a code. Deacon claims that Eno'hian is a bona fide language, and can be learned with some difficultv from Dee's
unpublished manuscripts (e.g.. Libr: .Al wertoruni, Sloane is. 3,188. British Museum). and from Casaubon's book 11659).
The Rosicrucian Order of the Golden Dawn IEngland, 18' 5) adopted Enochian and emploved it in their rites. The reader
ma' verif for himself in the samples shown in figures 14 and -iS that words having a constant meaning are repeated with or
"CAUSG(A)". "the earth';
'and",
"(;HIS". "are"; and "I( HISGE". "are not'
without additions: ")D",
"CHRISTGOS". "let there be"; etc. Whatever its relevance to the Vovnich manuscript, this amazing account of research in
field linguistics among the deni.ens of the spirit world deserves a careful studs b;' modern psvcholinguists and historians.
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Chapter 10
Collateral Research: Early Herbals and Materia Medica
The history of herbals. botany, and materia medica is a major area of study which no student of the Vovnich manuscript
can afford to ignore. As we have seen in Sections 1.1. 1 and 3.,.2 above. many researchers have made vigorous attempts to
link the herbal and pharmaceutical drawings to those in other medieval and Renaissance medical works, with little success. A
number of good general works on early herbals are available to the student: Arber 195 1. Rohde (1922), and Singer
I192) cover the historv of early herbals in general. with a strong emphasis on Old English herbals; Biedermann (19721
provides a large collection of beautiful illustrations of early botanical, magical. and medical drawings as well as a general
treatment of these topics. Cockavne 11866) and Grattan 19521 cover the Anglo-Saxon herbals ver completely. and also
trace their history and sources. Excellent treatments of the history of medfikne ma- be found in Singer 11928. 1962). Taylor
f 1922). and Thorndike i116,1. while Thorndike ( lo2'i-,8) provides extensive detail om the work of individual phvsicians
among other scientists. Tiltman 11968. pp. I I - I i gives a brief but very useful sketch of the early historv of herbals and
botanical illustration in relation to the stud% of the Vovnich manuscript. The following surve, drav n from these sources.
while highly abbreviated. may serve to introduce the reader to the sublect and its literature.
The earliest beginnings of botanical drawing and description are to be found in Greece. as is trut of so much of Western
learning and philosophy. Aristotle was said to have written a treatise on plants, this work was apparently lost at a relativels
earls date. and was not among the works of Greek learning preserved bv the Mohiammedans and transmitted to medieval
scholars through them. Aristotle's pupil Theophrastus of Eresus. however. produced a work which served as a source for the
Greek rhizotomists ("root-diggers". frequently ignorant and superstitious gatherers of medicinal plants who were the
pharmacists. physicians. and medical suppliers of their davy. In the first century B.C.. a highly talented and unusually
learned member of this class of rhizotomists named Crateuas compiled an herbal containing the first known set of plant
drawings. Crateuas ( 132-63 B.C.) was physician to Mithridates VI Eupator. King of Pontus in Asia Minor. His herbal was
illustrated with pictures apparently drawn with great (are and artistry from lite. each aompanied by a brief description of
the meditinal effects and uses of the plant.
While no manuscripts of (rateuas work have survived. a revsmon or extract of it has been preserved, with some of the
original drawings, in the ,llateria Meh'dica Libri Quinque of Diostorides Ana/arbeus. a physician attached to the Roman
Army in Asia during the first century A.D. (Dioscorides I 9519. 1)ioscorides' text and many of the drawings were
reproduced in a beautiful manuscript herbal presented in AD. 112 toluliana Anicia. daughter of a Roman Emperor; this
manuscript. called the Juliana Anicia (lodex. is preserved in Vienna. and a part uf a facsimile mas be seen. according to
Tiltman , 19 81. in the Garden Library of Dumbarton Oaks. Biedermann ( 1972) and Singer (1927. 1928) provide a
number of illustrations of these exquisite drawings. whose lifelike and artistic qualit are judged by experts to far exceed that
of many. if not most. subsequent herbals well into the Middle Ages. In spite of its early date, the Juliana Anicia Codex thus
constitutes a major high point in the historv' of early herbals. reached by few others for many centuries thereafter.
The first known herbal in which plants were described in alphabetical order was that of Pamphilius. compiled around
A D. 100. Manv early herbals also emplosed an alternative arrangement dealing with plants in an order dictated by the body
part to which their medicinal effects pertained, usually starting at the head and finishing at the feet. Pliny the Elder. in his
.\aturalts Historia A.D. 771 compiled a massive encyclopedia comprising thirt-seven books covering all the natural sciences
of the das. This collection of magical and superstitious beliefs, Old Wives' tales, myths, and observations concerning birds.
beasts, plants. medicines, metals, minerals, and a host of other topics was greatly influential in the Middle Ages. An herbal
based on Dioscorides' long-lived work was compiled by Apuleius (or "Pseudo-Apuleius". as he is frequently called to
distinguish him from the author of The Golden Ass) about A.D. 400. This work. The Herbarium of Apuleius Platonicus.
became one of the most widely known and copied of the early herbals, it survived in some fi)rm into the late Middle Ages
and Renaissance, and was among the first illustrated printed herbals.
Aside from the above-mentioned ''high-spots" and a few other influential works, there was little original research on
plants, and almost no attempt to study or draw plant life from nature, or to make any objective, empirical trial of medicinal
effects after the fashion of the modern scientist. The Greek herbals and their Latin translations were copied over and over
again, their drawings becoming more and more debased and distorted in the process. The names of the plants. and the species
originally illustrated, were of course those of the Mediterranean region or of Asia Minor; ancient and medieval herbalists
seem never to have realized or understood that very different plants grew in different places. The names, often drawn from
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dead or moribund ancient languages, and couched in ancient forms that were no longer understood, were carefully copied
along with the drawings.
The monks inEnglish and Continental monasteries did the best they could to match the garbled pictures of foreign plants
and their exotic names against the flora of their own monastery gardens and countryside. As a result of their efforts, long lists
of synonyms for plant names in various languages were compiled and attached to the herbals to serve as glossaries. One
cannot help wondering how many hapless patients lost their lives through the inevitable misidentification of poisonous plants
as medicinal species. Singer ( 1928, p. 185) sums up the state of affairs in his discussion of the Herbarium of Apuleius; with
the impatient hindsight of the modern scientist, he points to it as an instance of over a thousand years of slavish copying
applied to "afutile work with its unrecognizable figures and its incomprehensible vocabulary".
The Latin and vernacular herbals of the West were thus, for the most part, simply translations or compilations of the
Greek works. A Latin translation of Dioscorides' herbal became the basis for many later medieval herbals. The Old English
herbals have been intensively studied by scholars, and are of particular interest because of the many primitive pagan survivals
they preserve, in more or less superficially Christianized form. The Leech Book of Bald (Royal 12D, British Museum), is
one of the earliest and most interesting of the Old English herbals. dating from the tenth century; it presents many examples
of pagan magical spells and practices. Another early herbal preserving pagan survivals is The Lacnunga. also dating from the
tenth century (Harleian 585, British Museum). A Saxon translation of the Herbarium of Apuleius extant in many copies.
and another Saxon translation of a work of the Salernitan medical tradition in Italy, called Peri Didaxeon. both dating from
the eleventh century, were also highly influential among early English herbals; see Grattan and Singer (1952). Cockayne
1866), and Storms (1948), and see also the brief discussion in Section 9)A. 2 of pagan charms from the earliest herbals.
Singer (1928) traces the history of botanical illustration in some detail. During the Middle Ages, a relatively small
number of schools or traditions of plant illustration came into existence. Most of the drawings were highly stylized and
diagrammatic, produced with little or no thought of observing nature at first hand or even of revising details from personal
knowledge which must often have contradicted what the compiler saw in the sources he was copying. A few notable
exceptions provide some relief from the stereotyped rigidity of most plant drawings in medieval herbals. A Latin manuscript
from Bury St. Edmunds in the twelfth century included some naturalistic drawings among a majority of traditional copies.
The compiler apparently did his best to identify the ancient and garbled figures of foreign plants in his sources with the
plants in his garden; where he succeeded, he attached the local plant name to a copied drawing. Where he could find no
match for an English plant among the drawings. he made a new one to fill the gap. The st'ization of plant drawings reached
an extreme in the thirteenth century. according to Singer. when thev deteriorated into geometrical forms rigidly enclosed
within a gold frame. Albertus Magnus (A.D. 1206-1280,1 included in his encyclopedic works a section called "On Plants".
compiled from a Pseudo-Aristotelian work, and Albertus is credited with some first-hand observation of the natural objects
with which he dealt.
In preparing herbal as well as other manuscripts. it was the practice of the medieval scribe or copyist to leave a space in the
text of each paragraph for a drawing, usually of a shape and size matching the corresponding picture in the source he was
copying. The illuminator then supplied the pictures. if the patron or owner of the manuscript had the money to afford them.
Singer ascribes a major -advantage" (from our modern point of view) to the illuminator over the scribe, in that the former
was relatively unlearned, and thus freer from the stifling rigidities of tradition binding the scribe to the past. For this reason,
Singer judges the figures in some medieval herbals to be in advance of the text in naturalism and accuracy, and sees in them a
fresher and livelier spirit. The illuminators made some attempt to show local plants rather than copying the meaningless
exotic originals in the ancient sources. In some cases, the holes left by the scribe were never filled (presumably because the
owner ran out of money before he could hire the services of an illuminator); sometimes they were filled much later with
pictures of a different size or shape that did not fit into the spaces very well. It is interesting to contrast this common medieval
practice, whereby a scribe left spaces to be filled later and separatek by an illuminator, with the integral composition of
drawings and text in the Voynich manuscript.
After the low point reached during the thirteenth century. herbal illustration increased in naturalism and beauty
throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries (at least as judged by the modern observerI. Some late medieval herbals
are remarkable for the life.like and artistic quality of their illustrations; reproduced by Singer (I 928) are several examples in
which insects (a dragonfly. beetles, caterpillars. etc.) are shown sitting on the plants. all represented in a style almost
indistinguishable to the casual eye from a good modern drawing. Among the better illustrations are the beautiful woodcuts
(made by Hans Weiditz) in Otto Brunfels" Herbarium Vitae Eicones, compiled in 1530. The text, unfortunately, is far
below the standard set by the pictures; copied from the durable herbal of Dioscorides. it describes mediterranean plants
completely inconsistent with the local plants in the drawings, from the Rhine region in Germany. A widely copied work
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produced in 1542 by Leonhard Fuchs (A.D. 1501-1566) called De Historia Stirpium presents a set of relatively accurate
plant identifications and an outstanding series of woodcuts by Albrecht Meyer based on a study of nature. The first trulh
modern herbal is judged by Singer to be that of William Turner in 1551; it is described as the first scientific work on plants
in our modern sense. Rembert Dodoens of Holland also produced a fine herbal in 1554; the famous Herbal/ of John Gerard
( 1633) was based on Dodoens work. but employed for its illustrations a magnificent set of 1800 woodcuts made in Europe
in 1590.
As Tiltman and other students of the Vovnich manuscript have noted. they have had little success in relating its plant
drawings to any of the limited traditions of plant illustration touched upon above, or indeed to any other herbal drawing or
manuscript. There is a very general similarit of feeling or design in some Voynich manuscript drawings and a scattering of
pictures in this herbal or that one. There is also a superficial similarity of style between some Vovnich manuscript drawings
and some of the very debased, distorted products of successive recops'ing in early herbals (although the stylization of the
Voynich manuscript plants may well be deliberate rather than a result of degradation through copying; we have in any case
been notably unsuccessful in discovering any source from which such copies might have come). There is nothing in these
comparisons to convince any student that he has found a counterpart or original for a Vovnich manuscript drawing in any
other herbal manuscript. There is always a possibility, of course, that some manuscript or earls' printed work with drawings
closely akin to those in the Vovnich manuscript may yet be turned up by some diligent researcher. The alchemical drawings
shown in figure 36 seem, at least to my eve, considerably closer in style and feeling to the plant drawings of the Vovnich
manuscript than most, if not all, of the herbal illustrations I have seen in my own admittedly limited search for parallels. It is
my feeling that we should certainly include alchemy works in our investigations, even though they might not be expected to
deal with plants as such. but rather as symbols for alchemical entities (the sun, moon. metals, chemicals. etc.).
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Chapter 11
Concluding Remarks: Some Suggestions for Further Research
In closing this monograph on the Vovnich manuscript. I would like to suggest some lines along which future work on the
problem might profitablh be directed. These suggestions include efforts aimed at gathering more data to resolve some of the
many unknowns in the problem; and efforts designed to achieve a more rigorous. complete. and scientific analysis of the data
we now have.

I 1.1 Paleographicand Other Scientific Studies of the Manuscript
In m% opinion. it is of primary importance that the inks. pigments, and vellum of the manuscript be tested and examined
scientifically and compared to those of other manuscripts by paleographers and art historians; and that the pages of the
manuscript be studied under special lighting and otherwise treated to bring up traces of erased, faded, or illegible writing. As
far as I have been able to discover, no such research has ever been carried out. Further. there are no current plans on the part
of the present owner of the manuscript (the Beinecke Library at Yale) to make any such studies in the near future.
Nevertheless. only studies such as these can offer any hope of satisfactory answers to mans of our questions. They could turn
up crucial new information that might completely alter the complexion of the problem. I hope that some present or future
student s'ill be able to arouse interest in a scientific physical studs, of the manuscript, obtain funding for it. and set the
necessary wheels in motiin to accomplish the research and make its results known to other students. If any reader of this
monograph knows of any such scientific studies already carried out on the manuscript. I hope he will inform me of them.

11.2 Uncovering More of the Manuscript'sHistory
As we saw in Chapters I and 2. Wilfrid M. Vovnich succeeded in ferreting out a considerable quantity of useful and
interesting information about the history and previous ownership of the manuscript. In his historical sketch (Vovnich 1921).
he indicated many promising leads for others to pursue. Every known or suspected owner of the manuscript should be
researched in depth; renewed attempts should be made to locate correspondence, libraries, and other collections of papers
pertaining to or belonging to these people. and to track down ans references to the manuscript and attempt; to decipher it.
Someone should certainly try to locate the Villa Mondragone or other places where papers and manuscripts once stored there
might now be preserved, in the hope of finding additional records relating to the manuscript (for example. notes made by
Athanasius Kircher or by the unknown previous owner who wrote to Kircher about the manuscript). The archives of
Rudolph's Court at Prague should also be a promising source of correspondence or notes concerning the manuscript.
Background sleuthing of this nature is certain to provide us with at least a few nem nuggets of information that could
transform the problem or. at least, reduce the discouraging number of unknowns that no, confront us.

11. 3 CollateralResearch
While all the most obvious sources have apparently been examined, as well as some more obscure ones, in search of
possible parallels to the Voynich text and drawings, it still seems worthwhile to keep up the hunt among less well-known and
less accessible sources. I believe that alchemy writings, in particular. deserve closer attention, since they may not have been so
thoroughly studied by Vovnich manuscript researchers as have herbal, medical, and astrological sources. More attention to
early cryptographic writings (if the fourteenth through the sixteenth centuries might also richly repay our efforts. In fact, a
determined. thorough. and painstaking attempt to search through manuscript collections and earls printed books on almost
any of the topics sketched in Chapters 8 and 9 of this monograph could still turn up a new and illuminating bit of evidence
for a student specifically searching for a parallel to the Voynich manuscript. It seems to me highly unlikely that the Vovnich
manuscript scribe)s) and illuminator(s) never wrote or drew any other work in their lives; there is always a hope of finding
somewhere a drawing of similar style that might give us a clue to their identity or place of origin, or another scrap of text in
the Voynich script among someone's papers.
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11.4 A Comprehiensive Machine File of the Text
In Chapter 6,we saw that several abortive attempts were made to carry out computer studies of the entire corpus of
Vovnich text. Out of the approximately 250,000 characters of text in the manuscript, most students have studied only small
samples ranging from 5000 to 25.000 characters in length. Currier has probably dealt with the largest machine samples of
any student, and his transcription alphabet appears to be the most practical choice for machine processing. (i have discarded
my own transcription in favor of Currier's. in spite of the fact that I had already placed some 19.000 characters of text on
magnetic tape using my own alphabet before I came upon detailed descriptions of his research.) Father Petersen's
concordance of the entire manuscript, made by hand, is preserved in the Friedman Collection at the Marshall Library in
Lexington. Virginia, where it is not easily accessible to most students.
It would be of great value, in my opinion, to have a complete machine file of the corpus. in Currier's transcription, and
including identification of hand,- "language," and the apparent subject matter (herbal, pharmaceutical. astrological. etc.)
as well as any other property which students have found to be statistically significant. This file could be used as a basis for a
wide variety of studies, to help in forming and testing hypotheses concerning the text, and exploring further the impoitant
"hand" and "language" phenomena discovered by Currier as well as other matters. Smaller, carefully selected samples could
be formed from the entire corpus for any specific purpose.

11.5 Scientific Hypothesis Formation and Testing
Hypotheses about the nature of the text should be based on all the known phenomena. and on acareful study of the entire
corpus of text (not just one section or a few pages here and there). The hypotheses should also take into account and attempt
to explain all the phenomena clearly demonstrated by other researchers (Tiltman's 'beginning-middle-ending" structure
Currier's "languages" and "hands"; the repetitive patterning of 'words.- etc.). Finally. the hypotheses should be consistent
with, and bear some relation to. what is known of the nature, background. and history of the manuscript itself. In addition. I
think we should entertain not just one hypothesis. but a set of alternative theories that seem capable of explaining all or a
large part of the data. Having set up such a body of reasonable hypotheses, we should design 'experiments" based on
samples selectively drawn from the entire corpus (all made accessible to computer processing in one format and transcription.
as suggested above); samples such that we can attempt to confirm or disconfirm each of our theories in an orderly manner.
This research will, of necessity, also involve parallel studies of text in Latin. in certain other natural languages, or in synthetic
languages of various types.
In the absence of any cribs, parallel texts, or other breaks into the text via external or collateral data. our only hope of
success lies in an orderly and cooperative scientific approach to the entire body of text and all the other data we have. In this
way, perhaps we can some day achieve a solution whose satisfying completeness and appropriateness will do full justice to the
elegant enigma of the Vovnich manuscript.
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"THE MOST MYSTERIOUS MANUSCRIPT IN THE WORLD"
THE ROGER BACON CIPHER MANUSCRIPT

(BACON, ROGE R ?.) Cipher manuscript on vellum. Text written in a secret script,
apparently based on Roman minuscule characters, irregularly disposed on the pages.
102 leaves (of 116; lacks 14 leaves), including 7 double-folio folding leaves; 3 triple
folio folding leaves; and one quadruple folio folding leaf. With added signature marks
(of the XVth or XVIth century), and foliation (of the XVIth or XVIIth century)
1-11, 13-58, 65-73, 75-90, 93-96, 99-108, 111-116. With about 400 drawings of botanical subjects, including many of full-page size; 33 drawings of astrological or
astronomical subjects, plus about 350 single star-figures; and 42 (biological?) drawings, most of which include human figures. The drawings colored in several shades
of green, brown, light yellow, blue, and dark red. Large 8vo (c. 230 x c. 16 0 mm.) Old
limp vellum covers (now detached). From the libraries of John Dee (?), the Emperor
Rudolph II (reigned 1576-1611); Jacobus Horcicky (Sinapius) de Tepenecz; Joannes
Marcus Marci of Cronland (1666); Athanasius Kircher, S. J.; and Wilfrid M. Voynich.
Accompanied by an Autograph Letter signed by Joannes Marcus, presenting the book
to Athanasius Kircher.
No place or date, (XVth century, or earlier?).

An enigmatic mediaeval manuscript, which for over forty years has baffled the scholars and cryptographers who have attempted to wrest its secrets from it. It has been termed by Professor John
M. Manly, who made a detailed study of it, "the most mysterious manuscript in the world."

Fig. I.-Entry for the Voynich Manuscript from H. P. Kraus Catalog
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RI'VEREND ANI) D)ISTIN(;'ISHI-D SIR,
FATHER IN CHRIST:
This book. bequeathed to me bv an intinate friend. I destined for
you. my very dear Athanasius. is soon as it faine into nV posession.
tor I was convinted it tould be read bh no one except %ourself.
The former
ner of this book once asked your opinion bN letter.
(opving and sendinc'&:
tou a portion of thr book from %hit h he believed
%ou Aould be able to read the remainder. but he at that time refused
to send the book itself, To its deciphering he devoted unflagging toil.
as is apparent trom attempts If his N0hit0 I send you herewkith, and he
relinquished hope onh %ith his life But his toil w as in a.in, for such
Sphinxes as these obey no one but their master. Kircher. Ac(ept no%%
thiis token, suth as it is and long overdue thouchIt be. of i affeton
tor iou. and burst throuCh its bars. it there are ainy. with %our wonted
NU(kesv
)r. Raphael. itrn r i the Boheinan languagec to Ferdinand Ill.
then King of liohcim
told toe the said book had belonged to the
Emnperor Rudolph and that he presented the bearer v%
ho brought hi i
the book 6(M) du(ats. fie believed tie author Aas Roger Bacon. Oie
Englishman (On this point I suspend judgement. it is your place to
define for us what wie we should take therein. to(iIiost taor and
kindiiess I unreservedls tommit ytivself
and remain
At the onmand oft our Reverenc.
JoANNES MAR( VS MAR( I.
of ( ronland

PRAG,{'l. 1'9th August, 1601'
(6.'

.-

0.,

FiR. 3-Translation of Letter
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Fig. 4.-List of Folio Numbers and Apparent Subject Matter
(Foliation of Petersen Photocopy)
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4 cones
from corners

4 paragraphs

5 frothy
rings

4 human
figures

_

_.

Outermost
I paaraphs

7 words

I 2 paragraphs
12 phrases

8 phrases

9 waves

________

9 radial
words
___________

Fig. 12.--Groupings of Elements in Astronomical and Cosmological Folios
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Folio
75r
75v
76v
77r
77v
78r
78v
79r
79v
80r
80v
81r

81v
82r
82v
83r
83v
84 r
84 v
total

All
Figures
14
29
5
4
7
15
9
7
4
16
12
13
16
15
7
5
4
33
15
230

Female
14
29
4
3
7
15
9
7
4
15
12
13
16
15
7
5
4
33
15
227

Male
1?
1?
1?
3?

Subgroupings
2 tubs: top, 8 bottom 6
2 tubs: top 10, bottom 19
scattered
scattered
scattered
2 pools: top 7,bottom 8
one big tub with 7 "windows"
scattered
scattered; 5 animals also
3 rows: 10, 4, 2
scattered
2 tubs: top 7.bottom 6
one big tub
4 ycattered; 11 in large pool
scattered
scattered
scattered
3 tubs: 12. 10. 11
f 2 tubs: top 7.bottom 8

I

j

' t..
~~..

Fig. 13.-Groupings of Elements in Human Figure Folios
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E.

_________

Dual

Single

IOD

IAH
EL

Intellectual
World

ANIMA
MLUNDI

ANG ELUTS
ANIMA

Celestial
World

SOL

SOL
LUNA

Elemental

LAPIS

TERRA

MOBILIA
FIXA
COMM UNIA
SIMPLICIA

AQ IA

COMPOSITA

____________

World

PHILOSOPHORIIM

The Minor
World
(Man)
Infernal
World

0

Ternary

PATER
SADAI FILIIIS
SPIRITUTS SANCTUS
INNOCENTES
MARTYRES

Archetvpical
World

CON FESSO RES

DECOMPOSITA

_______

COR

COR
CEREBRUM

LUCIFER

BEEMOTH
LEVIATHAN

CIAPUT
PECTI)S
VENTER
MALEFICI
APOSTATAF
INFIDELES

Fig. 14.-Some Medievat Tables of Correspondences: Ones, Twos, Threes
(itekted and adapted from Agrippa 1970. pp 16 1ffi
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ftlia Or
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Fi.I5DeaI

fd~o

-olio

folio

-foli

ro

hracuiaOad"ua
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Figre Folios

v~

Digit

I

century

I5th
century

14eb
century

16h
century

77

2

1,

Similar
Voynich

____

,

,

,

33

(rare)

6

"-"V-"

(F

a

6--

q'

(to.

_

_

4

Fig. 16.-Cmparinme of Voynidh Symbols sad Early Arabic Numerals
(Numn at forms redran fromHill 10I 5)
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0

Voynich

Similar Latin Abbreviationoonc
symbol

*symbol

C_ C
C
C-'
C-0 C-all.

um o
c. r
co. quo

Similar Latn Abbrezation

-ur, -cur. -Cer
re
72r

cus

CY,

Ar

Z

~

isU

L

or

~~cun.
con. cum. quon

~)

'~cre. cer. car. cere

4)

est
IC

qu

i

U -is. -s-

AP-d-nt
?

17d 'Jt

j'

ter. in-, am-

(super-

-rum. -mbrus

-r
-turn, -mum, -mum

y2.C

termi

Cc*

rc

4?cer

script)

T
prae

tg---tis. -turn, cis

Ciusf

foris, folio

-etarn. -emtFa

'

0

ii

9q

~Fig.

con. cumn. corn

-mbrus

-us. --os. -is, -5

propter

1.-Comparison of Voynich Symbols with Latn Abbreviations
fLann abbirevistuo aapted from Cappuil, VW4)
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IsA
k"

a

o

Two Elements
Initial
Symbol

Final
Symbol

Three Elements
Added
Symbol

Compound

c-

c

Larger
Compounds

Compound

c

oIf

,

7

Ar

IfI
o ro

___

C.

____

____ __

- __

__

_ _ _-_

_

__,_

__

-r9

7

4.

Misce,,aneouso, mpoud Forms:

"c '

i

D.#,'

,4'

'44.

*

G
Fig. (r16.-Some CCompound and Ligatured
Forms
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p.

D

1'H
G

H~

4

"

0

0

F

i
8 4k

4

+

p"

Currer

Kirscher

Second
Study
Group

Study
First
Group

Tulhman

ar

9

D

8

C o
|E

AI

2
B
P

S

8
0f

2

~

R

A

L

it
C

T

?
i

S

E

10

C

C

st
line

iG

Para

r)
"art
|

E
G
D

4
E
T

4.

Q

S

K

G
L

I.

T

N
0

C

S
JY

1
'"bU

tR

T2

3

w
x

T

line

TU

e

ends0
space

HZ

FZ

D

HZ

N

end

33

Cr)

-

DZ

Y
0line

T

r

line end

end

pars
e

Fig. 19.-Transcription Alphabets of Several Researchers
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I
,T-mz-.

7

8

09

space

F.

D

o

W t

R

DZ

S

EV

Sstart

L

C

Z

8
R

B

F

F

lie
M

CIL

+

BV

V

@

0

8
2

A

C~TG

sg
u
'X
E
%

.

T c7t

fit

G
4

0

Dimpeno

lne
sar

line
Par
end

1

'

Symbols
and Variant Forms of Voynich
FiM. 2O.--me Embellished

0

1
ot98.

+

+ 4y v

c

-eaot(

t erVp

Folio I 16v (Ptersen's transcription)

Folio 66r

Folio 85/86v 3

..€....

t,
Wv

'

Folio 66v

,

Folio 7r (Petersen)

Fig. 21.-Details Showing Fragments of Writing in Extraneous Scfripts

r.o

-;.

-

r

=,q

Folio
8V

Marking
p w

Interpretation
first (primus)

16v

second

24v

third

32v

fourth

40v

48v
56v

66v

7 Pfifth

c 9si
A
~

$eighth

67rl

xth
seventh
ninth

0Qt

70v1
2

tenth
eleventh

7 v1

83r2
84 v

thirteenth
it4fourteenth

85/86v3

fifteenth

90V 1

sixteenth

?

A9

96v

seventeenth
eighteenth
nineteenth

102v1I
103r

~.Qtwentieth

Fig. 22.-Folio Gatherings
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F7

-O

Vv

A

Key Sentences, Folio I16v (Photocopy)

nitir

pkK

~*

& +
#1t4f

w~~J~.cu uurp

pr

+

?v
0 ra 0

-d-a

toim 3arnidc'o

Petersen's Hand Transcript

"'"

d i,.
ri

noR'x ,.
yAISA

O~~?C~

so "a;M

iLar.,

J4

0ih
.

Brumbaugh's Reading (Brumbaugh 1975)

oIIJ.,es

W%
Ch1 40
Sao

+t- hccr cerc

wulfos

s

tkAIsiarh

jjlf

pwtIs

Mik

Newbold's First Reading (Newbold 1928, p. 73)

SsI)

~

I "ar
-fo

~~~oC
o<( c

A

o,,la6

uich;ilo

-,,,o+(..

X
o.vl

1t 4,,t.vFx

,&.lt',,

s..I,

cerc-

C 'tjecr

n

so

..

Iim

,+

8 4,f

i1l'

ifrtcA

ric'+

m;l o

4

Newbold's Second Reading (Newbold 1928.
p. 108)
Fig. 23.-Some Different Readings of Folio 116v
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............................................................
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-

]
III

CS

,~tYCTaf

A~'

A

%

01

Folio 69r

x*

--

2T

A
0 scrcct',

yetCO~~i

'4 r, a'.

IA
e'CC,.

4f

0

~r

c~or-

.

t.

Li~~4

Cyuec.lil

Folio 76v

Folio 49v

Folio 66r

Fig. 24.-KeyLAike Sequnces
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*

7

I CO.,-Ct~CO.

"*Ovary" Labels (Folio 780)

F

I N

E MM

N

I

F

0

E MMI

N

Upper Tube Label

9

e~
9o61?CA

1

S T

S N

F

UNDU

Istis nfunduntur"

NTR

Lower Tube Label
I
I

M

M C

SN

I

Immiscunur- or "Imcistinantur"

NTR

"Sack" Labels

F

1 N

0

E ST

ST N

U

UT

"Festo in(i)stio

T NTR

utuntur

C

o

"Festivi sunt"

S N

F E S T

A

L

C

M
m

D

N(UNT)

4Y

E

O(FVB)

If

UST

j

WE

UM

DER

V1

TINC

ER.RE.E

F9

UND

F(BVO)

P

'if

PER

UNDR

G. H

R

Cx

RUM

PERM

H. G

S

i~

HUM

EM.ME

ME

MER

-M

-N

IT

rf

ND

NE

EX

lid)

Fig. 25.-Feely's Initial "Clews" and Cipher Alphabet

*

Feely 1943. pp. 11, 34-35)
(Adapted fromn
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'&;

7-

C

0

rr__

__

1

2

3

4

S

6

7

8

9

A
J

B
K
R

C
L

D
M
S
(X)

E
N

F
0
T

G
P

H

I

v

W

Q
U

X

US
Z

Y

Deciphering Matrix
(Voynich symbois in upper rows reconstructed by the writer from Brumbaugh s text)

Plain:

B

C

D

E

F G

H

I

JK

Cipher:

1i 2

3

4

5

6

8

9

1

Plain:

R

S T

U

V W

X

Y

Z US

Cipher:

2

4

3

5

JA

6

8

1

7

E (P) P E RQ(LT)
0 C'
59

pAP()RC US

PACLUS

2

From

: 0 Q US

P

M

N O

3 4

5

6

ARABYCC

7 99

Enciphering Alphabet

P

L

P

Q

7

8

S

Key" Sequence. Folio 116v

A P (A) (V) A Y J S

V L C E R

6:? 0A
P A L E (V)

IUS

PJ PERH ELAC

V R E WV)A

A

P A S P A

,

GALE R

Y
Decipherments of Plant Labels on Folio I OOr
Fig 26.-Brumbaugh's Results
(Brumbaugh q74)

(Question marks and letters in parentheses indicate places where there is some doubt as to interpretation
of the characters by Brumbaugh. Vovnich characters are as seen and transcribed by the writer)
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104

-A

Roots

0- It

Suffixes

04--4\\

0\

(.c

-

7

C-

Fig. 27.-Tiltman's Division of Common Words into "Roots" and "Suffixes"
(Tithman wl) 1

10.

Voynich
Symbol

Currier
Language A
(Herbal)

4

290
2249
884
1231
205
663
531
1315
415
516
75
595
21
165
42
86
7
900
769
16

0
9
it

Cit
If

66
r-

Currier
Language B
(Herbal)

Krischer
(fo. 103-116)

257
1373
1250
1529
151
496
495
752
289
376
108
801
63
51
12
100
9
1085
1390
8

233
729
406
464
41
250
201
376
93
187
47
267
6
13
7
15
2
546
730
2

D'Imperio
(Herbal,
Astronom.)
368
3389
1333
1893
425
(all) 1005
(all) 971
1373
557
734
154
865
53
266
49
106
29
1470
1094
L
216

gx

4

1

0

Nit

ee)

1
0
22
8
3
38
82
455

0
0
45
24
2
3
73
286

0
0
35
11
1
4
38
153

110

18

22

0

C*

lt
/t

78
6

99
5

23
1

1

0
13
5

0
7
5

0
1
11
2

11709

11168

ge'
,gg)
a)

____

Totals

I

e /

_

I

"

0

835
167
23
689
12
2

u
-o
T"

7

f

3
36

13

1

4896

18137

Fig. 28.-Monographic Frequency Counts of Some Students
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Hermetic (Festugiire 1944-54)
Aldebaran
Alchoraya
Caput Algol
Alhaiot
Aihabor
Algomeisa
Cor Leonis
Ala Corvi
Alchimech Alaazel
Alchimnech Abramneth
Benenays
Alfeca
Com &orpaorns
Vultur Cadens
Cauda Capricorna

Agrippa (1970)

Hermetic (Festugire 1944-54)

Caput Algol
Pleiades
Aldeboramn
Hircus
Canis Major
Canis Minor
Cor Leonis
Cauda Ursae
Ala Corvi
Spica
Alchamneth
Elpheya
Cot Scorpionis
Vultur Cadens
Cauda Capricorni

Fig. 29.-Nmuss of Fiftees Fixed Stars
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Acharnahar
Aldebaran
Hayok
Ascherhe Alpemaniya
Jed Algeuze
Rigel Algeuze
Sohel
Ascherhc Asschemnalija
Cor Leonis
Lion's Tail
Alramech
Alahzel
Centaur
Vultur Cadens
Mouth of Southern Fish

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28

Picatrix (Ritter and Plessner 1962)
Al-Saratin
AI-Butain
AJ-Turaija
AI.Dabaran
AI-Haq'a
AI-Han'a
Al-Dira
AI-Natra
AI.Tarf(a)
AI.Gabha
AI-Zubra
AI-Sarfa
AI-'auwa*
AI-Simak
AI-Gafr
AI-Zubana
AI.IkliI
AI-Qalb
AI-Saula
AI.Na'aaim
AI-Balda
Sa'd AI-Dabih
Sa'd Buta*
SPA AI-Su'ud
Sa'd AI-Abbija
AI-Farj AI-Muqaddam
AI-Farj AI-Mu'ahhar
AI-Risa'

Fig. 30.-Stations of the Moon
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Agrippa (1970)
Alnath
Ailothaim
Athorave
Aldebram
Aichatava
Aihanna
Aldimiach
Alnaza
Alcharph
Algebh
Azobra
Aizarpha
Alhavre
Azimeth
Algapha
Azubenc
Aichil
Al job
Achala
Abnahava
Abeda
Sadahacha
Sabadola
Chadezoad
Sadalabra
Pthagal Mocaden
Aihalgalmoad
Alchalh

Zodiac

Egypt

Ari1

Ais
____ __

2

Hermetic

Xont-Har

frL(.ao

Xont.Xre

)(v-rf/ir
K

I

__

Remen-Hare!

_____3

Gemini

2

Uaret

Cancer

2

ea

Le

Xar-Knum
Phu-Tet

______3

-_Coptic

0-640c,
__

_

A'

OV'r.im

__

)(OVTGt)Arf
_

E'/"dS

a 0 el L0

A*

f
047 #Lwa.r

3Te I

X ve
2

uCrf-I
d4~
~

It&

or,

Tom

AI

Virgo

Libra

Uste-Bikot

3

Aposot

7I~4r

1

Sobxos

rfoU*~
toiU)c6Ji

Tra-Xont

vt# &iqss

3

Xont-H-ar

41.-

AgAffrWTO

I

Spt-Xne

2

Sesme

Sagittarius

2'

Siesme

Capricorn

2

Srat

3

Si-Srat

I

Tra.Xu
Xu

Pisces

VIpo-E~S

2

Scorpio

Aquarius

r3

2

2
3

Tra-Biu

I

Biu

2

Xont-Har
Tpi.Biu

V -r #'I os
To U '

'

Z-A10M

46Il

~

r

i(rxej
9

30

-u
cV/S

vd'
uVIJ
1T('
('rAWL@

4oI

-p

Fig. 31.-Names of the Thirty-Six Decans
(Gundel 1916. pp.77ff
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e*- =-

u

Mk

t-. I

lo

2-O

M

I

-=J

A

A-6-

.~
I I JAO~4
A charm to cause any
spirit to appear in the
form of a serpent

T- ~
Square for use during
angelic invocation

Three Magic Squares from Abramelin
(hdwe, 1975)

J

-l

Fig. 32.-Some Magca SeasI and Tallismans
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A charm for divers
visions

Some of ohn Dee's Angel Names (Deacon 1968)

Spir

our
1970)

Aethyrs

Governors

Grest Angel

Day

Night

1. Lil

Occodon
Pascomb
Valgars

Sabsthiei
Madimiel

Yayn

Beron

lanor

Barol

2. Ain

3. Zorn

Semneiel

Nafnia

Thamni

Nogahel

Salca

Athir

Doagnis
Pascasna

Corabiel

qsdedali

Mathon

Dialiva

Lavanaei

Thamor

Ran.&

Zedekiel

Ourer

Namo

(Governors

Tamaic

Tafrac

of the
watchtowers"
cirles of
hiesen)
hae)Absi

NrnSfu
Nri
layon

Sfu

Samnapha
Virooli
Andispi
(etc.)
(90 in all)

(etc.)
(30 in all)

de Givry
(1971)

)

___________

Saturn
Jupiter
Mars
Sun
Venus
Mercury
Moon

Culerva
Natalon

Names of Planetary Spirits

Aratron
Bethor
Phaleg
Och
Hagith
Ophiel
Phuel

Aglo

Salamn

Abramelin (Mathers 1975)

Picatrix

4 Superior

(Ritter-Plessner

Spirits

~1962)

Asbil
Rufija'il
Rubija'iI
Ba'il
Bitail
Harqil
Saia'd

_____

Lucifer
Leviathan
aa
Belial

Fig. 33.-Some Demon and Angel Names

a Sub.
Princes
______

Astaroth
Magoth
Asmnodeus
Beeizebud
Oriens
Paimron
Ariton
Amaymon

U

0

-

ElE

.2

-2

(U

IU

I U. .

.aiI-

I

Sephiroth

Attributes of God

Kether
Hokhmah
Binah
Hesod
Gevurah
Rahimin
Netseh
Hod
Yesod
Malkuth

The Supreme
Wisdom
Intelligence
Love, Mercy
Power, Wrath
Compassion
Eternity
Majesty
Basis
Kingdom. Glory

Spheres
Primum Mobile
Ogdoad (Fixed Stars)
Saturn
Jupiter
Mars
Sol
Venus
Mercury
Luna
Elements

Fig. 3S.-Some RE-mots of Cabala
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e?

The Herb Lunaria
(Ashmole 1652, p. 348)

(Ashrnwk 1652. p.350)

Fig. W4- Two Mlcbemical Drawings
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~Fig. 37.-SacmotumEi
B

simu amiA~Mamusarip, Drawlag

Noaria Aristotelis. England. Thirteenth Century
0.loine" 1040l. p 11)

d •

c

ab

i r' I f

-?r1 1 " 7

I' r

h

f g

k

i

m

n

0

-'

r

p

s

t

w

v

q

u
v

z

i

k

Base Characters

Twelve Auxiliary Marks Added to the Foot of Base Symbol "A"

)

L

abound

forget (remember+ F)

about

(antonym)

~J

also

a
A forsake)
(A+
abandon

appertaine

-

(synonym)
Other Words

anger
"Characterall Words"
Thomas Bright's Characterie

A
b

a

>

A - +-

-"I
7

.

L

d

e

f

g

s

t

i

jg

v

w

h

/ %/.0,
- I e.- --

o

p

q(u)

r

be

bi

--5

u
m

kc.q I

0 -d z

x

v

7

n

>c
ch

6h

n

.nn
ba

u

/ )

(Duthie N0I)

r

bo

sh

bu

progressive

abound

rebellion

respect

.

abbreviated words

words in full
John Willis' Stenographic
ID~uthrie1910))

Fig. 38.-Early Shorthand Systems
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Pa ,m

_';

.$:

A

B C

D

E F

G

H

I

K

L

M

N

0

Q

P

R S

0rVENETI

Nomenclator:

PAPA
CARDINALIS

T

MONACHJS

A Cipher of Parma. 1379 (mie
B

C

E

D

F

G

H

I

2?

7L

L

r

re
Q

OP

M N

etc,
R

S

T

+3
f

+~

T

§Pope

~r~42f
6

Z

0

3

Nulls:

Y

i906. p 173)

X

+-

X

Vie

REX FRACIE
e(ANTONIUS PONTIS
MONS PESULANUS
FLORENTINI

A

U

H
quo

con

*.et

U

Cipher text

pro v

ide

aturperdompa

A BC

9

D

E FG

-' + 1. = I +

H I

)) 3

t ri..

p am d epa

A Venetian Cipher. 1411

(Sacco1947. p.5)

L MN

4
1

P Q

0

R S

+ -K

T

U XY'I

m~ tP

Nulls:

Doublets:

0-3
BB

Syllables:

Tr 4-

44 -W

-Jf 033

o1+ c5)
cc

b3

3
FF

DD

Ft

GG

5 *t~
LL

NN

fl3
RR

4v- go

DO
01)
QUO
QUUT
QUA
QUE
QUI
(This system also included a "nomenclator". or set of code words)
Code of U~rbino, 1440 (One of 72 similar codes)

(Sacco 1947. p.6)

Fig. 39.-Some Early Italian Cryptographic Systems
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Word Matrix or Chart: Column Designators

Word
Doig-•
nator

i, AF

.,BD

i1, DL

i111, CL

V. AC

VI, BA

vi
vij

AUDIO
AMO
ASPICIO
AGNOSCO
ALEXANDER
AMOR
APPETO

BONUM
BELLUM
BENEFICIO
BIS
BESTIA
BELLIGERO
BACULUS

CEDO
CONFERO
CONCLUD
COMMENDO
CONSIGNOI
CONDEMNO
COMMODO

DILIGO
DORMIO
DONO
COCEO
DOCTRINA
DOLUS
DOLOR

EXPELLO
EXPLICO
EXTOLLO
EXIMO
EMO
EMULO
EQUUS

FALLO
FALSUM
FALLACIO
FRAUS
FORSAN
FORLS
FORAMINA

etc.

etc.

etc.

etc.

etc.

etc.

etc.

i
i,
iii
iiij

Ending Codes
Nouns:

Case and Number
Singular

Gender
Plural
G
H
I
K
L
M

A
B
C
D
E
F

Nominative
Genitive
Dative
Accusative
Vocative
Ablative

Masculine
Feminine
Neuter

BB
cc
DD

Verbs:
Mood

Tense
T

Person
1 sg.

Indicative
Passive
Imperative/Optative
Subjunctive

N

Present

0
P
Q

Imperfect
Perfect
Pluperfect

T
V
X

Infinitive

R

Future

Z

2

sg.
3 sg.
I pl.
2
pl.
3 pl.

y

YY

Samples of Coded Text:

J= 4.

Pontifex

C.. Bn
semper

g

a

amavit

justitiam.

Z L. x o
AF'.-

A -.xv,1".l
V.n5.71 .CL. Vt1,Dk.1A.

Bona

faciunt

consilia

dominos

beatos

Fig. 40.-)akob Siivesters Code
(SdlVemr l526. fohm 24-31)
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"Inian chrctr to make
Saturn grant a wish.

SY Fr 1YtrFdyFYJ'aFXF_FE _ -2f
0 Lo
% lI S1 ll vIvIvlvIv 11,1111
Egyptian" characters "from Cleopatra", to protect one from a king.

A charm to chase away mice.

(

C ~

Charm to bring
lover.

VWa

_

x
IVA

An "Egyptian" prayer to Venus.

Charm to chase
Caway woves.
Some Charms from Picatrix

(Ritter and Plessr 1962)

ANAoRUEfA
INOT'oR DR1oMV SAKAO
.AMONI - ALMHI.
OHOPSoSCIES
Some Spells from the Keys of Solomon

T'A

ALLA. ""

5LIR A"-f
7LU

TALLW

(.&ILI.PrTUW

ALLA STI

ALLA

1

97.p. 108)

oA AHU)

ALLAR
TA

deGirv

66MiL.N

P'CNA6L

j1 WI LOU

VAHflE-ALIA/

ALLA

jAHLI

SU0NjiT(

KAHIR

Charm from a Seventeenth Century "Grimoire de ]aCabale" inthe Bibliothigue
de rArsenal.
(deGivrv, 1971. p 112)

iL
Fig. 4 I.-Some Magical Spells and Invocations
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o"

e

White Arsenic;
Jupiter; Tin

ed A

rsnic;

Alum

Copper Plate

White Arsenic

Potash

Quicklime

Mercurv; Vitriol

To Distill

Bismuth

Soapstone

Burned

Copper

Orpiment

Oleum Tartan
Sennerti

Regulus

Urine

Salt

Fig. 42.-Some Alchemy Symbols
(CGesimnn 1922)
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Month

To Prepare

b

p

c

d

q

r

e

S

Aigouz -God
Diveliz-Devil
Iminois- Man
lsparriz

-

f

g

t

h

x

u

k

i

v

Vaniz-Woman
Luzeica-Light
Crizia---Church

I

z

m

n

est

et

Grusimbuz--Cherry Tree
Muzimbuz- Nut Tree
Arrezen. -Archbishop

Spirit

pholianz

St. Hildegarde's Alphabet and Ignota Lingua
IMeister I W102.BausanI 1970)

b

a

h

q

c

d

m

I

r

s

e

t

John Dee's Enochian Alphabet ,Deaon

f

n

o

u

x

g

p

Ivs)

Fig. 43.-Two Mystical Religious Languages
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A

MICMA
GOHO
PIAD
ZIR
COMSELH
AZIEN

BlAB
OS LON DOH
NORZ
CHIS
OTHIL
GI GI PAH
UNDL
CHIS
TA PU IN
Q MOS PLEH
TELOCH
QUJIIN
TOLTORG
CHIS
I CHIS GE
(E)M
OVIEN
DST
BURGDA
OD
TORZUL
ILI
EOL
BALZARG
OD
HAALA

THILN OS
NETAAB
DLUGA
VOMZARG
LONSA
CAPMIALI
VORS
CLA

J

Behold,
Faith
your God
I am;
a circle
on whose hands
are
12 kingdoms:
six
are
the seats
of living breath.
the rest
are
as sharp sickles,
or the horns
of death;
wherein
creatures of the earth
are.
to are not (sic)
except
mine own (hand)
which
sleep
and
shall rise.
In the first
I made you
stewards
and
placed you
in seats 12
of government:
giving
unto any one of you
power
successively.
over
456

HOMIL
COCASB
FAFEN

IZIZOP
OD
MIINOAG
DIE
GNETAAB
VAUN
NANAEEL
PANPIR
MALPIRGI
CAUSG
PILD
NOAN
UNALAH
BALT
OD VOOAN
DO 01 AP
MAD
GOHOLOR
GOHUS
AMIRAN
MICMA
JEHUSOZ

CACACOM
OD DOOAIN
NOAR
MICAOLZ
A Al OM
CASARMG
GOHIA
ZODACAR
UNIGLAG
OD
IM UA MAR
PUGO
PLAPLI
ANANAEL
QAAN.

Fig. 44.- A Sample of Enochian Text
(Coaubaf 1659. p.94)
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the true ages
of time;
to the intent that.
from the highest vessels
and
the corners
of your governments.
you might work
my power.
pouring down
the fires of life
continuously
on the earth.
Thus
you are become
the skirts
of justice
and truth.
In the name
of the same, your God
lift up.
I say.
yourselves
Behold
His mercies
flourish
and name
is become
mighty
amongst us;
in whom
we say
move,
descend
and
apply yourselvesunto me
as unto
the partakers
of his secret wisdom
in your creation.

YARRY
ID

OIG()

To the providence

LNIBM

One season

of him that sitteth

OUCHO

let it confound

SYMP
OD

another

on the Holy Throne

()D
TORZIULP
IAODAF
GOHOL
CAUSGA
TABAORD
SAANIR
()D
CHRISTGOS
YRPOIL
TIOBL
BUSDIRTILB
NOALN
PAID
ORSBA
OD
DODRMNI
ZYLNA
EL ZAP TILB
PARM GI
PIMIP SAX
OD

and
rose up
in the beginning
saying
the earth.
let her be governed
by her parts:

CHRISTGOS
AGTOLTORN
MIRC

and
let there be
no creature
upon.

Q

or

TIOHL
LEL

within her

the same.

and

TON

All

let there be
division
in her
that the glorvy of
her
may be
always
drunken
and
vexed
in itself.
Her course
let it run
with the Heavens.
and

PAOMBD
DILZMO
ASPI AN
OD
CHRISTGOS
AGLTOLTORN
PARACH
A SYMP
CORDZIZ

her members
let them differ
in their qualities
and
let there be
no one creature
equal
with another.
The reasonable creature of the earth,
or man.
let them vex
and weed out
one another.

DODPAL
OD FIFALZ
LS MNAD

Fig. 45.-Another Sample of Enochian Text
(Uso lb09. p 2011
(The absenceofY ond j from the alphabetof fig 4~ isnmnexpained)
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INDEX
Nte;c The references in the index are in the formn of paragraph
numbters rather thin page numbers. The numbers separated bv
periods outside oif parentheses stand for paragraph numbers printed
in the text; numbers within parentheses indicate which subsequent
unnumbered paragraph oir paragraphs cointain the reference. For
example. the reference ' 3.3.44 -4. w"' means that the indexed
item was mentioned in the secomnd.
third, and fourth unnumbered
subparagraphs immediate)% after the printedl subheading
IA'
.4.

aund dlso in the sixth. The reference 5.1.2( 1
refers to the first
paragraph under subheading '5.1.2' ive. the paragraph that bear%
that printed number in the text. WXhile admittedlv this method tit
indexing places some additional burden on the reader. it %as
adopted is a metans iii substantialiv speeding publication iif this
monoigraph. It is ins sincere hope that the incomnvenience itcAsiuied
b% the paragraph references will be minor and will not detract froim
the usefulness of the index.

Abacus. 8.10)

iagical texts. SA4 I I ) medical tradition.
also Numerals. I hindu -Arabi(

Ahaclard. Peter. scholastic methiod of. '7,i
32)
Abracadabra. 9. i 2( i
Abramelin. magical ssstem Of. HA.4I . HA-.if 1-4. 8 (i111
Abbreviation oif words in Vuivnih cipher. 4A. 2(5. 15)
Abbreviations: Greek. 5.1I.2( 1 , 9. 111 ic(sealso (Greek shorthand)
ILatin. 4.20i). 5.2)2. .4-5 1. 1). 1(1--31. figs. 22. i39.40; similar
toi Vocnich svmbols. 1.1 212. 1
1. 1( 1). 9. 1i 2). 9. 1.1if2).

1().

See

Arabic language. 2 ;1,1
Arabic iirigin ot star narnes. 8. 1 21
Arabic siript. 3. 3.-b IlIl. 4.21 5-(il
Arbitrars' mtethiids in analysis iif Vitynicli text. 51 1 1
Arcltet iif Paracelsan edi s huvil 1. 3.5i i
Aries. Zodiac sign oif, 2.2.215 1. ;,.33t1)I. fig 10

fig. 17

'7.2)1-2j. ' it 0, 8). 1(2)
Arithimemit us nuimenclati r I ss'nthet language . 1) it
Ar Pncmcoeaui'a. 8. 1(I - I 1 1. S.61 I . 91 if 2. -1
Aristoitle.

2

Accounting matchines. 6i. 1 2- 1
Affixes. gramniatical : tin iics antd s'i(ivt laniguages. 1)2( -).
9.31 3-5); in the Viisnih text. 4i.4123., 9-10). 1.1.2) 1. 9.
17-18i. 0.6( 1-2. 51I.8. 1(111. fig. 27
Ages of man. 3.1. if(10).1.3.1(2-4. 61
Agriculture ASAtopic tif the Vutcnich text, . i 1.331
1. 1.5(1 IArt
Agrippa, Henry Cornelius. 3. 1. it I. 8.212 1. 9 2(1
Albertus Magnus. 2.112). 1.4) 11. 6 313). lo118)
Alcms'. 8.4 1(l1). 8.8( 1-)., Ki91 2. -i-5) I ciphers assimatted with.
5 .1(31. 0), 8.80)1.
i9.2( 1. 1;, drawings similar to Vosnich
mtanuscript drawings. I3. 1(8). '1.1-5) j i. 8.817-91. 10(111.
fig. 3i. possible topic (if Viis'nih manuscript..3.2 3(11. .JJ7.'i
714
j
8.1.
'star picture' ss'rnhols in. 3.Ai(41 . i?( it.
8 1I11 , studied bs' Roger Bacon. '7 2( J). '7.1131; ss'mbols used
9A1.2 1-;j,
in. 33 i l. ilIi ,1). 98811. 89)31. 1(11. 9(1i.
10(11
Il, fig 42. treatises on. attributed it) Roger Bacon. 1.3.5(01.
,i 1216o. 5 1, 1-21. 5 It Ii l. 7 if 1. 7 -13.9.1021
Alfimnso, the Wise. S8 I I I i
Algimeism. 8 101, 1. 11
Ahnaie.' it Ptl'tms .1321
Alphabet Loo, loan. 9 Its
SI-0 1. hig. 1 k. I ebrew. 5.li I ;. X.A.21 I .
8-i
21-, 1 ii I
Alphabets
insenited. 2 2 1 i.
'1211 1,
it.215-0(.
Ii11,
9 1 it1 2'. fig
0.
mnagicalsi
81)1. 8. 1.1(2). '71) lI i
transi riton. I1I31 'i.
i. 101.
t6 list.
6,.22-3).
(,A( 31.
is (, 2 1.it
I I ,science''
Altemps. ( Ardil. I Ii Itti
Arsuian plants. 2 it 21
AnAgramrnmulng. 4 1 2(15-6,
I. 1 .1)
5.1.2(l. 61. 6 (Si -4I.
8 7(1 1)92121
Analysis. MarkosuAn. 6 "1.11
Angel. guardian See Guaruhian angel
IAngelic cunverAtins'' if Dee and Kelley. ).34( I6f

*Aquarius.

1.315 (5),

Angels. 841 2(1. SA.132); names oif. 8.3(2. K81.2(2). s.6(11.
8.7(11.912 3). fig. 33
Anglo-Saxomn herbals. 1(1,1 71
Anglo-Saxon medical magic. 1. 3.403). u9.4-2(2- il. IM11.'7)
Animal figures: in medieval manuscripts, 1.2.3(4-5); in Vovnich
manuscript drawings. 1.2.107-8). 1.2.31(71. .3. .70 )I. figs. 8-I10
Apices. H. 10(2)
Apuleius Plationicus. Hferhartum of. 100.6-7)
ifI)Commrnaio
Zodiac sign if. 33.31
Arabic influence tin medieval cosmology: alchemy. 8.812); astrology
and astrosnomy. 8.3(2); commentaries tin Aristotle. 7.2(1-2);
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Am ,molorna. 4.4.2(6). 8.6(l1)
Arti ficial tnettuor%. Set:Arseii
nuia
Art iif memnir %SeeAr, rnernoaia
(it Raition Lull. 8.11 5-6i). () 213;I
Ashinule. Fhiia. 8 812. 41t. 8 9s16),i)1.4 4I
Askhan. Anthons. 2 2 2(41t. 2.1(5). S. i 21
Astral spirits. I3. 5161i
Astrmlugs'. i.3 'iit;. ; 17(1 1 54.13 6 1, - 2(1t. 83i I - i1. 8.91 i ,
ti nvieditic ie i. it 1. 8 5( 1i
symrbols used in. -1.1 ;1
9) 4I 1 ). 1. .21 ] -;I,
tretitses un. 1.2 it 1. -1P
Astriiniirn. 8 3( ( -i
Avicenna. utuedisal writings of. s 5111
Backhuiuse. William. 8.8i I)
Bacon. Francis. '7 if(3 .) 92C), 9 ;( 2,
Baton. Riiger. 2.2.21 11. ; 41i1 . 5 1(I 1. 6.3if;1. '7( I.1l~
9,111-21. alctheins treatises attributedl iii. 1 15(61i. 4l.4.2(1.
S.1(1- 2). 5SI 1111, '7. if ;1. 1 .1(31. iQ.1), astroluigy. wcorks
ot,. ' '63); attacks on fis cotmtporaries, 7.;(2). author Of'
Vutsnih manuscript. 2.1(1-1, (61. 221l1. 2.2.2111, 2.5(11.
511
5.2i5; tin cttncealed writing. .iA..2,. 5 1). ciuntributtons to science. 2.112). 5A1.2(1). ,'21J-.11,731(1-2. .1. 7i)
debunking tof his reputatiton. 5 1.2(71. '7 315) ''experimental
uif. '72(1. 7.3(if1- 2 1 t in Greek and Hfebrew grammar.
5.1(11. S.1I(11)
umprisuninents and persecutioun. 2.112).
5.1L2(11. 7.2(5). '7 1)4 1. interest ouf John D)ee in his wuirks.
2.1 ) 8 -),
2.2 1(31. 7.31 1); invention oh' gunpowder. ').2i21;
inventioun ift'relescoipe and miuroscope, 2,2.21 . 5.1.2( 3).
7.3F(
lost inemors' art. 8.1)0- 101, lost Scriptoom Prinu'porle.
7.2051. 7.3(61; medical doctrines. 2.2.114.
.31-6.
7 ;31).
7.4(3). 8.5(51; nut author of Vutynich manuscript. 2.2.21 .
2.4(t)). 5.1.2(0). 7..1 1-41; occult powers attributed to him.
2 liI). 2.2,1031. 7.4141; studs of alchems'v. 7.2031. 7,.1 31;
stud% ouf ciphers. 2. 1 2). 4.4.2(61. 5.1 11,. 9,.21-21; studc of'
languages, .1(11l. 7.213). 8 11,1 supposed references tuo. in
31.-1121. 5.4(21. 111). works in
Voinich manuscript. 2.2.11f
cipher. 2.10)1. 9.2H(11; works concerning. I'.1I)1,1. ,f.31. '7. 9(.
7.40)1 Seediso Bacon. Roger. works of
3161 5.2(1-21. 7.3(),)
Baton. Ruger, works of. 2.1(161.
Nau,.ra,,am. 5.2( 1), ' 210); DcePer.ipectipa. 5.211 );
De Retardarione Accdderititm Seviecatis,.3.3.515j). liptoola de
5
. unadi Pritesuate A.rnoi et Na:,rje 7 if)f.31;O .avMajovs. 7 1 11

Mmas. 7.2(5); Opais Tertium,
7.205). 73(l). 7.414); Opui A
7.2(0)
Balaibalan (mystical language of Sufi sect). 9,4.3(2)
Bales. Peter. shorthand system of. 9. 1 20I)
"'Barnacle goose," 3.3.1)(8)
Bases. grammatical. SeeStems, grammatical
Baths, therapeutic, 3.3.5(0). 8.5(4)
Beckt. Cave, synthetic language of, 6.6)5-6)
Bedell. Bishop. synthetic language of. 6.6)7)
Beginning- middle -end structure of Voynich text "words. 4.4) IM),
4.4.2(9, 17). 6.6)1-2), 8.1( 11). 9.2)7). 9.3)0). fig. 27
Beginnings of Voynich text "words." 4.4)10). 4.4.2(9, 17). See
also Beginning- middle-end structure of Voynichtext "words"
Beinecke Rare Book Library iYalt University). 1.2(8)L 3.3.6)2)
Bible texts. 3.2.3(4). 9.4.2(3)
Birds, figures of. 3.3.1)7), V..4) 10-I 1),8.8(6), 8 9)3)
Bohemia. 1.1(4), 2.1)12), 1311'6), W.905
Book of~soch )John Dee). 9 4 403)
Botanical illustrations. 6.6)8). 10)1-11 passim), copying and recopying of, 3.3.1)0). 1005. 11). from nature. 10)2. 5. 8. 10);
Greek. 10(2-3); medieval. 10)8-91
Botany, early history of, 10)5)
Box. cipher. 5.403-5. 7-8), 944)3-6)
Brachygraphie (shorthand system). 9.1 201)
Brachygraphy. See Shorthand
Bright. Thomas. shorthand system of. 9 1.10). fig. 38
Browne. Sir Thomas. 2.1)16). 8.9)6)
Brumbaugh. Robert S.. 2. 1(15). 2.2.1(3), 2.2.205). 2.3(4). 2.4)6).
3.3.1(2). 3,3.5(6). 3.3.6)2-3). 3.4)2). 4.1.201), 4.3)1. 5. 8).
5(l). 5.4(1-9), fig. 26
Brunfels. Otto. botansical woodcuts of. 10) 10)
Bruno. Giordano,. 81)6-7).1,8.2)*8.,3 (3),. b4(11I
Buildings. representations of, in Vovnich manuscript. 3.3.6)2)
Bull. figure of. 2.2.2)5). 3.3.3)0). fig. 10

Charms, SeeIncantations; Languages. magical; Spells
Chinese writing system. 4.1.3(l), 4.4.10n.). 4.4.2(3, 9). 6.7)2),
9.2(7)
Christ. 3.2.3(0-6)
Christian symbolism, 3.2.3)4-6), 3.3.4)9), 3.3.504). 8.8(3. 9)
Cicero, 8. 10, 3. 9)
Cipher, Baconian, 4.4.2(5). 9.2(4): substitution. 4.1.20I), 4.4(45). 4.4.2(5-6). 9.2(1, 31; transposition, 4.4)6). 4.4.2(5);
Trithemian. 4.4.2(5). 9.2)
Cipher discs, .8105). 9.2)3)
Ciphers, 4 4.2)1-2). 5.4(3), 9.2)3-4); ancient. 9.2(l ); medieval.
5.4(2). 8.10(4). 9.2(1), fig. 39; in Papa) correspondence.
9,3), fig. 39% studied by Roger Bacon. 2.1)2).
9.2),
4,4.2)6). 5.1(1). 9).2) 1-2)
Circle with three segments (symbolic map), 3.3.4(4. 6, 11).
336(2), 4.2)6)
Classes, philosophical. See Subject categories; Syncategoremata
Clement IV (Pope). 7.2(5)
'Clock face., 2.4(6). 3.3.6)3). 9.4.1)2)
Cloud-like forms: in alchemy drawings. 8.8)9); in drawings of St.
Hildegarde, 3.2.3)5); in Voynich manuscript. 3.3.1(4). 3.3.4)1.
10). 3.3-503-4)
Code books. 4.4.2(13. 18), 9).2)3)
Codes. 4.4.2(1-3. 13. 15, 17). 9.4.4)6); medieval and Renaissance. 4.1.2(l). 4.4.2018). 6.6)7). 9.2(3, 5, 7). 9.305), figs.
39-40. similar to early synthetic languages and memory systems.
6.6(5-7). 8.1(10. 9.3(3)
Color. 3 3.6(2L 6.1)4). Seeao Pigments
Columbus,.Christopher. 2.4)2)
Comet. 5.1.2(2)
Complexion, in Galenic medicine. 8.5)2)
Compound forms, in Voynich script. 3.2)4). 4.1(1). 4,1,311-4),
4.4(3. 10). 4.4.1(3), 5.2)) fig. 18
Computers. use of. 3.4(3). 4.1.3(4). 4.4(0). 6.1(8). 6.4(1-3).
6.7(1-4). 6.8(2). 6.9(1-3)
Concordance. 4.4(10. 16),.6.1)8), &.3(2)
Confeiui (Rosicrucian Manifesto), 8.9(2)
Constellations. 3.3.4(4). 8.3)2). 8.4.1)2)
Contraceptive prescription. 5.3(2)
Coptic names of decans, 8.3(3). fig. 31
Copy. Voynich manuscript as a. 2.2-20). 3.3.l10)
Copying of Voynich text by students, 3.3.3(2). 6.1(8). 6.3(11
Corpois Herwueti cair. 8.2
Corrections in Voynich text, 4.2))
Correspondences, tables of. 3.3.3(10). 3.3.40I), 8.5(5). 8.7)1).
Seealso Groupings of elements
Cosmology. medieval. 3.2.3(1). 3.3.3(10), 3.3-4(l), 8.5(5)
Costume, 2.3(4), 2.4)3. 6). 3.3.3(2), 8.11 (1), figs. 10. 37
Cover text. 2.2.l(8), 4.4 205-6, 16). 5.1.1(1)
Cracow, visit of Dee and K~elley to. 9.4.4(3)
Crateuas. herbal of, 10(2-3)
Crenellations, 3.3.3(2)
Cribbing.- 5.2(2-3. 5)
"Cribs." 3.2.3(2). 5.4(2), 5.4(3). 6.1)
Critical days. 3.3.3(2). 8.5(3)
Crosses. 3.3.4(9), 3.3.5(4)
Crowns. 3.3,3(2). 3.3.5 (1I). 8.11 ( I
CRT display. SeeCathode ray tube (CRT) display
Cryptanalytic approach to the Voynich manuscript. 4.1.3(4).
-4)-6.6f 1-7). 6.8(5)
4.4(1 )-4.4.2018), 5.3(2, 4).6,5)1
Cryptographic devices, early. 8.1(0). 8.7(1). 9.2(3). 9.4.4(6).
figs. 39-40
Cryptography, history of, 2.2.1(8), 9.2(1-7)
Crystal. for scryung, 8.4.4(1). 9.4.4(1-6)

8.3)2). 8.7)1-2);
Cabala. 3.3.4)1). 5.101), 51)).8.1),
influence on other niagical systems. 8.4.2(l). 8.4.3(1). 8.4.4(1).
8.9(2. 4). 9.4.4(6)
Calculus. 8.1)8). 9.3)2)
Camillo. Giulio, memory art of. 8.1(6)
Canistris Opecinus de,.3.2.3)1. 3-4)
"Cans 'in Voynich manuscript drawings. 3.3.3)2)
Capricorn. "oiac sign of. 3.3.3(1)
Capsicum. 2.4)2). 3.3.1(2)
Carter. Dr. Albert H. (cryptologic historian). 2.2.1(1). 2.2.205).
2.3(4). 3.1)2). 3.2.1)1. 3). 3.2.2)1-3)
Carton. Raoul. 5.-1.2)(3,.5)
Casaubon. Meric. 9.4.4)1. 5-6)
Cathartic. 8.5)3)
Cathedrals, decoration of medieval, 8.1(6)
Cathode ray tube (CRT) display. 3.4)3). 6.7)2)
Catholic church. 4.4.2)17). 5 1.2(0). 7.3(4). 7.4(2)
Catholic philosophers. 7.1(2)
Catholic University of America. 6.3(l)
Cell-like forms. 3.2.3(6). 3.3.4(. 7, 9-10). 3.3.6(2). 5.2(4
Cells, living, seen in Voynich manuscript drawings. 5.2)4)
Characteres. S..10(2)
Clsaracterie (shorthand system). 9.1 . I( I), fig. 38
Characters. Chinese (jet Chinese writing system); distorted. 9.263).
9.4.3)1); Egyptian. 3.2.3(2), 8.41(l). 9.4.1(1). fig. 41; He.
brew (see Alphabet. Hebrew; Hebrew characters), magical.
8.4. 1 I). H.6( I (jet also Alphabets. magical. Images.
magical)
Charles. Emile. 7.1(2)

4

*3.3.4(4).

j
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Currier. Prmsoii. 2.2.1(2),.1.30
0.1(2). 6.711-2). 6.8)1-2). 6 9(2t
Cvclamen. drawing resembling. 4-3
Ciech language. 2.3(0)

jDigestions,

*

4 4(g).

4.4 ) 1.

is).

Dummy text. 2.2.1(3. II). 4.4.2(0. 16). 9.2(4t. See ahio Lover
text
Eal3)gro. .17893
Egeiueo.3317.893
Earth Mother, Roman prayer to. 9.4.2)3)
Easton. Stuart C. (historian). 7. 1(2)
Eclipse, annular, 5.1.2(2)
Egyptian characters. SeeCharacters, Egyptian
Egyptian days" (in astrological medicine), i -3.3)
Egyptian sidereal gods, . .303)
Elements, philosophical, 3-.3.3()10). 3.3.403. 7). 9.3(3)
Elemsents, scenic, in place memory systems. 8.1(2)
Elixir of life. 2.2.1), 3.3.5(6). 3.4(2)
Embellished characters, 1.1)(2). 4.1.4)1-3), fig. 20
Encyclopedic works, medieval. 2.1(2), 3,2.3(7), 3.4)11
Ending sort. 4.4(9)
Endings. SeeAffixes, grammatical
England. as origin of VoYnich manuscript. 2.311-3)
English language. 2.3(2-3). 5.3(2-4)
Ensichian language. See Language. Enochian
Entropy. statistical measure of. 6.7)(3-4)
'Equations" seen ('v Brumbaugh. 4.315)
Erasures in Voynich text. 4.2(l)
Exell. A. W.. 4.1 21
"Experimental science- of Roger Bacon SeeBacon. Roger. "Experimental Science'' of
Extraneous scripts in Voynich text. See Scripts. extraneous, in
Vosnich text
F~abrication, Vovnich manuscript as a deliberate. 2 2.1 (11-8).
).45.4t 1.7
in Alchemy drawings. 8.8(9). fig 36 in Vusvnich manuscript
drawings. 3.3.1(7-8). 3-3-;15-7. 91. 3.3.4)2. 4. 12). 3 3.6().
fig. 9
Fallopian tubes. 5. 1.2)2)
Farna (Rosicrucian Manifesto). 8 9()12
Farnese family. 2.11141
Feely. Martin. 2 2 10). 2 11 . 4.1.1 21.) 5.2)1-5). 53it(I i
6 1)2). 6.2t11. 67(11., fig. 25
Fertility. ;.1 .5())
Fibser-like forms. 3VA411, 3.310)21
Fibonacci. Leonardo. 8.1013)
Ficino. Marsilio. 8.1)1-2)
Filler text Sre Dummy text
First matter. concept of. in alchemy. 8.8)01
First Voynich manuscript study group. 4.1.3)4). 6.2)1-3)
Fixed stars. 8.3f)2). fig 29)
Flame-like forms. ; 2.3WS). i.3.V(7)
Flemming. Or. G. M~j, 2,3(01
Flowers. 3.3.1H1. 9)
Foamn-like fsorms. 33417. 91I.8.1(5)
Folisigatherings. 4.2)). fig. 22
Foliu numbering. .12 0
Folios: astrological.
3(30. 3.3-212). 3.3.3)1-3). 6.3(21. 7 401.
8.3)1. 3); astronomical. 3.3.3)0-10), 3.3.40-13). 8.301. 3);
cosmological. 3.3.3(4). 3.3.4(1-13). 3.3.6)2), 83(l. 3),
featuring human figures (folios 75-84). 3.3.2(2). 3.3.5(1-6).
5.1.2(2). 7.4m3. 8.8(9); herbal (iee Folios, plant); mceeor
ological (ree Folios, cosmological). pharmaceutical,.13.3.1(2-3).
3.3.2)0-2). 3.3350). 5.4(1. 5). 10(l); plant. 3.3.1(1-101,
3.3.201). 3.3.350). 6.3(2). 6.6)8). 6.8(2). 8.8(8). 10).
star-paragraph (folios 101- 110). 3.3.7(1). See aiw Folios, dis.
cussion of individual
Folios, discussaion of individual: Ir. 1.1(2). 4.2(2). 4.3(2),
5.4(2). 2r. 3..)),3r,
3.3.1)91; 3v,.3A(4). Ir. 4 4 W).

Dalgariso. George, 6.64). 9.2)7), 9.3(3. 5)
da PisniA, Leonardo. 8.2)11)
Data processing by cmuters, 6-9)1-3Data reduction by computers. 6.9(l -31
Date of Voynich manuscript: thirteenth century. 2.101-2. 6).
222(2). 2.411); fourteenth century. 2.4f);
2.2.1(1. 5).
fifteenth century. 2.3)4). 2.4)2). 7.3()1 sixteenth century.
2.2.103). 2.2.2), 2.3(5). 2.4)3-7). 5332), 6.6). 7.3();
summary ofexpert opinion. 2.4(8). 8)l)
da Vinci, Leonardo. 2.405)
Day, .1 ;.(10)
Deca ns. 8 1)(7). 8.3)3 ). fig. ;I,
Dee. Arthur. 2.1(8),.8 1)6
Dee. David, supposed nanse of Roger B3acon. 2 1(9)
Dee. John. 4.2031. (,.2). 8,2t2). 8.4.4121, 9.901-5I. 9)2(31.
9.4,4Q) 6); Book of Euih. 94.4(11i, cosmmunication with
').4 4i1-61 Enochian
spirits. 94.4(1-61. diaries. 891 H)I.X.
language. 8.4 4)21. 1-A(1 -6). rigs .11-45, ' hieroglyphic
.9)(6-101t
manuscript in his possessioin. 2.1(8. 10,), 844.-))
interested in Roger Bacon. 2.1(8-9). 2.2.11 3. 7 1(1), Librt
Mlriormrn. i) 4t) ( Mo'slw Hieroghphica. 8.9() );Possibly
connected with Voynich manuscript. 2.1(8. I161.2.2.2(5). 2.3(3.
24(01. 3 35(0). 8.4.4t )1, spiritual magic oif. 8.4.4)11. 8.0( 1
8.9(4. 8); visitisto Europe. 2.1). 8.905)
De flisorid Surpium (Leonard Fuchs). 10 10)1;A
Dr Maricourt. Peter. 7.31 2)
0Faces:
De Marisco. Adam. 7.3)21)
de Medicii ( 'osimi'. 8,2( 11
Demons astral. 8 4. 1)(1). names sif. 8.3)(2). 8A()1). 8.4. it1).
8.6 11, 9).2) 1). fig. 33; planetary. 8. 4. 111
Descartes. Rene, 7 it())
Devanagari writing system. 9 4,1)(11
Diagrams, magical. See Images. magical
concept of. in Galenic medicine. 1.1.350(8.5(21
Digits. .SeeNumerAls
Dioscorides Analarbeus. herbal of. It)) 11.7. 10)
Directions (of the compass). ;.I 1110), 1. ; 4)
Disc, cipher. 8 113).9,2(2)1)
Di':na Commedia of Dante. 8.1(6)
Dodoens, Rembert. herbal of. lot It))
Dominican order, memory art of. 8.1)4.6)
"Doodles" in Voynich manuscript drawings. 4.215-7)
Doubled symbols. 4.4.1)111,.4.4.21)
Double-four structure. 3.3.4(6)
Dragon as alchen .al symbol. 8.8(6. 9)
Drawings in Vsynich manuscript. 2 1)2), 3.2) 1-2). i3.I16).
3.4(1-3). figs. 3-10. 15; architectonic forms. 3.2(3). 1.3.1)2-6.
18). 3.3.5(). 8.8(8); astrological. 3.2.3)1. 7), comparison to
other medieval manuscripts 3.2)1. 5). 12 103). 1 2_3)1-71.
8.8(7-9); content of. i.3. cosmological. 32 W).l encyclopedic
quality, 3.2 3)1L 4. 7); herbal. 1 2.;(11.
13It 1-It0i. idicisvyn.
cratic and unique character. 12151. pharmaceutical. i 31IQ.
..provincial' character. 1;.2 101). 32 3(3). symbsolic nature.
.43.2
2.). . 33 2)1 . %41 18s')l. 80011. svimmetri.
cal forms. 12(4) i3 119. 88M8.
visual impression on the
modern reader. 1.2()1 -11. it 2 li
Dudley. John (Duke of Northumberland)1. 2 I *
Dumbarton Oaks. Garden Libsrary 4. 1014)
Dummy characters. 4 4 2(1.1 2(1 Se di Nulls
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1.3
)9,9r. ', It3,
It." Ii . )
.V . 10. 9).
I r. .1 1). I i . 3 1(9), 14r. ,.,If,)).
14v,
7
ISr.
I3I,).ItOv.1 1(.
3), I r. .1.2 1). 5 4(2),
22r.
7
,.3.1()1, 22%. 13.1)4. 9) 23r.
'I(, . 25v. 1 3 I(71 2 %.
. Ii i.,28r. .3 18), 29r. ,.1(9); Vir.
,3.I(7),
v.
3 ii.I(3). ;57v. '3 )), i7v, 33. I( i; 8r. 33 1(8).
.tOr.
,.iI1it)),
4ir.
1 -Il.
v. 1 2(1). 1, 1(0),44v. ',I I3i).
45r. it 3 13. I 45v. . 1(i. 1.9). 16v.3,iI ( . 49r.
.2)(,).
1. 118);4 v. 4 if 1). 4(2). '),r.;,3.14), 54S.
.. 14), 55v. .3 17), S6v. i.3)II(c)1 57v.
i 1 hr.
4..-(1). 4.1(4). 5.4(2), (,r. 3.(-I). 66r. 2 31(6).
7(1).
- 2(4). 4. 1(5).66v. i.3
;i 1I 1. 4.2(-6); 67,1. 3 1 If3,
7
7
i.3I,13); 67r2. i. ,1 It. 1; 6 vl . 3 .i), 6 v2. ;. '14 ).
8-112).
'..12).
1 1 irli. 33(71; O8r2. 1.3 W)4). 68r i,.
.3i()9-l()
. 61vl.
3 A.1(1 . j I
17, 68v2.
3.1 11.
4
S.(())
68vi. 3 4-i(6),' 2.,
r.'1 34(18.
31(i,
7
O69Y. 34.(8). 0rl. 3.3.1(7). "fOr2. 3 i.4) 121. 4211); "Ovl.
7
7
3();
i if
71r.
,3.), 1y, 3.3i3(,
7?rl. ii 3);
5r.
7
7
11(1). 3,,
-4), 5v. 3.3)4); 6r. 4.1(7). 5.4(2),
78r.
3 151-1),
521 -. ). -)
c,
3, 5(2. 4); 82v. 3.35 '). 83v,
, 1 Si2,. 858 6r 3 to r- and %I to '2 (large
mutiplv-folded
Sheer. 2 it o. 3 12). 1 ;,31121. 3 1,(11-3;). 6 13), 83-6%.
7
J; 3
, i.1 215-w, 854-86%-1, 3 4)'1)
8 r. -12ri;
21
81r.
882r
;, I3I
;
81r
l
. .3
I C . 81)vI. 3.1I(7). 9Or I. ; 35(2),
')r2. 4 .1 ); ')OvI. 131) . ()r. 2 1(21. ; If ); 99r.
9
3 12l.
2(2). 1h. 3 3 IWt. lI
OOr. ; 1.1(2-11. IIr.
33
1 0 lv. 2 112).I ; 1(2); I0v2. ;.l21. 3 1.2)2);
Il(v.I 12. 2 1)6,. 3i,
") 1.42 183.S I I), 12. )
Forizerm Vovmh nanustript is a. 2 2 1(1-81. 3.312).
5 ifI.71
Fours Isets of fiour elements'. 3i 3 i 1to
Frante. ASsourte otVo5 mch manustript. 2. i),)
Franciscan order. 5. 1 2);). 7 1t11.7 ;(31.
;).7 -4(2). 115)
Frankowska. Malgor,/ita (on Roger Bacon as StIentistI. 7 ;( '-91)
Frederit V. Elector Palatine. 14Of))
Freeimasons. 8 11-)
French language in the Vovnith nanustript. 2 1,(
'1
Frequenties, 41 1.1) Ii4( --4. Q). 1421 10l.I I)8). 6 2(1 1.
li.7)2). 6.S1(). fig214
Frequencv counts SeeFrequenties
Friedman. Elitebeth. 2.2.12. 5-(w. 2 fl,). 241A ),.3 ItI).
2 )21. 1 1 If)I i.4)1I, on attempts to break the opher.
.i 141
- . 21. S.
.(10 1. 5211. 5 .- ). 6.2)0). 6.4111.
0.5(2). 0.7 (3
2
Friedman. William F , 2.2 1)(), 1.2 3) 2. 4.,1.
111). 5.1 1().
6 1(21. (,211-5.. .31(3). 6.,I). 6.5(-,1).661.
6.811 ). on anagrams. 6 5( ;-4), on synthetic languages.
0 5(2-4). 6.6f -4). 9.2(7).) 1(51
Friedman ( ollection. 6 it '33
Froth SeeFoam-Ike forms
Fruits. A 1.')).,
,
5(2- ,i
Fut hs. L.eonhard. botanical wo|uuts of.I0110)
Or.

(alen .,ee
Medime. Galenur
Gematria. concept inCabala. 8 7(1
Gemini. Z7odiat sign of. 2.34 1.fig. Io
(.erard.John. herbal of. IM 101
German language. 2.3)1. (i) . .2(). 4.40 14 ). 4.341 )
Germany as sourceof Voynich manustript. 2.(3. 5)
Gilson, Etienne. 2.2.2(2). 5.12()3. )
(oerdanusti. S.1)7)
Glossolalia. ).4(
I).9 4.3,)(
1
Gnostic philosophy. 8.8( ,)
Gold. in alchemy. 8.41 (l).
8.1 ;,51.8.1)()9.4 4(2)
Golden Dawn. Rssicrucian Order of. 14 2)1. 9.4 ,4(6)
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(oispls.. nimalsvm lstotthe tour. '1 2 11
( h
(.o.1)),
Is
e. 2 .i4).1 2 1(1, , 2 i)1
(.raphiti (mputer displavs. i if3).0,' 21
(,reekdiaratters,.4 211-11. 5 itt
(reeklanguage. i S S I l. S2.14 1 10).9) .212)
(,reek shorthand. 5 1 2(1.6.9 1lI
(,rosveteste.
Robcrt iBishop. ' i,2
(,roupgi ot elemenc% in astrIogi . 8 ,2-4. figs 29- 1. in
tabaIa.S 3t2).94"(1. hg
;S, in medieval tosmologv.
4
3,4.
1
A 4f1). 14$f1.. figs 14, 14. in Vovm h manuscript
drainIngs. i, , , ;"I, ,.tip II-I
(,uardihnangel. S I ;,12
(,untai
dtir.
Rioer Baton s rtipc tot. 1)212
(,uih iii liquid Neeliquid. Sprit-like forms
(i
ie0igks Aitopic
ot
Vinih inanustript. '1 2(21. 5,2141.
3 ,2- ,1
labshurg. hiuse
,tK')ia,
[1tah
Abbas. S siI,
IlIalbvn Rodwan,
1)11
Iland anAlsIN o Vovnit htext.
6 11148
I
i) I -2). () 3i1
hands in theVovnichIianustrilpt. 211 . 4 211 ;. 181.6()I-2 .
1larvard [niversit%. 2 it.
lats. 2.-1) ).; i;2,.S 1 I ).figs I)). 1'
Ileat.
therapeutii.
3 ;5(51. SI41
Ilebre%tharaters.5 1'1 1
20l. 1443i)1. 8.(-2). 9.411.
i) 1 2)t)
Ichanthus. 2 4,2
lellenistic philisoph%. S 2(1).S 4I I 1
Hleraldi devices. 3 1 ;,2,
Herbals. 3 2311-2). 3311I-91.66)81. loll-Il)
Ifi'rbarmu,, I'i'ji kE,-oni,
therbal of ( )tto 11runtels 11)110)
Herbs. mediuinal. 8 5(2-3. 5 1Ili I -I I passim)
Iermes 'Irismegistus. 142f23. 88( 2).'.411 )
Ilermictt itradiin. M 21 I,. 1 4,2,.14')2. 4)1.
1) .)I
rneri.2.
1 1
Ilheroglvphmt manuscrpt in posseshion of .John Dee. ,1111. 1i).
8 -I 112).8(6-101
theroglvphs. 4 I 2
I))144
(I1.') 2(-.
hildegardc ti Bingen. Saint. 2 -1 11. 1 2 1[I, 5-'1. 0 J31).
'143, 1-2) hg .1
hIippor rates. S 1 111).8 5(,)f
I istorital
important e il Vos nith manuscript. 2.2 16(-8)
Hoax.
1-4). Vovn(h manuscript Asa. 2.2 111-1-4)
IHolm (botanist). 3 I I II
Ilke. Robert.') -4.1(,1
Ioroscopes. 3,1 ;121
tHirtitulture. as topic t Vovnith manuscript. 3i 3)
houghton Rare lhook Librarv. Harvard Ilnversitv. 2 4(7)
Houses. asto logucal. 8 1(2)
Human faces: in alchemy drawing. 8.81. fig. 36. on geometrical
figures. 43.6(2); in plant folios. 3.4.1(7-8). fig 9; on sun and
moon. 3 .3S~7, I))1.1.4(2.4. 121
Human figures in alchemy drawing. S1)
fig 36. in Angi.Saixto
herbal.
.44(31; in astrological manuscripts. 1.2.3(7); of
Opirinus de (.ansris. 1.2.31 3); of Saint Hildegarde. 3 2.10-6);
in Vovnich manuscript, V.2.(6)1.
3 3.4), .
(2-3
3.3.4(2, 5. 9- 10).1. 1 (1-6 . 1.31 11, 4 2(4). 8 4(3). figs
I),15. 17
Humanist script. 2.4(71
Humors (concept in ialenic medicine), 3.1300l). 3 .4(2-3. 6).
3.(3-4. 4.31 )
Hvle (concept in alchemy), 8.8(5)

IItvpotheses. rvptanalvtit. -I 1 2( I - 18), 6
hlpotheis searching. (Ql I
tivpiothesis testing. i.91 I - 21
Ideoigraphic writing systems.
9. (j

h ,'Wt LfltuM4 lW
HSAli

7

I ). 6 9(I1 - ;I

15
A A Sc
-)tAlrs.
h
Lig
Lion. figure ot.A A I

1 1 2c 1, -4 -1 21 1. 91. 1) 1 A , 9 21

hildegarde

I.) 1

8.4, iI), H.6(11. 8,9( '),91

Ixiquid. t A 5
lA;5ped

1i ti il

8 Sharactery.
46
of, Ai*
S.
Illumination. divine. svmlbols
Images Astral. 8-1 1121, magital. S4(1. 1.4 1(I-2).

lull. Ramoi.

84.1.

1.(Ifig 2, planetary. 8.4 1(2)

).-i1 1). 1 1 1. 9-1 2(21
l 21 1 i.
I II),81.
Incantations. 4.I.
Index offords, 4 -,)), 6l118, 6 ;12c. (, 121
1 I ).fig -8
S .l l(I ).9 .1.
* Indian' characters.
g. Ix
lntixrd ,harai'ters.- 4.3 Al2-Ai. .1 -.I
if.g1
t22)1-A) .2 Id,
2 AW.
i2. 2-11. A1l21.
1Inks. I 1
2 1(1--41.

in Vovni(h manusript.
Italian language
i i.s(I
i.
I 11
2 A14 . A.2 IcI
italian sty.l.

la] As sourcot Vovnih Manusrrpt. 2 t -l1.
•IlIl.-iS

LhrinM )j/lerorn? IofJohn De). 9 4.,-1(0)
L.igatures in Vovnich sript. 4.11 1 1. -1 1 I. 1--h
.1. 1(1).tigIs

-

2

"

1. 7-91.
. 8814
%AjA. 7.iI
( . 61.
5 Il2.
1(0i I I astrologi(al. 8 i I
-,
i
2(06I
Maps. A 2 Ac A-_. . A-i%.i II. A,A 6 21
l'annus Marcus. I lt-4.
2-A
12. Is .lfigs
6 "71
4)
analysis.

11 -61
Kcllev. Edmund. S411 1.8 I ) 1- 1lo, 9'4
Kent. Roland ( . 5 11 1
Ac. A 2 A)21.
in \oilmhi manusmript. 2 2 Icl
Keys'

01. I 2(1-41.

.21l2,

i

l.anguag-. nixhian. 884 -ic 21. 9 i..11-6), figs -I-iS
. 1 4S). 5 2(2-51.
Ianguage undcriving Visnlich text. 2 A 1-5

Memor% places. 8 1(2-A)
Microcosm., 3 A 4(A).85(2)
I 211A, . l-4h1
Mitros ope. 2.2 2 1.5
Minuscule charatters, . .IA) I)

5. 1(2-4). 5 4(0). 6 5(4), 6 i-7 I,6.7) Ai
Languages. artificial. - 12(2). .14,20, 17). 5..(0i. 6.2( ),
6.5(,). 6.6(1-7). 8,1(8. lot. 8.1.4(21, 9(1)-9.4.4(6. in-

Mirror writing of Leonardo da Vinci. 2.41 1)
Misserone. Dicmisis, 2.1(15)
Missionaries. travels of. 4.1.3 1 ).8.10(2). 9. i)

1O(17)

(.unt. '.- -iti)
I.askv.
5.-lIh, 6.212), 67(4).
5.20I-5,
A A Il,
Latin language.
1). 9.412(1-A), '1.4.ll.; underlying Voynich
1).2(61. 9.1.
text. 2 ll. A). 4.-I(). I i2)i. 8. 14-17). 5 1.11). 5.416.
81,asusuedbv Roger Bacon. S 21-2).7.403)
l.atin text 'cipher of NewbldI. SI121. 5 1 ( I)

Mondragone. Villa, 1.1(10). 1.2(). 2.1(15)
Monetary valuation of Vovnich manuseript. 1.101.
2.1(1), 15)
Monographic frequency counts. See Frequencies
Months. 1.V I. 3).4.2(il).8.5(4)
(4-7. 9-101. 3.3.44. 9), 8.5(4). 8.8(9)
Moon-.
35

1 2(1
Leaves tof plants). i.i. I l , 3.')).
Leech Book o/Bald. 10(37)
L.ehmann-Ilaup. Ilellmut. 2 iAl). 2 .1)2)
) (2)
L.eibni. ,1f(H),
L.en. Zodiac sign of. fig. 10

Mussteil. 2.3(6).4 24)
Mvsticism, (.hristian. .2.3(1. 1-7), 8.8(

Nawrwh.i Hstrtorr of Plinv the Elder. 10(4)
Neologisms, '3.4) 1
New World plants. 2.4(2)

Li/aer Atit (ofL.eonardi Fibonacci. 81 I(A)
libra. Zodiac .ign of.fig 14)
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3. 11-

2,1(1.

Missowskv, Dr. Raphael. 1.17 1. 2.1( 12)
7)
932.
I). 8.6(1).N
Mnemonic systems. 8. I-I
Mohammedans. See Arabic influence on medieval cosmologv
Moisture. V.1.4(7). 3.3.5(3). 8.5(4)
Moa s Hierogl pbied (ofJohn 1)eel. 8.9(4-5)

magical.
9.41I
9.1( 1-5).
9.2(7),
6.5(,4).
ternational.
9,411).
9.3(5 .
(relIgious.
mystical
.A I ), 9.1)( I- A)
natural, 1.4-2f A. 8. l01.
9 -1 -I1-,1. tig% 41-.,
QI 1-2).
t
universal,
Languages. artificia4,
sve
synthetic
(, 7) 4jl.
9.,)1 II
6i 4),0.6(-7).92)7). 9.)-I

..sk

4).

2 2.11-81,
manulript, 2.1(21.
the Vovnih
aI
Meaning
1-21, 5 2(11. 5 (2-ii. 7 l(-.
2.2 2(3. S1. A Ato 2), A .it
8(1,
Meaningless. Vonith manuscript considered as. 2.2 111-8)
Medic al month, 8 Sc.i
Medicine. Arabic "raditin of. 8.S(i
,A(1. il. A A 55). A..4(2),
A At . 10).
Medicine, (aleni.
l 1
8 S(I-SI. 8.81 . 5. .
2. 71
11., Ait
1 -1 )l.8.6
Mernorv art. 8
no. iriage%.8 1)2. -1. 0- 1,. Al Aic
emory

A 2 A.A-i.
lbels ot Viimni iilrlcs:iript drainiaags. Icl2'.
hit,. i.i21111 S 21lt 5 iii
l
i i 2f2i. A A Ar- .. i
Iaoani

9.2(1.

Materia medIta. O1 1-21
Mithers. S I. Macreigor. 8 14 21)
Matrix. iiphier. S ,)A-S. '-81. 9.4 lIt-6i

A A Al S.

S.
2 1I(1-IS,

,)2( Ac
Kraus. I lans P . I ItI . I 217, 5..11 , 6.1) I
Kristher. .leffrt'%. 2 -1i1. I I ;A il.6 l21., 711K statistic. ( 71

42) 4 1.81
1

I Ac21.. 4 I . A)
A)tJt8 llS.9 2ii

5-1.1SL
Manh.lohn M . 2.111i. 2 2, 212-Ai. S 1 2(.1.
1(2 1. fig A0
Mansions of the mIntin. 8 1 l8
44.2)6).
Ai . . AS).
Manuscripts. medieval althemkal. 3 2.(l

2 1sI. At21 A,.

losephui. 8 1 211 )Marl.
I , A
1Juhaa
Ania Codex.
Julsana
I~
%1Markovian
An~la .ode.

-81.5 i121. figs2t. 2i
-t2(181.1( 1ll
KhowarAirti. Al -. 8 10i Ii
Kipling. RudVard. 7 1li8
I 2(1i,
Kircher. Athanasius. I I( i.1

1. i

Magsar. as language ol Visnid manus ript. 2.11S)
Mandrake. A A I(s
Mani lestoe$, Riisicru lan.,1121

'i5).

A A 611,21

21.
A2
t I121. A A 112
lars,pharm ateu lt
let%(I vapo:r See Spout like torins
Johnston I svnthetu language uf). 6.6)7t,)

Hi , 14.
891 ,

i it i . 85t2l
AA
M A(riKosrnl.
1.4.2)l1
8 14i. 84. 1l-21.
S 16.
A A Ac;1
Magil.
1 .t.8 1 .111-21. 861I).8 )2.8-10I1. 9 i I 1 -6)
4 ll
Magi( %quar
e..8 4 lIj.S "II. fig. 2
2Il1.
Magnitigglass.

l1

'.

,,

4 411,1.

..

.

). 8.)(2)

1.2(7-8).

Newbold. William R.. 2.2.1(5). 2.2.2(1. 3). 2.3(l). 2.4(1).
3.3.4(6). 4.4.2012), 501), 5.1M1. 5.1.1(1) 5.1.2(7), 5.2 (4).
6.l(1). 6.2)1).6.5(l. 6.7(1). 7.3(4)
Night. 3.3.3010)
Noll, A M.. 2 4M,)4.2M1
Nomenclator. 9.20S), 9.3(3)
Notarsa Aristoites (shorthand system). 9. 1(1). fig. 38
Notory art. 4.4.2(6). 8.60I)
Nulls. 4.4.20S. 14-1S. 17). 9.205-6)
Numbers, magical significance of, 3.3.4(1)
Numbers of elements. See Grouping of elements
Numeral forms, early. 2.4(6). 4.1.2(l). 4.1-303). 5.4(0-5,
7-8). 8.10o(4). 9.1M1. 9.1.3(2), 9.203)
Numerals: in abbreviation systems. 9.1(1); in early codes. 9.2(6)
9.3(3);
Hindu-Arabic 4.1.2t)1). 4.1.3(l. 3), 8.10(1-4).
9.2)6); mixtures of Arabic and Roman. 8.10(4), 9.2(6); under.
lying Voynich symbols. 4.1.2M1. 4.1.3(3). 5.4(4-8)

Platforms,.1..3.1(3). 3. .5(2)
Platonism. 8.2)11. 8.803
Pleiades. 3.3.3)10)
Pliny the Elder. 10(4,1
Pod-like forms. 1.3.502-3)
Poland, visited by Dee and Kelley, 1).4.4(3)
Polish language in Voynich manuscript. 2.3(0)I
Porta Giovanni Battista, 5.3Ml, 8.2(2). 9.2(3)
Prague. 1.1(0), 2.1I15S, 2.211)7), 2.305), 2.4(0). 8.9(10)
Prayers. See Incantatsons; Languages. mystical; Spells
Precedence structure in Voynich text "words", 6.6)1- 2). See alto
Beginning-middle-end structure of Voynich text "words*
Prefixed elements, 4.4.1(13), 4.4.2)9)
Prescriptots. medical. 3.3.2(2). 3.3.7M
Pretisnaul.naencmdie.33(3)
Provenience of manuscript: Continental Europe. 2.3(3). 8(l);
England, 23), France. 2.3)'.); Germany. 2.3(3. 5); Italy.
2.3(0-41
Pseudo -Aristotle. i 1 501)
Ptolemy. 8.3(2)
Puffs of vapor. See Spout-like forms
Pulpit-like forms. 3.152,.61
Pythagoras, ; .4)1I

'Occulta" (precious medical substances). 3.3.5(0)
Old English as language of Voynich manuscript. 2.3(2), 5.3(2-4)
Old High German. See German language
Old Irish. 9.4.2)2)
O'Neill. Hugh (botanist). 2.4(2-3). 3.3.1)0-2). 5.3(l), 5.4()1)
Opas Majaij of Roger Bacon. Ste Bacon, Roger. works of
Order of the Garter. 8.9(3)
Order of symbols in Voynich script "words. 4.4(10). 4.4.1)8),
4.4.2(9, 17). 6.6t)1-2). 8.1)11)9 2)7). 9.3M5. fig. 27
Ova. 5.1.2(2), 5 2(0)
Ovaries. 5.2(3)
Oxford. University of. 7(2)

Qualities, natural. 8.5)2). 8.9)))
QuintiliAn. 8.1(i. 9)
Radio Corporation of America. 0.411, 3j
Rain. 331411)
Rainbows. 13351)
Ram. figure of. 2.2.20),)33.1( 't). fig. 1t)
Raphael. D~r..1.1(7). 2.1(12)
Ray-like forms. 1.2.1,)5). 3.3.)5. 7-M).
34)1. 8. 12),
3.3 5W4. 3.3 6(2)
RC A. SeeRadio Corporation cif America
Real Character. 9.207). 9.3(1.4)
Reformation, destruction isf Religious Houses during. 2.1(7-8)
Renaissance style. 2.4(l. 3). 3.2.1)3)
Repeating sequence. 4.1.LAM. 4.3)3-4)
Repetition oif words, 4.4(2-1. 6-8). 4 4.I(fn.), 4.4.2(8. 10-11,
1W. 1)4.22)
Reverse alphabetic soirt, 4.4(9)
Rthazes. 85))1

Pamphilius. herbal of. 1004
Panofiky. Erwin. 2.2.1)2). 22.2)'. 5). 2.3(6), 2.4)3). 3.2.103),
3.2.3)l1.
3.1.5(6). 3.4)I
)
Papal correspotndence. use of ciphers in. 9.2)0). 9.35), fig. 39
Paracelsus. medical doctrines of. 3 3.516)
Parchment. 2.3)t I ). 2 4)lI
Paris. University of. 7.2(l11
Parma. 2.11l41
Pasigrapisy. 6.504),6.6( 1-7), 91()7). 9.3) 1-5). 9.4( 1)
Patterns tof letters in wtords). 4 4.2(l10). 5.4)1)
PDP-lI computer. 6. 7(2)
Pepper plant. 2.4)2). 3 1,1(2)
Dgdaxoxherbal). 10(7)
Petersen. Theodore C... 2 2.1)4),2.4()1).
3. 1, 3 1)It1-2),
33.3)t2).
.3 .6)
3.4)*2).
4 1.2(2). 4 211-2),.444.19),
6 1(2), 6.2)2). 6.,3.9 3(3)
Pharmaceutical lars. SeeJars, pharmaceutical
Phlebotomy. 8 5)1)
Photocopies oif Voynich manuscript. 3.2().
V.2.2(1), 13(l)),
3.3,2 2). 33.37), 3.3.6)1-2). 6.1)2-8t
Ptcato~x. 1,144).
k.1,63). 6.3(0). 8.3)3). 8.401). 8.4 1I(1).
8.4.2))1). 8.6) 11. 9.4 I)M-2)
Pico delta Mirandoa. Giovanni. 8.2)2)
Pigmens 2.1 (2). 3.2 2))
Pimandr.
8.(4-5)Roughness.
Pip-lie
1(). ,1,(2)
frms 3 3..4(. 8. 33.52-3 6)
3.3.6(2). 5 2113)
Pisces. Zodiac sign of. 4 2(1),. fig, 10
Pittman shorthand system. 9.1 3(1)

iiPen

Rhizotomists. 1)0)2)
Ripley. George (alchemist). H80))
Robes. 8. 11(H1),
figs. It0.
17
Roman minuscule characters. 4. 1.1)1)
Rosman numerals. 6.6(l ).8.10(4)
Root crow ns. 3.3.1()3.9)
Roots, grammatical. 4.4.2(17). 6.6(2). 6.8(2). 9.305)
Rtoots, plant. 3 V.1(1.
3-4.,7), i.3.2)l).3.3,5(2-3). 8.8)8)
Rosse8.9(3)
Rosetta stosne,. 3 3(2
Rosicrucian Brotherhood. 8.107). 8.4.2M1. 8.4.4(2), 8.9(1-5).
&..).8.6.89)1.
5)
4.414). 4.4.2(10)
RoalSociety, 9.4.4(6
Rudolph 11. 11](4-5, 7-8). 1.2M1. 2.1(1, 4. 9. 11), 2.2.1(3. 7).
2.2.2(), 2.4)6). 3.4(2). 4,2)10). 4.3)2). 5.42)., 8.90S. 10).
9A.2(I), 9A(3)fi.1

V.

.4

Sap. plant. 3.3.5(0)
Saturn. 1.3.404)
Scalloped forms. 3.3.4(2. 5.9- 10)
Schizophrenics. language of. 9.4(1)
Scholastic method. 7,3(2,.8)
Scholastic philosophers. 7.1(2). 7.3()
Script: alphabetic. 4.1.2(l); humanist. 2.407). ideographic.
4.1,2),
4.4.2(3. 9). 9.1)3), 9.2(7); 9.3(1); syllabic.
4.1.2)2). See also Script. Voynich
Script. Voynich. 3.4)0). 4.1)1); compound structure of. 3.2(4),
3.4(3), 4.101-2), 4.1.301-4). 4.4.103), 5.2(5). fig. 18; ligatures
in. 4.101). 4.1.3(l. 3-4). 4.4(00). 4.4.1(3). fig. I8; relation.
ship to known alphabets. 4.1.2(1); style of. V2)4), 3.4)3).
4.1(1). 4.1.4(2-1)
Scripts, extraneous, in Voynich text, 1.1(2). 3.3.1( 1. .5..4(l11),
4.4(1-11l,.4.3(2). 6.1)7). figs. 10. 21-23
Sarying. 8.4.4(I). 9.4.401-6)

Strong. Leoinell C., 2.2.105). 2.2.2(4-5). 2.3(2). 2.4)5). 5(I),
5.3)1-4). 6.1(2). 6.2(0), 6.7(l)
Style of Voynich manuscript drawings. 2.1(2). 3.201-2), 3.2.1.
3.3.1(6), figs. 5-10, 15; architectonic, 3.2(3-4). 3.3.1(2-3.
6. 8). 3.3.5)2). 8.8(8); idiosyncratic. 3.205); symbolic.
3.2(4). 3.2.305), 3.3.2(l). 3.4(0). 8.8(9). 8.905)
Style ofVoynich script, 3.2(4). 3.403. 41 ( ). 4.1.4(2-3)
Stilistic attacks on Voynich text. 4.4(1-10)
Stylostatistical techniques. 6.7(0-3)
Subjeccategories, 8.1(10), 9.303)
Subjective method ofNewbold. 6.5(1)
Substitution. 4.1.211), 4,4(4-5). 4.4.2(2. 4, 5-6. 8. 10. 16).
5.1.10l). 5.2(2. 4), 5.4(2). 6,6(3. 6),.9.2(l, 3)
Suffixes. 6.8(1). Seealo Affixes, grammatical
Sufism. 8. 1(5). 9.4.3(2)
Sun. 3.31.3(4-5. 7-8, 10). 3.3.4(1-2. 4. 12). 3.3062). 8.8(9)
Sunflower. 2.4(2)

Seals, magical. SeeImages. magical
Seasns, .3(10)
.. 424)6.()
Seasns.3.3300.
4 6) 8.(2)Symbols:
33.4(,
Second Voynich Manuscript Study Group, 4.1.3(4). 6.4(0-3)
Seedpods. 3.3.5(2-3)
Sephiroth. S.3l(6). 8.312), 8.7(1)
Sequnce
.1.0).4.3-4)Synthesis
reeatng.
Sequences, alphabetic. .1.2)2). 4 1)2)
Shakespeare. 9 1(4)
Shorthand. 4.4.2)4. 6). 5.1.211. 6). 8.6H1). 9.1(1-4). 9.1.3(2).
9.4.2)1. fig. 38Taloletr.4132
"ShorthandCipher" of Newbold. 5.1)2). 5. 1.2)1)
Sidereal Gods. Egyptian. 8.3)(3
Silvester. Jakob. 9.2)3. 6-7)
Simonides of Ceo. mnemonic system of. 8.1(1-2)
Singer.Charles. 2.2.2)0. 5). 2, (5-0). 24(5). 3.2.1)2). 3315)(6)
Snow. 3.1. 4( 11
Solomon; key of. 8.4.2( ); magical system of. 8 4)). 8,41.2(I).
8.6(1); sealof. 8.4.2( 1)
.Thorni.

Sun-moon pairing. 3.3.3(7). 8.8(9)
Superfixed characters. 4.1.3(2-3), 4.1-401)
alchemical, 3.3.1)7). 4.1333). 8.80I). 8.9(3). 9.2(3);
astrological. 4.1.3(i). 9.2(3); looped, 4.1.4(1, 3); medical.
9.40I), 9.4.2(1-3)
Snaeoeaa
)33
of many disciplines in Voynich manuscript. 2.2.1(8),
3.2.3). 3.4(l)

Spakgyintscoologu
iies. . 4.3(I)
Spells.g i3.4(3g4es,8.4 l(.9 4).).11
Spermato.zoa 5.12)
).. 4 )
91..,j
Spral nebua. 133 42(). 3(2))
S

Tiltman. John H..
1.1(9).
2 2 1)(1-2).
3.1(2). 3.Z.3) 2).
3 3.7(l), 4.1.21, 4.1.3(l). 4.4(l). 5.2). 5.4(7). 6.A)2).
6.3(1. 3). 6.6(1-9). 6.8(1). 7.3(4); on beginning-middle-end
structure of Voynich text "words". 4.4010). 4.4.2(07), 6_601-2).
8.1(11). 9.2(7). 9.3(5). fig. 27; cryptanalytic study of
Voynich manuscript. 2.2.1(6). 4.1.3(4). 6.6(1-7). 6.70,. 3);
std of herbals. 2.2.2(3-5). 2.3(5). 2.4(5). 3.3.1(2. 5. 8).
6.6(0). 10(l); study of synthetic languages. 6.5(4).

Table, cipher, 5.4(0-5. 7-8). 9 4.403-6)
Talismanslees 4me.3(2)
a
Talismas. Seisimgeso. magical..33) fg.1
Taers.
5odi.i2no. 7.0)(
3353. i.3
Teles co
p in23)
Caba)4
7(
Temurah (Jcoup Hincbad. 1.I).12)..101,15
Tepnez.acus
rcickyd
10
().12))
212()
Theoprsuoferennsus..
70) )
Lyn.2..)3.2)35

223.t)7
) 103)2)

Tir.6Marus7
ullus.9.(7 (1
Tironian hand. 4.4.2(6). 9. 1(1)
Tironian notation. 4.4.2)(6). 9 1 11
'.
'(ovninlzdmp
ftewrd.3344
T.3.ap)
4(covninlzd6a)ftewrd)

Starr.ies
3 3.3-70) .. ).3
-(
.. ))
.. ))
Stars.)3..3(-1)..3(lfi. 2968.3316.V36()
3.4().
fig 296.4(1.
43(6. 8 (2)
Stations of the Cross. 8.1 (3)
Setaeonsoifthemoon. 8.3(7). 8.3(2). fig. 30

Toad, as achemv smho. 8.8(6. 9)
Transcribing of V Iovnich text. 4.1.314). 4.40). 6.1(8). 6.2(2-5),
3). 6.6(2). 6,7(1-2)
Transposition. 4.4(6). 4.4.2)2. 5. 11)
Trithemius. 5.3(l). 8.2)2). 8.6(t). 9.2)

.. )
37

Tuber. 3.3.1(4). 3.3.5(2)
Tubes. 3.3.3(2). 3.3 5)2.6)
Tubs. 3.3.1)4). 3.3.5)2-3). 8.8(9)
Tunics. 8.11 (11. figs. 10. 37
Turner. herbs]lof. 10( 10)
Units. crvstanah-tic. 4,4.2(4. 14-15)
"Universal Character. 6.6(0
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Spirits. 8.4.2(l). 8.4 30)--1). 8.4.4(1-2). 8.6(I). 8.9(4. 8).
9.4(l). 9.4.4(1-6); familiar. 8.4.303) Seealto Angels; Demons
Spout-like forms. 3.3.4(2-4. 7. 10-11H. 3.51 3). 8.8)9)
Spea.
frms3.3.5(6).
Se Sputlke
Star-figures. 3.3.4(4). 133.6(3). 8.4 1)2). 9.4 1)1-2). figs. 41-42
"Star-nsps%54(l. 9)
Star names. 8.3)2). fig. 29
Star -paragraphs. 3.3 7( 1)
Star-pictures. 3.3.4(4). 1.3.6(0). 8.4. 1 2). i).4.1(1-2). figs. 41-42

Steele. Robert. 2.1(06). 2.3(4). 2-401). 3.2.1(3). 7.3(6)
Steganography. SeeCryptography. history of: Shorthand
Stem. grammatical. 4.4.2(17). 6.6(2).6.8(2). 9.3(0)
Stems. plant. 3.3.1(1. 3. 7.9). 3.3.5(2-3)
Stenographic (shorthand system of John Willis). 9.1 301). fig.
38
Stroke, horizontal. 4.1.3(2)
in ideographic characters. 4.1.3( 1)
Stromberg -Carlson 4020. 6.7(2)

*Stroktes

I

, .

-

--

544

.1)
.1

Waves. 3.3.4(7. 9-10)
Weather. 3.3.4(3)
Wheel cipher. 8 I(5. 9.2(3)
Wilkins. John. synthetic language of. 6.23). 6.6(3-4). 9.2(0),
9.34
Willis. John, shorthand smem of. 9.1.3(0). fig. 38
Winds. 3,3110). 3.3 4(4. 10-I I)
Word index. 4.4(9) 6.1(8). 6.3(2). 6.4(2)
Word lengths. 4 4 1(6)
Word spacing in Voynich text. 44.1(4)
in Voynich text: beginning.middle-end structure.
"Words".
4.4(1O. 44,2(9. 17). 6.611-2). 8.111 ). 9.2(7). 9.3(5). fig.
27, lengths of. 4.4.1(6); order of symbols in,4.4(10), 4.4.1(8).
9.2(7). 93(5). fig. 27;
442(9). 17). 6.6)1-2). 8.1(1.
patterns of letters in, 4.1.4(1), 4.4.2(10). 5.4(3); repetition
.4.4.2)8. 10-1I. 16), 9.4.2(2)
of.44(2-3.6-8) 4.4.1(fn

Vapor. 4.3 411-2.4. M.3-3.53) 8515). 8.819)
Variant forms of Vovnich svmbols. 4.1.14). 4.1.4(1-21, fig. 20
17-18), 5.1.11.
4.4.214. 14-1S.
Variants. cryptanalvtac,
5.4(4. 7-8j. 6.65-61 9.2(5-6)
Veils. 3.3.3(2). 3.3.5(l). 8.1111. figs. 10, 37
Vellum, 2.1(2). 2.2.1(1). 2.41l. 3)
Vents. 3.,.5(,)
Vessel. alchemical, 8.80')
Vigenere table. 4.4.2 1101
Villanova. Arnoldus of, 3. .I15)
Virgo. Zodiac sign of. 2..)i 3). fig. 10
Visions. mystical. 3.2.3l. -'1. 9.4.3 i1-2). 9.4.4)0-6)
Vital spirits, 3.4121
VonSchonau. Elizabeth, 9.4.312)
Von Trond, Chrisana. k).4.;)2)
Vowels. dropping of. 4.4.25-0. 14)
Vo'nich. Ethel, 1.216). 2.44). 4.211). 6.1)2), 6.1()
Voynich. Wilfrid. 1.1)0. 8-9. IM. 1.2(5-0. 8). 2.1(1-16).
3.3
31).
3.2.101).
2.311). 2.4(l),
2.2.211).
22.1).
.4i11.4.2It)S.). IjI). 5.1.2)3). 0.1(1)
Vosnich script See Script. Vovnich

Yale .niversity. 12(H).

Zodiac, signs of. 2.2.215). 2 1,4). 2.40),3
1.4 2(111. 8 1(2- 1) fig. 10
Zohar. 8,7 1)

Warmth as a healing principal. 3.3.5)5). 8.5)4)
Water. 3A..4)('7). See aIso Liquid; Moisture
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